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Abstract 
 

This thesis explores aspects of how modern physics has been collected and 

displayed in the UK over the (long) 20th century, with a particular focus on the 

national collections in the Science Museum, London. The emergence and 

establishment of ‘modern physics’ roughly overlaps with the development of 

distinct science and technology museums. This provides an opportunity to 

explore how the presentation of modern physics through its material culture has 

been shaped by a variety of factors including scientists’ own narratives of their 

professional identities, institutional and museological trends and state priorities.  

 

My methodology takes an object biography approach, informed by S.J.M.M. 

Alberti’s 2005 call to explore objects in museums. Looking beyond (or behind) 

the displays allows us to take a longer view away from the particular constraints 

of individual exhibitions, offering a glimpse into how various publics – in 

museums and elsewhere – encountered artefacts of modern physics. By 

combining close-up object inspections with archival sources, the thesis follows 

the stories of a variety of object types: equipment associated with famous 

experiments, models made for industry displays, components of large-scale 

scientific infrastructure, and everyday lab and teaching equipment. These are 

tracked through the worlds of professional physics and public displays. 

 

In addition to exploring objects’ stories I also explore silences: considering 

aspects of modern physics which have not been well-represented in museum 

displays, whether due to deliberate omission or not being suited to the medium 

of object collections. I also examine forgotten objects, languishing in museum 
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storage, as a test of the object biography approach. Exploring silences allows for 

a consideration of agnotology in museums, asking whether the construction of 

ignorance might have novel applications for artefacts and museums, which have 

mainly been studied in terms of the construction of knowledge. 
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Impact Statement 
 
 

Academic benefits   

The thesis takes a three-strand approach to how the material culture of modern 

physics has been collected and displayed in the UK over the 20th century.  

 

The first strand uses object biographies as a source for a history of museums 

and public engagement with science (Alberti, 2005), an area of interest to both 

Science and Technology Studies and Museum Studies. I have focused on the 

Science Museum, contributing to a growing field of UK museum histories. The 

second strand applies agnotology, the study of the creation of ignorance and 

absences (Proctor and Schiebinger, 2008) to museums, a sector that has more 

often been studied in terms of knowledge. Approaches from both strands should 

be applicable to other collections in the UK and beyond. A third strand in the 

thesis uses close examination of objects, for which I have built on various 

models used in material culture studies, and summarised approaches to material 

culture in STS. From this, a reference guide for academics who wish to work with 

the material culture of science and technology could be developed. This also has 

potential to be used in UCL’s teaching for the Curating Science and Technology 

module run by the STS department. 

 

 

Benefits outside academia 

 

Many of the objects studied for this thesis are in the collections of the Science 

Museum. The information I have uncovered about them will be added to the 

Museum’s object documentation, improving the management of the UK’s 
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national collections. This information will also enhance the Museum’s online 

collections database, which currently attracts over 800,000 visits from users 

worldwide annually. Approaches taken in this thesis will inform the Museum’s 

policy for collecting recent science, technology and medicine, to be implemented 

from 2020. I will also share my findings from studying objects in other collections 

(some museums, some scientific institutions) with the managers of those 

collections, enabling them to improve their collection management. A reference 

guide based on my object study approach and literature review also has 

potential to be used for training of museum collections staff; written guides 

remain relatively rare in the sector. 

 

 

Dissemination 

Since submission of the thesis articles based on Chapters 3 and 4 have been 

published: 

Modern physics in the museum: Shaping a UK national collection in the 
twentieth century. Journal of the History of Collections, Volume 31, Issue 
3, November 2019, Pages 487–502. [© The Author(s) 2018. Published by 
Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.] 
 
“Banishing the atom pile bogy”: exhibiting Britain’s first nuclear reactor. 
Centaurus, Volume 61, Issues 1-2, February 2020, 14-32. [© 2019 John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd.] 

 

Discussions are also underway for stories based on parts of Chapter 4 to appear 

in Technology’s Stories, the popular-audience website of the Society of the 

History of Technology. 

 

I am developing parts of Chapter 6 for submission as a chapter in Boon et al., 

ed. Understanding Use, part of the Artefacts: Studies in the History of Science 

and Technology series published by Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: object stories and silences 

 
 
 

1.1 Introduction 

Slightly out of breath after walking up three flights of stairs, after some jiggling of 

a key in a lock I manage to open a door. Stepping inside into a darkened space, 

I hit a light switch to my left and hear the plink-plink-plink of overhead fluorescent 

lights switching on across a long room. Now the lights are on, I can move further 

into the room and see bays of shelving and cupboards separated by a central 

aisle. On the shelves are hundreds of objects, of huge variety: browsing the 

room one can find a microscope associated with Robert Hooke, a black metal 

box labelled ‘Atom Bomb Project’, a spherical detector to search for evidence of 

neutrino particles under Antarctic ice, and some plastic toy ducks.1 This is the 

Science Museum’s main store room for its physical sciences collections, of 

which I am the Keeper. There are many more rooms in the store building, and 

yet more objects can be found in aircraft hangars outside of Swindon.2 The 

Museum’s collections – spanning science, technology and medicine – run to 

over 300,000, from astrolabes to artificially-intelligent vehicles, contact lenses to 

Concorde. At any given time, less than ten percent of these can be encountered 

by visitors at the Museum’s sites or at other public venues where they are on 

loan. 

 

 
 
1 Science Museum inventory numbers 1928-786/1, 1994-1076, 2015-335, 2005-393 . 
2 All of the collections will be re-located to the Swindon site by 2023; the image of the 
physical sciences storeroom portrayed here is a last glimpse before packing starts in 
2019. 
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As Sam Alberti, Keeper of Science and Technology at National Museums 

Scotland, has noted, such collections contain many contradictions: they house 

the antique and the cutting-edge, the very big and the very small, and seek to 

represent intangible phenomena or processes via material objects. And, while 

the experiences of visitors to science museums worldwide are often associated 

with interactive exhibits rather than collection objects, museums continue to 

collect things.3 Another curator of a large national collection, David DeVorkin of 

the U.S. National Air and Space Museum (NASM) remarks on another 

contradiction: despite most histories of technology not requiring the physical 

survival of the artefacts themselves, vast numbers of objects have been 

preserved and displayed in museums as a legacy of human achievement. He 

admits that ‘faced with this situation, any curator of things must, at some point in 

life, pause and ask, “Why”?’. 4  

 

For DeVorkin, the curator’s question is whether artefacts can make a difference 

to researching and writing history, or whether their value lies elsewhere, such as 

memorialising, education, or inspiring visitors. In this thesis I attempt to 

demonstrate the research value of objects by using them as the starting points 

for exploration into aspects of how modern physics has been collected and 

displayed over the (long) 20th century, with a particular focus on the U.K.’s 

national collections in the Science Museum. The emergence and establishment 

of ‘modern physics’ in the early decades of the 20th century roughly overlaps with 

 
 
3 Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, “Why Collect Science?,” Journal of Conservation and Museum 
Studies 15, no. 1 (December 6, 2017). 
4 David H. DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts: Are They Historical Evidence?,” in Critical Issues 
in the History of Spaceflight, ed. Steven J. Dick and Roger D. Launius (Washington, 
D.C.: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of External Relations, 
2006), 578. 
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the development of distinct science and technology museums.5 This provides an 

opportunity to explore how the presentation of a discipline through its material 

culture was shaped by a variety of factors including scientists’ own narratives of 

their professional identities, institutional trends and state priorities.  

 

There are three aspects to my exploration of the research value of objects. The 

first is to consider the usefulness of an object biography approach, informed by 

Alberti’s 2005 call to explore objects in museums, for understanding modern 

physics in museums and beyond.6 By broadening the scope of study to an 

object’s whole ‘museum life’ (and in some cases before or after its museum life) 

rather than looking solely at a particular point of collecting or display, and by 

looking at different categories of objects, displays and audiences,  I hope to build 

up an overall picture of the presentation of physics in public as manifested by its 

material culture. A focus at the object level, looking beyond (or behind) the 

displays will allow me to take a longer view away from the particular constraints 

of individual exhibitions, offering a glimpse into how various publics – in 

museums and elsewhere – encountered artefacts of modern physics, and 

showing how collections and their interpretation responded to developments in 

scientific and industrial fields. Secondly, I will consider the value of the material 

objects themselves as sources, and whether close study of objects can enhance 

historical research. Thirdly, as a contrast to examining what stories objects and 

collections can tell, I will consider the stories that they do not tell, either 

 
 
5 Helge Kragh, Quantum Generations: A History of Physics in the Twentieth Century 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999); Richard Staley, Einstein’s Generation: The 
Origins of the Relativity Revolution (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 
2008); Imogen Clarke, “Negotiating Progress: Promoting ‘Modern’ Physics in Britain, 
1900-1940” (PhD, University of Manchester, 2012). 
6 Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, “Objects and the Museum,” Isis 96, no. 4 (December 1, 2005): 
559–71. 
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deliberately or inadvertently. While museums have generally been considered in 

terms of the production of knowledge, I here apply agnotology – the study of the 

production of ignorance.7 In this chapter I will introduce the key concepts which 

appear throughout the thesis, while a more detailed background of these from 

literature review can be found in Chapter 2.  

 

1.2 Object biographies: stories of science and museums 

Alberti encourages historians of science to explore the movement of objects and 

their accompanying shifts in status: from manufacture and use, to becoming part 

of a museum collection, to public displays.8 He argues that by exploring the 

meanings imbued in them by the people that they are associated with on their 

journeys, objects can act as windows into scientific practice, the role that 

museums play in scientific and civic culture, and different publics’ experiences of 

science. Objects in collections have been classified and categorized, studied and 

stored. They may have deteriorated or been conserved or repaired. Some 

objects – although by no means all – have been displayed; tracking a single 

object through different displays can allow us to examine how the politics and 

techniques of display have varied at different places and times. Different visitors 

brought their own meanings to, and took different meanings from, objects, 

although it is generally easier to find records of the intent of the exhibitor than the 

reaction of the visitor.9  He also notes that following the trajectories of particular 

items can also be a way to interrogate the wider categories of collections and 

museums. A view through the lens of object lives can provide an opportunity to 

 
 
7 Robert Proctor and Londa L. Schiebinger, Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of 
Ignorance (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2008). 
8 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
9 Alberti. 
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question some givens – for example, that scientific collections follow a typical 

trajectory from use, to obsolescence, to ‘heritage’, and that the use of museum 

collections for research declined rapidly in favour of informal learning during the 

twentieth century – and to consider the role of material culture in the generation 

and perpetuation of identities in scientific communities.10 Alberti argues that ‘we 

need a history of twentieth-century museums - not only of acquisitions, not only 

of buildings. We need a history of use, and we need histories that compare 

across institutions and across disciplines. Then, I think, we can better 

understand the relationship between objects and knowledge’.11  

 

Alberti’s approach allows for considering the museum as a conduit for 

relationships built around objects.12 In museum studies, Tony Bennett has 

argued that public displays and museum collections can act as ‘switch points in 

the circuits through which knowledges are produced and circulated through 

different networks’.13 This moves away from Bennett’s earlier work on museums 

as ‘exhibitionary complex’, with its focus on the role of museums (particularly 

those with 19th-century roots) in influencing the beliefs and habits of publics via 

displays, towards a wider exploration of the museum in relation to ‘governmental 

assemblages’. Museums may play a role in governmental educative 

programmes, but are also part of social infrastructures not overtly noticed by 

 
 
10 Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, “Objects of Knowledge: Using Material Culture in Twentieth-
Century Museums” (September 27, 2013), 
http://connectingwithcollections.wordpress.com/2013/10/02/symposium-keynote-
address/. 
11 Alberti. 
12 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
13 Tony Bennett, “Thinking (with) Museums: From Exhibitionary Complex to 
Governmental Assemblage,” in The International Handbooks of Museum Studies, ed. 
Sharon Macdonald and Helen Rees Leahy (Oxford, UK: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2015), 
16. 
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most publics. Rather than owning a controlling vision, museum directors and 

curators are points within museums’ socio-material networks, and museums 

have multiple authors.14 Bennett’s shift in emphasis has been partly influenced 

by object biographies, which have shown the varied routes by which objects 

enter museum collections, and how different communities are affected by 

museum collecting policies but can also shape museum collections from a 

distance by deciding what to give and withhold.15 The museum is one stage in an 

object’s life, although it may be where some objects spend most of their lives.  

 

Steven Conn has also noted the potential for a thorough examination of the 

history and practice of science museums in raising questions about the nature of 

museums, the relationship between knowledge and display, and between 

museums and the public. He remarks that science museums remain under-

represented in museum scholarship despite their influence in the West since the 

nineteenth century, and identifies science and technology museums (as opposed 

to natural history museums) as being of particular interest, since their collections 

were generally not constituted as having a research function.16 There has, of 

course, already been some notable work on science museums in UK museum 

studies – particularly Stella Butler’s overview of science and technology 

museums, and Sharon Macdonald’s anthropologically- and ethnographically-

 
 
14 Bennett, “Thinking (with) Museums”; Chris Gosden, Frances Larson, and Alison Petch, 
Knowing Things: Exploring the Collections at the Pitt Rivers Museum, 1884-1945 
(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2007). 
15 Bennett, “Thinking (with) Museums.” 
16 Steven Conn, Do Museums Still Need Objects?, The Arts and Intellectual Life in 
Modern America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010). 
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informed approaches to museum displays, although these are generally focused 

on public rather than collection aspects.17 

 

In recent years there has also an been an increasing number of histories of 

science and technology museums with a focus on institutional records and 

policies (including those for collections), or on particular exhibitions.18 We should 

also remember here the range of studies, often by curator-historians, which 

focus on individual objects or collections as displayed in science museums.19 

 
 
17 Stella V. F. Butler, Science and Technology Museums. (Leicester University Press, 
1992); Sharon Macdonald, The Politics of Display: Museums, Science, Culture 
(Psychology Press, 1998); Sharon Macdonald, Behind the Scenes at the Science 
Museum, Materializing Culture (Oxford ; New York: Berg, 2002). 
18 For example, Sophie Forgan, “Festivals of Science and the Two Cultures: Science, 
Design and Display in the Festival of Britain, 1951,” The British Journal for the History of 
Science 31, no. 2 (June 1998): 217–40; Bernard Lightman, “Mid-Victorian Science 
Museums and Exhibitions: ‘The Industrial Amusement and Instruction of the People,’” 
Endeavour 37, no. 2 (June 2013): 82–93; Peter J.T. Morris, Science for the Nation: 
Perspectives on the History of the Science Museum (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2010); Thad Parsons, “Science Collection, Exhibition, and Display in Public Museums in 
Britain from World War Two through the 1960s.” (PhD, University of Oxford, 2009); 
Joydeep Sen, “Bullock Cart or Satellite Launch Vehicle? Controversies over 
Representing Science and Technology in India at the Science Museum in 1982,” South 
Asian History and Culture 3, no. 3 (2012): 414–39; Elisabeth Vaupel and Stefan L. Wolff, 
Das Deutsche Museum in Der Zeit Des Nationalsozialismus: Eine Bestandsaufnahme 
(Wallstein, 2010); Kevin Littlewood and Beverley Butler, Of Ships and Stars: Maritime 
Heritage and the Founding of the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich (New 
Brunswick, N.J. ; London: The Athlone Press, 1998). 
19 20th century examples include Samuel J. M. M. Alberti and Carin Berkowitz eds, 
‘Special Issue: Shaping Scientific Instrument Collections', Journal of the History of 
Collections (forthcoming, see Alberti's introduction for advance article links and an 
overall historiography https://doi.org/10.1093/jhc/fhy046); David H. Devorkin, ‘Preserving 
the Origins of the Space Age: The Material Legacy of the International Geophysical Year 
(1957-1958) at the National Air and Space Museum’, in Smithsonian at the Poles : 
Contributions to International Polar Year Science (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian 
Institution Scholarly Press, 2009), 35–47; Alan Q. Morton, ‘The Electron Made Public: 
The Exhibition of Pure Science in the British Empire Exhibition, 1924-5’, in Exposing 
Electronics, ed. Bernard Finn, Artefacts: Studies in the History of Science and 
Technology (Lansing, MI: Michigan State University Press, 2003), 25–43; Ruth Lewin 
Sime, ‘An Inconvenient History: The Nuclear-Fission Display in the Deutsches Museum’, 
Physics in Perspective 12, no. 2 (1 June 2010): 190–218; Joseph N. Tatarewicz, ‘Writing 
the History of Space Science and Technology: Multiple Audiences with Divergent Goals 
and Standards’, in The Historiography of Contemporary Science and Technology, 
Studies in the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine, v. 4 (Amsterdam: Harwood 
Academic, 1997), 71–91. More examples can be found for earlier periods, for example 
the Scientific Instruments and Collections series published by Brill. 
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These are often case studies with a fairly narrow thematic and temporal focus, 

but they provide windows into museum practice at a given time. Considered as a 

whole, such studies offer the opportunity identified by Sally Gregory Kohlstedt for 

historians of science concerned with museums to move beyond a focus on ‘the 

museum’, or a tidy, linear ‘museum history’; to see how a museum, as a 

collection of objects, written records, and public displays, is malleable and 

responds to changing circumstances.20  

 

The work of Bennett, Conn, and others mentioned above is generally geared 

towards large public museums, and Bennett’s earlier work has explored the 

museum as the centre of a network. But not all collections are of this type – we 

shall also encounter commemorative and private collections in this thesis. The 

idea of instead considering the museum as one ‘switch point’ through which an 

object may pass during the course of its life (even if that is where most of the 

objects in this thesis ultimately ended up) allows the object to become the main 

focus of the research, and to examine different forms of public and semi-public 

collections. Susan A. Crane has described the museum as a storehouse of 

objects saved to trigger memories, an ‘imaginary brain’.21  The material 

manifestations of cultural and scientific production are held as memories, 

removed from the mental world and placed in the physical. An object collected 

by a museum is valued and remembered by the museum; when put on display it 

also becomes incorporated into the memories of visitors who take those 

 
 
20 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, “‘Thoughts in Things’ Modernity, History, and North American 
Museums,” Isis 96, no. 4 (December 1, 2005): 586–601. 
21 Susan A. Crane, ed., “Introduction: Of Museums and Memory,” in Museums and 
Memory, Cultural Sitings (Stanford, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 2000), 4. 
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memories beyond the museum walls.22 Institutional commemorative collections 

and private collections are seen by fewer people, but are also memory triggers. 

Examining the biographies of objects in different forms of collection, and the 

stories invested in them by the people they encountered along their way, can 

contribute to the growing history of science museums, but also use objects in 

science museum collections, and other types of collections, as sources for the 

history of science. Biographies are not the only ways that objects could 

contribute to the history of science: in the next section I will consider whether the 

physical objects themselves may have something to offer. 

 

 

1.3 Object stories: thesis working model 

The object biography approach largely concentrates on the social status of 

objects. This is what Jules Prown, an early prominent advocate of material 

culture studies, would consider a ‘soft’ approach to material culture: a focus less 

on the objects themselves, and more how they inadvertently express underlying 

patterns of cultural beliefs; this is generally a synchronic approach considering 

the artefact at a particular point in time as ‘part of a language through which 

culture speaks its mind.’23 Meanwhile, museum professionals are often 

concerned with ‘hard’ material culture and the realities of the object itself such as 

material, configuration, inscriptions, use-marks, and supporting information from 

written records related to the object. They concentrate on the aspects of objects 

consciously put there by their makers (or written records indicating conscious 

 
 
22 Crane, “Introduction: Of Museums and Memory.” However, we shall see in Chapter 6 
that some objects are remembered more than others. 
23 Jules David Prown, “Material/Culture: Can the Farmer and the Cowman Still Be 
Friends?,” in Learning from Things: Method and Theory of Material Culture Studies, ed. 
W. D. Kingery (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996), 22. 
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expressions relating to the artefact), frequently taking a diachronic view of how 

such objects have developed over time. While ‘hard’ work with material culture 

remains a small part of STS, as we shall see in Chapter 2, in this thesis I wish to 

explore its potential to extend and enhance the ‘soft’ approach of object 

biographies.  This is in line with Prown’s approach which advocates adopting 

‘hard’ and ‘soft’ as complementary approaches, drawing technical evidence from 

the material facts of an object while considering the constantly-changing stream 

of interpretations the object may have elicited over its lifetime.24 

 

Drawing technical facts from an object is not necessarily simple for the non-

connoisseur. Even as a curator of science collections, I would argue that many 

bespoke scientific objects will yield limited evidence to all but the most 

specialised practitioners of their original use-context without the use of 

supporting documentation to identify functions and parts. Over the past few 

decades of material culture studies, only a handful of guides for how to conduct 

artefact studies have been developed, many originating from teaching 

programmes in museum studies and art history. In Chapter 2 I will summarise 

several of these methodologies. There is no ‘one size fits all’ model, and the 

models’ developers usually intended that they be adapted for particular 

programmes of research as users required. However, the advantage of using 

any of these models is that they provide clearly articulated steps for drawing and 

recording evidence from an object, which could be retraced by other scholars 

using the same artefact.25 

 

 
 
24 Prown, “Material/Culture: Can the Farmer and the Cowman Still Be Friends?” 
25 Gregg Finley, “The Gothic Revival and the Victorian Church in New Brunswick: 
Toward a Strategy for Material Culture Research,” Material Culture Review / Revue de 
La Culture Matérielle 32, no. 1 (June 6, 1990). 
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For the purposes of my thesis, the most readily adaptable model of artefact 

study is from Marta Lourenço and Samuel Gessner’s ‘Lisbon Toolkit’.26 This is 

primarily a ‘hard’ model, developed in the context of university collections of 

scientific instruments. It allows for consideration of the object synchronically and 

diachronically, singularly and as an example of a type. A present-synchronic 

view makes a detailed description of the particular object at hand, and considers 

it more generically in terms of the function and working principles of similar 

objects. This is complemented by diachronic studies of the object’s biography 

(make, owners, uses and changes), and relating this to wider contexts of how 

such objects were used over time.  

 

The Lisbon Toolkit considers the biographies of both objects and collections. 

Lourenço has identified stages in objects’ pre-museum lives. An object in regular 

use eventually becomes obsolete for its intended function and enters limbo, at 

which stage it might be repurposed, cannibalised, or merely set aside half-

forgotten. Eventually the time comes for elimination from its scientific world – 

most likely disposal, but sometimes a museum collection. As we shall see in 

Chapter 2, this has some congruence with studies of consumption and disposal 

which have been adopted in object biographies. The Toolkit also has guidelines 

for the collection level, considering chronologically-varying parameters such as 

location and physical layout, purpose and aims, use and development (objects 

coming and going, major gifts etc), what instruments are in the collection, people 

and institutions involved, and critical points in the collection’s lifetime such as 

creation, dismantlement or external disruptions. Data collected at the object level 

 
 
26 Marta C. Lourenço and Samuel Gessner, “Documenting Collections: Cornerstones for 
More History of Science in Museums,” Science & Education 23, no. 4 (April 1, 2014): 
727–45. 
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can be interpreted in light of the collection’s history. In Chapter 3 I will take the 

opposite approach and use data from the life of a single object to inform a study 

of the broader collection history.  

 

My working model is similar to that of Lourenço and Gessner in combining 

artefactual and documentary evidence, and carrying out parallel synchronic 

examination of the objects’ physical characteristics alongside diachronic 

explorations of their lives. In addition to the largely provenance-based biography 

of Lourenço and Gessner’s model (covering manufacture, ownership, use and 

changes/adaptations to the object) I consider the ‘softer’ aspects of object 

biographies as described by Prown and Alberti such as shifts in status, and how 

people have made different meanings for objects at different points.  

 

For this thesis in some cases documents were the starting point in identifying 

objects of interest; in others the physical object prompted the enquiry and led to 

a search for relevant documents.  For clarity I describe my approach to the 

physical object and documents separately in the following subsections. However 

in practice I have found that it is usually necessary to repeatedly cycle between 

documentary sources and the physical object – or at least the notes and 

photographs obtained from viewings of the original, as repeat inspections may 

not always be practical. Objects can raise questions to ask of documents, and 

vice versa. 
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1.3.1 Objects as sources 
 

For this thesis I have relied on close visual inspection and measurement of 

objects. I have gently handled the objects but not attempted to manipulate parts, 

or put the objects to use, in line with standard museum practice.27 The object is 

encountered synchronically, as it appears today. Some features of the object 

may provide clues to its past, but it is not always easy to tell exactly when in an 

object’s life these features became part of the object, so comparison with 

documentary sources is often required to build up a diachronic picture.   

 

A description of the object examines its basic form such as size, shape and 

parts, weight (if possible), materials (not always possible to identify visually), and 

colour. It may be apparent from the object’s form what its original intended use 

or function was, but for specialised scientific objects description often requires 

prior knowledge of similar types of object, or fleshing out by consulting 

documentary sources. 

 

Closer inspection may reveal markings such as engravings, symbols or logos, 

writing or labels. For objects produced in larger numbers serial numbering 

systems may exist. These are often critical in identifying makers or users, and 

may also reveal how the object was meant to be used. Such markings will often 

be part of the object’s ‘regular use’ life, but may also reflect later chains in its life, 

 
 
27 Objects may sometimes be taken apart if this can be done without causing damage, 
but this was not necessary for the objects in this thesis. As discussed in Chapter 2, there 
are other methods of drawing evidence from objects, such as material analysis or 
recreation. These may elicit useful information but were not necessary to inform my 
biographies; they are also more expensive and complex, so are not readily accessible 
even in large museums. 
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in ‘limbo’ or as part of a museum collection. The object might bear signs of use, 

such as marks, smoothening, scratches, breakage, repairs or restoration. 

 

When conducting physical examinations of objects I have frequently found it 

helpful to quickly sketch them – while the sketches do not provide as accurate a 

record or reveal as many details as photographs, the act of drawing encourages 

closer looking and the noting of features for later identification.  

 

Figure 1.1 
Sample of object sketch. 

Depicted here is J.J. Thomson’s cathode-ray tube, described in Chapter 3. 
(Source: Author) 

 

If similar objects are known to exist, inspections of these may also be useful for 

comparison to show differences in design and manufacture, or potentially in use. 

For objects produced in very large numbers, extensive physical surveys are 

generally not practical. As I am studying the biographies of particular objects 
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rather than carrying out detailed cataloguing or typological studies, I have not 

carried out an exhaustive search for other objects of the same generic types. 

However, where this is useful, I have looked at similar objects in other collections 

(Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). 

 

When examining an object it can also be useful to reflect on one’s subjective 

responses; Prown in particular has noted that these can be an important aspect 

of our encounters with objects (as discussed in Chapter 2). While most scientific 

objects were not intentionally designed to elicit an emotional response in a 

viewer, demonstration or teaching models may have been. Other objects found 

their way into museums because of emotional status imbued by people, whether 

as relics of significant episodes or having personal value to their original owner. 

Having prior knowledge of an object’s association or use may colour how we 

respond to it.   

 

1.3.2 Objects as pointers to other sources  

In exploring the biographies of objects in museums collections, I have looked at 

both their museum lives and pre-museum lives. While Alberti’s focus for objects’ 

pre-museum lives is mainly on the routes taken towards museum collections via 

networks of collection and display, I also look at objects’ original contexts of use 

(particularly in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). As the existence of an object has been 

the driver for exploring other types of source, and some objects have had long 

lives, several types of source have been used throughout the thesis.  

 

When studying objects in museum collections, it is generally easiest to begin 

with their museum lives and to look for any records that exist. I began to create 

outline timelines for objects by identifying key episodes towards Alberti’s 

biographical questions: ‘what were the key moments in the career of this thing? 
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How has its status changed over the course of its life – what have been its 

significant “ages”?’. 28   Types of records to look for would be those relating to 

entry to the collection, changes of collection designation, and records of object 

movements between storage or particular displays (in the museum or to which 

the object was loaned-out). Object labels, catalogues or guidebooks may show 

changes in how objects were described over time. Photographs and notes of 

conservation or repair may indicate whether objects’ physical appearance has 

changed during their time in the museum. Photographs can also be useful in 

showing how an object was physically displayed at different stages and what 

other items were displayed alongside it: this type of information is not always 

apparent from collection records, which can tend to record the object in isolation.  

 

The timeline then enables some targeted searches of wider museum records by 

time periods, trawling for mentions of the object in sources such as internal 

planning documents for collecting and display, official reports to stakeholders or 

funders, and correspondence with object lenders and donors. For the recent 

biographies of museum objects, it may be useful to interview museum staff who 

have worked with the objects. All of these can be useful in providing background 

towards another of Alberti’s questions, ‘How has the political and social climate 

impacted on [an object’s] trajectory?’. Harder to find can be records of how 

visitors responded to objects (as opposed to how the museum thought they 

ought to respond), although the emergence of museum audience studies makes 

this somewhat easier for the late 20th century onwards.29 

 

 
 
28 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
29 Alberti. 
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Populating the object’s timeline of course depends on the quality of the collection 

documentation. Even in reasonably well-documented collections such as those 

of the Science Museum, records may be minimal for some classes of object. 

Where records do exist, for museum collections built up over time there are often 

many different types of record to trawl through such as databases, card records, 

object location ledgers, photographs and curators’ personal files, often lacking 

finding aids or cross-references, so this is time-consuming work. And, as 

Lourenço and Gessner note, collection documentation can be particularly poor 

for many science collections which were assembled as survivals with 

commemorative intent rather than systematically assembled with museological 

intent. Some collections therefore may offer richer seams for detailed object 

biography study than others.  

 

This approach can be extended to the object’s pre-museum, or ‘regular use’ life. 

If we know an object’s maker or have an indication of who originally used it 

when, relevant archives may exist and again the timeline can be used identify 

key periods to trawl for records relating to the object. For objects of recent make, 

such as those in Chapters 5 and 6, it is often possible to track down 

manufacturing documents, user manuals and potentially carry out interviews with 

makers or users. However, it is often very difficult to find mentions of particular 

objects before they became singularised in museum collections. Even well-

known objects such as the one in Chapter 3, or objects made in small numbers 

for distinct purposes such as those in Chapter 4, are rarely singled out in 

documents.  

  

Throughout the object’s life we can be alert for the interactions of different 

interest groups: scientists, museum staff, government employees, funders, 

educators, popularisers – and of course visitors who viewed the object. The 
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object may mean different things or have different uses, at any given stage of its 

life. Some groups may feature more strongly at different points in an object’s life 

than others. While not always possible to recover these interactions in detail at 

the object level, archival sources (particularly relating to displays) can provide a 

sense of people’s overall motivations and responses. 

 

I will not exhaustively describe the objects’ biographies chronologically in each 

chapter, rather I use aspects of the biographies to inform  wider descriptions of 

museum practice and the public presentation of modern physics. In Chapter 3 I 

will cover the object’s museum life before turning to its pre-museum life; 

Chapters 4 and 5 present the objects broadly chronologically pre- and post- 

entry to museum collections; and Chapter 6 focuses on the objects’ museum 

lives only. 

 

Throughout the thesis it must be considered that, while my approach draws on 

both objects and archives, the objects chosen have ultimately directed my 

research. I have generally followed the path of their stories, without making too 

many diversions along the way into instances where these particular objects 

were not present. Therefore I need to bear in mind Jim Bennett’s note of caution 

regarding Alberti’s call for object biographies, and how much these can tell us 

about the history of science. As Bennett notes, museum collections do not 

contain a straightforward record of the past, rather what happens to have been 

preserved and collected in the past; individual collections came into being for 

particular, localized and contingent reasons.30 While a small number of objects 

have eventful histories before entering a museum, most are ‘merely novel, 

 
 
30 Jim Bennett, “Museums and the History of Science: Practitioner’s Postscript,” Isis 96, 
no. 4 (December 1, 2005): 602–8. 
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ingenious, skillfully made, beautiful, rare, typical, not hitherto represented in the 

collection, or possessed of some other of the many attributes cited by curators in 

justifying their confinement’ and therefore may have limited pre-museum 

biographies.31 Few objects will have originally been collected with a long view as 

to their significance: most museums of science and technology were not 

envisaged as historical and have gradually adopted that role as their collections 

have grown older. Therefore, while each object may tell us something of broader 

practices in modern physics, as a whole the set is likely to tell us more about 

practices in museums. I will choose objects which enable me to cover a range of 

eventful histories, rarity, typicality, and also examine collecting practices in 

modern physics. But beyond these stories of objects in museums, we must 

consider what stories objects in modern physics collections do not tell. 

 

 

1.4 Silences  

So far we have considered the stories that objects can tell, whether by following 

their biographies or from a physical inspection. But what about the stories that 

they do not tell? Are there aspects of their biographies which might have been 

overlooked in museum interpretation? Might there be types of objects that do not 

have ‘museum lives’ because they have never been collected? And might some 

objects have even been created to be deliberately silent?  

 

When following an object’s biography, there is an opportunity to consider not 

only the relationship between objects and knowledge, but objects and absences 

of knowledge. Adrian Forty remarks that relatively little has been written on the 

 
 
31 Bennett, 604. 
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relationship between objects and forgetting (his collected volume The Art of 

Forgetting being a foray into this area). 32 Crane argues that inquiries at the 

museum-memory nexus could move beyond existing limits in studies of the 

production of cultural and personal knowledge to see the objects of study in a 

new light, considering not just memories but allowing for silences and 

forgetting.33  

 

Crane’s evocation of the museum as an ‘imaginary brain’ storehouse of 

memories is echoed by Wolfgang Ernst, who considers objects as archival 

resources and memory triggers. However he cautions that the ability for objects 

to trigger memories is heavily coloured by what information is available in the 

object’s associated records.34 Similarly, David Lowenthal argues that ‘museums 

play a prime role in what is hidden as well as what is revealed. They alone can 

tell if what is not displayed has been veiled, suppressed or truly forgotten’.35 He 

distinguishes between types of memory loss: oblivion and amnesia. Oblivion is 

purposeful and regulated, consciously erasing memories or substituting new 

ones.  Amnesia is involuntary, and what is forgotten by one individual may be 

still remembered by others. In some ways, collecting implies a degree of 

forgetting; we remember what is kept, but only in terms of what is written about 

it. Over the generations, curators and visitors shape what memories are 

presented and experienced, so that some stories may become forgotten in 

 
 
32 Adrian Forty, “Introduction,” in The Art of Forgetting, ed. Adrian Forty and Susanne 
Küchler, Reprinted, Materializing Culture (Oxford: Berg, 2001), 1–18. 
33 Crane, “Introduction: Of Museums and Memory,” 4. 
34 Wolfgang Ernst, “Archi(ve)Textures of Museology,” in Museums and Memory, ed. 
Susan A. Crane, Cultural Sitings (Stanford, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 2000), 17–35. 
35 David Lowenthal, “Memory and Oblivion,” Museum Management and Curatorship 12, 
no. 2 (June 1, 1993): 179. Original emphasis. 
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favour of others.36 Objects may become associated with simplified or idealised 

viewpoints, more complex stories lost.37  Some objects with inconvenient stories 

(especially those that are painful, or inconvenient for national pride) may be 

neglected or even destroyed in the deliberate suppression of memories. 

 

To be alert to silences in the biographies of objects, or in broader collections, I 

will use the tools of agnotology to identify different types of silences and analyse 

why some stories may have been omitted or misrepresented. ‘Agnotology’ is a 

term proposed by Robert N. Proctor to describe ‘the study of ignorance-making, 

the lost and forgotten’; knowledge that has not come to be, has disappeared or 

been neglected. 38 It is positioned against epistemology, or how we know, as how 

or why we don’t know.39 Agnotology aims to conceive of ignorance beyond just a 

simple absence of knowledge: while this does apply in some cases, ignorance 

can also be due to other factors such as error or misinformation.40 It is also not 

necessarily a bad thing -  ‘virtuous ignorance’ could act as a guard against 

dangerous or unethical knowledge (for example blind trials to avoid bias, or 

 
 
36 Susan A. Crane, “The Conundrum of Ephemerality: Time, Memory and Museums,” in 
A Companion to Museum Studies, ed. Sharon Macdonald (John Wiley & Sons, 2008), 
98–110. 
37 Examples in Forty’s volume: Helen Weston’s study of Girodet’s portrait of Jean-
Baptiste Belley, which alongside other works of the revolutionary period is kept away 
from the main public routes at the Palace of Versailles, which largely celebrates the 
royalist past; the portrait itself although radical for the time in depicting a named black 
subject can be argued as sanitising opposing viewpoints and violence in the lead-up to 
emancipation. Tarnya Cooper’s study of how topographical prints coloured memories of 
Rome. Both in Adrian Forty and Susanne Küchler, eds., The Art of Forgetting, Reprinted, 
Materializing Culture (Oxford: Berg, 2001). 
38 Proctor and Schiebinger, Agnotology, vii. 
39 Robert N. Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term to Describe the Cultural Production of 
Ignorance (and Its Study),” in Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of Ignorance, ed. 
Robert N. Proctor and Londa L. Schiebinger (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
2008), 1–33. 
40 Jennifer L. Croissant, “Agnotology: Ignorance and Absence or Towards a Sociology of 
Things That Aren’t There,” Social Epistemology 28, no. 1 (2014): 4–25. 
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constraints upon research on living subjects).41 Proctor identifies many different 

generators of ignorance – for example secrecy and censorship; apathy, 

forgetfulness or distraction; faith or tradition; misinformation. Given that such 

generators have been explored across a wide variety of disciplines – philosophy, 

STS, political studies, economics, religious studies, race studies, feminist studies 

to name but a few – it is debatable whether agnotology really constitutes a new 

subfield with distinct methodologies; it is also unclear whether the production of 

ignorance can be conceptually disentangled from the production of knowledge, 

as different kinds of absences and presences of knowledge may be produced in 

tandem.42 However, agnotology provides a useful catch-all for organising 

different aspects of research into ignorance or absences of knowledge, and 

throughout this thesis has provided a method of being alert to, and categorising, 

different types of silences as I have followed the biographies of the objects in the 

case studies.  

 

Proctor describes three classes of ignorance. The native state, of not yet 

knowing, is generally described in terms of a deficit model in which ignorance 

can be replaced by knowledge. In this framing ignorance can be considered a 

resource, a driver for inquiry. Proctor notes that the rhetoric of filling the void of 

ignorance is frequently adopted in science, and that ‘ignorance is needed to 

keep the wheels of science turning’.43 It is a sustainable model, since every 

 
 
41 Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term,” 2. 
42 The authors in Proctor and Schiebinger’s 2008 collected volume come from a variety 
of professional backgrounds including history of science, feminist philosophy, 
archaeology, epidemiology and biomedical ethics. See also Nick Tosh, “Review of 
Robert N. Proctor and Londa Schiebinger (Eds.), Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking 
of Ignorance.,” The British Journal for the History of Science 42, no. 4 (December 2009): 
615–16; Stephen Hilgartner, “Studying Absences of Knowledge: Difficult Subfield or 
Basic Sensibility?,” Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective 3, no. 12 
(November 14, 2014): 84–88. 
43 Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term,” 5. 
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question answered invariably generates new questions, so ignorance provides 

an endless supply of fuel for the engines of knowledge production.   

 

However, even with ever-turning wheels of knowledge, we cannot study all 

questions and must make selective choices about where, or where not, to focus 

our attention. This leads to Proctor’s second class of ignorance, of lost realm. 

Information is neglected, causing knowledge to be delayed, or even lost forever. 

This sort of neglect may be deliberate, but often apathy or differences of culture 

and mindset can also play a part. Once something is rendered unknown 

(whether that be by conscious suppression or by apathy) it may remain 

unknown. In this category, Londa Schiebinger has studied how methods of 

contraception or abortion known in the West Indies were not exported back to 

Europe by colonisers for centuries as this kind of information, while useful to 

women, was not a priority for nations bent on expansion of territories and their 

own populations.44 The ‘lost realm’ is similar to what Scott Frickel has separately 

identified as the category of ‘undone science’: knowledge which exists but is 

ignored by the scientific and regulatory communities, although his work is in the 

context of areas of neglect being identified by groups (for example social 

movements) who push for the knowledge to be recognised.45 

 

Proctor’s third category of ignorance is as a strategic ploy, or active construct. 

Certain people do not wish knowledge to be spread, and create ways of stopping 

this, often via deception. The maintenance of secrecy is a major part of this 

 
 
44 Londa Schiebinger, “Agnotology and Exotic Abortifacients: The Cultural Production of 
Ignorance in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World,” Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society 149, no. 3 (2005): 316–343. 
45 Scott Frickel, “Absences: Methodological Note about Nothing, in Particular,” Social 
Epistemology 28, no. 1 (January 2, 2014): 86–95. 
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category, for example to protect business interests, or for military reasons. 

Galison argues that the classified universe is much larger than the unclassified 

one, although we will never know its true extent; a lot of knowledge (particularly 

in the realms of nuclear technologies) is born secret, and is accumulating faster 

than there is resource to declassify it.46 Examples of secrecy causing delays to 

the wider spread of knowledge include the seafloor stripes found by military 

surveys during the Second World War, not revealed until the 1950s and so 

contributing to the delay of the acceptance of continental drift theory, or the 

1960s discovery of gamma-ray bursts by satellites seeking signs of nuclear 

weapons tests which was only announced to the astronomical community after 

declassification some years later.47 Strategic ploys also exist where information 

cannot be withheld: here ignorance is manufactured around openly available 

information to foster doubt. The frequently-invoked study here is that of the 

tobacco industry, investing vast resources towards dismissing studies of 

smoking-related illness as statistically unsound or using animal-testing 

techniques inapplicable to humans, while attempting to delay legislation by 

calling for more research (or funding its own research, generally muddying the 

waters). The links between smoking and cancers were positioned as something 

still uncertain, rather than definitively proven.48 Similar tactics have been 

adopted, often by groups with free-market leanings, to contest the concept of 

 
 
46 Peter Galison, “Removing Knowledge: The Logic of Modern Censorship,” in 
Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of Ignorance, ed. Robert N. Proctor and Londa 
L. Schiebinger (Stanford University Press, 2008), 37–54. 
47 Naomi Oreskes, The Rejection of Continental Drift: Theory and Method in American 
Earth Science (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), cited in Proctor; J. T. Bonnell 
and R. W. Klebesadel, ‘A Brief History of the Discovery of Cosmic Gamma-Ray Bursts’, 
in AIP Conference Proceedings, vol. 384, (Huntsville, Alabama: AIP, 1996), 977–80. 
48 Robert Proctor, Golden Holocaust: Origins of the Cigarette Catastrophe and the Case 
for Abolition (Berkeley, Calif. ; London: University of California Press, 2011). 
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anthropogenic climate change, despite overwhelming consensus in the scientific 

community.49   

 

Jennifer Croissant, in a survey relating agnotology to the study of absence, has 

also identified some categories to apply when considering absence.50 These 

include chronicity – examining how, over time, the not-yet-known might become 

known, or again forgotten or obliterated – and granularity – how statements can 

become less granular or factual.51 These are useful to consider in museums’ 

shaping of memories over generations, and the privileging of some stories over 

others, identified by Crane and Forty. Applying agnotology to objects and 

collections also responds to Frickel and Abby Kinchy’s suggestion that we 

extend Thomas F. Gieryn’s notion of  ‘truth spots’ – places which lend credibility 

to claims – to examine how these places could also act as ‘ignorance spots’.52 

Museums claim authority and provenance for objects to lend credibility to the 

stories they weave around them.53 But what if the narratives generally 

associated with a museum object may have suppressed other stories that object 

could tell? What about objects which have uncertain provenance, or whose 

 
 
49 Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway, “Challenging Knowledge: How Climate Science 
Became a Victim of the Cold War,” in Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of 
Ignorance, ed. Robert N. Proctor and Londa L. Schiebinger (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 2008), 55–90; Daniel Bedford, “Agnotology as a Teaching Tool: 
Learning Climate Science by Studying Misinformation,” Journal of Geography 109, no. 4 
(2010): 159–165. 
50 Croissant, “Agnotology.”  
51 Croissant. She also identifies ontology (separating what is not-yet-known from what is 
fundamentally unknowable), intentionality/wilfulness due to dismissal or falsehood (which 
could cut across Proctor’s categories of lost realm and strategic ploy, and Lowenthal’s 
category of oblivion) and the scale of systems in which knowledge and ignorance 
circulate. 
52 Scott Frickel and Abby Kinchy, “Lost in Space,” in Routledge International Handbook 
of Ignorance Studies, ed. Matthias Gross and Linsey McGoey (Routledge Handbooks 
Online, 2015), 174–82. 
53 Thomas F. Gieryn, Truth-Spots: How Places Make People Believe (Chicago ; London: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2018). 
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claims to authenticity may have been overstated? What about objects disposed 

of from collections, or the objects never collected at all? Throughout the thesis, 

as I follow object biographies, and the stories that have been told about these 

objects’ lives, I will use agnotology as a reminder to keep an eye out for 

alternative stories that have not been told. 

 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

In this chapter I have outlined key concepts of the thesis and literature which will 

frequently be referred to. Chapter 2 contains a broader literature review. This 

examines some key work on object biographies, encounter and exchange, some 

of which has been drawn on by Alberti. I will also provide an overview of work in 

material culture studies, discussing ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ approaches, before 

summarising object study methodologies. 

 

The following chapters are a series of case studies centred around the biography 

of an object, or group of objects, which at some point have been in the Science 

Museum’s collections. I have chosen a range of objects to span dates of 

manufacture and original uses over the long 20th century: a late 19th century 

object with an notable pre-museum story, objects originally made for display in 

the mid 20th century, a recently-made object from a high-profile modern physics 

project, and a range of typical objects with limited museum careers.  

 

Chapter 3 will explore how the parameters of what constituted a collection of 

‘modern physics’ in the Science Museum were negotiated by various parties, 

and how objects moved in and out of the museum to be used by physicists for 

the purposes of promoting their discipline. By focusing on one particular object, a 
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cathode-ray tube used by J.J. Thomson, I will examine how objects could be 

moved and reclassified between sub-collections. I will then take a closer look at 

this object to see whether there is anything new that a physical examination can 

tell us about the often-told story of Thomson’s ‘electron’ experiments. In 

examining silences in the collection, I will discuss a notable omission of a subject 

area, and the ways in which object stories can become simplified once they 

enter a museum. In addition to Science Museum records, this chapter will draw 

on objects and records at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, and Deutsches 

Museum, Munich, and an oral history with a former collection curator. 

 

The thesis then continues its focus on particular objects, or groups of objects. In 

Chapter 4 I will examine models of atomic piles (nuclear reactors) that were 

deliberately created for public display by staff of the Isotope Division of the 

Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell. Here, atomic scientists 

interacted with civilian trades and attempted to influence publics near nuclear 

sites, by only allowing certain aspects of pile technologies to be revealed. The 

models themselves are physical embodiments of this ‘strategic ploy’ absence of 

knowledge. Additional archives consulted for this chapter include the Ministry of 

Supply (later UK Atomic Energy Authority) and Festival of Britain records held at 

the National Archives, and newspaper sources held by the British Library. 

 

Chapter 5 uses a component object from CERN’s Large Hadron Collider as an 

interlocutor of Big Science. Planning and technical reports from the CERN 

Document Server enabled me to follow the object through the highly-specialised 

‘trading zones’ of large physics projects. This object is part of CERN’s own 

object collection, and leads us to question whether the increasingly corporate 

attitude which large scientific institutions are taking to their material heritage may 

result in future silences in public collections. The object was briefly on loan to the 
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Science Museum’s collections for a major exhibition: here I present a 

participant’s account of working within a multidisciplinary team attempting to 

convey aspects of the history and current practices of one of today’s highest-

profile modern physics projects for a public audience. 

 

Finally, in Chapter 6 I test the limits of Alberti’s object biography framework by 

deliberately choosing objects which have had uneventful museum careers, their 

pre-museum lives largely forgotten. What can studying silences at the collections 

scale tell us about museum practices? If it is difficult or impossible to reconstruct 

an individual object’s biography, what approaches to generic objects might prove 

fruitful avenues for research?  

 

A final comment regarding my own agency. Throughout the thesis, my role as 

today’s Keeper of the collections must be acknowledged. As Jim Bennett notes: 

‘Schooled in the impossibilities of collecting, or displaying, or interpreting in any 

neutral or objective manner, everything curators do makes them uncomfortable 

agents in Alberti’s object biographies, as they add new layers of meaning and 

distortion for historians or cultural critics to deconstruct and expose.’54 Where the 

thesis discusses present-day uses or interpretations of the collections I make 

clear where I am an actor in the story. Information gathered during my research 

will also be added to each object’s documentary record, and will hopefully be a 

resource for future biographers. 

 
 
54 Bennett, “Museums and the History of Science,” 605. 



Chapter 2 
Literature review 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 I outlined some key concepts and literature which be used 

throughout this thesis: the call to object biographies as articulated by Alberti, and 

an object study methodology which aims to use ‘hard’ study of material objects 

to complement ‘soft’ biographical studies. This chapter provides some 

background to the development of these concepts and discusses broader 

literature and themes. 

 

2.2 The social lives of objects  

As Alberti notes, we can study an object by considering its metaphorical life or 

career, asking it the kinds of question we might do of a person’s biography: 

“What are the key moments in the life of this thing? How has its status changed 

over the course of its life – what have been its significant “ages”? What makes it 

different from other, similar, objects? How has the political and social climate 

impacted on its trajectory?”.1 This is grounded in anthropological work on the 

cultural biography of objects, which gained currency in the late 1980s thanks to 

Arjun Appadurai’s influential edited collection The Social Life of Things, 

particularly Igor Kopytoff’s chapter on ‘The Cultural Biography of Things’.2 

 
 
1 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum,” 560. 
2 Arjun Appadurai, ed., The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Igor Kopytoff, ‘The Cultural 
Biography of Things’, in The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, 
ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 64–91. 
Sources commenting on the importance of this collection include Chris Gosden and 
Yvonne Marshall, ‘The Cultural Biography of Objects’, World Archaeology 31, no. 2 
(1999): 169–78; Dan Hicks, ‘The Material-Cultural Turn: Event and Effect’, in The Oxford 
Handbook of Material Culture Studies, ed. Dan Hicks and Mary Carolyn Beaudry 
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Appadurai argues that even if we do not consider things to have their own 

meanings beyond what humans endow them with, it is by following the 

trajectories of things that we can ‘interpret the human transactions and 

calculations that enliven things’; the study of ‘things-in-motion’ becomes a 

methodology for illuminating the human and social context of things.3 Different 

groups may have different regimes of value – with high coherence where the 

value (monetary or otherwise) of a thing is broadly agreed on, or with very 

different conceptions of the value. While Appadurai is concerned with the 

commodity or exchange aspect of things-in-general, Kopytoff describes a cultural 

biography of things that have become singularized, studying an object’s distinct 

biography as opposed to what might be considered typical or ideal for its class. 

The focus then is on how a particular object has been classified and reclassified 

into culturally-constituted categories, with changing value and identities.4  

 

Singularisation happens when an object is removed from its normal modes of 

circulation and trade as a commodity. This may be because it has no trade 

value, because controls are placed on how it can be traded and by whom, or 

because the object is considered culturally sacred. Things may be singularly 

worthless, or expensively singular. While expense and sacredness are often the 

reason that objects are singularised in museum collections, as Alberti notes, an 

object could as easily become buried amongst many similar specimens as be 

conferred with high status.5  An object may be singularised by an individual, and 

 
 
(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 24–98; Janet Hoskins, ‘Agency, 
Biography and Objects’, in Handbook of Material Culture, ed. Chris Tilley et al. (London: 
Sage, 2013), 74–84. 
3 Arjun Appadurai, “Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value,” in The Social 
Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 5. 
4 Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things.” 
5 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
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have value only to that person, but when it is singularised by groups it bears the 

stamp of collective approval and can take on the weight of ‘cultural sacredness’.6 

In Western societies such groups can take the forms of ‘public institutions of 

singularisation’ – for example higher nongovernmental agencies or quasi-

governmental ones such as historical commissions, panels for public 

monuments, or neighbourhood groups. Kopytoff comments that ‘who controls 

them and how says much about who controls the society’s presentation of itself 

to itself’.7 

 

Kopytoff also notes that items that have previously been considered worthless 

can become singularized and considered valuable, citing Michael Thompson’s 

work Rubbish Theory (1979, re-issued in 2017) which aimed to bring attention to 

the large-but-overlooked category of objects without use value or exchange 

value.8 This became known in museum studies circles via Susan Pearce’s 

Leicester programme.9 Thompson identifies three states which goods can move 

in and out of during their lives: rubbish with no value, transients which are bought 

and sold in the marketplace and steadily decline in value the more second-hand 

they become, and durables, which become a higher category in the marketplace.  

Durables are the yardsticks against which other goods are judged, and once 

something enters that category it is likely to stay there; what determines a 

durable is generally decided on by people with a high degree of power and 

 
 
6 Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things,” 81. 
7 Kopytoff, 81. 
8 Michael Thompson, Rubbish Theory: The Creation and Destruction of Value, New 
edition (London: Pluto Press, 2017). 
9 Michael Thompson, “Introduction to the New Edition,” in Rubbish Theory: The Creation 
and Destruction of Value, New edition (London: Pluto Press, 2017), 1–18; Susan M. 
Pearce, ed., Interpreting Objects and Collections, Leicester Readers in Museum Studies 
(London ; New York: Routledge, 1994). Appadurai’s introduction to The Social Life of 
Things also featured in this collection. 
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control. The transient and rubbish states broadly overlap with the regular use 

and limbo stages described by Lourenço, although scientific items may be made 

and used in a single institution rather than being traded on the open market; she 

does not consider durables as these are beyond scientific use, but an object 

could enter this state once it has been eliminated from a scientific facility to a 

museum.10 

 

Museums play an important role in the creation and evaluation (economic and 

aesthetic) of durables, by acquiring them - thus removing them from the market - 

and publishing research about them.11 In the normal flow of things, transients will 

eventually become rubbish, but a small subcategory of these may be re-

evaluated and emerge from rubbish to be designated durable; Thompson uses 

the examples of Stevengraph woven silk pictures moving from Victorian kitsch to 

in-demand collectables, and slum housing in London’s borough of Islington 

which rose greatly in value during the 1960s. Items that make the rare transition 

from transient straight to durable are art (or, even rarer, items not originally 

produced as art can attain this status, the classic example being a urinal daubed 

with the signature ‘R. Mutt’ becoming revered as Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain).12 

Thompson’s rather narrow framing of the transient-durable transition can be 

extended by adopting Pearce’s definition of durables as items which have been 

placed above the marketplace due to their ‘perceived spiritual, scientific or 

psychological value’, which is more useful in considering the entry of items that 

could still have a useful working life into non-art collections. For example, some 

of the objects we will meet in Chapter 3 went from regular use in physics straight 

 
 
10 Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections.” 
11 Thompson, Rubbish Theory. 
12 Thompson. 
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to museums, without entering the limbo stage mentioned by Lourenço, as the 

physicists were already conscious of their value in promoting new areas of study 

to a broader public.13  

 

Pearce comments that the role museums play in creating and maintaining 

durables is a reason for the sector’s general reluctance to dispose of items from 

collections: to demote an object from durable back to transient (returned to the 

marketplace) or rubbish is to question the judgement of the museum as 

institution. However, Kevin Hetherington adapts Thompson’s flexible conception 

of rubbish as a resting-state for objects rather than inevitably the end-state of a 

consumption cycle to provocatively argue that ‘the museum is above all a 

conduit of disposal’. 14 He seeks to explore disposal as the act of making things 

absent: rather than confront the finality of throwing things away, we often merely 

put them away for a period of time (for example in the attic, or the back of the 

cupboard). Here they are in a state of uncertain value – not yet waste, with a 

decision about future use, exchange or rubbishing having been deferred for a 

period of time. This is also how some items find their way to museum collections 

– donated by owners who no longer value them enough to keep, yet cannot 

bring themselves to consign items to rubbish, wishing them to ‘go to a good 

home’.15 Hetherington argues that in addition to items with the high status of 

durables, large parts of museum collections exist in a state of abeyance, 

prevented from being lost forever but with knowledge about them frozen in the 

 
 
13 Susan M Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections: A Cultural Study (Leicester: 
Leicester University Press, 1992), 34. 
14 Kevin Hetherington, “Secondhandedness: Consumption, Disposal, and Absent 
Presence,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 22, no. 1 (February 1, 
2004): 166. 
15 Hetherington, 170. 
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past. The majority of such objects are placed out of sight of most people, but 

even those that are on display may suffer from this problem: in many museums 

displays are not updated for decades, with the cabinets frozen with the 

knowledge and presentation styles of when the display was installed.16 We shall 

encounter items in abeyance, their stories largely untold, in Chapter 6. 

 

Examples of studies of items cycling from rubbish to durable include Robey 

Callahan’s study of the Liberty Bell, from poorly cast bell, to imagined 

associations with the reading of the Declaration of Independence, to symbol of 

unity, to iconic object and advertising trope; and Alison Hess’s tracing of the 

journey of the BBC’s first radio transmitter 2LO from working technology, to 

neglected junk, to a symbol of broadcasting history and a centrepiece of a major 

museum gallery.17 In addition to exploring object life cycles before durability, 

more in-depth study of durable objects held in abeyance in museums may lead 

us to revise our rationales for their continued interest and durability. Laurel 

Thatcher Ulrich’s detailed examinations of domestic items such as 

chimneypieces and bedspreads preserved in New England collections as 

nostalgic examples of an idealized ‘Age of Homespun’ actually reveal complex 

stories of poverty and high mortality rates, the role of spinning in fuelling slavery 

during an era where textiles commanded high monetary and status values, and 

cultural interchanges between Algonkian peoples and European colonisers.18 

Another study of a North American artefact, Laura Peers’s biography of a mid-

 
 
16 Hetherington, “Secondhandedness.” 
17 Robey Callahan, “The Liberty Bell From Commodity to Sacred Object,” Journal of 
Material Culture 4, no. 1 (January 3, 1999): 57–78; Alison Hess, “From Hidden 
Technology to Exhibition Showpiece: The Journey of 2LO, the BBC’s First Radio 
Transmitter, 1922-2012” (Royal Holloway, University of London, 2012). 
18 Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, The Age of Homespun: Objects and Stories in the Creation of 
an American Myth, 1st ed (New York: Knopf : Distributed by Random House, 2001). 
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19th century embroidered bag housed in the collections of Oxford’s Pitt Rivers 

Museum, shows that durability is sometimes due to misunderstanding.19 Initially 

collected by the Museum to illustrate indigenous techniques and tribal life, 

information about the bag’s original owner was lost, and it is only through recent 

research that its complex story has been unearthed. Likely to have been from 

the Canadian province of Manitoba, it was made for European fur trader Samuel 

Black by a female family member of mixed Native and European heritage, and 

incorporated materials and designs brought in by the traders with Native 

designs. It was later acquired by another trader as a souvenir after Black’s 

murder. While the museum now happily presents the bag in the context of the fur 

trade and cross-cultural hybridity, Peers speculates that had its mixed 

provenance been known at the time of its donation at the end of the 19th century, 

it might never have made its way into the Pitt Rivers collection. However, today it 

is a material signature of how different groups can influence the form of objects, 

and attribute different meanings to them. In the next section I will review some 

conceptual frameworks for examining these exchanges. 

 

2.3 Zones of encounter and exchange 

Peers’s study shows how different groups can attribute different meanings to 

objects by using Mary Louise Pratt’s idea of a contact zone between colonisers 

and colonialized.20 In the spaces of colonial encounter, peoples who are 

normally geographically and historically separated come into contact with each 

other and establish ongoing relations. Power relations are usually markedly 

 
 
19 Laura Peers, “‘Many Tender Ties’: The Shifting Contexts and Meanings of the S 
BLACK Bag,” World Archaeology 31, no. 2 (1999): 288–302. 
20 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes : Travel Writing and Transculturation. (Routledge, 
1991). 
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asymmetrical, although processes of mutual exploitation and appropriation may 

sometimes be at work. James Clifford has extended the idea of a contact zone to 

the museum, which acts as a centre (usually in a metropolitan area) gathering 

peripheral work for appreciation and commodification.21 In this perspective, 

museum collections house particular histories of dominance, hierarchy, 

resistance and mobilization, and the objects remain inextricably bound up with 

the history, politics and moral lessons – often ongoing – of the objects’ origin 

communities as they exist today. Clifford comments that even after being bought 

and sold, such objects can never be entirely possessed by the museum: ‘more 

than ever before, curators reckon to the fact that the objects and interpretations 

they display “belong” to others as well as to the museum.’22 Although in recent 

decades many museums have sought to involve source communities in the 

management and interpretation of collections, this remains problematic as the 

museum, with its claims as recognised authority and carer of the collection, still 

tends to dominate in an asymmetric power relationship.23 

 

The contact zone has been particularly used in exploring colonial encounters 

and skewed power relations.24 This is not appropriate for the case studies in this 

thesis, which explore circulation within scientific and scientifically-connected 

communities in Britain and Europe; while the science and technology museum 

(as distinct from natural history museum) remains a central collecting force, a 

high degree of asymmetry between collector and communities is not a 

 
 
21 James Clifford, “Museums as Contact Zones,” in Routes: Travel and Translation in the 
Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1997), 188–219. 
22 Clifford, 209. 
23 Robin Boast, “Neocolonial Collaboration: Museum as Contact Zone Revisited,” 
Museum Anthropology 34, no. 1 (2011): 56–70. 
24 Fa-ti Fan, “The Global Turn in the History of Science,” East Asian Science, 
Technology and Society: An International Journal 6, no. 2 (2012): 249–258. 
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widespread characteristic of the collections, although this may be the case for 

some individual objects. Indeed, as Chapter 3 will show, the Science Museum’s 

modern physics collections were shaped by relations with scientific, 

governmental and industrial groups in which the Museum was sometimes the 

less powerful partner. However, Clifford’s notion of objects belonging to 

communities as well as museums is useful to explore, and has resonance with 

some key concepts of exchange and collaboration in STS. As Jim Secord notes, 

by moving beyond the study of particular contact zones (which are often on the 

margins of science, and involve relative outsiders) and combining these with 

studies of relatively stable patterns of practice, we can explore generic patterns 

involved in the circulation of knowledge, and how these change with time and 

circumstance.25 Two particularly successful approaches in STS have been Peter 

Galison’s trading zones and Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer’s boundary 

objects.26 However, their success has meant that these concepts have 

sometimes been very loosely applied to cover any form of knowledge exchange, 

so I will take some time here to clearly articulate the concepts, and how they 

might be useful in the context of object biographies.27 

 

Boundary objects are things (tangible or intangible) that can inhabit different 

intersecting social worlds, while satisfying the informational requirements of each 

of them. Star and Griesemer’s work was initially grounded in a study of how a 

 
 
25 J.A. Secord, “Knowledge in Transit.,” Isis 95, no. 4 (2004): 665. 
26 Susan Leigh Star and James R. Griesemer, “Institutional Ecology, `Translations’ and 
Boundary Objects: Amateurs and Professionals in Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate 
Zoology, 1907-39,” Social Studies of Science 19, no. 3 (January 8, 1989): 387–420; 
Peter Galison, Image and Logic: A Material Culture of Microphysics (Chicago ; London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1997). 
27 On boundary objects see Susan Leigh Star, ‘This Is Not a Boundary Object: 
Reflections on the Origin of a Concept’, Science, Technology & Human Values 35, no. 5 
(1 September 2010): 601–17; on contact zones and trading zones see Fan, ‘The Global 
Turn in the History of Science’. 
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diverse group of scientists, trappers, amateur collectors, and university 

administrators successfully collaborated in providing and cataloguing specimens 

for the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the University of California, Berkeley.28 

They define boundary objects as ‘both plastic enough to adapt to the local needs 

and constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to 

maintain a common identity across sites’.29 The boundary object can materialise 

and transport invisible infrastructures (standards, categories, classifications and 

conventions) to enable co-operation and communication between the worlds, but 

the overall infrastructures of each world remain distinct.30  Each group can 

maintain the boundary object’s vague identity as a common object for 

interdisciplinary working, while considering it in a more specific way within their 

own, non-interdisciplinary worlds. Star has been clear that a boundary object is 

not just a thing which can be interpreted in different ways (in which case 

anything could be a boundary object): it must be something that each party in an 

interdisciplinary relationship can apply its own material and processual work 

arrangements to.31 Star and Griesemer’s 1999 paper identified four types of 

boundary objects, although Star later stated this was intended as an initial list of 

possible types, not dictating the only types possible.32 Repositories are ordered 

‘piles’ indexed in a standardised fashion, which people from different worlds can 

borrow from and use for their own purposes, without having to directly negotiate 

differences in purpose (thus a library or a museum would be a repository); Ideal 

 
 
28 Star and Griesemer, “Institutional Ecology, `Translations’ and Boundary Objects.” 
29 Star and Griesemer, 393. 
30 Pascale Trompette and Dominique Vinck, “Revisiting the Notion of Boundary Object,” 
Revue d’anthropologie Des Connaissances 31, no. 1 (June 22, 2009): 3–3. 
31 Star, “This Is Not a Boundary Object.” 
32 Star and Griesemer, “Institutional Ecology, `Translations’ and Boundary Objects”; Star, 
“This Is Not a Boundary Object.” 
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types are abstractions that are useful for communicating and co-operating 

symbolically (examples could include diagrams, atlases, or descriptions). Co-

incident boundaries are common objects that can be used as a common referent 

for different parties who carry on their work autonomously (for example a map, 

filled in differently by different parties). Standardized forms are methods of 

common communication across dispersed work groups, similar to Bruno Latour’s 

‘immutable mobiles’ (for example a standard form, used to create common 

indexes).  

  

Peter Galison’s concept of trading zones was developed in parallel with that of 

boundary objects, and is also founded on the notion of co-operation through 

heterogeneity.33 However, the trading zone goes beyond the idea of using 

objects for ‘translation’, and explores the development of ‘exchange languages’, 

inspired by the work of anthropological linguists on pidgins and creoles. Unlike 

Simon Schaffer’s ‘multiplication of contexts’, in which types of instrument, values, 

and methods of standardization are imposed (not always successfully) on each 

site, in the ‘trading zone’ objects can be manifested differently at different sites of 

application.34 Objects are integrated into their new contexts via local pidgin – 

aspects of the original practice are set aside and only those needed to create the 

pidgin are used. Locally shared meanings can work where a globally accepted 

meaning is impossible: for example a computer logic circuit, vacuum tube or 

clock mechanism, each made at a different site and understood in a specific way 

originally, might become modularized in the pidgin, but the way the modules are 

combined can be shared between the sites by wordless grammar such as circuit 

 
 
33 Galison, Image and Logic, 47. 
34 Simon Schaffer, “A Manufactory of Ohms,” in The Science Studies Reader, ed. Mario 
Biagioli (New York: Routledge, 1999). 
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design rules. For groups working together over longer periods of time, the pidgin 

may evolve into a creole, a stable language characteristic of a new subculture. 

Examples of such subcultures would be microwave electronic engineers, trained 

in a new discipline that was separate to field theory or radio engineering, or 

particle physics phenomenologists who operate at the intersection of theory and 

experiment design.35 With similar concerns to Star, Galison is wary of ‘trading 

zone’ being used so widely that everything becomes a hybrid. He considers the 

concept to be most useful applied to scientific-technical cultures which can be 

specified by a certain quasi-stable configuration of practices (and the meanings, 

values and symbols linked to these).36 Patterns of exchange must happen 

between different cultures with enough regularity to merit scholarly attention (a 

one-off, arbitrary exchange is not of interest). The interaction between cultures 

only requires a thin description of objects and/or ideas, not each culture’s full 

thick description of these. 

 

While boundary objects have frequently been interpreted literally as things, Star 

has repeatedly clarified that boundary objects need not be material in the literal 

sense: ‘an object is something people (or, in computer science, other objects 

and programs) act toward and with. Its materiality derives from action, not from a 

sense of prefabricated stuff or ‘‘thing’’-ness. So, a theory may be a powerful 

object’.37 Where Galison (briefly) discusses boundary objects he sees these as 

translation devices – analogous to a lexical list which helps people to work 

 
 
35 Peter Galison, “Trading Zone: Coordinating Action and Belief,” The Science Studies 
Reader, 1999, 137–160. 
36 Peter Galison, “Trading with the Enemy,” in Trading Zones and Interactional Expertise: 
Creating New Kinds of Collaboration, ed. Michael E. Gorman, Inside Technology 
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2010), 44–45. 
37 Star, “This Is Not a Boundary Object,” 603. 
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across their different vocabularies, without the need to have full knowledge of 

each others’ syntax, or rules of working.38  A more complete trading language 

goes beyond just translation, including a suite of linguistic, material and 

procedural ways of working.  

 

The boundary objects studied in this thesis happen to be physical things; in 

tracking them within trading zones I follow how the same physical object is used 

by groups with different working practices. Both boundary objects and trading 

zones have largely been applied in the context of interdisciplinary practices 

within the sciences (the non-scientists in Star and Griesemer’s original case 

study were providing information and services to the museum, with the collection 

intended for scientific research use). This is how I will use the trading zone 

concept for the pre-museum life of the object featured in Chapter 5 and a 

discussion of how we might find a research use for the objects described in 

Chapter 6.  

 

However, popularisation of science is itself an established part of scientific 

practice, carried out by scientists and, increasingly over the course of the 20th 

century, by specialist popularisers.39 Scientists ‘trade’ with members of the 

popular media in order to further their profiles, to assist in power relations, and 

build practical (often monetary) support for their work.40 Massimiano Bucchi has 

 
 
38 Galison, Image and Logic, 47; Galison, “Trading with the Enemy,” 46. 
39 Peter J. Bowler, Science for All: The Popularization of Science in Early Twentieth-
Century Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); Peter Broks, 
Understanding Popular Science, Issues in Cultural and Media Studies (Maidenhead, 
England ; New York: Open University Press, 2006). 
40 Martin W. Bauer and Jane Gregory, “From Journalism to Corporate Communication in 
Post-War Britain,” in Journalism, Science and Society: Science Communication between 
News and Public Relations, ed. Martin W. Bauer and Massimiano Bucchi, Routledge 
Studies in Science, Technology, and Society ; 7 (London: Routledge, 2007), 33–51. 
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developed a continuum model of science communication with four main stages: 

intraspecialistic, interspecialistic, pedagogical and popular.41 Ideas and influence 

can flow in both directions between these stages rather than being simply a 

transfer of knowledge from more complex to simpler, although elements of a ‘top 

down’ model apply in that communication at a popular level has been stripped of 

much of the doubt, distinctions and nuance that would be common at more 

highly specialised levels. Bucchi applies the idea of ‘cross talk’ across 

disciplines, as seen in the use of boundary objects or trading zones, to consider 

how a concept (such as a ‘gene’) could be used as the basis for communication 

between different levels, while being understood differently at each level.42 

Encounters can shape both public and specialist discourse. We will see in 

Chapter 3 how the nature of experiments becomes simplified in the exchange to 

a museum. 

 

So far in this chapter, I have summarised literature on the social lives of objects, 

and the ways that objects are exchanged within networks. I will outline in the 

next section some discussions as to whether the worlds of people and objects 

should be considered entirely the same. 

 

 

2.4 Do things talk? Object agency and linguistic bias 

An important issue to bear in mind when using terms such as ‘object 

biographies’, or ‘lives of objects’ is that while it may be rhetorically convenient to 

 
 
41 Massimiano Bucchi, “Can Genetics Help Us Rethink Communication? Public 
Communication of Science as a ‘Double Helix,’” New Genetics and Society 23, no. 3 
(December 1, 2004): 269–83.  
42 Bucchi. In my reading of this paper Bucchi conflates ‘boundary object’ and ‘trading 
zone’, but the latter has broader meaning, see note 51. 
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use terms similar to those used for people’s lives, there has been debate 

amongst scholars about exactly how far we can go in treating objects like 

people. Christoph Steiner argues that many scholars exploring the cultural 

biographies of things have gone beyond Kopytoff’s original intent, animating 

things rather than keeping their attention on how human agents have 

constructed shifting and contested meanings for those things.43 Alberti maintains 

a similar approach to object biography: while viewing from the standpoint of an 

object, he does not attribute too much power to objects themselves, arguing that 

‘to do so would be to diminish the agency of the humans in the story—things did 

not act in their own right but, rather, material culture was acted upon’.44  

 

I do not think that we should entirely dismiss the capacity of material culture to 

act upon us, and indeed this is an element of some of the object study 

methodologies considered in Section 2.5. Objects can elicit physical and 

emotional reactions. They are not inert: they may change over time without the 

direct intervention of humans.45  The makers of some objects, particularly 

artworks, may have consciously intended them to elicit a reaction or provoke 

responses; the spectator is partly responding to the knowledge that the work was 

created by the agency of another person.46 But this still enables us to retain an 

ontological distinction between things and people; following the approach of 

Ludmilla Jordanova I consider objects as mediators of human actions and 

 
 
43 Hoskins, “Agency, Biography and Objects.” 
44 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum,” 561. Original emphasis. 
45 Andrew Merion Jones, “Meeting Pasts Halfway: A Consideration of the Ontology of 
Material Evidence in Archaeology,” in Material Evidence: Learning from Archaeological 
Practice, ed. Robert Chapman and Alison Wylie (Abingdon: Routledge, 2015), 324–39. 
46 Alfred Gell, “The Technology of Enchantment and the Enchantment of Technology,” in 
The Object Reader, ed. Fiona Candlin and Raiford Guins (Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; 
New York: Routledge, 2009), 208–28. 
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intent.47 In using objects as historical sources we can consider how ‘the form and 

function of every artefact have passed through the minds and bodies of people 

who exercised choice in the past’, including acts of patronage, display and 

spectator response.48  

 

The agency of people – generally characterised by intentionality, and the use of 

language – is avoided in the more general category of actant in Actor-Network 

Theory (ANT). Initially developed by Michel Callon, Bruno Latour and John Law, 

ANT explores an ecology of objects and people, treating humans and 

nonhumans as equally important.49  In ANT an actant is anything that acts, or 

has activity granted to it by others, and the aim is to move away from an 

anthropocentric view.50 But this is (intentionally) contradicting a point articulated 

by Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall that the attribution of agency to objects 

should be considered in light of which cultures are being studied – while it may 

for example be appropriate to treat objects and people symmetrically when 

considering Melanesian peoples who see personhood as distributed in the 

objects someone has made and transacted during their lifetime, symmetry is not 

necessarily applicable to the study of Western societies which overwhelmingly 

see objects and people as separate.51 Thus, attribution of agency to objects on 

 
 
47 L. J. Jordanova, The Look of the Past: Visual and Material Evidence in Historical 
Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012). 
48 Jordanova, 7. 
49 John Law and John Hassard, Actor Network Theory and after / Edited by John Law 
and John Hassard. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999). 
50 Bruno Latour, “On Actor-Network Theory: A Few Clarifications,” Soziale Welt 47, no. 4 
(1996): 369–81; Michel Callon and John Law, “Agency and the Hybrid Collectif,” in 
Mathematics, Science, and Postclassical Theory, by Brian Rotman and Andrew 
Pickering, ed. Barbara Herrnstein Smith and Arkady Plotnitsky (Duke University Press, 
1997), 95–117. 
51 Gosden and Marshall, ‘The Cultural Biography of Objects’. Proponents of ANT would 
argue that it is precisely this tendency of modern Western culture to separate people and 
material devices which they wish to move beyond, by returning to a more object-based 
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the part of the scholar may not always reflect how human actors consider, or 

considered, these objects.  

 

A well-known example where scholars show a tendency towards 

anthropomorphising objects is Lorraine Daston’s edited collection Things that 

Talk. Here, the notion of objects speaking is largely a rhetorical device in an 

idiosyncratic collection strongly shaped by the interests of the individual authors: 

Daston’s introduction notes that the project ‘made each of us want to talk about 

how these particular things talk to us’, while Joseph Leo Komer’s essay on 

everyday objects in the works of Hieronymous Bosch considers ‘things that talk’ 

as shorthand for how artworks are effective generators of discourse for art 

history.52 Jordanova has been critical of this type of conceit, arguing forcefully 

that  ‘it is philosophically untenable for scholars to project human qualities onto 

objects, to treat them as if they were animate beings, however tempting, poetic 

and common it may be’.53 The collection is also notable for largely ignoring what 

Daston calls the ‘bony materiality which makes [things] what they are’; while a 

number of the authors (Daston included) use the physical characteristics of the 

objects as the introductory framing for their studies, they rely almost entirely on 

archival sources.54  

 

 
 
ontology: see for example Andrew Pickering, ‘Material Culture and the Dance of Agency’, 
in The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies, ed. Dan Hicks and Mary Carolyn 
Beaudry (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 191–208. 
52 Lorraine Daston, ed., Things That Talk: Object Lessons from Art and Science (New 
York : Cambridge, Mass: Zone Books, 2004), 11. 
53 Bruno Latour, “Where Are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane 
Artifacts,” in The Object Reader, ed. Fiona Candlin and Raiford Guins (Milton Park, 
Abingdon, Oxon ; New York: Routledge, 2009), 229–54; Jordanova, The Look of the 
Past. 
54 This volume’s reliance on paper sources was also remarked on by Richard Kremer, 
President of the Scientific Instrument Commission, in his welcome to the Scientific 
Instrument Symposium, Leiden, 4 September 2018.  
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Thomas Söderqvist and Adam Bencard also critique Daston’s framing, arguing 

that an over-reliance on the notion of ‘things that talk’ results from the 

preponderance of the humanities to rely on textual sources, resulting in a 

confined analysis of material things via linguistic frameworks.55 They argue that, 

instead of making things more like us by over-anthropomorphising (considering 

objects as speaking, or telling their stories in the same way we would for a 

historical movement or person), we should make ourselves more like things by 

remembering our own physicality and how objects can influence us - visually, by 

touch, by smell, and on our immune systems. Objects can of course act on our 

imaginations too, but this does not solely happen in the linguistic domain of 

‘eloquent’ or ‘evocative’ objects – we can have visceral reactions to an object, 

such as an amputation saw, that are about its potential effect on our bodies 

rather than conjuring a conversation.56 In fact, Söderqvist and Bencard argue 

that things influence us because of their lack of agency: they cannot decide not 

to influence us, so if we are in their presence we are influenced by their raw 

material power, until we move away from them.57 Here, ‘lack of agency’ is clearly 

in the sense of objects not having intentionality or language in the human sense; 

Söderqvist and Bencard do consider that objects can act on us in a sensory way. 

Therefore, as Jordanova does, it seems appropriate to consider a degree of 

object agency, while in no way considering this equivalent to human agency. 

 

 
 
55 Thomas Söderqvist and Adam Bencard, “Do Things Talk?,” in The Exhibition as 
Product and Generator of Scholarship, ed. Susanne Lehmann-Brauns, Christian Sichau, 
and Helmuth Trischler, vol. 399, Preprint (Max-Planck-Institut für 
Wissenschafstgeschichte, 2010), 93–102. 
56 Söderqvist and Bencard. 
57 Here, Söderqvist and Bencard are aware that intentionality is not implied in ANT.  
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The ‘raw material power’ of objects is something that I intend to bear in mind for 

the object biographies in this thesis. In exploring the shifts in an object’s status 

and meaning for humans, it is all too easy to lose sight of the materiality of the 

object itself. This was not Appadauri’s intent in considering the social lives of 

things:  he noted that the meanings of things were inscribed in ‘their forms, their 

uses, their trajectories’, not only their trajectories.58 While there is of course 

plenty that can be gleaned from archival research and anthropological 

observations, neglecting the material is a missed opportunity to gather additional 

evidence, as I hope to show via my case studies. 

 

2.5 The material lives of objects 

A focus on the social aspects of things at the expense of a lack of close 

engagement with their materiality has been a recurrent feature of material culture 

studies. Dan Hicks points to the emergence of the idea of ‘material culture’ as a 

broad field of study in the 20th century during the interwar years, as part of a 

distancing from late 19th century museum-based archaeology and anthropology 

(at the time not particularly distinct disciplines) which had generally developed 

artefact typologies towards evolutionary, progressivist, schemes of technological 

change.59 In Britain the emergence of social anthropology as a distinct field from 

archaeology saw a move away from studying objects in museum collections to 

studying people in the field, and on exploring contemporary differences of how 

artefacts were used and considered across spaces (particularly between 

Western and non-Western contexts) rather than studying how artefacts changed 

over time.60 A linguistic approach became more widespread in the 1960s with 

 
 
58 Appadurai, “Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value.” 
59 Hicks, “The Material-Cultural Turn: Event and Effect.” 
60 Hicks, 38. 
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the emergence of structuralist studies exploring the underlying ‘grammar’ of 

artefact design and relating this to counterpart social structures. The term 

‘material culture studies’ gained currency, with archaeology embracing studies of 

contemporary Western artefacts (including rubbish).61  Hicks identifies a 

‘material-cultural turn’ in British archaeology and social anthropology during the 

1980s, to explore humanistic themes such as consumption and identity. Despite 

its focus on artefacts, he notes that this ‘problematized the socio-cultural and the 

material in isolation from each other.’62 The main concern was the relationship 

between objects and people; the physical form of things was reduced to a 

conduit for social relations. 

 

During the 1990s there were attempts to make the specificity of objects more 

central to the study of the relationships between objects and people – for 

example the approach of Daniel Miller and colleagues at University College 

London in being led by the object of study rather than being bound to any one 

disciplinary tradition.63 ‘Material culture studies’ became a broad field, drawing 

from many disciplines (including history, archaeology, design, architecture, and 

others), but without attempting to marshal the many ways objects can be 

categorised into an overall theory of the object world.64 Ultimately the approach 

of Miller and colleagues has been largely ethnographic, requiring careful study of 

study of what people do with objects, and aiming to ‘show how the things that 

 
 
61 Hicks, 50. 
62 Hicks, 69. 
63 Daniel Miller, “Introduction: Why Some Things Matter,” in Material Cultures: Why 
Some Things Matter (London: UCL Press, 1997), 3–21; Daniel Miller, “Introduction,” in 
Materiality, ed. Daniel Miller (Duke University Press, 2005), 38. 
64 Hicks, “The Material-Cultural Turn: Event and Effect.” 
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people make, make people’.65 Hicks notes that while the 1990s could be seen as 

a ‘high point’ of material culture studies, in the UK this was not really a coherent 

field. Rather there was a divide into two distinct camps with very different objects 

being studied: archaeology (artefact-focused and largely concerned with 

prehistoric periods) and anthropology (consumption-focused and concerned with 

our contemporary world).66  

 

A similar divide can be seen in US scholarship of the period. Jules Prown, writing 

in 1996, does not remark on divisions into particular disciplines, but also notes 

the ‘schizophrenic nature’ of material culture: he sees it as split into the ‘hard’ 

and ‘soft’ approaches mentioned in Chapter 1.67  To recap: practitioners of ‘hard’ 

material culture focus on the realities of the object itself: material, configuration, 

inscriptions, use-marks, and supporting information from written records related 

to the object. They concentrate on the aspects of objects consciously put there 

by their makers (or written records indicating conscious expressions relating to 

the artefact), usually taking a diachronic view of how such objects have 

developed over time. ‘Soft’ studies of material culture tend to focus less on the 

objects themselves, and more on how objects inadvertently express underlying 

patterns of cultural beliefs; this is generally a synchronic approach in which the 

artefact is ‘part of a language through which culture speaks its mind.’68  

 

In STS and closely related fields we can find examples of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ studies 

of material culture, predominantly the latter. Towards the end of the 20th century 

 
 
65 Miller, “Introduction: Why Some Things Matter.” 
66 Hicks, “The Material-Cultural Turn: Event and Effect.” 
67 Prown, “Material/Culture: Can the Farmer and the Cowman Still Be Friends?” 
68 Prown, 22. 
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an increased emphasis on particle and performance was considered a way of 

undoing the linguistic turn, after decades of idea- and theory- focused framings 

of science.69 However, as Andrew Pickering and Davis Baird have noted, 

linguistic framings have remained dominant; Simon Werrett remarks that ‘most 

[historians of science] who have engaged with material culture have tended to do 

so by reading about things rather than engaging with them directly’.70  

 

John Law identifies two main approaches to the material in STS scholarship, the 

material-semiotic and the humanistic (generally social construction of 

technology, or social shaping of technology, which are used fairly 

interchangeably).71 The material-semiotic tradition looks at how reality and 

knowledge are continuously enacted and performed, but is largely concerned 

with the relationships between people and things, rather than engaging with the 

materiality of the things themselves. For example, in the material-semiotic 

tradition, the ethnographic studies of large-scale physics laboratories by Sharon 

Traweek and Karen Knorr-Cetina considered technologies as symbolic of human 

relationships.72 Even in work ostensibly focused on materials, such as Latour 

and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life, a text bias is evident, with scientific instruments 

 
 
69 Pickering, “Material Culture and the Dance of Agency.” 
70 Pickering; Davis Baird, Thing Knowledge: A Philosophy of Scientific Instruments 
(University of California Press, 2004); Simon Werrett, “Matter and Facts: Material Culture 
and the History of Science,” in Material Evidence: Learning from Archaeological Practice, 
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71 John Law, “The Materials of STS,” in The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture 
Studies, ed. Dan Hicks and Mary Carolyn Beaudry (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), 173–88. 
72 Sharon Traweek, Beamtimes and Lifetimes : The World of High Energy Physicists 
(Cambridge, Mass; London: Harvard University Press, 1992); Karin Knorr Cetina, “The 
Couch, the Cathedral, and the Laboratory: On the Relations between Experiment and 
Laboratory in Science,” in Science as Practice and Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 113–38. 
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categorised as inscription devices.73 As Ron Eglash pithily comments, ‘there is 

very little that is actually material to be found in the material culture analysis of 

postmodernism’.74  In more humanistic strands, engagement with the materiality 

of things is more evident, although the use of objects as evidence (or at least the 

explicit acknowledgement of this) varies. Sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) 

and SSK-influenced history of science explored knowledge-making in terms of 

what actors actually did and the spaces they did it in, examining collective 

practices in making and circulating knowledge with a greater focus on the 

manipulation of things.75 Influential works describing material culture in the 

history of science such as Shapin and Schaffer’s Leviathan and the Air Pump, or 

the essays in The Uses of Experiment, employ archives rather than objects as 

evidence – this is perhaps inevitable when original objects do not survive, 

although occasionally some, or similar types, have.76 Social construction, or 

social shaping, of technology considers how technologies are shaped by both 

natural and social factors. In this way of thinking people are the active agents: 

the material world is relatively stable and acquires its meaning in relation to 

human activity and human purposes. A well-known example of work in this area 

is Wiebe Bijker’s study of how bicycles were shaped by economic and social 

interests, the cultural skills available, and the laws of momentum: the unstable 

Penny Farthing was geared towards young men demonstrating their daring and 

machismo, but the more stable safety bicycle was more useable by women and 

 
 
73 Baird, Thing Knowledge; Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The 
Construction of Scientific Facts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
74 Eglash, Ron, “Technology as Material Culture,” in Handbook of Material Culture, ed. 
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75 Werrett, “Matter and Facts.” 
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therefore had a bigger market.77  Another example, Ruth Schwarz Cowan’s More 

Work for Mother, on domestic ‘labour-saving’ devices which in fact constructed 

standards of cleanliness and created unnecessary work, benefitted from 

Cowan’s own interactions with items in her home.78  

 

Joseph Corn has identified different ways that historians of technology 

incorporate the study of things: ordinary looking, examining the object’s form and 

function; technical analysis, which may not necessarily draw much attention from 

the object itself but pays close attention to technical descriptions of the object; 

simulation, by using physical models or computer models (often used for 

premodern times); testing through use with actual or replicated objects; and 

archaeological or material analysis.79 In the traditions of simulation and testing 

through use, over the last three decades history of science and technology has 

seen a genre of work, influenced by archaeology, of reproducing and reworking 

equipment and experiments to understand practices and techniques.80 While not 

all of this work involves original objects (particularly as many may not have 

survived), there are examples which have made use of objects in museum 

collections alongside replicas. These include Otto Sibum’s study of the 

experimental and artisanal skills employed by James Joule’s mechanical 

 
 
77 W. E. Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs: Toward a Theory of Socio-Technical 
Change (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1995). 
78 Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother: The Ironies of Household Technology 
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equivalent of heat, for which the paddle-wheel apparatus preserved in the 

Science Museum provided details missing from Joule’s papers and diagrams.81 

Peter Heering’s use of solar microscopes from the Deutsches Museum’s 

collections revealed an audience experience of intensely bright high-quality 

projections, and operating skills needed by lecturers, which were not apparent 

from contemporary accounts.82 Examples of archaeological and material 

analysis include studies of early telescope optics by Rolf Willach, Marvin Bolt 

and Michael Korey.83 Simulation, testing through use and analysis are styles of 

work which require access to equipment, can be very time-consuming, and may 

require technical skills that not all scholars possess.84 However, ordinary looking 

at objects, or technical analysis relying heavily on archives, do not present such 

a barrier to research – and yet they are not widely adopted. 

 

In the late 1990s Corn examined how historians of technology engaged with 

technological things, and whether they drew evidence directly from the objects 

themselves, rather than just writing about them.85 Surveying publications in 

Technology & Culture (T&C), one of the discipline’s leading journals, over the 

decade 1986-96 he found that more than half of the authors did not write about 

objects at all, focusing rather on ideas, institutions or politics. Of those articles 

which did focus on the history of artefacts, Corn found that more than 70% relied 
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exclusively on written or published sources, with occasional use of oral 

interviews. Overall, he concluded that ‘less than 15 percent of the authors 

publishing in T&C employed any material evidence’ [original emphasis].86 Those 

that did were skewed towards ancient, medieval, or early-modern technologies, 

which Corn attributed to there being fewer documentary sources available. Use 

of objects as evidence was also rare in history of science: although not carrying 

out a survey as Corn did, Liba Taub’s 2011 overview of the engagement of 

history of science scholars with scientific instruments remarked that, despite a 

flurry of activity in the 1990s and early 2000s, direct work with instruments 

remained relatively rare.87 As Taub notes, detailed engagement with material 

objects may be more likely found in specialist literature on scientific instruments 

and technology that lies outside the purview of most historians of science.88 

Articles frequently take a diachronic approach, studying development of a type; 

not all studies are situated within wider contexts in history of science and 

technology, not surprisingly as authors include enthusiasts and collectors from a 

variety of professional backgrounds. However, this literature can provide useful 

source material for the historian – particularly as it seems that the majority of 

historians themselves do not engage directly with objects. 

 

Recently Alberti, Laura Volkmer and James Inglis have provided further 

evidence for continuing lack of use of material sources in both history of 

technology and history of science. They repeated Corn’s study for Technology & 

 
 
86 Corn, 37. 
87 Liba Taub, “Introduction: Reengaging with Instruments,” Isis 102, no. 4 (December 1, 
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Culture over the decade 2007-17 and extended the survey to Isis, the highest-

impact journal for history of science. They have found that the picture has not 

changed much over the last two decades. Artefact-focused articles in T&C tend 

to hover below the halfway mark, while in Isis they account for less than a fifth; in 

both journals only a handful of articles showed clear evidence of direct sensory 

engagement with objects as evidence.89 This is not to say that objects of science 

and technology are never used by historians of science and technology, but 

does flag up that these studies have limited visibility in two of the leading 

journals in history of science and technology.  

 

To see where instead object-based work might be published, I have tracked the 

oeuvre of the winners of the Paul Bunge prize for history of scientific 

instruments, which has been running for 25 years (thus, around the same span 

as the ‘material turn’ in history of science).90 There are 32 winners, as some 

years saw joint awards. A survey of 278 papers by these authors found some 

clusters for Annals of Science, Nuncius and the non-peer reviewed publications 

Bulletin of the Scientific Instrument Society and Rittenhouse (1986-2003) but 

overall there was a very wide spread of publications, with over a third of papers 

being in journals which only appeared once in the survey and crossing a wide 

range of disciplines from French History to Business History Review. Books and 

book chapters accounted for more of the Bunge Award winners’ publications – 
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385 to 278 – and over half of these did not appear in series known for history of 

science and technology, the vast majority being conference proceedings or 

festschrifts likely to only be held in larger and more specialised libraries, and 

thus difficult for those outside the instrument community to find.91 The publication 

survey indicates that the instrument-focussed community is somewhat distinct 

from that of ‘mainstream’ history of science and technology, although some of 

the scholars surveyed straddle both.92 This echoes Alberti’s findings on the 

professionalisation of scientific instrument curatorship in the UK during the late 

20th century, with museum staff generally moving in different circles from 

university academics.93 

 

It is not, of course, essential that all historians of science and technology work 

closely with material culture. As Corn notes, many issues of interest to 

historians, such as the nature of technical knowledge or the role of institutions in 

stimulating innovation, can be better served by other sources than objects.94 But 

objects could be a valuable source for questions about scientific instruments and 

technologies in use – manufacture and circulation, regular use, repairs, re-use 

and modifications, or wear and tear – or of distinct cultures of instrumentation 

and technical practice which are of increasing interest for histories which move 

beyond a narrow focus on innovation and consider often overlooked elements of 

 
 
91 Alison Boyle, “Material Heritage on the Map: One Field, or Many?” (Scientific 
Instrument Symposium, Leiden, 2018). 
92 In addition to the publication survey, we could note that of the 32 winners only two 
have been awarded the leading prizes of the History of Science Society (2017 winner 
Simon Schaffer was awarded the HSS Sarton Prize in 2013) and Society for the History 
of Technology (1997 winner Silvio Bedini was awarded SHOT’s Leonardo da Vinci Medal 
in 2000).  
93 Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, “Scientific Instrument Curators in Britain: Building a Discipline 
with Material Culture,” Journal of the History of Collections Advance article (August 21, 
2018), https://doi.org/10.1093/jhc/fhy027. 
94 Corn, “Object Lessons/Object Myths?” 
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scientific practice.95 Overall then, while ‘hard’ work with material culture may be a 

fairly small element of work in STS, it has potential to extend and enhance ‘soft’ 

approaches. This is in line with Prown’s approach which advocates adopting 

‘hard’ and ‘soft’ as complementary approaches, drawing technical evidence from 

the material facts of an object while considering the constantly-changing stream 

of interpretations the object may have elicited over its lifetime.96 As outlined in 

Chapter 1, I plan to combine evidence from objects with archive-based work. But 

what sort of evidence can be drawn from objects?  

 

 

2.6 Drawing evidence from objects 

Jon Agar warns of the ‘danger of paying pious lip-service to the notion of the 

importance of material culture’, without being able to show that it really matters.97 

He wonders how easy it is to find a ‘CHOICE’ (Crucial Historiographical Object in 

Collections or Exhibitions) which either reveals significant knowledge about a 

significant historical narrative which cannot be found in written sources, or 

represents a ‘fork in the road’, a moment of significant historical contingency, 

revealing how history could have been different. Agar’s criticism of unquestioned 

assumptions of the importance of material culture is undoubtedly valid, but its 

deliberately provocative framing sets up a standard of ‘crucial’ for uniqueness 

 
 
95 For example Simon Werrett, Thrifty Science: Making the Most of Materials in the 
History of Experiment (Chicago ; London: The University of Chicago Press, 2019); David 
Edgerton, The Shock of the Old: Technology and Global History since 1900 (London: 
Profile, 2008); Peter Galison, “Material Culture, Theoretical Culture and Delocalization,” 
in Companion to Science in the Twentieth Century, ed. John Krige and Dominique Pestre 
(London: Routledge, 2003), 669–82; Anne Marcovich and Terry Shinn, “How Scientific 
Research Instruments Change: A Century of Nobel Prize Physics Instrumentation,” 
Social Science Information 56, no. 3 (September 1, 2017): 348–74. 
96 Prown, “Material/Culture: Can the Farmer and the Cowman Still Be Friends?” 
97 Jon Agar, “What’s Your CHOICE? | UCL STS Observatory,” accessed July 1, 2018, 
https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/sts-observatory/2013/11/26/whats-your-choice/. 
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and importance of information which in general, writers on material culture have 

not claimed. Corn describes as ‘object myths’ the notion that mute objects can 

act alone as primary sources revealing multitudes, while Thomas J. Schlereth, a 

prominent early writer on material culture studies, notes that ‘material culture 

inevitably involves work with both words and things’.98 The exception to this 

would be when material culture is the only surviving source, which is usually the 

case for periods or cultures which have not left a written language 

understandable by scholars. In some cases, material culture might provide an 

‘expression of superiority’, providing better testimony than the written record 

(Schelerth cites an example from history of technology, of Merrit Roe Smith’s 

examination of Eli Whitney’s muskets showing that histories of interchangeability 

in the 19th century had been greatly overstated), but in most cases it will provide 

an ‘expression of support’, filling in evidence where the written record is 

incomplete.99  Material culture does not supplant written evidence, it is a 

complementary source of evidence. 

 

Agar is realistic that ‘CHOICE’ objects would be ideal types in collections that 

contain many more ordinary objects. For curators like DeVorkin, wrestling with 

the practicalities of preserving large volumes of material culture, justification of 

the intellectual and symbolic value of all types of objects are paramount. In 

reviewing literature and conducting a survey with curatorial colleagues, DeVorkin 

identified five functions an object can perform: validation (material proof that 

something happened), celebration (providing a sense of transcendence from 

 
 
98 Corn, “Object Lessons/Object Myths?,” 37; Thomas J. Schlereth, “Material Culture and 
Cultural Research,” in Material Culture: A Research Guide, ed. Thomas J. Schlereth 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1985), 7. 
99 Schlereth, “Material Culture and Cultural Research,” 19–23; Tim Boon, “Material: 
Culture: History: Science” (BSHS, Liverpool, 2004). 
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physically encountering an object that made history, and lending weight to 

memorial events – an explicitly stated aim of the Air and Space Museum), 

inspiration (providing evidence of challenges overcome; potentially useful for 

illustrating principles of science and technology), illumination (preserving 

something about a historical event that would not be available otherwise; 

exploration of the reasons behind an object’s survival acting as a prompt to 

historical research) and stimulation (the very act of preserving an object prompts 

efforts to learn about it, and therefore to preserve relevant documentation).100  

 

In DeVorkin’s assessment, all of these are enhanced by the physical survival of 

the object even if paper records can provide some of the function, and the 

survival of the object itself (particularly an original in unaltered form, rather than a 

spare or replica) is essential for validation. He notes that validation requires solid 

provenance – information about an object’s chain of ownership and circulation – 

which is a standard part of curatorial research, and that this can form the basis of 

object biographies; the challenge for the historian is to go beyond provenance 

towards a broader understanding of the cultures within which the object 

moved.101 David Pantalony of Canada’s Science and Technology Museum has 

noted that in many science museums, detailed explorations of provenance and 

object biographies have been neglected, with objects treated as archetypes 

rather than individual artefacts with distinct histories.102 Museums may have 

ignored an object’s particular history when collecting generic types, or 

deliberately suppressed it in favour of a convenient exhibition narrative. 

 
 
100 DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts.” 
101 DeVorkin. 
102 David Pantalony, “Biography of an Artifact: The Theratron Junior and Canada’s 
Atomic Age,” Scientia Canadensis: Canadian Journal of the History of Science, 
Technology and Medicine 34, no. 1 (2011): 51. 
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Pantalony argues that while detailed object biographies might constitute a type 

of micro-history that is not always useful for exhibitions with their constraints on 

detail and information, they can help to enrich, complicate and even challenge 

traditional narratives in museums but also in wider history of science. His study 

of the Theratron Junior, a device for treating cancer with Cobalt 60, in the Ottawa 

museum showed that its story went beyond the museum’s traditional narrative of 

Chalk River’s isotope trade and Canada’s pioneering role in nuclear medicine; 

these devices had high associated costs and frequent maintenance issues, 

posing dangers to patients and technicians when malfunctioning.103 

 

2.6.1 Summary of object study methodologies 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the use of material objects in historical studies has 

often been carried out by museum curators and art historians, with limited 

available guidance for a wider group of scholars (although Pantalony’s museum 

runs a summer school). I will now outline several models, and show where the 

model of Lourenço and Gessner fits with these. Two of the most influential 

models, which have been adapted into other methods, have been those of E. 

McLung Fleming and Jules Prown, arising from the context of American art 

history and published in the Winterthur Portfolio, an influential journal in the 

 
 
103 Some of Pantalony’s findings are from interviews with technicians which relate to 
Theratron Juniors in general rather than this particular object; I will use the same 
approach of using one object as a prompt to interrogate a type in Chapters 5 and 6. This 
particular object provided some material evidence: its design and colour was 
characteristic of the sophisticated marketing efforts of Atomic Energy Canada Limited, 
although turned out to have been a new paint job for display after its working life. 
Pantalony’s study, like most object biographies, is a micro-history, but one that he hopes 
to expand into a wider study of cancer treatment: see Chapter 7 for discussion. 
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establishment of material culture studies.104 Fleming and Prown argued that the 

systematic study of artefacts could provide evidence leading to wider social and 

cultural insights, rather than the artefacts merely being illustrative of evidence 

gleaned from documentary sources. 

 

A summary of various methodologies, several of which are frequently cited in 

museum studies or material culture textbooks, is presented in Tables 2.1 and 

2.2.105 In general the methodologies aim to clearly articulate the steps involved in 

drawing evidence from an object itself, from typological comparisons, and from 

documentary sources. They differentiate between a synchronic interpretation of 

the object (seeing it as it is now, in our time) and diachronic interpretation 

(understanding what has happened to the object, and how it has changed, over 

time). Fleming’s approach is systematically laid out as a step-by-step study of 

the object’s physical characteristics, comparison with other objects, studying the 

artefact’s relationship to its own culture, and interpreting its significance for our 

culture. As such it has been built on repeatedly by other models, including that of 

Lourenço and Gessner. Prown’s approach foregrounds the material by drawing 

evidence from the object itself before turning to external sources, but assumes 

 
 
104 E. McClung Fleming, “Artifact Study: A Proposed Model,” Winterthur Portfolio 9 
(January 1, 1974): 153–73; Jules David Prown, “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to 
Material Culture Theory and Method,” Winterthur Portfolio 17, no. 1 (April 1, 1982): 1–19. 
105 The models summarised here are: Fleming, “Artifact Study”; Susan M. Pearce, 
“Thinking about Things,” in Interpreting Objects and Collections, ed. Susan M. Pearce, 
Leicester Readers in Museum Studies (London ; New York: Routledge, 1994), 125–32; 
Ray Batchelor, “Not Looking at Kettles,” in Pearce, Interpreting Objects and Collections, 
139–44; Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections”; Prown, “Mind in Matter”; 
Robert Elliot and Gary Hughes, “Towards a Material History Methodology,” in Pearce, 
Interpreting Objects and Collections, 121–136; Finley, “The Gothic Revival and the 
Victorian Church in New Brunswick.” As noted in Chapter 1, summaries of various 
different models can be found in Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections; and 
Hannan & Longair, History through Material Culture. In my tables I have sometimes 
rearranged the order of how the models are described by their authors, to allow for quick 
visual comparison between different models, but have kept numbering systems where 
they appeared in the original papers. 
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the ability to draw a large amount of information directly from the object and as 

such is rather too connoisseurial to be easily adapted for objects that do not 

carry significant visual markings or decoration. However it has the value of 

openly admitting that an aspect of our synchronic response to an object will be 

emotional and subjective, rather than portraying object study as a coldly 

objective practice.106 Elsewhere Prown has argued that engaging with an object 

on a sensory level can allow us to make connections with the people who made 

or used it, to ‘see with their eyes and touch with their hands’, but his approach 

remains cautious in making these connections on reasonable common-sense 

judgements based on knowledge of the physical world and lived experiences, 

rather than uninformed speculation.107 

 

 
 
106 Pearce, Interpreting Objects and Collections. 
107 Jules David Prown, “The Truth of Material Culture: History or Fiction?,” in History from 
Things: Essays on Material Culture, ed. Steven Lubar and W. David Kingery 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 17. 
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Table 2.1 
Models of object study combining artefacts and written/verbal sources 

throughout. 
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Table 2.2 
Models of object study keeping artefacts and written/verbal sources separate. 
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The very similar models of Elliot and Hughes, and Finley, adopt Prown’s 

approach of attempting to interrogate the object itself prior to turning to 

documentary sources. In practice, as Prown himself admits, it is often impossible 

to truly separate the study of a physical object from prior knowledge of its history 

or likely functions.108  Pearce’s example takes a strongly taxonomic approach 

and is likely to be most useful for classes of object which exist in large volumes 

(such as archaeological or natural history collections), but is too cumbersome for 

a biographical study of particular objects such as I am conducting in this thesis. 

Ray Batchelor’s model was developed as a way of studying ordinary objects, but 

seems over-optimistic as to how much the unfamiliar scholar could draw from the 

object; his particular case study of a kettle seems to use the object more as a 

way of illustrating existing contextual knowledge, rather than drawing much data 

from the object itself.   

 

The object study part of Lourenço and Gessner’s ‘Lisbon Toolkit’ is based on 

Fleming’s model.109 Its four quadrants (I-IV) are designed to be carried out in 

parallel and are interdependent. They allow for consideration of the object 

synchronically and diachronically, singularly and as an example of a type. 

Synchronic views involving a detailed description of the particular object, and 

considering it as a generic class of object, are complemented by diachronic 

studies of the object’s biography (make, owners, uses and changes), and 

relating this to wider contexts of how such objects were used over time. As such 

it is more readily adaptable for my purposes than Fleming’s model, which tends 

 
 
108 Prown, “Mind in Matter.” 
109 Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections.” 
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to consider the article in its own culture and in our culture: here I wish to consider 

different cultures throughout the object’s life. 

 

Ultimately, none of these models is a ‘one size fits all’ solution to drawing 

evidence from objects. Different aspects of different models may more or less 

useful depending on the scope and subject of a particular study; as Pearce 

notes, rather than being stuck to rigidly they are more usefully considered as a 

set of guides and aides-memoires to aid enquiry for the particular study being 

undertaken.110 Finley admits that his original aim was to come up with a widely-

applicable model for material culture research, but that he realised it would be 

problematic to deploy it beyond the specific disciplinary and topical bounds of his 

own research. Instead, he considers his model an effort to ‘sift the testimony of 

material evidence and to discern the meaning of this evidence in relation to a 

specific set of questions’.111  Finley clearly articulates his approach as that of a 

historian using material objects as one of his sources: research questions are 

articulated, and from this object and non-object sources are identified. In other 

cases, the objects themselves may be the initial reason for the study and end up 

prompting research questions, especially if they are first encountered with 

limiting supporting information, and one of the other models may be more 

appropriate.112   

 

 
 
110 Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections. 
111 Finley, “The Gothic Revival and the Victorian Church in New Brunswick,” 6. 
112 Examples of the latter, using Fleming’s methodology, are Katharine Anderson et al., 
“Reading Instruments: Objects, Texts and Museums,” Science & Education 22, no. 5 
(May 1, 2013): 1167–89; Alice Cliff and Jenny Rinkinen, “Visualising Electricity Demand,” 
Science Museum Group Journal 9, no. 09 (2018). 
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2.7 Objects and the Science Museum 

The objects central to this thesis have at one point or another been in the 

collections of London’s Science Museum. The thesis contributes to a growing 

body of literature on the history of the Museum, for which the main reference is 

the official centenary history released in 2010.113 Relevant aspects of this history 

are woven through the chapters (particularly Chapter 3 which provides an 

overview of modern physics collecting) but I provide here a short summary to aid 

readers. 

 

The Museum’s origins stem from the 1851 Great Exhibition, the surplus of which 

founded the South Kensington Museum. The was the forerunner of the Victoria & 

Albert Museum and Science Museum, with the latter becoming an independent 

institution in 1909 (although the name had been in use for the science collections 

of the South Kensington Museum from 1885).  

 

The collection displays were originally geared strongly towards education and 

industrial professionals.  From 1911, successive Science Museum directors were 

strongly influenced by the report of a Board of Education Committee chaired by 

Sir Hugh Bell, which also recognised the need for the displays to appeal to 

general interest visitors. The Bell Report also expanded the Museum’s scientific 

and industrial pedagogical remit to include coverage of the history of science and 

invention; the relative prominence of history has ebbed and flowed throughout 

the Museum’s displays ever since.114 From the directorship of Henry Lyons 

 
 
113 Morris, Science for the Nation. A short summary of is available at 
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/sites/default/files/2017-10/science-museum-
history.pdf, accessed 28 April 2020. 
114 Bell Committee, Report of the Departmental Committee on the Science Museum and 
the Geological Museum (London: H.M.S.O., 1911) ; Xerxes Mazda, “The Changing Role 
of History in the Policy and Collections of the Science Museum, 1857–1973,” Science 
Museum Papers in the History of Technology 3 (1996). 
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onwards (Director 1920-1933), temporary exhibitions played an important role in 

attracting visitors and funding from industrial partners who were often closely 

involved with the exhibition content; influenced by the Deutsches Museum, the 

galleries often included interactive elements alongside objects.115 

 

From the 1960s onwards, under the Directorship of David Follett, there was an 

increasing shift from largely technical object-led displays to more narrative-led 

displays. Follett also created a department for Museum Services, led by 

Margaret Weston (who had initially joined the Museum as an engineering 

curator, and would succeed him as Director in 1973). Galleries were increasingly 

developed by teams including staff with specialisms in education and design 

alongside curators.116 Where previously the curatorial staff had generally been 

former practitioners from science or engineering (and usually male), from the 

1970s new recruits were increasingly drawn from history of science. 

 

The 1983 National Heritage Act gave the Museum some autonomy from direct 

Government control (although it still receives a grant) and more freedom over 

attracting sponsorship in an increasingly tight financial climate for museums. with 

popular ‘blockbuster’ exhibitions taking up an increasing amount of floor 

space.117 Further staffing reorganisations during the 1980s and 1990s saw 

curators lose their senior management influence, with the galleries showing a 

mixed economy of historical displays (with objects prominent) and science 

communication displays (with fewer objects, and more graphics and 

 
 
 
115 For further details see the two chapters by Tom Scheinfeldt in Morris, Science for the 
Nation. 
116 For further details on Weston’s tenure and changes in exhibition trends see the 
chapters by Scott Anthony and Andrew Nahum in Morris, Science for the Nation. 
117 Anthony. 
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interactives).118  Under the Directorship of Linsday Sharp in the 2000s the 

Museum came under criticism for drastically cutting curatorial staff and staging 

commercially-driven blockbuster exhibitions accused of ‘dumbing down’.119 

In recent years under the Directorship of Ian Blatchford more of the collections 

are back on display and temporary exhibitions aim to blend scholarship and 

popular appeal. At this stage my account becomes that of a participant, as seen 

in Chapter 5.  

 

 

 
2.8 Summary 

This review has outlined literature on object biographies and shifting commodity 

values, including that of Igor Kopytoff, Michael Thompson and Kevin 

Hetherington. We shall see examples of this throughout the thesis as objects of 

modern physics leave their regular use lives to become singularised in 

collections – sometimes endowed with high cultural value, but at other times left 

in abeyance, one step away from rubbish. In examining zones in which objects 

are exchanged I have covered Mary Louise Pratt and James Clifford’s contact 

zones, Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer’s boundary objects and Peter 

Galison’s trading zones: the latter will be important in this thesis for consideration 

of some objects’ pre-museum lives.   

 

In considering how I will treat objects in this thesis, I have discussed varying 

approaches to object agency, and clarified that I will concentrate on how people 

 
 
118 See the participant’s account by Tim Boon in Morris, Science for the Nation. 
119 Carol Midgley and Mark Henderson, ‘Museum peace after the Sharp shooting?’, The 
Times, Thursday 28 July 2005. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/museum-peace-after-
the-sharp-shooting-zjf85ck0frk, accessed 28 April 2020. 
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treat objects. However, this is not to say that objects are entirely free of influence 

over people: they may elicit a reaction in us due to their association with other 

human actors, and their form and function can shape how we interact with them.  

A consideration of the material reality of objects has not always been integral to 

STS, but is an aspect which I wish to explore in the thesis, building on models of 

detailed artefact study such as those of E.McLung Fleming, Jules Prown, and 

particularly Marta Lourenço and Samuel Gessner.  In examining ways which 

objects can enhance historical studies, Joseph Corn, David DeVorkin and David 

Pantalony have identified different ways that things can be useful, either as 

sources of direct evidence or as prompts to studying other sources. As I follow 

the biographies of the objects in this thesis I will assess different ways in which 

the survival of the object itself has informed my work. The first object, a cathode 

ray tube used by J.J. Thomson, has been useful both for navigating through 

documentary sources and in providing direct physical evidence, as we shall see 

in the next chapter.



Chapter 3 
Modern physics in the museum:  

changing classifications and enduring framings 
 
 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will use object biography as a way of approaching history of 

collections. I will examine how the emerging discipline of ‘modern physics’ was 

defined in the UK’s national collections in the Science Museum in the early 20th 

century, and what types of object did – or did not – become associated with the 

material record of the new discipline. I will also examine trends in displays over 

the (long) 20th century. Within the museum, the collection’s contents and framing 

were shaped by a succession of curators and directors over several decades. 

The museum’s staff also interacted with a variety of external groups who 

influenced what objects entered the collection and how they were interpreted; 

these included physicists working in universities and government facilities, 

scientific educators, and funders.  

 

The object central to this chapter is a well-known artefact of modern physics, a 

cathode ray tube used by J.J. Thomson in his 1897 experiments leading to the 

discovery of what we now call the electron.1 This small glass tube’s public career 

has spanned almost all of the Science Museum’s history; today it sits as the 

earliest-accessioned object in the Science Museum’s ‘Nuclear Physics’ 

collection, but it long pre-dates the birth of such a collection. Following this single 

object provides a way of navigating through a large museum collection which 

from its beginnings has been subdivided into different collections. Within the 

 
 
1 Science Museum Inventory Number 1901-51. 
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internal trading zone of the museum, we can get a sense of how objects were 

classified and re-classified, what was in a particular collection at any given time, 

and the tone of how that collection was interpreted. 

 

I will look at how this particular object, associated with what came to be 

considered a prominent episode in the history of physics, was deployed by 

physicists in displays within and beyond the Museum’s walls to symbolise new 

disciplines. Alan Morton has shown how it was used to stand for the discovery of 

the electron and promote ‘pure’ science; by following its later career I show how 

the same object was later used to symbolise industrial applications.2 Through the 

object’s biography and the planning records for exhibitions, we can trace trends 

in interpretation from displays geared to train physicists for the working worlds of 

the nineteenth century, to narratives of pure and applied science, to the ‘bomb 

historiography’ of the later twentieth century. We will also see that while objects 

could move between different collections with porus boundaries, the Science 

Museum’s overall collection framings remained stubbornly persistent, dictating 

what could be considered part of a new ‘modern physics’ collection and leading 

to what today seem some marked omissions. 

 

The history of the Science Museum’s modern physics collections described in 

this chapter builds on work by Imogen Clarke on the public image of ‘modern 

physics’ as a discipline in Britain in the first decades of the 20th century, including 

how this was manifested in collection practices and exhibitions in the Science 

Museum during the interwar period.3 . By looking deeper in the Museum’s 

 
 
2 Morton, “The Electron Made Public.” 
3 Clarke, “Negotiating Progress.” 
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records to the level of particular objects, and in particular by following the long 

display career of the cathode-ray tube, I aim to situate her work in a longer 

context by looking back to the original framing of the physics collections in the 

19th century, and forward to post-war presentation of atomic physics. 

 

As this chapter will show, the meaning of Thomson’s cathode-ray tube has 

regularly changed over more than a century, symbolising different aspects of 

modern physics – indeed, so much so that arguably its symbolic use has 

overshadowed its physical reality and its pre-museum biography. By carrying out 

a close inspection of the physical object and relating this to the original use by 

Thomson in 1897 (or shortly after), I will re-examine the often-told stories of a 

famous experiment.  

 

By being alert to the categories of agnotology described in Chapter 1, two 

aspects of ‘lost realms’ of knowledge, omitted by selective choices, can be 

uncovered in this chapter. At the collection level, we will see how the choice of 

curators to focus on aspects of ‘modern physics’ which fit with the Museum’s 

existing instrumentation-led collections led to gaps in coverage of certain 

subjects which persisted for decades.  At the object level, we will see how a 

particular, simplified version of Thomson’s original experiment became the 

privileged story told by physicists, educators and museums worldwide. 

 

 

3.2 Collection formation: the working worlds of the new physics 

 

‘It has been realised for some time that the Museum has lagged behind in 

illustrating the development of what is somewhat loosely termed “Modern 
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Physics” or “The New Physics” as distinct from “Classical Physics” and an effort 

is now to be made to fill up this gap’…‘Careful consideration has been devoted 

to the problem of interesting the general public in such an abstruse subject’.  

Report of the Science Museum for 1935 

 

In examining how the new ‘modern physics’ collection at the Science Museum 

was positioned the 1930s, we must take a look over several decades, from the 

late 19th century. It has become physics folklore that the turn of the century saw 

a major change with the unexpected discoveries of X-rays, the electron and 

radioactivity followed by the revolutions of quantum physics and relativity, but in 

fact physicists’ reassessments of the fundamental nature of matter were building 

on late nineteenth-century work, rather than breaking with the past.4 Indeed, 

Imogen Clarke’s survey of the picture in Britain between 1900-1940 has 

demonstrated that for many physicists at the time, projecting an image of 

discontinuity and rejection of past work would have been damaging to the image 

of their discipline as stable and authoritative; instead the emergence of modern 

physics was to be couched as a process of continuity and improvement.5 Also, 

while the realm of modern physics has come to be taken for granted as 

encompassing atomic structure, quantum theory and relativity, she shows that 

even into the late 1930s physicists adopted various differing notions of ‘modern’ 

physics, particularly in presenting their work to wider audiences.6  

 
 
4 Kragh, Quantum Generations: A History of Physics in the Twentieth Century; Staley, 
Einstein’s Generation: The Origins of the Relativity Revolution. 
5 Imogen Clarke, “How to Manage a Revolution: Isaac Newton in the Early Twentieth 
Century,” Notes and Records: The Royal Society Journal of the History of Science 68, 
no. 4 (December 20, 2014): 323. 
6 Clarke, “Negotiating Progress.” Staley does formally define ‘modern physics’, focusing 
more on the creation of the notion of ‘classical physics’, but sets this in opposition to 
quantum mechanics and relativity. Kragh’s history of physics in the 20th century mostly 
focuses on the areas mentioned above with some discussion of related fields in which 
experiments and applications did not initially map that closely onto theories of matter (eg 
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From the outset, the Science Museum’s physics collections were heavily 

influenced by professional physicists and educators of physics. The fledgling 

museum inherited rather a mixed bag of collections from its predecessor the 

South Kensington Museum.7 Items amassed from the 1876 Loan Collection of 

Scientific Apparatus mixed the historical with recent examples of the best of 

British make. Collections transferred from the Patent Office Museum were 

historically focused, celebrating the history of invention, while the South 

Kensington Museum’s educational collections had been established to guide 

teachers of science in the current best practice.8 As Robert Bud has shown, the 

early shape of the collections would be heavily dictated by groups of professional 

physicists and educators who adopted conservative disciplinary categories.9  

 

While the structure of the collections was formally based on the 

recommendations of an 1886-9 Parliamentary Inquiry into the future of the 

science collections at South Kensington, this drew heavily on the 

recommendations of an 1881 committee of which seven of the twelve members 

were the professors of South Kensington’s Normal School of Science.10 In line 

 
 
electronics and superconductivity). In his introduction Kragh notes that he had 
considered including topics such as geophysics, optics and medical physics as part of a 
broader 20th century history. 
7 Robert Bud, “Collecting for the Science Museum: Constructing the Collections, the 
Culture and the Institution,” in Science for the Nation: Perspectives on the History of the 
Science Museum, ed. Peter J.T. Morris (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 250–
72.  
8 Bud. 
9 Bud. 
10 The Professors of the Normal School of Science were Edward Frankland, T.M. 
Goodeve, Frederic Guthrie, William Chandler Roberts, Warington W. Smyth, J.W. Judd, 
and T.H. Huxley. The other committee members were William Spottiswode (President of 
the Royal Society), Norman Lockyer (who lectured at the School), Colonel J.F.D. 
Donnelly, the Department’s Director for Science, and the two Assistant Directors of the 
South Kensington Museum, R.A. Thompson and Lieut-Colonel E.R. Festing. Festing 
would be named Director of the ‘Science Museum’, a name increasingly used for the 
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with the Department of Science and Art’s aim to improve the nation’s technical 

education, the School’s remit was to train teachers of science. The committee 

members considered the categories mechanics and mathematics; physics; 

chemistry, metallurgy and principles of agriculture; biology; geology, mineralogy 

and mining; and navigation, nautical astronomy and physiography.11   

 

The recommendations for physics were given by Frederic Guthrie, professor 

since 1869. He was a founder member of the Physical Society, of which almost 

every major physicist in Britain was a member by the time of his Presidency from 

1884-1886 (a short tenure curtailed by his premature death from throat cancer); 

over 100,000 people were trained via his Department of Science and Art 

curriculum in physics.12 Therefore, his view of what constituted essential 

knowledge of physics was likely to be widely shared. As Graeme Gooday has 

shown, Guthrie had been at the forefront of developing physics teaching 

methods geared towards engineers, science teachers and telegraphists, with an 

emphasis on exact measurement.13 It appears that he had little regard for purely 

mathematical approaches to physics.14 Thus, from the outset of the Science 

Museum’s displays, the presentation of physics was focused on instrumentation 

and experimental technique, with a strong slant towards industrial applications. 

 
 
science collections of the South Kensington Museum / Victoria & Albert Museum, in 
1893.  
11 Bud, “Collecting for the Science Museum.” 
12 Graeme J.N. Gooday, “Guthrie, Frederick (1833–1886), Chemist and Physicist,” 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2004. 
13 Graeme J.N. Gooday, “Precision Measurement and the Genesis of Physics Teaching 
Laboratories in Victorian Britain,” The British Journal for the History of Science 23, no. 1 
(March 1990): 25–51. 
14 Dianne Stilwell, “Frederick Guthrie: A Man of Action,” Physics World 12, no. 11 (1999): 
33; William Jerome Harrison, “Guthrie, Frederick (1833-1886), Scientific Writer,” in 
Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Leslie Stephen & Sidney Lee (London: Elder Smith 
& Co., 1890). 
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In Guthrie’s view the aim of the physics collection ‘should be to illustrate by 

apparatus the various steps in physical discovery and its applications’ (for 

example a series from Volta’s cups to recent types of storage batteries and 

dynamo machines) and drawing out ‘critical discoveries or methods’ such as 

Boyle’s Law or the dispersal of light through a prism.15 Apparatus for technical 

use, such as astronomical or meteorological equipment, would logically follow. A 

small amount of space could be allocated for objects of ‘sentimental antiquarian 

interest’ such as Newton’s pen (Newton’s prism was excluded from this, 

presumably as falling into the ‘critical discoveries’ section). The teaching 

collections should largely be dispersed to schools rather than being kept for 

display. His recommendations were adopted by the Committee. Collection 

organisation broadly reflected the teaching areas at the Normal School of 

Science: the catalogues published in 1894 and 1905 show slight organisational 

variation but were largely based around Mechanics, Sound, Heat, Light, 

Magnetism and Electricity.16  

 

In both catalogues the science collections were described as the ‘science 

collections for teaching and research’, and as collections shaped around 

instructing physicists, they kept pace with the latest developments.  The 1905 

catalogue had a new subcategory for ‘Cathode Rays and Röntgen Rays’. This 

included an object loaned by J.J. Thomson in 1901, part of the apparatus he had 

used in his now-famous 1897 experiments leading to the discovery of what 

 
 
15 Frederick Bramwell, “Report of Inter-Dept. Committee on National Science 
Collections,” 1886, 19, LI.935, Parliamentary Papers. 
16 Department of Science and Art, Catalogue of the Science Collections for Teaching 
and Research in the South Kensington Museum. Part II. Physics (London: Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office; Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1894); Board of Education, South Kensington, 
Catalogue of the Science Collections for Teaching and Research in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum. Part II. Physics (London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office; Wyman and 
Sons, 1905). 
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would become known as the electron (Figure 3.1).17  This was referred to as 

‘apparatus used for measuring the velocity of the cathode rays, and the ratio of 

the mass of the carriers to the charge carried by them’.18 As Agar has noted, the 

new studies of rays, radiations and particles at the end of the 19th century 

reflected working world concerns: experimental physicists such as Thomson and 

Wilhelm Röntgen benefited from improved vacuum pumps developed for the 

electric light bulb industry.19 The collections reflected these working worlds: with 

categories reflecting the curricula of the Department of Science and Art’s training 

for schools and industry, the physical arrangements for display of the new fields 

also blurred the lines between research and industry. In the early 20th century the 

Science Museum’s collections were separated by Imperial Institute Road, with 

the Southern Galleries housing Machinery and Inventions, Naval and Marine 

Engineering, and the Buckland Fish Collection. The Science Collections were 

mainly housed in the Western Galleries, but physics was housed in the Southern 

Galleries from 1908-1913 (Figure 3.2). In 1909 the physics collections were 

supplemented by a large loan of X-ray focus tubes from the Röntgen Society. In 

1912 the physics collections were moved back across the road but ‘Magnetism 

and Electricity’ (including the apparatus for Cathode Rays and Röntgen Rays) 

stayed in the Southern Galleries alongside collections of Electrical Measuring 

Instruments, Electrical Generators, Electric Lighting and Telegraphy. Until the 

1920s, Electricity, including the properties of cathode rays, would be displayed 

alongside Electrical Engineering. However, the interactions of the Museum’s 

staff with practising physicists, and the ensuing movement of objects into and out 

 
 
17 Aside from a record of a letter sent by Director Festing to Thomson in late 1900, no 
correspondence regarding this loan has yet been found in the Museum (Science 
Museum or V&A) or Thomson’s papers.  
18 Board of Education, South Kensington, 1905 Physics Catalogue. 
19 Jon Agar, Science in the Twentieth Century and Beyond (Polity Press, 2012). 
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of the museum, would see the beginning of a demarcation of these new areas of 

physics into ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ science. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 
Cathode ray tube used by J.J. Thomson c.1897,  

and loaned by him to the Science Museum in 1901. (Source: Science Museum) 
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Figure 3.2 
The Science Museum site in 1915. (Source: Science Museum) 

 

 

3.3 Shifting meanings for objects: stories of pure and applied science 

In the next two sections, I will trace how the Science Museum’s interpretation of 

its collections was shaped by a number of internal factors: a broader 

consideration of its audience and subject remit, ambition exceeding available 

display space, and an increasing demarcation between ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ 

science. The latter was also reflected in how physicists were portraying their 

work, and would contribute to setting the scope of the new modern physics 

collection. The interpretation of the physics collections during the first half of the 

20th century was heavily influenced by Henry Lyons, the Museum’s Director from 

1920-33 and Chair of its Advisory Council from 1935-40; Herman Shaw (who 

joined as an Assistant Keeper from 1920 and rose through the ranks to become 

Director in 1945); and Francis A.B. Ward, (Assistant Keeper from 1931 and 

eventually becoming Keeper of the physics collections, retiring in 1970). 
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Although their visions for new permanent galleries were not realised, the 

surviving scoping documents give an indication of how the Science Museum 

conceived of ‘modern physics’ as new fields reached maturity. 

 

Lyons would be lionised by a successor as ‘the man who made the Science 

Museum’, and under his Directorship annual visitor figures boomed from 400,000 

to over a million – an increase only exceeded in Europe by the Louvre.20 Tom 

Scheinfeldt has commented that he is the central figure in the Museum’s interwar 

history.21 However, some of Lyons’ success is in part attributable to plans which 

had been made before his tenure, but which were delayed due to the First World 

War. Lyons was heavily influenced by the recommendations of a 1910-11 Board 

of Education Committee chaired by the steel magnate Sir Hugh Bell. This 

Committee was comprised of working scientists and engineers, several with 

government positions, and again shows the influence on the Museum of its 

interactions with practitioners.22 

 

The Bell Committee endorsed the Museum’s educational remit, stating that ‘so 

far as is possible by means of exhibited scientific instruments and apparatus, 

machines and other objects, the Collections in the Science Museum ought to 

afford illustration and exposition of the various branches of Science within its 

 
 
20 David H. Follett, The Rise of the Science Museum Under Henry Lyons (London: 
Science Museum, 1978), 158. 
21 Tom Scheinfeldt, “The First Years: The Science Museum at War and Peace,” in 
Science for the Nation: Perspectives on the History of the Science Museum, ed. Peter 
J.T. Morris (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 41–60. 
22 In addition to Bell the Committee members were Government Chemist James 
Johnston Dobbie, geologist Archibald Geike, head of the National Physical Laboratory 
Richard Glazebrook, civil engineer Andrew Laing, Secretary to the Office of Works 
Schomberg McDonnell, chemist William Ramsay, mechanical engineer William Ripper 
and naval architect William Henry White. The Committee secretary was Francis Ogilvie, 
Secretary of the Board of Education, who would become Director of the Science 
Museum. 
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field and of their Application to the Arts and Industries’.23 However, as Xerxes 

Mazda has noted, it also gave an explicit mandate to cover the history of science 

(beyond Guthrie’s recommendations of including ‘critical discoveries’ or 

‘sentimental antiquarian interest’): the Museum ‘ought also to be a worthy and 

suitable house for the preservation of appliances which hold honoured place in 

the progress of science or the history of invention’.24 Finding the right balance 

between historical and recent coverage would become a recurring motif 

throughout the Museum’s history.25 Crucially, the Bell Committee also noted that, 

while the collections should still be useable for systematic study by students, or 

consultation by professionals, ‘a large proportion of those who visit a Museum … 

have no such definite enquires in view’.26 The Museum should select and exhibit 

objects which would arouse the interest of such visitors, and simply and 

attractively give them a general introduction to the subjects covered by the 

collection. 

 

The Committee also recommended the establishment of an Advisory Council 

made up of experts, to whom the staff would report annually.27 Thus, the 

Museum had a regular channel to the worlds of science and industry. Lyons 

joined the Museum as Secretary to the Advisory Council and assistant to the 

Director Francis Ogilvie in 1912. His own scientific and engineering interests 

were broad-ranging. He trained as a military engineer with the Royal Engineers 

 
 
23 Bell Committee, Report of the Departmental Committee on the Science Museum and 
the Geological Museum (London: H.M.S.O., 1911), 4. 
24 Xerxes Mazda, “The Changing Role of History in the Policy and Collections of the 
Science Museum, 1857–1973,” Science Museum Papers in the History of Technology 3 
(1996); Bell Committee, Bell Committee Report, 4. 
25 Mazda, “The Changing Role of History in the Science Museum.” 
26 Bell Committee, Bell Committee Report, 9. 
27 Mazda, “The Changing Role of History in the Science Museum.” 
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but pursued a keen interest in geology (so successfully that he was elected to 

the Geological Society at the age of eighteen and headed a geological survey of 

Egypt while on military duties there); during the First World War he worked with 

the Meteorological Office and became its Acting Director.28  

 

When Lyons took over as Director in 1920, the bulk of the science collections 

were in storage. During the war the museum’s galleries had been 

commandeered by the War Office and after the war the collections were 

crammed into the Southern Galleries while the Western Galleries were given 

over to the Imperial War Museum until 1936.29 However, the new building on 

Exhibition Road was almost ready and provided an opportunity to remove the 

physical split enforced between the science collections and the engineering and 

industrial connections.  In a 1922 memorandum clearly influenced by the Bell 

Report, Lyons aimed ‘to illustrate the influence of science on industry and to 

show the development which has been achieved thereby’.30 In his proposal, pure 

science collections would be shown close to fields which had developed from 

them (for example electrical engineering or industrial chemistry). This echoes an 

emerging trend in the early twentieth century towards a notion of ‘applied 

science’ as subordinate to ‘pure science’ rather than as its own distinct field.31 

According to Lyons’s vision the exhibits for each major collections group would 

feature historical series, based on the permanent collections, and examples 

illustrating current practice which would generally be on loan so could be 

 
 
28 H. H. Dale, “Henry George Lyons. 1864-1944,” Obituary Notices of Fellows of the 
Royal Society 4, no. 13 (November 1, 1944): 795–809. 
29 Scheinfeldt, “The Science Museum at War and Peace.” 
30 Henry Lyons, “A Memorandum on the Arrangement of the Collections in the Science 
Museum, to Serve as a Basis for Discussion” (October 1922), 2, Z210/10/11, ScM. 
31 Graeme J.N. Gooday, “‘Vague and Artificial’: The Historically Elusive Distinction 
between Pure and Applied Science,” Isis 103, no. 3 (2012): 546–554. 
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changed for the latest models.32 He also expanded on the Bell Report’s 

consideration of general-interest and visitors to give priority to the ‘ordinary 

visitor’, followed by ‘the technical visitor’, ‘the student’ and ‘the specialist’.33  

 

In 1923 Lyons regrouped the collections into Industrial Machinery, Manufacture 

etc; Mechanical Engineering, Land Transport, Construction etc; Water Transport, 

Air Transport etc; and Science and Scientific Instruments. He would later reflect 

that though his memorandum ‘was discussed ad nauseam at many meetings 

with the Higher Staff’ he did not receive much input from them, and pushed the 

scheme forward himself; his junior staff members worked on the scheme but ‘the 

older ones accepted it under mute protest and did …?...’.34 His relationship with 

David Baxandall, Keeper of Science and Scientific Instruments, was particularly 

strained, with a colleague describing them as behaving ‘like a couple of Kilkenny 

cats’.35 This seems to have led him to seek scientists’ advice for the display of 

some of the collections: in 1925 Harold Spencer-Jones, then His Majesty’s 

Astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope (and later the Astronomer Royal) was 

asked to draw up a scheme for the astronomy collections, while physicist 

Edward Andrade was invited to input on a new section called Properties of 

Matter and Physical Phenomena. Neither of these were realised: as Baxandall 

somewhat scathingly noted, Spencer-Jones’ scheme was almost identical to the 

existing collections, while correspondence with Andrade does not appear to have 

 
 
32 Science Museum, “Annual Report for 1923”, Z150, ScM. 
33 Lyons, “A Memorandum on the Arrangement of the Collections in the Science 
Museum, to Serve as a Basis for Discussion.” 
34 Follett, The Rise of the Science Museum under Henry Lyons, 99. Ellipses and 
question mark are quoted in this source. 
35 Follett, 102. 
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elicited much response.36 Over the next few decades Shaw and Ward would try 

to develop the physics scheme, without success. 

 

Properties of Matter and Physical Phenomena was envisaged as an introductory 

section which would cover principles and laws that ranged across the existing 

instrument-based sections.37  As Clarke has shown, Lyons’s desire for such a 

scheme was strongly influenced by his involvement as a committee member for 

the Royal Society’s ‘Exhibition of Pure Science’ at the British Empire Exhibition 

in Wembley which ran from April-November 1924 and for a second run in 1925. 

In addition to Lyons the committee included physicists Richard Glazebook (as 

Chair), W.L. Bragg and Arthur Schuster, meteorologist Napier Shaw, chemist 

Herbert Jackson, and astronomer Richard Gregory, editor of Nature. While 

science displays featured in other parts of the Wembley site, generally as 

background to industrial applications such as chemical industries and 

engineering, the Royal Society’s contribution was envisaged as focusing on 

recent British research in the fundamental sciences.38  

 

The physics section, rather than using the usual teaching-led categories of light, 

sound or electricity and magnetism was mostly organised around phenomena of 

recent interest: the electron, thermionics, photoelectricity, positive rays, 

radioactivity, spectra, X-Rays, and wave measurement. Two more traditional 

disciplinary themes, on metrology and metallurgy, were not nodded to in 

Glazebrook’s introduction to the section in the exhibition handbook, despite him 

 
 
36 Clarke, “Negotiating Progress”; Henry Lyons et al., “Schemes for Development: 
Physical Phenomena 1923-1938” (Memoranda, 1957 1925), ED79/118, ScM. 
37 Lyons et al., “Physical Phenomena, 1923-1938.” 
38 Morton, “The Electron Made Public.” 
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being a former Head of the National Physical Laboratory and a longstanding 

champion of precision measurement and standardisation. Instead, it explicitly 

stated the case for ‘pure research’: discoveries and inventions arose from ‘men 

seeking … to discover “how things go”, without any thought of their ulterior 

applications’.39 This reflected the reductionist, research-for-research sake view of 

Ernest Rutherford’s Cavendish Laboratory, a major contributor to the exhibits; in 

Rutherford’s view, development arose neither from utilitarian applied science nor 

from theory, but from a firm grounding in experiment.40  For the second run in 

1925 the physics section was even more explicitly organised around 

fundamental physics: much of the exhibition was laid out along an extended 

electromagnetic spectrum from gamma rays to wireless and long waves.41 

However, there was a shift towards making applications of the new areas of 

research more prominent: Glazebrook’s introduction was not reprinted and the 

handbook’s illustration of the spectrum highlighted bands with applications in 

radiology and the BBC’s transmissions. Exhibits from the National Physical 

Laboratory and the Research Labs of General Electric which had been in the 

chemistry or engineering halls of the 1924 version were now featured alongside 

those from the universities. The exception to this was the ‘Atom’ section 

(expanded from ‘Electron’), which retained its university-based ‘pure science’ 

focus. As Alan Morton has shown, the Electron/Atom section featured J.J. 

Thomson’s cathode ray tube on loan from the Science Museum, and now in a 

 
 
39 Royal Society, British Empire Exhibition, Handbook to the Exhibition of Pure Science 
Arranged by the Royal Society (London: Fleetway Press, 1924), 143. 
40 J. Hughes, “Unity through Experiment? Reductionism, Rhetoric and the Politics of 
Nuclear Science, 1918-40,” in Pursuing the Unity of Science: Ideology and Scientific 
Practice from the Great War to the Cold War, ed. Harmke Kamminga and Geert Somsen 
(London; New York: Routledge, 2016). 
41 Royal Society, British Empire Exhibition, Phases of Modern Science: Published in 
Connexion with the Science Exhibit Arranged by a Committee of the Royal Society in the 
Pavilion of His Majesty’s Government at the British Empire Exhibition, 1925 (London: A. 
and F. Denny, 1925). 
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label by Thomson himself reified as the actual apparatus ‘by which the existence 

of electrons was detected and their mass and velocity measured’.42 No longer 

simply an apparatus for measuring cathode rays, as it had been described in the 

Museum since 1901, it was now being used by Thomson and Rutherford to 

symbolise the birth of the new atomic science, and to stake a claim for the 

Cavendish’s importance in this field.  

 

The British Empire Exhibition’s physics displays, and their treatment of atomic 

physics, would heavily influence the scheme for Lyons’ Physical Phenomena 

and Properties of Matter section at the Science Museum. Physical Phenomena, 

as it became known by the staff, was assigned to Assistant Keeper Herman 

Shaw. Shaw had trained in physics at the Royal College of Science and was 

particularly interested in geophysics; he would obtain a doctorate in this area 

during his time at the Museum.43 His proposal spanned seven groups of 

phenomena, and within these he attempted to introduce new areas of study 

alongside the Museum’s existing areas. Certain topics appeared across more 

than one group, suggesting that exact collection categories were still to be 

settled. Sections such as Thermal Phenomena, Acoustical Phenomena, Optical 

Phenomena and Magnetic and Electrical Phenomena resembled the pre-existing 

categories.44 As before, cathode rays appeared in the latter, but were also now 

proposed for a section on General Physical Phenomena which covered wave 

motion, conduction (including discharge tubes and cathode particles), 

convection, and radiation (including cathode rays and X-rays, radiation and 

quantum theory). Properties of Matter introduced relativity alongside rigid and 

 
 
42 Morton, “The Electron Made Public.” 
43 “Science Museum: Dr. H. Shaw,” Nature 156, no. 658 (1945). 
44 Lyons et al., “Physical Phenomena, 1923-1938.” 
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elastic bodies and the study of fluids. A section on Constitution of Matter 

(including atomic structure and the discovery of the electron alongside molecular 

structure and states of aggregation) was to feature the ‘History of the Electron 

from the British Empire Exhibition’, so it seems Thomson’s tube was to be 

displayed here in terms of Rutherford’s reductionist atomic narrative rather than 

as part of a longer cathode ray story.45  

 

However, the tube was simultaneously slated for a proposal by another curatorial 

department. In the Electrical Instruments department the tube would have been 

part of the X-Rays section (largely built around the Röntgen Society’s collection 

and focusing heavily on applications in radiology): here it was part of an 

historical series where the assorted ‘vacuum tubes other than X-ray tubes’ were 

largely subsidiary to a narrative about the properties and applications of X-

Rays.46 Within the museum’s internal exchanges, this object could be a symbol 

of both a new category of ‘pure’ atomic science, and an old category of ‘applied’ 

electrical instrumentation.  

 

Following discussions between the curators and the Director, Physical 

Phenomena won the day, perhaps not surprisingly as it was a scheme of Lyons’ 

own instigation.  However, the scheme progressed no further. Lyons seems to 

have felt that Shaw’s scheme did not move far enough away from what his letter 

to Andrade described as ‘the old water-tight compartments of light, heat and 

sound’, and his attentions became diverted towards the Museum’s new 

temporary exhibition programme – a convenient vehicle to meet the 

 
 
45 Lyons et al. 
46 V.E. Pullin et al., “Schemes for Development: X-Rays, 1926-1937,” n.d., ED79/150, 
ScM. 
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government’s desire for the Museum to showcase the latest developments in 

British industry.47 Lyons retired in 1933, although he would retain a strong 

influence as Chair of the Museum’s Advisory Board until 1936; the Directorship 

was taken up by E.E.B Mackintosh, who as we shall see below would attempt to 

instigate his own schemes for the collections.  

 

We have seen in this section how the Science Museum’s collections were 

initially formed to serve the working worlds of physicists, with a strong focus on 

exact measurement and industrial applications. However, a ‘pure science’ 

narrative would emerge in coverage of the new atomic science, heavily 

influenced by the Cavendish Laboratory. In the next section I will look at how 

this, and the longstanding collection framings, shaped what kinds of objects were 

considered suitable for the Museum’s modern physics collection. 

 

 

3.4 The boundaries of the modern physics collection 

Under Mackintosh, new plans were made for reorganising the collection 

displays. Here, there was a less of a distinction between ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ 

science, with a recognition that the working worlds of science were ones of 

interchanges of ideas and equipment. The 1934 Annual Report noted the 

‘growing fluidity and interpenetration of the sciences, and of their applications. 

No longer is it practicable to define relatively plainly delimited sciences, to state 

that a phenomenon or instrument is the concern of only one science, or even of 

science as distinct from engineering.’ It was proposed to form two new 

collections – the Children’s Gallery and Physical Phenomena. The former would 

 
 
47 Clarke, “Negotiating Progress.” 
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provide elementary introductions to subjects separately from the main 

collections, while the latter would ‘co-ordinate in one section certain phenomena 

which are better as a series running through all sections of Physics e.g. wave 

motion and phenomena, than treated individually in each subsidiary Collection.’48 

 

Herman Shaw had been promoted to Keeper on Baxandall’s retirement in 1934 

and his old Physical Phenomena scheme was dusted off for Francis A.B. Ward 

to update. Ward, who had joined the Museum in 1931, had previously worked at 

the Cavendish Laboratory on the use of thermionic valves in detecting alpha 

particles, and had published several papers with Rutherford.49 Ward 

recommended that the scheme be divided into two: Structure of Matter and 

Physical Phenomena. Physical Phenomena bore some resemblance to Shaw’s 

scheme, with categories for Vibrations and Wave Motion (including acoustics), 

Thermal Phenomena, Electrical Phenomena and Optical Phenomena. However 

Ward envisaged using demonstrations rather than the collections: the 

demonstrations would cross-reference the relevant Museum sections of Light, 

Heat, Sound etc ‘in which the development of the practical application is 

shown’.50 Ward noted that this approach had been successful for temporary 

exhibitions and would fulfil the recommendations of the Bell Report in covering 

the exposition of science and its application to arts and industry. Thus, while 

Ward’s introductory section may have adopted Lyons’s desire for a new 

approach along the lines of the British Empire Exhibition and Mackintosh’s desire 

 
 
48 Science Museum, “Annual Report for 1934”, ScM. 
49 F. A. B. Ward, C. E. Wynn-Williams, and H. M. Cave, “The Rate of Emission of Alpha 
Particles from Radium,” Royal Society of London Proceedings Series A 125 (November 
1, 1929): 713–30. 
50 Lyons et al., “Physical Phenomena, 1923-1938.” 
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to show the interpenetration of the sciences, the 19th century categories of 

collection display would continue to apply. 

 

Structure of Matter did use the collections, thus introducing a new category 

which the existing collection configurations did not neatly cover. Ward envisaged 

that it would cover the structure of the atom and how atoms combined into 

molecules to form solids, liquids and gases, with working demonstrations 

illustrating experimental evidence wherever possible. A subsection on the 

constitution of the atom would feature J.J. Thomson’s apparatus, Francis Aston’s 

mass spectrograph, and W.L Bragg’s atomic models. Recent developments in 

quantum theory would be addressed by models or representations of the 

Schrödinger atom. Another subsection would be concerned with radioactivity and 

the structure of the nucleus including the apparatus used by Cockcroft & Walton 

to split the atom in 1932. The scheme for Structure of Matter seems to have 

been a way of giving formal shape to a new collection that had been growing in 

an ad-hoc fashion during the late 1920s and early 1930s. It was displayed on the 

second-floor landing, a space which seems to have been appropriated to cover 

research about the atom which did not sit neatly in the existing galleries. 

 

Many of the additions to the collection resulted from Lyons’s communications 

with physicists who had exhibited at the British Empire Exhibition and Ward’s 

connections with the Cavendish. In 1926 the Museum acquired a set of atomic 

models illustrating the Rutherford-Bohr structure from W.L. Bragg in Manchester 

(who did not consider the models very important, warning that ‘the structure of 

the atom alters so rapidly that I expect these models will be out of date in a few 

years’, and sending them to the Museum care of the guard on the Manchester-
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London train).51 The following year, F.W. Aston’s mass spectrograph, used in 

identifying different isotopes of atoms, joined the collection from the Cavendish. 

Aston was more concerned with a public legacy than Bragg: Lyons had 

suggested the spectrograph could be displayed with a dummy magnet so that 

Aston could keep the original for his new apparatus, but Aston decided that the 

real one should be shown for historical interest (also, pragmatically, a dummy 

would not have been much cheaper than a replacement magnet).52 While many 

of the objects that entered the collections seem to have come to the Museum 

when scientists had not further use for them, here, we see an object that could 

still have had a useful scientific working life promoted to the ‘durable’ status of a 

museum historical exhibit.  

 

Following the sensational April 1932 announcement that Cockcroft and Walton 

had split the atom, the Museum moved rapidly (in museum terms) to update the 

second floor landing display, with boards showing diagrams and photographs of 

the apparatus. In 1934, Rutherford agreed to present the Museum with parts of 

the Cockcroft and Walton apparatus not still required for experimental purposes. 

Fewer original parts than intended ended up on display however, after the 

Museum’s botched attempts to repair a crack in the glass accelerating tube. 

Walton had been rather dismissive of the Museum’s concerns about the crack 

which appeared in the upper part of the accelerating tube, rendering it unsafe for 

display, commenting that ‘We have had a number of such cracks here, some of 

them very bad ones, but we have never known the apparatus to fall on our 

heads as a result of them … In some ways a cracked cylinder would be more 

 
 
51 “Nominal File: Bragg, W.L.” (Correspondence file, n.d.), 2113, ScM. 
52 F.W. Aston to Henry Lyons, October 6, 1927, 163, ScM. 
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instructive as it would show the difficulties one is up against in this kind of 

work’.53 The Museum was less sanguine, and sent the tube for repair, which only 

extended the crack to the point where the tube had to be replaced. This practice 

of restoring objects to ‘exhibition condition’, even if it destroyed historical 

evidence, persisted in the Museum for several decades.54 The curators also 

made use of Advisory Council members’ connections: A.P.M. Fleming of 

Metropolitan Vickers brokered the loan from Ernest Lawrence in California of the 

vacuum chamber from the cyclotron he had used in the transmutation of lithium 

(to the initial puzzlement of Mackintosh, who confessed to Shaw that he did not 

know what a cyclotron was) .55 Overall we see here the pragmatic realities of 

collecting in a rapidly-developing field: the Museum had to rely on what was 

available from the physicists and largely made use of personal connections; this 

resulted in a British focus with the Cavendish Laboratory, not surprisingly, 

prominent. If items were unavailable or unsuitable for display, showcasing the 

latest developments took precedence over authenticity. The objects were ideal 

types, their symbolic function paramount. 

 

The 1935 Annual Report, presenting Ward’s new schemes, noted that ‘It has 

been realised for some time that the Museum has lagged behind in illustrating 

the development of what is somewhat loosely termed “Modern Physics” or “The 

New Physics” as distinct from “Classical Physics” and an effort is now to be 

made to fill up this gap’…‘Careful consideration has been devoted to the problem 

 
 
53 “Nominal File: Walton, E.” (n.d.), 1494, ScM. 
54 John Liffen, “Behind the Scenes: Housing the Collections,” in Science for the Nation: 
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Macmillan, 2010), 273–93. 
55 Inventory Number 1938-219. Correspondence in ScM, 6050. The loan was recalled in 
the 2000s. 
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of interesting the general public in such an abstruse subject’. The new physics 

was defined as ‘the properties of individual molecules and atoms and with the 

structure of the atom itself.’56  

 

Thus, at the Science Museum, the ‘modern physics’ collection became 

associated with atomic physics, despite a wider range of possible topics it might 

have constituted. Another widely-celebrated aspect of the new physics – 

relativity – was not considered within scope, despite having had public attention 

in the UK (see Section 3.7 below). Aside from relativity there were many other 

subjects which could have featured: Jeff Hughes’s survey of British physics in 

the first decades of the twentieth century identifies many other areas of work, 

including X-ray crystallography (notably W.H Bragg and W.L. Bragg in London 

and Manchester), low-temperature research at the Royal Institution and Peter 

Kapitza’s lab at the Cavendish, developments in precision instrumentation at the 

National Physical Laboratory, theoretical physics in Bristol and Cambridge, gas 

discharge work in Aberdeen and spectroscopy in Oxford.57 There were also a 

slew of physicists working on military research and in the communications 

industries. As Clarke notes, Ward’s alignment of modern physics with 

microphysics reflects his earlier professional experience under Rutherford at the 

Cavendish (she also remarks on Rutherford’s personal disregard for relativity).58 

 
 
56 Science Museum, “Annual Report for 1935”, ScM. 
57 Hughes, Jeff, “Redefining the Context: Oxford and the Wider World of British Physics, 
1900-1940,” in Physics in Oxford, 1839-1939: Laboratories, Learning, and College Life, 
ed. Robert Fox and Graeme Gooday (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 
267–300. 
58 Clarke, “Negotiating Progress.” Clarke notes that relativity had a pre-existing museum 
space in astronomy and argues that Ward, who had not been trained in relativity, saw no 
reason to change this, but as I show here the scope of the new collection was not an 
exact match for Ward’s professional experience and other pre-existing museum 
definitions also dictated the scope. 
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But in my view Ward’s training and preferences alone cannot explain the narrow 

focus of the collection – other curators than Ward had worked on the physics 

schemes over the years, and the Cavendish’s research portfolio was broader 

than microphysics. Ward’s own studies and research had a strong focus on 

thermionics, which under his Physical Phenomena scheme was considered part 

of ‘current electricity’ rather than the new Structure of Matter collection. Also, 

Ward does not seem to have had any difficulty in mastering subjects beyond his 

original training, eventually becoming a respected expert in horology; as a 

national museum curator he was able to attend scientific conferences and would 

not have struggled forming contacts.59  

 

Here, I would argue that the longstanding framing of the physics collections 

played a part in dictating where objects exchanged between scientists and the 

museum could end up. Some instruments which were being acquired to reflect 

recent physics research could fit into the museum’s nineteenth century 

categories such as astronomy (for relativity, although this was an isolated case, 

see Section 3.7), electricity (for photo-electricity and thermionics), or chemistry 

(where W.H. Bragg’s X-ray spectrometer wound up in 1926, despite his 1915 

Nobel Prize being awarded for physics).60 Meanwhile, the geophysics collection 

could encompass new instrumentation techniques, while a 1936 special 

exhibition on low-temperature research and applications, staged at Kapitza’s 

 
 
59 D.C., “Appendix to the Science Museum Annual Report for 1970: Dr. F.A.B. Ward” 
(1970), ScM. 
60 This also reflects the fluid boundaries between physics and chemistry in the early 20th 
century: Rutherford won the 1908 Nobel Prize for Chemistry but became strongly 
associated with physics.  
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suggestion, was considered the remit of the Engineering department’s 

Refrigeration curator.61  

 

Ward’s 1932 exhibition Photoelectric Cells and their Applications featured 

working models illustrating various applications of the cells, including burglar 

alarms, street light switching and even marble counting, with no mention of 

electrons or photons.62 The models were considered for the Children’s Gallery 

collection rather than the object collections.63  His 1937 Atom Tracks exhibition, 

a pure-research exhibition of cloud chamber photographs, did result in 

acquisitions for the new Structure of Matter collection. Thus, despite 

Mackintosh’s stated aim to show the interpenetration of the sciences and blur 

distinctions between science and engineering, the Museum’s long-standing split 

between ‘science’ and ‘industry’ was dictating the boundaries of a ‘modern 

physics’ collection. The new studies of the atom were increasingly identified by 

their practitioners as physics rather than chemistry, but had not yet matured to 

industrial applications. The Structure of Matter collection, therefore, became 

focused on what the physics collections could not already accommodate in 

existing instrumentation-led categories: the atom. Following the Second World 

War, with applications of atomic research now revealed all too starkly, the 

science and industry categories would blur. 
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3.5 Nuclear narratives and industry collaborations 

Over half of the Science Museum’s collections were evacuated for safety during 

the war, spread over a series of country houses, quarries and warehouses.64 

The ‘cream of the collections’ including from the physics collections Thomson’s 

cathode ray tube, Aston’s mass spectrograph and parts of the Cockcroft-Walton 

accelerator, had already been moved to Basing Park in Hampshire as hostilities 

loomed in the autumn of 1938.65 On their return, the display of these objects 

would reflect the Museum’s relationships with physics communities heavily 

shaped by the experience of war work. Physicists could now draw on a huge 

amount of data about the properties of nuclei, mass-manufactured electronics for 

civil and military applications, and a major public profile giving nuclear physics 

and its history and new and powerful credibility.66 The new nuclear and 

electronics industries would be important players in new displays, and in how 

objects and collections were classified. 

 

Jeff Hughes noted that a ‘bomb historiography’ has tended to dominate accounts 

of nuclear physics since the war: the early years of the discipline reshaped into a 

linear narrative of experiment and discovery leading to nuclear weapons.67 

Collecting and interpretation at the Science Museum reflected this, although 

rather than weaponry the Museum largely focused on the promise of atomic 

energy. This gap is the major silence discernible in the collections for the post-

 
 
64 Thad Parsons, “The Science Museum and the Second World War,” in Science for the 
Nation: Perspectives on the History of the Science Museum, ed. Peter J.T. Morris 
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65 “Director’s Store Custody Ledger Volume 1” (1948 1933), Z52/1, ScM. 
66 Jeff Hughes, “Radioactivity and Nuclear Physics,” in The Cambridge History of 
Science. Volume 5: The Modern Physical and Mathematical Sciences, ed. Mary Jo Nye, 
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war period and is indicative of the ‘strategic ploy’ tactics adopted by the UK’s 

Government and atomic industry of deferring attention towards the benign atom; 

the Museum was highly reliant on both for its displays.  

 

The Science Museum reopened twelve of its galleries on 14 February 1946. The 

displays reflected plans made by Mackintosh towards the end of the war, in 

which he noted that the Museum must be seen to meet the needs of the 

beleaguered British public: while the Museum was responsible for preserving a 

wide range of collections, popular subjects and the latest developments might 

merit preferential treatment for a few years after re-opening. He remarked that 

‘true to English tradition, a compromise seems to be the inevitable answer, with 

slightly more emphasis on what the public needs (or what we think they need) 

than on our own individual desires.’68 During the war Ward and Shaw (who took 

the post of Acting Director while Mackintosh was on war secondment, and 

succeeded him in 1946) had continued to work on redisplay schemes for the 

Museum, including the Physical Phenomena gallery that they had both spent 

decades on.69 But in constrained times grand gallery overhauls were not 

feasible, and collecting was largely driven by temporary exhibitions. Of the 

twelve re-opened galleries, eight were given over to an exhibition of wartime 

aeronautics, which proved very popular.70  The remaining four galleries were 

used for a special Science Exhibition which ran until June, including displays on 

Atomic Energy and Uranium (Figure 3.3). This included photographs of the 

Manhattan Project’s Trinity Test and a sample of desert sand that had melted 

 
 
68 E.E.B. Mackintosh, “Suggestions for Post-War Policy and Layout” (June 24, 1944), 
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69 “Departmental Long-Term Plans” (1971 1930), Z183/1, ScM. 
70 Parsons, “The Science Museum and the Second World War.” 
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during the explosion, given to Ward by his old counterpart from Cavendish days 

P.B. Moon, who had been present at the test.71 Historical context was provided 

by items from the permanent collections including Aston’s mass spectrograph, 

Bragg’s atom models and the Cockcroft-Walton apparatus. By the start of the 

1950s the Science Museum had created a collection section on Atomic Physics; 

the wider coverage of the structure of matter outlined in Shaw and Ward’s pre-

war schemes was now left to the Department of Chemistry and Photography.72 

This narrowing of scope indicates a tighter focus around the ‘nuclear atom’ 

narrative that Hughes suggests was becoming prevalent. Space was eked out in 

various galleries, with the collection eventually moving to the third floor.  

 

Figure 3.3 
Atomic Energy and Uranium exhibition, 1946. Trinity Test photographs can be 

seen in the rear corner, behind the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. (Source: 
Science Museum) 

 

 
 
71 F.A.B. Ward to Herman Shaw, “Memo Re Offer of Fused Sand Sample from P.B. 
Moon,” Memorandum, July 13, 1946, 6472/380/1, ScM. For more on the displays see 
Jean-Baptiste Gouyon, “Making Science at Home: Visual Displays of Space Science and 
Nuclear Physics at the Science Museum and on Television in Postwar Britain,” History 
and Technology 30, no. 1-2 (2014): 37-60   . ;Sophie Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland,” 
History and Technology 19 (2003): 177–96. 
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Some collections previously falling under Electricity and Magnetism had also 

been adjusted, with a new designation for ‘Electron Physics including X-Rays’.73  

In addition to reflecting the booming electronic industry, promotion of ‘Electron 

Physics’ to collection status seems to have been due to the great success of the 

Museum’s 1947 Electron Jubilee, celebrating the 50th anniversary of J.J. 

Thomson’s discovery of the electron. The exhibition, which combined objects 

with working demonstrations, ran from 26 September 1947 to1 February 1948. 

During this period it attracted 143,431 visitors (the museum considered this a low 

estimate, as the electronic counters were likely to count a group as a single 

visitor) with high demand for school group tours and public lectures. Even after 

the exhibition closed, copies of the handbook continued to be popular, with the 

entire print run of 10,000 eventually being sold.74 Electron Jubilee was curated 

by the physics department’s Assistant Keeper David Follett, who had previously 

completed a PhD in cosmic ray studies from Birkbeck College and worked for 

Adam Hilger instruments.75 It was staged in association with the Institution of 

Electronic Engineers, and ‘made possible by the whole-hearted co-operation of 

firms and organisations concerned with the “electronics” side of electrical 

industry’. 76 This continued the Museum’s pre-war practice of industrial partners 

being closely involved with the content of temporary exhibitions. The committee 

hoped that the visitor ‘will go away with some appreciation of the way in which a 

discovery in pure physics, which may at first appear to be of academic interest 

only, can lead to developments revolutionizing the everyday conditions of 
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civilised life’.77 The exhibition focused heavily on applications of electron physics 

research: exhibits illustrated the principles of thermionic valves and cathode ray 

tubes, noting their applications in radio and other fields. A section on The 

Electron as a Wave included a new acquisition, G.P. Thomson’s original electron 

diffraction photographs and camera, alongside a working exhibit of a modern 

electron diffraction camera for industrial uses. Meanwhile Thomson Senior’s 

cathode ray tube, which he himself had displayed at the 1924 British Empire 

Exhibition as an example of pure physics research, was now the founding stone 

of an industrial collection.  

 

The new atomic physics collection continued to suffer from a lack of suitable 

permanent display space.  The 1951 report noted that ‘this important and rapidly-

developing subject is still quite inadequately represented in the Museum, mainly 

owing to lack of space’ and throughout the 1950s the annual reports regularly 

referred to a lack of exhibition space and staff time to develop the collection. 

Long-term planning was not helped by a lack of consistent leadership: Parsons 

notes that of the eleven Directors in post in the twentieth century, five of these 

were between 1930 and 1960, a very high turnover compared with other national 

collections.78 Temporary exhibitions in South Kensington and elsewhere would 

become the main source of acquisitions over the next few decades. Through 

these, the Science Museum developed a very close working relationship with the 

UK Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE): its first director was Sir 

John Cockcroft, who already had a close association with the Science Museum 

from his Cavendish days. The Museum was also a key venue for the AERE’s 
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public outputs. The Science Museum’s close relationship with the AERE and 

industry partners was reflected in the movement of objects: the Museum made 

every effort to oblige its industrial partners with loans, while the curators used 

trade exhibitions and fairs as a way of sourcing objects for the permanent 

collections. These types of exhibitions in the UK largely mirrored the approach of 

Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace initiative to ‘displace public attention from the 

military to the benign atom’, promoting industrial research and stressing its 

applications in everyday life.79  I will cover examples of these in more detail in 

Chapter 4.  

 

The collection was further augmented by displays from the 1951 Festival of 

Britain: the Museum inherited some animated reaction models from Exhibition of 

Science which the Festival organisers had staged at the South Kensington site, 

and a large model of the Harwell atomic pile, BEPO, which had been shown at 

the South Bank. Ward visited both the 1955 Geneva exhibition, securing the 

short loan of a cyclotron model from Philips, and the 1958 Brussels Word Fair, 

from which came a mechanical model showing the operation of a cascade 

generator.80 In early 1958, in response to news stories of British and American 

success in achieving controlled nuclear fusion, the Museum collaborated with the 

UK Atomic Energy Authority and the US Information Service, exhibiting a screen 

of photographs and diagrams in the entrance hall. This was followed in 

December by a small exhibition on Controlled Fusion of Atoms. In anticipation of 

the exhibition, the Museum commissioned a 1:24 scale model of the Harwell 

ZETA reactor. Unfortunately, its delivery in May 1958 coincided with Cockcroft’s 
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retraction of the fusion claims. However, the Museum continued to describe 

ZETA as ‘an apparatus which can fuse together atoms of heavy hydrogen, with 

the release of energy’.81 

 

This increasing sensitivity towards the atomic industry can be discerned in the 

decades following the war. The 1946 Atomic Energy displays show that it is not 

entirely the case that ‘official institutions such as the Science Museum eschewed 

all mention of the bomb’, as argued by Sophie Forgan in her survey of popular 

expositions of atomic science between 1945-60.82 However, the Museum’s 

language became increasingly cautious over the years. For the 1946 exhibition 

run, the Museum built a ping-pong ball model illustrating the uranium chain 

reaction, which was demonstrated twice daily in the Lecture Theatre. An exhibit 

label and Ward’s notes for the attendants demonstrating it described it as an 

‘atomic bomb model’. In a paper about the ping-pong ball model published the 

following year, Ward described the uranium reaction only as ‘utilized for the 

release of atomic energy'.83  By 1948, when the model was demonstrated to 

accompany the Gaumont-British instructional film Atomic Physics (which 

featured objects from the permanent collection), it was referred to as an ‘atomic 

energy model’, even though the film included the atomic bomb.84 The cautious 

note of the Museum’s language continued for decades, largely at the behest of 

government bodies: Ward described the Ministry of Supply as ‘vetting’ his label 
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text for reactor models during the 1950s.85 While checks in this period seemed to 

be aimed at ensuring the Museum did not inadvertently reveal details not in the 

public domain, we shall see below that by the early 1980s the museum-industry 

relationship was such that sponsors could demand alternations on the grounds 

of tone. 

 

3.6 A more historical approach to collecting 

The post-war decades also saw a gradual shift towards a more historical 

approach to the Science Museum’s collections, mirroring the growth of history of 

science as a discipline in this period.86 While it is tempting to equate this with the 

tenure of Dr Frank Sherwood Taylor, the first trained historian of science to lead 

the Science Museum, his ambitions were stymied by struggles with illness and 

the administrative load of running a large museum; he died in post after only six 

years as Director.87 A more substantial re-alignment towards a historical 

approach would be led by David Follett, whom we met earlier as curator of the 

Electron Jubilee exhibition. Follett, by now Keeper of the Electrical Engineering 

department, took over as Director in 1960 (in the interim Terrence Morrison-Scott 

had taken charge, on a brief sojourn from the Natural History Museum). As 

Xerxes Mazda has shown, Follett pushed for the Museum to expressly promote 
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the history of science and industry, in contrast to previous Directors’ practice of 

using historical series to help explain contemporary science and technology.88 

 

Follett’s ambitions for the Museum’s collections, laid out in a series of draft 

position papers in the early 1960s, frequently invoked the ‘Two Cultures’ debate 

triggered by C.P. Snow’s 1959 Rede Lecture.89 He argued that people related 

the Science Museum to the art museums much as they did the technical 

colleges to universities, ‘another aspect of the gulf which is supposed to exist 

between the humanities and the sciences (“the two cultures”)’ 90. As far as Follett 

was concerned, as long as this gulf was perceived to exist the Science Museum 

would fail to be recognised as an institution of the same cultural level as the 

other museums and galleries. Helping to bridge this gulf, or show it to be non-

existent, ‘might be regarded as one of our main aims when we consider the 

presentation of our Collections to the public.’91   

 

For Follett, the way to bridge the ‘two cultures’ gulf was to promote history more 

strongly in the Museum. He noted that in educational circles some training about 

science was seen as essential for everyone, not just those embarking on 

scientific careers, commenting that ‘it is widely felt that the history of science is a 

convenient vehicle for this’, as reflected in the increasing interest in the subject 

being shown in universities.92 Instead of the Museum’s galleries being dictated 
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by what Follett called ‘the dead hand of the Bell Committee’, with fairly basic 

historical sequences leading to displays on the current state of science and 

technology, presented as a natural evolution, objects should be used to illustrate 

contemporary social history as well as the technical development of subjects.93  

 

He also felt that this historical mindset should be adopted when collecting recent 

science and technology as these objects would constitute the historical 

collections of the future: ‘our successors in twenty-five years’ time will applaud or 

condemn us in the light of history in what we now acquire to represent the 

contemporary picture’.94 In 1962 several new collection areas were constituted. 

A new section on space science and technology was instigated; in the absence 

of an obvious curator this was co-ordinated by Henry Calvert (Keeper of 

Astronomy) with assistance from the Engineering team. A gradually-growing 

collection of scale models seems to have been the solution to the difficulties of 

collecting original artefacts.95 Basic Electronics was instigated to cover the 

historical development of the thermionic valve, photo-electric cell and cathode 

ray tube. However, Thomson’s cathode ray tube did not find its way into this 

collection: ‘the pioneer apparatus of electron physics’ had been returned to the 

Department of Physics the previous year, this object once again considered the 

domain of science rather than of industry.96  

 

Follett was conscious of the difficulties in assigning new collection areas to 

departments which had traditionally been organised in terms of use: ‘nuclear 
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power as an example originates in Department 1 [Physics], it raises steam and 

drives turbines in Department 6 [Mechanical and Civil Engineering]; the turbines 

drive generators in Department 4 [Electrical Engineering and Communication] 

and propel ships in Department 3 [Aeronautics and Sailing Ships]; the by-

products, radioactive isotopes, turn up in radiology, which is of interest not only 

in medicine but in the field of non-destructive testing which concerns industry 

generally’.97 The solution for the time being was to expand Atomic Physics to 

‘Atomic Physics and Nuclear Power’; Follett decreed that while nuclear energy 

was still a new field it was important to give visitors an overview, and the 

engineering aspects should sit alongside the science in the physics department; 

in due course when nuclear power was fully developed it could be absorbed into 

the engineering classifications, alongside oil and coal.98 (Slightly less 

diplomatically, he had stated to Ward the previous November that once the 

‘glamour’ of nuclear power had worn off, it could take its place with normal 

engineering).99  

 

Follett’s shift towards history of science was only marginally reflected in the 

atomic physics collections. Commissioning models, rather than seeking original 

artefacts, seems to have been Ward’s approach to historicising the collection: 

these included glass spheres to represent Thomson’s ‘plum pudding’ atom, and 

scale models of Cockcroft and Walton’s laboratory (to sit alongside the 

accelerator tube and Fermi’s atomic pile. Otherwise, the vast majority of 

acquisitions followed Follett’s approach of collecting items with a view to them 
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becoming of historical interest in future, including the Imperial College hydrogen 

bubble chamber (the first to operate in Europe), photographs of CERN and a 

model of the Calder Hall nuclear power station. Arguably atomic physics was still 

too young for a historical take, and Ward met Follett’s ambitions in his other 

curatorial areas, becoming a renowned expert in horology and overseeing a 

gallery on Early Centuries of Physics.100  

 

In 1969, shortly before his retirement, Ward finally managed to open a 

permanent gallery of atomic physics, some thirty-five years after his first scheme, 

although it was not the grand scheme he had imagined. A subsection of a new 

permanent gallery, called ‘Applied Atomic Physics’ opened in December 1966. 

This was supported by the UK Atomic Energy Authority and largely based on 

their touring ‘Atoms at Work’ exhibits, which the Museum had hosted in 1962. In 

1967 the atomic physics exhibits moved to join them. After Ward’s retirement 

there seems to have been a relatively quiet period for the atomic collections: 

Alan Morton, who was recruited as curator for nuclear physics in 1979 (largely 

with a view to updating the permanent gallery), found the displays ‘absolutely 

dire … a mixture of some historic relics, just displayed as historical relics in one 

corner, and the remains of Atoms at Work panels’; the gallery was so neglected 

that a representative from the UKAEA had visited the Museum to dust it.101  

 

The collections now had a curator trained in the history of science: Morton’s PhD 

was on the history of nuclear physics in the 1930s and he was an active member 

of the British Society for the History of Science.102  He aimed to add more 
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historical context to the gallery than was evident in the previous iteration, and 

also to humanise the exhibits: he self-consciously made use of photographs and 

broadened out the story beyond the what he saw as the Museum’s narrow 

‘progress of science’ approach.103  Collecting was driven with a view to stories to 

be told in the new gallery. Morton advocated that the Science Museum Library 

become a repository for the microfilm copy of the American Institute of Physics 

Archive for the History of Quantum Physics; browsing these he learned of 

paraffin wax disks used by James Chadwick in his experiments leading to the 

discovery of the neutron and kept by one of his students, whom Morton tracked 

down in the United States to secure the objects for the Science Museum 

collections (Figure 3.4). To Morton, while the disks were visually ‘the antithesis of 

what you want from a museum object … so banal’, they were emblematic of 

Chadwick’s legacy (Morton extended this to later work on the bomb and nuclear 

power, rather than narrowly to the 1932 experiments).104  An approach to Cyril 

Stanley Smith, whom Morton had met while on a visit to MIT some years 

previously, led to the site passes which Smith had been allocated while working 

on the Manhattan Project.105 Keeping up with recent developments was aided by 

the opportunity to collect large items due to the Museum’s acquisition of a large 

object store at Wroughton in Wiltshire; the seemingly limitless space was rapidly 

filled by the curators.106   
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Figure 3.4 
Curator Alan Morton and designer Jenny Clements in a press photo for the 

Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Power gallery, 1983. Clements holds a replica of 
James Chadwick’s neutron chamber, while Morton holds Chadwick’s paraffin 

discs. (Source: Science Museum) 

 

The new gallery generated some controversy, thanks to revelations by the 

Radical Science Collective that the Museum’s Director Margaret Weston had 

agreed to demands by the funders, the UKAEA, to change some of the gallery 

text.107 Whether due to caution, or the passage of time, Morton is these days 

inclined to dismiss the controversy with the phrase ‘storm in a teacup’.108 He is 

open that the UKAEA’s representatives were ‘very much present’ in the 

development of the gallery, remarking that in the early 1980s the Museum still 

tended to see itself as ‘the face of the benign state’ with the UKAEA one of the 

important players (alongside other industries such as coal).109 The government 
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was gearing up for public consultation on a new type of reactor (the PWR 

pressurized water reactor) and saw the Science Museum as a public forum for 

debate. A significant portion of the gallery was devoted to nuclear reactors, 

including the PWR, but at the UKAEA’s insistence the interpretation did not 

discuss safety comparisons of different reactor types.110 The UKAEA was also 

reluctant to draw links between nuclear energy and nuclear weapons (something 

Morton later discovered may have been personal rather than corporate 

preference: their main representative had visited Nagasaki shortly after the war) 

but the museum’s small but important collection of artefacts relating to the 

Manhattan Project meant that this link could not be overlooked.111 Ultimately only 

one PWR would be built in the UK, at Sizewell, and away from the context of the 

gallery interpretation (it closed in 2000) the models collected at this time do not 

seem an unbalanced sample of different reactor types. Thus, although industry 

events were shaping new collecting and interpretation, in the long term this 

made a fairly small impression on the collection as a whole. 

 

1997 saw the centenary of Thomson’s discovery of the electron and the Museum 

staged a small temporary exhibition. This was funded by the UKAEA, which was 

winding up operations (part would become British Nuclear Fuels Limited) and the 

atomic authorities were trying to position themselves as part of the wider energy 

landscape: looking forward rather than looking back was convenient for both the 

funder and a Museum that was increasingly trying to position science as of 

relevance to present day visitors’ everyday lives. Rather than interpret the 

cathode ray tube solely in terms of the 1897 experiments, or the nuclear 

 
 
110 Levidow and Young, “Exhibiting Nuclear Power:  The Science Museum Cover-Up.” 
111 Morton, “Of Physics and Power.” See also discussion of reactor exhibits in Chapter 4. 
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narrative, Morton’s approach bore some resemblance to the 50th anniversary 

celebrations, looking at electronics applications such as radio and television; this 

resulted in collecting a set of the first blue light emitting diodes. It was during 

research for this exhibition that Morton started looking into Thomson’s own 

presentation of the apparatus, knowing that the notion of ‘electron’ had only 

gained currency some years after 1897. He found a note from Thomson in the 

Museum’s files asking to borrow the object for the 1924 British Empire 

Exhibition; Morton notes that its ‘pure science’ narrative was a very seductive 

one, but one which he was determined to avoid in his own displays.112 The 

Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Power gallery also included coverage of two earlier 

exhibitions. These were Ward’s 1937’s Atom Tracks photographs, a ‘pure 

research’ take at a time when few scientists were anticipating the outcomes of 

atomic research, and the Atom Train traveling exhibition, organised by the 

Atomic Scientists’ Association which had toured the UK in 1947-48.113 In the 

latter the displays were framed as a choice between using the power of the atom 

for good or evil, with a clear political agenda pushing for international controls of 

atomic energy.114 Morton’s hope was that visitors might look critically at the wider 

gallery displays around them, and the influences that shape museums. He 

doubts most visitors got the conceit, but as he notes ‘we were trying to deal with 

a difficult topic, and museums aren’t easy places to deal with difficult topics’.115 

 

 
 
112 Morton, “The Electron Made Public”; Morton, Interview. 
113 Morton, “Of Physics and Power.” 
114 Christoph Laucht, “Atoms for the People: The Atomic Scientists’ Association, the 
British State and Nuclear Education in the Atom Train Exhibition, 1947–1948,” The 
British Journal for the History of Science 45, no. Special Issue 04 (December 2012): 
591–608. 
115 Morton, Interview. 
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During the 1960s ‘Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Power’ was an unusual 

collection in that it was not subject to the Science Museum’s usual 

science/industry demarcations due to the novelty – and indeed ‘glamour’ – of 

nuclear energy. Having curatorial oversights across both aspects arguably 

assisted Morton’s ambitions of situating the old atomic physics collections 

(founded from a Cavendish-influenced view of research) within a wider story of 

the profound social impacts of the nuclear atom. Today, ‘Nuclear Physics’ and 

‘Nuclear Power’ are separate collections managed by the Museum’s physical 

sciences and engineering curatorial teams, but this is a division in database 

administration only. The ease of cross-referencing electronic databases and a 

trend away from single-collection galleries allows curators to easily cross the 

collection boundaries laid down in the 19th century and to use the full range of 

the Museum’s objects in thematic galleries.  

 

In the flagship Making the Modern World gallery, opened in 2000, Thomson’s 

cathode-ray tube (now carefully described as ‘one of the original vacuum tubes 

used by […] Thomson to discover the electron’) sits in a case alongside tubes 

used by William Crookes (1877-79), an early Bell demonstration telephone 

(1978), early incandescent lamps by Joseph Swan and Thomas Edison (1879-

80), and John Fleming’s diode valve (1904). Thomson’s work is described as 

leading to the development of atomic and nuclear research, but also marking the 

birth of the electronic age.116 Once again, the tube is part of the working worlds 

of physics and industry, as it had been displayed on entry to the Museum a 

century before. 

 

 
 
116 Making the Modern World gallery labels, versions on display in 2019. 
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3.7 Modern but missing: relativity 

 

So far in this chapter, we have followed how Thomson’s cathode ray tube was 

deployed in narratives of atomic research and atomic industry, which were the 

major focus of the Science Museum’s modern physics collections for much of the 

20th century. Although the abstract and theoretical nature of quantum physics did 

not readily lend itself to many explicit representations in the object collections, 

Ward and Morton were able to allude to the subject in their galleries via the 

Bohr-Rutherford atomic models and G.P. Thomson’s electron diffraction camera. 

But in using the tools of agnotology to be alert for silences in the collections, we 

find a marked absence of the other cornerstone of modern physics: relativity.  

 

Relativity had been included in Shaw’s 1924 Physical Phenomena schemes 

under ‘Constitution of Matter’, but was omitted in Ward’s version. The only 

representation in the Science Museum’s collections came under the aspect of 

relativity that could already be classed amongst the Museum’s existing category 

of astronomical observation: in 1920, the Museum had acquired from the Royal 

Observatory, Greenwich, a photograph from the 1919 eclipse expedition to 

Sobral, Brazil, which confirmed predictions of Einstein’s general theory of 

relativity. In Spencer Jones’s 1924 scheme, the photograph was listed amongst 

other photographs of the solar corona taken during eclipses and the reference to 

the relativity experiment was in parentheses.117 On the whole the scheme 

concentrated on observational astronomy with little reference to cosmological 

theories. Although a small (mainly photographic) exhibition on Modern 

 
 
117 D. Baxandall et al., “Schemes for Development: Astronomy, 1925-1957,” 1957 1925, 
ED79/118, ScM. 
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Astronomy in the entrance hall to accompany James Jeans’ 1930 BBC lectures 

proved popular, curatorial attention mainly focussed on the collection’s great 

strengths in eighteenth- and nineteenth- century instruments.118  

 

In the following decades, none of the curators seems to have strongly 

considered collecting relativity their remit. In July 1952 Sherwood Taylor wished 

to purchase a bust of Einstein by Jacob Epstein, and Keeper of Astronomy 

Henry Calvert passed the memo to Ward with a note saying ‘I believe Einstein is 

in your department’. Ward accepted the bust into his collection, but it seems to 

have been Sherwood Taylor who pushed for its display: when challenged that it 

was not Museum policy to display any living person other than the monarch, he 

retorted ‘My view is that Einstein’s position is unassailable and that even if 

someone finds a much better way of explaining what he has done, the idea of 

relativity and of the mass-energy relationship must stand as the source of a 

revolution in physics.’ However, the bust ended up in the Entrance Hall, rather 

than amongst the physics displays.119 While further examples of ‘Einsteinalia’ 

such as portraits and signed books were collected from the late 1970s onwards,  

no further representations of the theory or its testing would be represented in the 

Science Museum’s collection until the 2000s.120 

 

 
 
118 Baxandall was still responsible for Astronomy at this point, and as Clarke notes he 
was mainly interested in early scientific instruments. 
119 Frank Sherwood Taylor to H.R. Calvert and F. A. B. Ward, “Correspondence with 
H.R. Calvert and F.A.B. Ward,” Memorandum, August 1952, 9023/1/1, ScM. The bust is 
now classified as part of the Museum’s Art collection. 
120 These were collected during my curatorship, and are examples of the pattern that 
Bud has remarked on of acquisitions being driven by exhibitions (often for anniversaries). 
In 2005 a gyroscope from the Gravity Probe B experiment was collected for a small 
display marking the centenary of Einstein’s General Relativity publications, while in 2009 
a prototype part for the LIGO gravitational wave detector was collected for an exhibition 
marking International Year of Astronomy. (Inventory numbers 2005-75 and L2009-4054). 
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Representation in other UK museum collections was equally thin: during the 

1920s the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, also confined itself to the Sobral 

eclipse photographs, and there was nothing related in the Royal Scottish 

Museum.121 Indeed, what is probably the most well-known representation of 

Einstein’s work in a UK museum collection sits oddly with most of the rest of that 

museum’s collections: in Oxford’s History of Science Museum (formerly Museum 

of the History of Science), best known for its early-modern collections, visitors 

troop past other exhibits to gaze in awe at a blackboard used by Einstein for a 

1931 lecture.122 The blackboard was salvaged after the lecture by a group of 

attendees including historian Robert Gunther (it appears that a second may have 

been wiped clean at some stage).123 It sits, as described by Jean-Francois 

Gauvin, as a ‘mutant object’: its original function lost to most, it acts as a carrier 

of the Einstein ‘aura’ rather than having any connection to the wider collections 

of the museum.124  

 

Thus, one of the signature concepts of modern physics has been largely absent 

from the Science Museum, and indeed collections around the UK, for most of the 

20th century, despite being one of the major developments of the 20th century 

and the focus of extensive studies by historians of science. In museums whose 

collections focused on instruments (whether initially grounded in scientific and 

 
 
121 Communications with Louise Devoy, Curator of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich 
(27 November 2017) and Tacye Phillipson, Senior Curator of Modern Physics, National 
Museums Scotland (12 February 2018). Collections at NMS also tended to remain in 
their longstanding categories. NMS’s current collecting policy includes gravitational wave 
physics (see Chapter 6, note 79), while the ROG is mainly collecting in areas directly 
relevant to the work of the Observatory. 
122 Philip Ball, “The Power of the Blackboard,” Physics World 30, no. 6 (2017): 32. 
123 Communication with Sophie Waring (Curator of Modern Science, MHS Oxford, 2014-
17), 28 November 2017 
124 Jean-Francois Gauvin, “Einstein’s Blackboard as a Mutant Object,” JFG Blog, March 
9, 2009, https://jfgauvin2008.wordpress.com/2009/03/09/einsteins-blackboard/. 
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technical education such as those at the Science Museum and National 

Museums Scotland, or connoisseurial historical collections like Oxford’s), more 

theoretical subjects were difficult to cover and were often left to libraries. This 

was also the case with historical and philosophical treatments of scientific 

practice, rather than instrumentation alone, something the Science Museum 

repeatedly struggled with over the 20th and 21st centuries.125 Here we can see 

how museums might sometimes act as ‘ignorance spots’ as much as ‘truth spots’ 

due to the very nature of their primary medium of display: collections have been 

shaped by the selective choices made by curators, in focusing on ‘the kinds of 

questions that can be asked of objects’.126 

 

 

3.8 A close look at cathode ray tubes 

And so, to ask an object some questions. As we have seen throughout this 

chapter, the cathode ray tube that J.J. Thomson deposited with the Science 

Museum in 1901 has had a busy display career, used to symbolise different 

branches of physics and industry.  But is there anything this object, so frequently 

interpreted and re-interpreted, can tell us itself? 

 

Firstly, we should be clear that when we are talking about ‘Thomson’s cathode 

ray tube’, the one in the Science Museum is not the only contender for 

association with the discovery of the electron. The 1947 celebrations of the 

object in the Electron Jubilee exhibition resulted in some worries for the Science 

 
 
125 Alison Boyle, “Not for Their Beauty”: Instruments and Narratives at the Science 
Museum, London,” in Scientific Instruments on Display, ed. Silke Ackermann, Richard L. 
Kramer, and Mara Miniati (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 37–60. 
126 Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, Nature and Culture: Objects, Disciplines, and the 
Manchester Museum (Manchester; New York: Manchester University Press ; Palgrave 
Macmillan [distributor], 2009). 
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Museum’s curators that one of the stars of the physics collections might not be 

what it seemed: a few months after the exhibition T.W. Chalmers, consultant 

editor of The Engineer, wrote to Ward that the Cavendish Laboratory also 

claimed to have Thomson’s ‘discovery’ apparatus, suggesting that the Science 

Museum’s might be the tube used in an earlier experiment on the deflection of 

cathode rays.127 Follett and Ward conducted several investigations, including 

writing to C.T.R. Wilson, by now living in Edinburgh, for his recollections, but he 

was unable to shed any more light on the matter.128 Although Thomson’s 1897 

paper contained more quantitative information than was usual for him, the 

descriptions and drawing of his apparatus were too vague to definitively identify 

any of the surviving tubes as the ‘discovery’ apparatus. In any case, as Follett 

and Ward were aware, this would never have been a single artefact – multiple 

tubes were used across a series of experiments. It is also likely that many more 

tubes were used than survived, given their fragility. But the way that the surviving 

tubes have been interpreted in several museums, sometimes with input from 

Thomson himself, shows the need for simple celebratory stories as a way for 

scientists to promote their work. 

 

A detailed description of Thomson’s 1897 experiments has been provided by 

Isobel Falconer.129 In a series of experiments Thomson showed that cathode 

rays could be deflected by both electric and magnetic fields, and measured the 

mass-to-charge ratio of the carriers of the rays. As Falconer has shown, while 

there had been debate over whether the rays were wave-like or particle-like, 

 
 
127 T.W. Chalmers to F.A.B. Ward, May 10, 1948, Z210/6/2, ScM. 
128 “Copies of Correspondence between F.A.B. Ward and C.T.R. Wilson,” January 1948, 
T/1901-51, ScM. 
129 Isobel Falconer, “Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s Work on Gaseous 
Discharge.” (Ph.D., University of Bath, 1985). 
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Thomson was already inclined to the particle view when designing his 

experiments. The mass-to-charge ratio measurements indicated that the 

particles were smaller than atoms. These particles, which Thomson termed 

‘corpuscles’, would later become known as ‘electrons’. 

 

The classic version of the mass-to-charge experiment as taught today is as 

follows. In an evacuated glass tube, cathode rays pass through the anode and 

strike the wall of the tube, making a fluorescent patch. They can be deflected 

downwards into a parabolic path by an electric field (between two plates) or 

upwards into a circular path by a magnetic field (generated by an electromagnet 

in coils). By adjusting the electric and magnetic fields until both balance so that 

the beam is undeflected, the velocity of the rays is given by the ratio of the field 

strengths.130 Then, by measuring the electrostatic deflection alone, the charge-

to-mass ratio can then be inferred from measurable quantities: the magnetic field 

and electric field strengths, the distance travelled in the field (given by the length 

of the plates) and the electrostatic deflection. Thomson inferred from his m/e 

measurements that the mass of the cathode rays was smaller than that of the 

atom. 

 

 

 

 
 
130 See for example a recent textbook: Lynn Pharaoh, Chris Bishop, and Chris 
Gidzewicz, AQA A-Level Physics, Year 2, 2016. There are variations of the experiment 
as to whether the electric deflection or magnetic deflection is the one separately 
measured, and in the years after 1897 some of Thomson’s own descriptions refer to the 
magnetic deflection. 
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Figure 3.5 
Diagram of apparatus from Thomson’s 1897 paper, annotated by the author to 
show today’s version of the experiment. (Source: Science Museum / Author) 

 

In fact, this version is based on the second method that Thomson used, as an 

alternative to his first. The first was originally reported at the Royal Institution in 

April 1897 and repeated in his October 1897 paper. In that version, the cathode 

rays in the tube passed into a metal collector containing a thermocouple, and 

temperature and accumulated charge were measured; this gave an estimate for 

the kinetic energy of the rays (assuming all the particles had been gathered in 

the collector), which alongside a measurement of the radius of the rays’ path in a 

known magnetic field could be used to calculate mass-to-charge.131 The second 

method, which was simpler and considered by Thomson to be more accurate, 

has become much better known.132 Just after the 50th Jubilee celebrations an 

article in The Engineer noted that ‘it is almost customary today to exalt this 

second experimental method into a position in which it completely overshadows 

 
 
131 J. J. Thomson, ‘Cathode Rays’, Philosophical Magazine Series 5 44, no. 269 
(October 1897): 293–316; He did not provide a diagram of this apparatus, but one based 
on his description found in Per F. Dahl, Flash of the Cathode Rays: A History of J.J. 
Thomson’s Electron (Bristol ; Philadelphia: Institute of Physics Pub, 1997), 164. 
132 E. A Davis and I. J Falconer, J.J. Thomson and the Discovery of the Electron 
(London; Bristol, PA: Taylor & Francis, 1997). 
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the first method’.133 I am not aware of any surviving tubes containing a collector: 

the extant tubes seem to be versions of those used in the second method. 

 

The deflection was obtained by a tangent – the deflected distance along the 

scale, divided by the length from the deflection plates to the end wall (110mm in 

Thomson’s paper). Thomson’s measurements for the deflection range from 6 to 

13mm.134 As Falconer notes, given that the phosphorescent patch could vary in 

size and brightness and it would have been extremely difficult to compare 

exactly the same position on different patches, there was likely to be a large 

degree of error in the measurements. A further difficulty is that the patch was not 

the bright example we see in today’s museum or classroom demonstrations – 

the room had to be darkened to view it, at which point the scale could not be 

read. Thomson and Everett rigged up a luminous-tipped needle which could be 

moved up and down the scale on a screw; when the room was dark this was 

moved to coincide with the patch, and then when the lights were switched on the 

needle position was read off the scale.135 

 

As Falconer notes, Thomson’s descriptions of his 1897 experiments do not make 

explicit that the electric and magnetic fields were applied simultaneously until 

they cancelled each other out, although this has since been repeated frequently; 

in the descriptions Thomson only says that the current through the magnetic 

coils was adjusted so that the electric deflection was the same as the magnetic, 

so it is just as likely that the fields were applied one after the other, and their 

 
 
133 “Historic Researches No XXXI - Conduction of Electricity through Gases,” The 
Engineer, March 26, 1948, 298. 
134 Thomson, “Cathode Rays.” 
135 G. P Thomson, J.J. Thomson and the Cavendish Laboratory in His Day, British Men 
of Science Series (Nelson, 1964). 
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values matched.136 Falconer speculates that it is not unlikely that Thomson 

realised after the 1897 paper was published that the ‘balance’ method would be 

an improvement as only one measurement would need to be made. The earliest 

version of the balance story that I have so far found is in Thomson’s Conduction 

of Electricity Through Gases, 1903. A likely reason for the prominence of the 

balance version, aside from it being considerably easier to explain and repeat 

than the thermocouple version, is that it became the story Thomson himself and 

his associates told. It features in primary sources which have influenced histories 

of the 1897 experiments, for example Thomson’s 1906 Nobel Prize lecture, his 

1936 Recollections and Reflections, and his son G.P. Thomson’s reminiscences 

in 1964.137 It is also how Thomson described the experiment at the Royal 

Society exhibition in 1924.  

 

So, can any of the surviving tubes tell us anything further? 

 

3.8.1 Science Museum (Inventory Number 1901-51) 
According to the South Kensington Museum’s 1905 catalogue, this tube was 

devised and used by Thomson in 1897.138 However, due to the lack of surviving 

paperwork surrounding this object’s entry into the museum, and what we have 

 
 
136 Falconer, ‘Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s Work on Gaseous Discharge.’ 
Examples of histories including the 'simultaneous' fields include Dahl, Flash of the 
Cathode Rays; George E. Smith, ‘J.J.Thomson and the Electron, 1897-1899’, in Histories 
of the Electron: The Birth of Microphysics, ed. Jed Z. Buchwald and Andrew Warwick, 
Dibner Institute Studies in the History of Science and Technology (Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press, 2001), 21–76; Malcolm S. Longair, Maxwell’s Enduring Legacy: A Scientific 
History of the Cavendish Laboratory (Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University 
Press, 2016). 
137 J.J. Thomson, “Nobel Lecture 1906: Carriers of Negative Electricity,” (December 11, 
1906), https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1906/thomson/lecture/; J.J. Thomson, 
Recollections and Reflections (London: G. Bell & Sons, 1936); Thomson, J.J. Thomson 
and the Cavendish Laboratory in His Day. 
138 Board of Education, South Kensington, 1905 Physics Catalogue. 
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seen of Thomson’s tendency to revise the story of the experiments, we may wish 

to be cautious as to whether it is definitely one he used that year. We do know 

that the tube dates from 1901, when it was deposited at the Museum by 

Thomson, or before. It was most likely made by Ebenezer Everett, Thomson’s 

personal lab assistant from 1887-1930. Everett carried out most experimental 

setups for the famously clumsy Thomson, although it seems Thomson himself 

did the readings.139 

 

Considering Prown’s sensory engagement with objects, this is the type of small 

object that might pass fairly unnoticed in a showcase (and indeed often does by 

most visitors moving quickly along the central aisle of the Making the Modern 

World gallery). But encountered outside of a showcase, it is certainly an object 

that commands respect, and a degree of trepidation when examining it. Aside 

from the association with Thomson’s famed experiments, the caution required 

when handling a tube of thin glass that is more than a century old means that 

movement of the object must be kept to a minimum, and measurements are 

taken at a slight distance. Thus measurements here should be considered as 

approximate – although that is perhaps not inappropriate for this particular 

object, as Thomson’s own attitude to exact measurement was fairly lax.140  

 

 
 
139 Falconer, “Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s Work on Gaseous Discharge.” 
140 Falconer. 
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Figure 3.6 
Thomson’s cathode ray tube at the Science Museum. (Source: Author) 

 

The tube is made of glass and is approximately 360mm long. At one end (to the 

left of the photograph) is the cathode disc, with a connector for the induction coil. 

The anode also has a connector for the induction coil and a wire to the first of 

two metal plugs, both of which are sealed with reddish wax. The second plug 

does not show the earth connection described by Thomson in the 1897 paper. 

These are in a section of the tube approximately 15mm wide. There are two 

plates for electric deflection (approximately 40mm x 20mm each, and 10mm 

apart), each of which has a connector for battery terminals. These sit in a 

broader part of the tube, about 25mm wide. The bulb is approximately 60mm in 

diameter. It has a protruding ‘spike’ with no wire connector which presumably led 

to the vacuum pump; these sorts of spikes appear on other surviving tubes but 

are not shown in diagrams by J.J. or G.P. Thomson, as presumably not 

considered relevant to their explanation of the experiment.141 There are some 

small patches on the inside of the glass, particularly noticeable around the 

anode. These may from where gas had condensed on the tube walls; sometimes 

 
 
141 Thomson, “Cathode Rays”; Thomson, J.J. Thomson and the Cavendish Laboratory in 
His Day. 
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the tubes were ‘baked’ (heated) to clean them, although Thomson did not always 

bother with this.142 

 

At the end of the bulb is a stuck-on paper scale; to my knowledge this is the only 

surviving of Thomson’s tubes which has a scale. The figures on the scale are 

very faded and almost impossible to see with the naked eye, but by taking a 

close-up photograph in the well-lit conditions of the Science Museum’s 

conservation laboratory we can see that the scale runs from 0-8 cm, subdivided 

into millimetres. This is upside-down when the tube is positioned as in the image 

above, which is how it has usually been displayed in the Museum (as indicated 

by most of the record photographs, and the orientation of the inventory number 

painted between the two red plugs at some stage during the tube’s museum 

career). It is possible that Thomson and Everett read the scale looking down 

from above, and the operation of the tube is not affected by its orientation.  

 

However, a 1913 photograph of the object, the earliest I have found so far, 

shows the tube in the museum with the scale upright (see Figure 3.8). Here we 

can see that the figures had not yet faded away (there is also a connector on the 

magnet which is now absent). The later display orientation of the object might 

have been for stability, keeping most of the protruding parts on the underside, or 

it may simply have been followed unquestioningly once the scale had faded to 

the point there was not an obvious ‘right way up’, especially after the inventory 

number was painted on.  

 

 
 
142 Falconer, “Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s Work on Gaseous Discharge.,” 
166. 
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Figure 3.7 
Closeup of scale on Thomson’s cathode ray tube. (Source: Author) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 
Science Museum 1913 record photograph of the Thomson tube, showing 

markings on the scale. (Source: Science Museum) 

 

The numbering on the scale is counter-intuitive: even if not considering the well-

known balance version of the experiment, we would still expect 0 in the centre at 
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the no-deflection point. Perhaps Everett repurposed the scale from something 

else and did not re-number it. The numbering on this scale would mean that the 

zero-deflection point had to be noted (Thomson remarked that this took an 

instance to settle) and then, when the deflection was measured with the needle, 

the difference between the points had to be calculated, or the millimetres 

manually counted.  

 

If the electric and magnetic deflections were set equal, rather than balanced, it 

would have been hugely difficult to get an equal deflection either side of the 

zero-deflection point, as the scale could not be seen in the dark room. In this 

case the easiest method would presumably have been to make the second 

deflection line up with where the luminous needle was marking the position of 

the first deflection. (So the magnetic poles were reversed from the ‘balance’ 

version of the experiment). This would make sense compared with how 

Thomson describes the experiment in the 1897 paper:  

‘H [magnetic field] was adjusted so that f [magnetic deflection] = q 

[electrostatic deflection]’.143  

‘The current through the [magnetic] coils was adjusted so that the 

electrostatic deflexion was the same as the magnetic.’144 

 

If the electric and magnetic deflections were balanced, both deflections just 

needed to line up at ‘zero point’.  One would not necessarily require a scale in 

this case – a luminous mark (or the needle) could mark the point to return to, 

although the scale would still be needed for a separate measurement of q to 

 
 
143 Thomson, “Cathode Rays,” 308; Falconer, “Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s 
Work on Gaseous Discharge.,” 98. 
144 Thomson, “Cathode Rays,” 309. 
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enable the calculation of m/e. In subsequent descriptions of the experiment 

Thomson describes a balance version, with the separate measurement being of 

the magnetic deflection. The latter is a circle, the radius of curvature of which 

can be calculated via the means he described in his ‘thermocouple’ version of 

the experiment, via the radius of the discharge tube and the distance from the 

second plug to the deflected patch on the tube.145 Therefore the pasted-on scale 

may not necessarily be needed in this version. 

 

While we cannot know for certain that this tube was used in the 1897 

experiments, it does pre-date the earliest instance I have so far found of 

Thomson describing the balance version of the experiment (1903). I believe that 

it confirms Falconer’s suspicions that, at least for the early years of his charge-

to-mass experiments, Thomson was making two separate measurements of the 

electric and magnetic deflections, and that the balance version became the 

standard later. The object has changed over its long tenure at the Science 

Museum, with a small connector missing and its scale almost faded away. But 

the scale numbers were just visible enough to prompt me to ask why they were 

arranged that way, leading me to Falconer’s detailed account of Thomson’s work 

and to interrogate the object against Thomson’s own descriptions of the 

measurements in his 1897 paper. Thus, even objects whose stories have been 

well-told merit a closer look. 

 

3.8.2 Cavendish Museum (Labelled e/m tube no 1) 
While some items from the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge found their way 

to the Science Museum, others were kept there in celebration of the lab’s past. 

 
 
145 See Dahl, Flash of the Cathode Rays, for diagram and calculations. 
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The 1956 catalogue of the museum’s apparatus indicates that the ‘research for 

research’s sake’ approach persisted there: the working collections of Professors 

from James Clerk Maxwell to Lawrence Bragg were presented in series, the 

hero-memorial approach made clear by the display of a desk which had been 

used by all of them.146 This ‘museum of Cavendish physicists, for Cavendish 

physicists’ approach persisted after the lab moved to its new site in 1974; the 

collections were deliberately laid out along a corridor so that the staff would 

regularly pass them.147 As Boris Jardine has shown, during the move the lab 

took the opportunity to divest hundreds of instruments of historical interest 

amassed by various personnel over the years to the Whipple Museum, retaining 

only those which directly covered the Cavendish’s own activities.148 Amongst the 

corridor displays is a cathode ray tube labelled ‘Gas discharge tube with which 

Thomson discovered the electron’. Actually, this is a replica: the original is kept 

in storage for safety. It is one of several discharge tubes in the Cavendish 

collection, but has been singled out as the ‘electron discovery’ tube.149 

 

 
 
146 University of Cambridge Department of Physics, Museum of the Cavendish 
Laboratory: An Outline Guide to Exhibits (Cambridge, 1956). 
147 I. J Falconer, Apparatus from the Cavendish Museum (Cambridge, 1980). The 
information about the corridor arrangement was told by Falconer to Boris Jardine and 
relayed to me in conversation on 25 October 2017. 
148 Boris Jardine, “‘The Museum in the Lab: Historical Practice in the Experimental 
Sciences at Cambridge’” (How Collections End, Cambridge, 2017). 
149 The 1956 exhibit guide refers to three tubes, noting that 'the first tube to give 
sufficiently good results may have been the middle one of the three models shown’; by 
the 1980 guide this tube is described as ‘Thomson used this tube to prove that cathode 
rays were charged particles’.  
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Figure 3.9 
Cavendish Laboratory tube ‘e/m tube no 1’. (Source: Author) 

 
An examination of the original shows that the metal collimator plugs (probably 

brass) do not have that much wax around them; the second has a wire to allow 

for earthing. The plates are approximately 50mm long (similar to the 

measurement in Thomson’s paper). This tube is larger than the one in the 

Science Museum, with a bulb diameter of about 100mm. This may indicate that it 

was a slightly later improved version, when Thomson and Everett had realised 

that tubes of larger diameter could get a better discharge without needing to risk 

voltages high enough to destroy the tube.150 There are some marks on the inside 

of the glass suggesting condensed gas. There is no sign of a scale having been 

pasted onto the end of the bulb. 

 

3.8.3 Deutsches Museum (Inventory Number 61426) 
Another tube is in the collection of the Deutsches Museum, Munich, where it was 

displayed on gallery until recently as ‘Tube by JJ Thomson for determining the 

specific charge of the cathode rays, Original.’151  

 
 
150 Falconer, “Theory and Experiment in J.J. Thomson’s Work on Gaseous Discharge.,” 
167. 
151 As seen in gallery photographs taken in 2012 by curator Christian Sicka. 
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On initial visual inspection it seemed of later date than the Science Museum and 

Cavendish tubes and did not look as if it had ever had much use: all the metal 

parts were very clean, and there was no sign of any marks or coatings on the 

inside of the glass. Investigation of correspondence with Thomson in the 

Deutsches Museum’s archives showed that it is indeed an original tube by 

Thomson – but it is one he had made in 1927-28 at the museum’s request. He 

wrote on 3 January 1928 to say ‘the apparatus for determining e/m [this evidently 

by now the form he was using] is made and ready to be sent off’.152 The DM’s 

curator Dr Fuchs had written to Thomson requesting apparatus from the specific 

charge of cathode rays, or positive rays, and stated that the museum would be 

happy with an original or replica, so the priority of education over authenticity 

seems to be similar to that of the Science Museum’s curators in that period. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 
Deutsches Museum tube, Inv. No. 61426. (Source: Author) 

 

 
 
152 J.J. Thomson to Fuchs, January 3, 1928, VA 18537/3, Deutsches Museum. 
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In this tube the anode is not connected to the collimator. The collimator is a 

metal (brass?) cylinder, it cannot be seen whether this is hollow with a two-plug 

arrangement or whether the slit goes the whole way through the cylinder. This is 

shown connected to the electric field plates. I am not entirely sure as to the 

reason for this arrangement: it may be to earth both. While it is somewhat 

disappointing for the Deutsches Museum’s curators not to have an 1897 original 

for their new physics galleries (opening in 2021), this tube could be useful as an 

indication of how Thomson was retrospectively describing his 1897 experiments. 

This, a few years after the Royal Society exhibition, again shows that he was 

giving precedence to the second form of the e/m experiment in public 

expositions of his work. 

 

In the Science Museum and the Cavendish, two of the tubes have each at some 

point been claimed to be ‘the’ Thomson tube, rather than being clear that various 

tubes were used in the experiments.153 At the Deutsches Museum, whether by 

accident or deliberately, the fact that the tube was a replica made some decades 

after the 1897 experiments was omitted. The public display of this form of tube 

has also helped to further the prominence of Thomson’s second method of 

measuring the charge-to-mass ratio. The tubes have also frequently been 

accompanied by supporting exhibits illustrating the balance version of the 

measurement.154 

 

 
 
153 Since the 1990s the writers of the Science Museum’s exhibit labels have been more 
careful not to imply that this was the only tube used. 
154 For example in Science Museum exhibitions Life, the Universe and the Electron, 
1997 and Collider, 2013 (see Chapter 5 for the latter), on the Cavendish Museum’s 
outreach site cambridgephysics.org, and in the Deutsches Museum Atomic Physics 
gallery pre-2012. 
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A different type of tube, used in the first measurement of the charge-to-mass 

ratio, does not survive in museum collections. While there is no record of 

whether these tubes might have survived at the Cavendish for a time and were 

subsequently lost, we know from the limited surviving correspondence that 

Thomson was actively involved in the choice of tube which went to the Science 

Museum and was subsequently displayed at the British Empire Exhibition, and 

also later the replica which was sent to the Deutsches Museum. It was the 

second, simpler, form of the experiment that he privileged. Therefore, Thomson’s 

own selective choices have dictated the material record of the experiment: one 

version survives, and one does not. 

 

This is an illustration of what can be lost when the story of a specialised 

experiment moves into more pedagogical or popular zones: in agnotological 

terms, the story becomes simplified and coarser-grained.155 As Agar notes, ‘good 

[science] textbooks sometimes demand bad history’: the function of science 

textbooks is to portray science as inductive, clear and logical, and pedagogy 

wins over telling a more nuanced historical story.156 Something similar has 

happened with these objects, reflecting the largely pedagogical aims of science 

museums well into the 20th century. Another factor is the commemorative role of 

museums – for publics, but also for the scientific community – and a tendency to 

use hindsight to create emotionally powerful objects.157 Here, as Jim Bennett has 

noted, objects’ pre-existing biographies might raise too many inconvenient 

 
 
155 Bucchi, “Can Genetics Help Us Rethink Communication?”; Croissant, “Agnotology.” 
156 Agar, Science in the Twentieth Century and Beyond, 2012, 39. Discussion of Gerald 
Holton’s work on the widespread, but incorrect, story of the Michelson-Morley experiment 
as a prompt for special relativity. 
157 Joanne Begiato, Moving Objects, vol. 1 (Oxford University Press, 2018). 
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questions for galleries designed to give clear answers.158 It has been simpler for 

generations of curators to take brief descriptions of the objects, often those given 

by Thomson himself, at face value. 

 

3.9 Conclusions 

 

The biography of Thomson’s cathode ray tube shows that museum objects may 

be peripatetic and regularly re-interpreted. However, it is important that an 

object’s journey should not be considered in isolation from existing meaning-

laden collections which have their own histories, culture and uses: as Robert 

Bud comments, ‘existing collections, like concepts, provide enduring frames’.159 

By tracing the ‘museum life’ of a particular object this chapter has explored the 

framing of modern physics in the Science Museum’s collections.  

 

Over the 20th century the cathode ray tube crossed between different museum 

spaces as the curators attempted to respond to changes in physics by frequent 

re-ordering of collections departments, the creation of new collections to 

accommodate emerging fields of study which did not sit comfortably within the 

19th century museum classifications, and movement of key objects between 

collections. Thomson’s small glass apparatus has been used as an example of 

measurement apparatus with a view to industrial applications, to symbolise the 

‘pure research’ of the new atomic physics, to celebrate the birth of new 

electronics industries, and returned again to physics.  

 

 
 
158 Bennett, “Museums and the History of Science.” 
159 Bud, “Embodied Odysseys,” 641. 
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However, as Alberti has noted, ‘disciplinary fluidity in museums is paradoxical, 

given the inertia of material culture’; buildings, things and practitioners tend to be 

resistant to change.160 While the cathode ray tube was mobile between 

collections, the collections as a whole show this inertia. From the outset the 

Science Museum’s collections were shaped by the groups the curators 

interacted with, and the narratives those groups tended to tell: the domain of 

‘physics’ often veering towards pure science narratives, and the domain of 

‘industry’ focusing on the social and economic benefits of technologies. As the 

national museum, the Science Museum reflected the priorities of the state, and 

this can be seen in the constitution and presentation of the collections. Initially 

reflecting the governmentally approved teaching categories of the 19th century, 

over the 20th century they moved towards presentations for more general 

audiences, but retained a strong slant towards the promotion of British industry, 

even as a more historical view towards collecting emerged. 

 

In a collection as large as the Science Museum’s, which is subdivided into 

different named collections, an object-focused approach can help to provide a 

sense of what was in a collection at any given time, and the particular slant of 

how that collection was interpreted.161 For this it has been useful to follow an 

object such as the cathode ray tube, which has had a busy museum life. This is 

particularly helpful in periods where the gallery displays closely mirrored the 

 
 
160 Alberti, Nature and Culture, 192. 
161 In the Science Museum it is difficult to find a list of what was in a collection at any 
given time. Record cards, and later, electronic entries, were simply shifted into different 
categories and their previous designation overwritten. The object biography method has 
revealed movement between collections although it would obviously not be practical to 
do this for large numbers of objects. 
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organisation of the collections (as we shall see in Chapter 6, by the late 20th 

century this was not the case). 

 

A physical examination of the cathode ray tube, which in turn prompted a return 

to the details of its pre-museum biography, has also provided an opportunity to 

apply agnotology to museum practice, in the study of how museum storytelling 

may present a simplified or even misrepresentative picture.  As Bud has 

commented, science museums have tended to rely on proven narratives and 

metaphors throughout the 20th century, frequently invoking the past to illustrate 

the present and future potential of science and technology.162 One example of 

this is the celebration of J.J. Thomson’s 1897 ‘electron’ experiments. 

 

A close inspection of the cathode ray tube which Thomson deposited with the 

Science Museum has indicated that earlier runs of these experiments were not 

carried out in the way that has become familiar from popular histories and school 

lessons. These tubes’ detailed biographies have been simplified into a story of a 

discovery that began a new kind of physics, a story still taught to today’s 

students of science. These surviving objects, carrying the authority of 

association with Thomson himself and the institutions that they are displayed in, 

have helped to perpetuate the story down the years.163  

 

 

 

 

 
 
162 Robert Bud, “Embodied Odysseys: Relics of Stories about Journeys through Past, 
Present, and Future,” Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 44, no. 4 (December 
2013): 639–42. 
163 Gieryn, Truth-Spots. 
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Agnotology can also be applied at the collection level, examining the reasons 

behind gaps of representation. At the Science Museum, pragmatism and 

opportunism frequently outweighed philosophy in the laying out of the collections 

for display. From a range of areas which could have constituted a new national 

collection of ‘modern physics’, the Museum aligned this with nuclear physics, 

playing to the interests and personal contacts of the man who looked after those 

collections for most of their early decades, F.A.B. Ward. Other new aspects of 

20th century physics were assigned to existing collections categories, with the 

science and industry collections usually kept physically separate. Subjects which 

did not easily lend themselves to instrumentation-based collections were largely 

absent. 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 
Dissembling displays:  

atomic pile models and concealed stories 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will trace the display careers of two models of Britain’s first atomic 

piles (nuclear reactors). I have chosen models for this case study to examine 

biographies of objects intended for exhibition from the outset, in contrast to the 

other chapters which feature objects that became display or collection items at a 

later point. As Nick Hopwood and Soraya de Chadarevian argue, visual 

representations are a key way to examine how scientists have engaged with 

wider culture to build public support.1  

 

Examining models also explores the potential of what seems a particularly 

promising avenue for object biography in museum collections. Hopwood and de 

Chadarevian note that in spite of their potential to offer a range of insights into 

aspects such as public display, how practitioners are trained, how claims to 

knowledge are tested and defended, and how funding bids are supported, 3d (as 

opposed to theoretical) models have been somewhat neglected by historians 

and philosophers of science, with one reason being that the survival of physical 

models in museum collections or laboratory cupboards is often more fortuitous 

than that of books. However, while we have already recognised that museum 

collections are partial survivals, science museum collections do tend to contain 

 
 
1 Soraya de Chadarevian and Nick Hopwood, “Dimensions of Modelling,” in Models: The 
Third Dimension of Science, ed. Soraya de Chadarevian and Nick Hopwood (Stanford, 
Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2004), 1–15. 
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large numbers of models. By their nature these often moved between different 

settings (for example laboratory, lecture hall, TV studio, museum) and so 

following an object’s biography could link to a range of different human actors in 

scientific and public culture.2  

 

While models made for a variety of original purposes – for example design, 

testing, research and teaching – have survived in collections due to a secondary 

usefulness for display, for the two models in this chapter public display was their 

only intended use. Atomic pile models are a good candidate for exploring mid-

20th century communication of physics in exhibitions: piles were a key UK 

technology of the period and the models show how exhibitions could represent 

smaller-scale versions of technologies that were too large to display in their 

original form (and were usually in publicly-restricted locations). Nuclear energy 

was, alongside space exploration, one of the most popular topics for the public 

communication of science at this time.3  

 

A focus on objects relating to atomic energy also enables this chapter to build on 

previous work in history of science concerning the variety of cultural responses 

to the atom in postwar Britain. Books, films, performances and even gardening 

societies were aimed at a wide range of audiences, eliciting both support for and 

suspicion of the atomic industry.4 In scholarship of exhibitions, Sophie Forgan 

 
 
2 de Chadarevian and Hopwood. 
3 Jean-Baptiste Gouyon, “Making Science at Home: Visual Displays of Space Science 
and Nuclear Physics at the Science Museum and on Television in Postwar Britain,” 
History and Technology 30, no. 1-2 (2014): 37-60. 
4 Jonathan Hogg, British Nuclear Culture: Official and Unofficial Narratives in the Long 
20th Century (London ; New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016); Jeff Hughes, “What Is 
British Nuclear Culture? Understanding Uranium 235,” The British Journal for the History 
of Science 45, no. 4 (2012): 495–518; Paige Johnson, “Safeguarding the Atom: The 
Nuclear Enthusiasm of Muriel Howorth,” The British Journal for the History of Science 45, 
no. 4 (2012): 551–571; Vanessa Cirkel-Bartelt, “Banalization of Nuclear Technologies? 
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and Alan Morton have provided several overviews of UK atomic exhibitions in 

the mid-20th century, while Catherine Jolivette and Becky Conekin have 

discussed the atomic displays at the Festival of Britain. However these are 

generally top-level studies without much detail of what was actually displayed, 

particularly concerning artefacts. In contrast, Christoph Laucht’s study of the 

Atom Train travelling exhibition provides extensive detail about what was 

displayed (this appears to be based on catalogues and photographs rather than 

examining the few surviving exhibits).5 Generally, the Festival and the Atom 

Train have tended to dominate accounts of UK atomic exhibitions in this period; 

in this chapter, by following the biographies of particular objects I have been able 

to uncover some lesser-known exhibitions.  

 

By examining the archival records of exhibitions at the depth of object 

interpretation, it has been possible to add more to existing studies, for example 

countering Forgan and Jolivette’s assertions that official exhibitions avoided 

mention of the atomic bomb (although this aspect was not foregrounded, 

exhibition organisers were aware that it could not be ignored). The tendency of 

exhibitions to concentrate on positive aspects such as atomic energy has been 

attributed to the reliance of museums and other venues on the government 

agencies responsible for the atomic energy programme, the Ministry of Supply 

(MoS), and its successor the UK Atomic Energy Agency (UKAEA), particularly in 

the sourcing of artefacts for display. That the MoS would attempt to control how 

museums and other exhibition venues described the atomic programme is not 

surprising; however as the object biography work in this chapter shows, MoS 

 
 
The Strange Case of the British Atomic Gardening Movement” (ICOHTEC 43rd Annual 
Meeting, Porto, 2016). 
5 Laucht, “Atoms for the People.” 
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involvement extended beyond advice and censorship to direct production of 

exhibitions, and the manufacture of artefacts (and their related descriptions) that 

appeared in several public exhibitions throughout the late 1940s and 1950s 

before finding their way to museum collections.  The trajectories of the atom pile 

models featured in this chapter show that commerce, rather than public curiosity, 

was originally the key driver for officially-backed atomic energy exhibitions. It is 

then possible to trace how such exhibitions moved from the domain of a 

specialised trade to a broader public. Eventually, when the models had outlived 

their useful display careers, they were consigned to museum storage and largely 

forgotten. 

 

While it is not always possible to predict where one might seek out silences in 

museum collections, objects used in the public portrayal of atomic energy are 

likely to be a particularly promising area for agnotology. Nuclear technologies are 

the classic example of the maintenance of ignorance as a strategic ploy to 

ensure secrecy; initially grounded in genuine national security needs, this 

increasingly became the bureaucratic norm.6 However, total secrecy was 

disadvantageous to industry, leading to the adoption of dissemination tactics 

where ‘secrecy and openness catch their image in each other’s eyes’.7 This led 

to what Cloud and Clarke have described as the ‘shuttered box’: tactics adopted 

by members of the classified community to facilitate exchanges with civilian 

communities, while limiting access to certain critical information.8  

 
 
6 Galison, “Removing Knowledge: The Logic of Modern Censorship”; Steven Aftergood, 
“Government Secrecy and Knowledge Production: A Survey of Some General Issues,” 
ed. Judith Reppy, Cornell University Peace Studies Program Occasional Paper 23 
(1999): 17–29. 
7 Judith Reppy, ed., “Secrecy and Knowledge Production,” Cornell University Peace 
Studies Program Occasional Paper 23 (1999). 
8 John G. Cloud and Keith C. Clarke, “Through a Shutter Darkly: The Tangled 
Relationships between Civilian, Military and Intelligence Remote Sensing in the Early 
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For a physical object examination, models may sometimes survive in museum 

collections where the ‘real thing’ no longer exists or is inaccessible. However, we 

should not ask so much what a model can tell us about the ‘real thing’, as what it 

can tell us as an artefact in its own right. Its form and function may show 

particular intent on the part of its makers or commissioners. Where it is possible 

to use a model as one source alongside other records (for example drawings or 

photographic) we can compare the relationship of the model to its real-world 

counterpart, with potentially interesting outcomes. In the case of one of the 

models in this chapter, a detailed physical inspection and comparison with 

archival records shows that it was designed to dissemble as much as 

disseminate. Thus, while the agnotological approach in other chapters focuses 

mainly on how people have neglected or forgotten knowledge about objects, in 

this chapter the physical object evidence leads to an example of how objects 

themselves can sometimes be used to obscure knowledge. 

 

As with previous chapters, my study began with the Science Museum’s 

collection records (see Chapter 1). As part of a general review of the Museum’s 

post-war physics collections, I noted that one of the Museum’s busiest 

correspondence files was that for the MoS/UKAEA. On this file, two objects 

frequently cropped up: scale models of GLEEP and BEPO, the first UK atomic 

piles. They both seemed to have had interesting display careers, with GLEEP 

moving in and out of the Museum frequently, while BEPO was displayed at the 

well-known Festival of Britain. This suggested that there would be a rich seam of 

material for an object biography approach (in contrast to the never-displayed 

objects which will be described in Chapter 6). The key archives used for the 

 
 
U.S. Space Program,” ed. Judith Reppy, Cornell University Peace Studies Program 
Occasional Paper 23 (1999): 36–56. 
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exhibitions described in this chapter were those of the Ministry of Supply / UK 

Atomic Energy Authority (at the National Archives) and the Festival of Britain 

Office (also at the National Archives, with published material held by the British 

Library).  

 

Due to the scale of the UK’s atomic energy enterprise it is difficult to narrow the 

story down to a small handful of people; however people who appear frequently 

are John Cockcroft (Director of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment at 

Harwell), Christopher Hinton (Head of the MoS’s production facility at Risley), 

Henry Seligman (Head of Harwell’s Isotope Division) and R.M. Fishenden and 

E.A. Nicholson who worked for the Ministry’s publicity and information branch. In 

the case of Ministry of Supply employees that it has not been possible to identify, 

or who crop up infrequently, I use the collective ‘the Ministry’, or ‘MoS’. For the 

Science Museum the key figure is longstanding curator of atomic physics F.A.B. 

Ward, whom we met in Chapter 3. 

 

The chapter is organised roughly chronologically covering the first public 

displays of the models, to increasingly prominent popular exhibitions, and finally 

their falling from public view. 

 

4.2 Britain’s first atomic piles 

In this section, I will provide some background to the real GLEEP and BEPO, 

before describing the models whose biographies I follow through the chapter.  

 

Prime Minister Clement Attlee announced on 29 October 1945 that the British 

Government had decided to set up ‘a research and experimental establishment 
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covering all aspects of the use of atomic energy’.9 In fact, the plans for this 

establishment had already been conceived during the Second World War, when 

British scientists working in North America and the Churchill government had 

established that Britain would need her own atomic programme following the end 

of the war. John Cockcroft, who at the end of the war was running Canada’s 

Montreal and Chalk River atomic research facilities, had already been invited to 

become its director.10  RAF Harwell was chosen as the site: the aircraft hangars 

provided convenient cover for experiment construction, there was a ready water 

supply, and good road access to London and Oxford.11 The new Atomic Energy 

Research Establishment (AERE, although generally known as Harwell) had a 

general research remit for atomic energy and nuclear physics, and a role 

providing scientific and technical advice to other strands of the atomic 

programme. Construction of facilities and production of fissile material in enough 

quantities for energy generation and building of equipment would be carried out 

at Risley under the leadership of Christopher Hinton, who had run the 

government’s military factories during the war.12 Echoing the organisation of 

atomic projects in the United States, all aspects of the nuclear programme were 

managed by civilian rather than military departments.13  

 

 
 
9 Ministry of Supply, Harwell. The British Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 1946-
1951. Illustrated. (London: HMSO, 1952), 10. 
10 Margaret Gowing, Independence and Deterrence : Britain and Atomic Energy, 1945-
1952. Vol.2, Policy Execution. (London: Macmillan for the United Kingdom Atomic 
Energy Authority, 1974); T.E. Allibone, “Cockcroft, Sir John Douglas (1897–1967), 
Physicist and Engineer,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography Online, January 3, 
2008. 
11 Ministry of Supply, Harwell. The British Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 1946-
1951. Illustrated. 
12 Margaret Gowing and Anita McConnell, “Hinton, Christopher, Baron Hinton of 
Bankside (1901–1983), Civil Engineer,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2008. 
13 Hogg, 2016. 
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Overall management rested with the Ministry of Supply (MoS), with the UK 

Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) taking over responsibility in 1954.14 In 

practice, the boundaries between the roles of Harwell and Risley were not made 

very clear, and Cockcroft had the autonomy to cover a wide range of activity. 

Work towards both civil energy production and weaponry happened across 

various sites, although this was not publicly admitted.15 This generous remit and 

overlap of functions is typical of MoS establishments in this period, as noted by 

David Edgerton, and Harwell was particularly well-resourced with a budget 

exceeding that of the entire Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.16 

This budget extended to publicity matters: as Forgan comments, publications of 

the MoS/UKAEA were not subject to the restrictions on paper quality and colour 

illustrations seen in atomic publications from the popular press in the years after 

the war.17  

 

Harwell’s key equipment was the atomic pile, or nuclear reactor (I will generally 

use ‘pile’ throughout this chapter as that was the more frequently-used term 

throughout the 1950s and was the terminology used in displays). The first two 

piles were experimental piles, allowing the Harwell team to test the most efficient 

design, materials and construction methods to be used in the production piles 

that would later be built at Windscale and other sites. The Graphite Low Energy 

Experimental Pile (GLEEP) went live on 15 August 1947, the first working 

 
 
14 For a brief administrative background of the UKAEA and its predecessors, see the UK 
National Archives: http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C2 
15 Gowing, Independence and Deterrence, Vol. 2. 
16 David Edgerton, “Whatever Happened to the British Warfare State? The Ministry of 
Supply, 1945-1951,” in Labour Governments and Private Industry: The Experience of 
1945-1951, ed. H Mercer, Neil Rollings, and Jim Tomlinson (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1992), 91–114. 
17 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland.” 
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reactor in Western Europe. GLEEP stayed in operation for an impressive 43 

years, becoming the longest-serving reactor in Western Europe and finally 

shutting down in 1990; decommissioning and removal lasted until 2004.18 

GLEEP was a slow neutron reactor, using graphite as a moderator and fuelled 

by natural uranium and uranium oxide; its power was limited to 100kW to reduce 

the need for complex cooling equipment. This simple design allowed Harwell to 

get its research programme underway quickly.19 While initial experiments were 

being carried out in GLEEP, a more powerful graphite-moderated pile was under 

construction. The British Experimental Pile 0 (colloquially known as BEPO) had 

been designed during 1945-6 by UK staff at the Montreal laboratory, and was 

engineered and built by the Risley team. It was handed over to the Harwell staff 

in July 1948 and its maximum design flux was reached that Christmas.  It could 

operate at 6,000kW and ran until 1968. 20 

 

While Harwell was not primarily intended as a production facility, a side effect of 

BEPO was the production of large quantities of radioisotopes. Harwell ‘s 

organisation included an Isotope Division, in charge of the promoting the use of 

these radioisotopes in medicine and industry. Although only accounting for a tiny 

fraction of the UK atomic project’s overall budget, radioisotope work was where 

most of the publicity (or at least the type of publicity welcomed by the Ministry) 

 
 
18 Ian P. Graham and J. P. Fowler, “Decommissioning of Western Europe’s Oldest 
Reactor The Graphite Low Energy Experimental Pile (GLEEP) at UKAEA Harwell,” in 
IRPA9: 1996 International Congress on Radiation Protection. Proceedings. Volume 3, 
1996, http://www.irpa.net/irpa9/cdrom/VOL.3/V3_129.PDF. 
19 Ministry of Supply, Harwell. The British Atomic Energy Research Establishment, 1946-
1951. Illustrated., 15. 
20 Ministry of Supply, 101. 
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was generated, and members of the Harwell Isotopes team frequently promoted 

their work at exhibitions.21 This appears to be why the models were made. 

 

The GLEEP model description is based on a physical examination of the object, 

using the methods described in Chapter 1. For reasons which will become clear 

later in this chapter it has not been possible to physically examine the BEPO 

model, so its current description is based on surviving photographs and footage. 

 

4.2.1 Model of the GLEEP atomic pile  
(Science Museum Inventory No. 1949-112) 

This model was made around 1949, when it was exhibited at the British 

Industries Fair (see Section 4.4 below). It is not clear whether it was made 

especially for the Fair or had been used previously, although I have found no 

mention of it prior to the Fair. It was certainly built for display rather than as a 

construction aid or for the training of Harwell personnel; it would have been no 

use for these as correspondence about exhibiting it indicates that its dimensions 

were knowingly incorrect.22  

 

The main body of the model, representing GLEEP’s concrete shield, is a roughly 

cubic shape (h616 x w610 x d609 mm), a scale of approximately 1:20. It is made 

of lightweight wood, covered in grey textured paint, and finished with details in 

blue metal and plastic. The model exterior shows construction details such as 

access staircases and platforms, which provide a sense of human scale to the 

 
 
21 Néstor Herran, “Spreading Nucleonics: The Isotope School at the Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment, 1951–67,” The British Journal for the History of Science 39, no. 
4 (December 2006): 569–586. 
22 AB 16/400, TNA and T/1949-112, ScM. 
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model although limited information about its operation; elements such as 

housings for the motors operating the control rods are shown only as outlines. 

The exterior is 76mm thick, corresponding to a 5-ft concrete shield. The distance 

to the interior layers is 60mm, which is more than the actual 3-ft gap. 

 

The front face of the model (representing the ‘A face’ of GLEEP, which was the 

north side) is the most detailed, and is the face of the model that was oriented 

towards exhibition visitors. It has two cutaway openings to show the inner layers, 

thus revealing less of the interior than a typical sectioned model design with 

more of the outer layers removed (as seen in the diagrams released to the 

media post-declassification, similar to that in Figure 4.2). The top opening, 

showing the control rod operations, is illuminated by a lamp box in the top of the 

model while the lower hole, showing the front of the lattice, is illuminated by a 

lamp tube attached to the inside of the outer layer (the lamps were not 

operational during my inspection). Having to view the interior through the two 

holes makes it difficult to see much detail– the viewer has to peer into the holes, 

craning his/her neck slightly. Despite this, the model’s maker seems to have 

gone to great care in making it and in including incidental details of the pile’s 

architecture not essential to explaining its workings: in the back corner the 

viewer can see a ladder from the access manhole in the shield roof.  Considering 

the affective nature of objects, glimpsing these details while peering in through 

the shield holes gives a sense of being given privileged access behind the 

scenes, although it is not clear if the model maker consciously intended this.23 

Underneath the cutaway holes, the eight ionisation chambers (in two L shaped 

arrangements) are represented by metal rods. Today these are slightly corroded 

 
 
23 Prown, “Mind in Matter.” 
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but it is still possible to move the lower ones in and out of the ‘shield’, showing 

how the chambers would have been moved in and out of holes in the pile.  

 

The other faces of the model are less detailed. The ‘B face’ (to the left when 

looking at the model front) indicates the position of the thermal column by means 

of a label, and shows two experimental holes. A plastic box and table suggest 

experimental or packing equipment for use near the holes, but show no detail. 

The ‘D face’ (to the right when looking at the model front) shows the other sides 

of these experimental holes and again a plastic table. There is no detail on the C 

(back) face other than the staircases. The top of the pile shows, again without 

much detail, removable concrete covers and an access manhole. 
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Figure 4.1 
The GLEEP model during inspection at the Science Museum’s large object store 

 in Wroughton, Wiltshire, 2015. (Source: Author). 
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Figure 4.2 
Comparison of the model (1949 configuration) with details of GLEEP released in 

1950.  
(Source: Science Museum [right]  / Crown Copyright, expired [left]) 
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Comparing the model with the details of GLEEP made public in December 1950, 

some interesting discrepancies are apparent.24 The illustration of the control rods 

is much simplified. The GLEEP control system had eight rods – four for coarse 

control, one for fine control, and six emergency-shut down rods. Only six rods 

are shown in the model, roughly corresponding to the position of the shut-down 

rods.  

 

It is not possible to see the shape of the graphite core, which was built as a right-

octagonal prism (the reacting part of the core was a cylinder of length 5.24m and 

radius 2.86m, with the graphite blocks making up the prism’s lower corners there 

for construction stability). The edges of the blocks are cut to allow for a lattice of 

holes through the pile. The model’s lattice spacing is 10mm, corresponding to a 

full size of roughly 7.8 inches (the actual spacing was 7.25 inches). Comparison 

with photographs of the model on display in 1949 and correspondence in the 

Museum’s records shows that the lattice now shown on the model is from an 

amendment made when the model was about ten years old. The model originally 

showed a lattice spacing of about three times too large (as in Figure 4.2 above). 

 

The model only shows the two experiment holes running between the B and D 

faces. These were the ones used for isotope work and for measuring the effects 

of different materials on reaction rates. GLEEP had a further five holes. Three 

holes in the top of the pile are omitted. These seem to have been the ones used 

during the 1950s for tests of rodent exposure to radiation, described (without 

technical discussion of GLEEP) by de Chadarevian in her study of the Medical 

 
 
24 Anon., “Graphite Low-Energy Experimental Pile at Harwell,” Engineering 170 
(December 15, 1950): 497–99; Ministry of Supply, Harwell. The British Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment, 1946-1951. Illustrated., 96–100. 
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Research Council’s work at Harwell.25 There is also no indication of the 

mechanical oscillator used in the experiment hole between the A and C faces – 

this allowed small samples to be driven into the hole, moving periodically so that 

the effect of samples on pile power could be measured.  

 

These discrepancies and omissions – none of which aside from perhaps the 

moving oscillator should have presented any problem for a model maker – 

suggest that the model was designed to allow exhibitions to cover the general 

scientific and engineering principles of atomic piles, which were already in the 

public domain, while avoiding any risk of revealing the detail of GLEEP’s 

construction and operations. Thus, the model’s job was to focus on isotope work 

and deflect attention away from any other experiments being carried out. 

 

 

4.2.2 Model of the BEPO atomic pile  
(Science Museum Inventory. No. 1953-388, deaccessioned 1959; Birmingham 

Museums Inventory. No. 1959s01036). 

As this description is based on photographs and film footage from the 1950s, 

and the model may not still exist (or have been modified since), I use the past 

tense here. The BEPO model was made around 1950, the year it was exhibited 

at the British Industries Fair. It was a considerably larger and more elaborate 

model than the GLEEP one, standing some 9ft high and with moving parts. 

 

 
 
25 G.J. Neary, Chronic radiation hazards. An experimental study with fast neutrons. 
(London: Pergamon Press, 1957); Soraya de Chadarevian, “Mice and the Reactor: The 
‘Genetics Experiment’ in 1950s Britain,” Journal of the History of Biology 39, no. 4 
(2006): 707–735. 
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BEPO’s ‘isotope bridge’ was shown prominently at the front of the model. This 

was where samples, inside aluminium cans, were moved into the pile’s 

experiment holes. Underneath the isotope bridge, the control rod mechanisms 

were visible. The sides of the model showed the load and unload faces, where 

uranium slugs were moved in and out of the pile lattice through a series of 

horizontal holes in the concrete shield. The load face had a cutaway hole 

showing the lattice blocks in a similar style to the GLEEP model. The model also 

showed the large hydraulic hoists which carried the machinery for loading and 

unloading. It is not clear whether the back of the model showed anything, as this 

is not visible in any of the photographs or footage that I have found. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 
The BEPO model as it appeared in the Science Museum in 1953. (Source: 

Science Museum) 

 

An explanatory sign (at the top of the model in the photograph above, although 

not seen in photographs from other exhibitions) indicates that it ran through a 41-
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minute cycle to show how BEPO started up and was shut down (in reality BEPO 

would run for several days at a time). A sequence of lights on the sign explained 

the moving parts in sequence: removal of the shut-off rods, insertion of the 

control rods to working levels so that pile power increased, and fine adjustment 

of the control rod position. The model then demonstrated what would happen in 

the event of an electrical fault, and how the pile would shut down. 

 

As with the GLEEP model, it appears that key details were shown inaccurately or 

omitted, for example the lattice spacing, number of horizontal channels for 

uranium slugs, and number of experiment holes. The prominence given to the 

isotope bridge shows that once again the model’s focus was on Harwell’s 

isotope work, while the ‘electrical fault’ shut-down sequence seems designed to 

reassure non-experts about safety.  

 

 

4.3 The public face of atomic piles  

Before going into the details of how these particular models were exhibited, I will 

provide some background regarding the climate of secrecy around atomic 

research, and how it was covered in popular media including exhibitions. 

 

Publicity relating to the AERE, including the exhibitions that these models were 

constructed for, was heavily moderated by the Attlee government (1945-51). 

Britain’s nascent nuclear programme was central to governmental ambitions of 

remaining a world power and the development of a modern nation state.26 The 

initial plans for the programme had been made on the assumption of continued 

 
 
26 David Vincent, The Culture of Secrecy: Britain 1832-1998 (Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1998); Hogg, British Nuclear Culture. 
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cooperation with the Americans. However, in August 1946 the McMahon Act 

brought an end to US information-sharing, and with relations with Russia also 

deteriorating, Britain’s leaders decided to go it alone.27   Attlee was inclined to 

maintain secrecy over all aspects of nuclear work, even where this obstructed 

efficient operations by scientists and the civil service.28 This requirement for 

secrecy became increasingly untenable, particularly as the US Atomic Energy 

Commission, while keeping secret details of the amount of fissile material and 

bombs produced, maintained an active programme of dissemination and 

education. The British press, keen to know what was happening on their own 

shores, sought out unofficial sources where no official information was available, 

often resulting in inaccurate portrayals of the British programme.29  

 

The blanket ban on releasing information became increasingly frustrating to both 

the Harwell staff and the MoS’s Information Office in London. Cockcroft and 

Chief Information Officer R.B. Williams-Thompson proposed that they follow the 

example of Chalk River in ‘releasing from time to time innocuous Press Notices 

which would only be concerned with the unclassified aspects of Harwell, but 

would, I think, palliate the somewhat antagonistic attitude of the Press at the 

moment’, but this was vetoed by Departmental Under-Secretary F.C. How.30  

While it was agreed that a notice would be issued regarding the startup of 

GLEEP, Cockcroft was not allowed to show slides of the pile at the 1947 British 

Association Meeting, although he had pointed out that images of the very similar 

 
 
27 Vincent, The Culture of Secrecy: Britain 1832-1998. 
28 Vincent. 
29 Gowing, Independence and Deterrence, Vol. 2. 
30 R.B. Williams-Thompson to F.C. How, July 25, 1947, AB 16/25, TNA; F.C. How to R.B. 
Williams-Thompson, July 28, 1947, AB 16/25, TNA. 
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pile at Argonne in Chicago were already in the public domain.31 That October he 

found a reporter from the Daily Graphic in his garden, and complained that the 

incident ‘reinforces our argument that it is impossible to stop the Press 

publishing nonsense by saying nothing officially’.32 By the end of the year, the 

Ministry agreed to adopt a policy of releasing non-classified information.33 

However, as Gowing notes, in practice this did little to quell Government anxiety 

about publicity, and ‘blasts of anger from on high still smote Harwell if their 

activities got undue notice in the general, rather than scientific, press’.34  

 

Members of the Press were finally allowed to visit Harwell from 19-21 July 1948, 

shortly after news of BEPO’s existence had been made public. The visits, also 

open to international press (excluding Russians) were strictly controlled: 

cameras were banned under the threat of a 10-year prison sentence, with some 

apparatus covered by camouflage canvas and some areas screened off 

entirely.35 Journalists were provided with information pamphlets on the history of 

AERE, a biography of Cockcroft, and a description of working at Harwell (which 

took pains to stress its convivial university-like atmosphere and the scientists’ 

relative freedom to publish). Safety measures, including radiation monitoring and 

effluent disposal, were stressed. Journalists were allowed to view the site’s Van 

de Graaf generator and cyclotron, under construction. Of the two atomic piles, 

only the exteriors could be seen, and even that was at a distance for BEPO: the 

 
 
31 F.C. How to J.D. Cockcroft, July 25, 1947, AB 16/25, TNA. 
32 J.D. Cockcroft to D.E.H. Pierson, October 8, 1947, AB 16/25, TNA. 
33 Ministry of Supply, “Official Policy on Atomic Energy (Memorandum by the Minister of 
Supply),” 1947, AB 16/253, TNA. 
34 Gowing, Independence and Deterrence, Vol. 2, 128. 
35 Charles E. Egan The Times, “British Atom Piles Shown to Writers: No Russian 
Correspondent Is among Reporters Conducted through Harwell Plant,” New York Times, 
July 21, 1948. 
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Manchester Guardian’s correspondent noted that ‘the press were allowed to 

view it through a window at a distance of about 50ft, under the amiable but keen 

eye of a security officer’.36 In his welcome address, Cockcroft used GLEEP as an 

example of the kinds of information that could and could not be released to the 

press, making a distinction between the ‘scientific’ – experiments already 

described in journals, including isotope production – and the ‘technological’: the 

construction of the interior, including the graphite lattice, which would remain 

secret. 37 He commented wryly that ‘I hope therefore that there will be no 

headlines on “Atomic Secrets Disclosed” – for there will be none such’.38  As we 

have seen, the GLEEP model was built to keep these technological secrets.  

 

Popular coverage of atomic research had a variety of forums, thanks to the post-

war boom in U.K. popular science coverage. There was a marked increase in the 

number of specialised science writers (the Association of British Science Writers 

was founded in 1947) and, adding to existing popular coverage on radio, science 

began appearing on British television in the late 1940s.39 Programmes such as 

the applied science focused Inventors Club aired from 1947 and Science Review 

began in 1952.  Penguin and a slew of small presses published (often cheaply) 

on atomic science after the war, with many books written by scientists and 

 
 
36 Our Scientific Correspondent, “British Research on Atomic Energy: A First Visit to 
Harwell,” The Manchester Guardian (1901-1959), July 21, 1948. 
37 Cockcroft, J.D., “Address by Professor Sir John Cockcroft,” July 1948, AB 16/400, 
TNA. David Kaiser notes a similar distinction between scientific and technical/tacit 
knowledge by Manhattan Project personnel, although politicians’ paranoia about 
espionage misguidedly focused on texts and theories.  David Kaiser, “The Atomic Secret 
in Red Hands? American Suspicions of Theoretical Physicists during the Early Cold 
War,” Representations 90, no. 1 (2005): 28–60. 
38 Cockcroft, J.D., “Address by Professor Sir John Cockcroft.” 
39 Bauer and Gregory, “From Journalism to Corporate Communication in Post-War 
Britain.” 
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focusing on the peaceful applications of atomic power.40  Magazines available at 

the time included Discovery and Endeavour (funded by ICI), which aimed at a 

scientifically-literate readership, and the more technical The Engineer and 

Engineering.  

 

As Peter Broks cautions, it is unwise to consider the widespread media coverage 

of the atomic bomb as a turning point in UK public attitudes towards science; 

while Mass Observation reports of 1945 and 1947 show significant public 

unease at the use of the bomb, and a tendency to view science more critically 

rather than as a panacea, a degree of public disillusion with science can also be 

found in earlier periods.41  What is perhaps more distinctive about the post-war 

years is that much science in the public eye (particularly atomic science and 

space technology) was conducted as part of major government-funded 

programmes and thus obviously part of the political agenda, with coverage in 

mainstream media as well as specialised science outlets; civil servants became 

influential players in the allocation of funding and the public promotion of 

science.42 As we shall see, exhibitions were also promoted in the mass media, 

spreading their messages beyond those who actually visited in person.  

 

In her survey of post-war atomic exhibitions in Britain, Sophie Forgan notes that 

‘they were important elements in helping to propagate official images of atomic 

power as largely benign’.43 Most were created by, or in close co-operation with, 

 
 
40 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland.” 
41 Broks, Understanding Popular Science. 
42 Bauer and Gregory, “From Journalism to Corporate Communication in Post-War 
Britain.” 
43 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland,” 190. 
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the atomic science community and reliant on government funding.44 Chapman 

Pincher’s 1947 Atomic Age exhibition for the Daily Express is a noted exception, 

and was markedly more overt in its depiction of the devastating effects of the 

atomic bomb than other exhibitions.45 However, it balanced this with a positive 

view of the promise of atomic energy. In creating the exhibition Pincher made 

use of good relations with the atomic science community: a friend in the MoS, 

where he had previously worked, sourced him some samples of uranium-238 for 

display and Cockcroft came to visit the exhibition.46 Unfortunately for Pincher, 

Cockcroft was one of very few visitors: Pincher recalled that ‘January and 

February 1947 turned out to be the bitterest winter months that I recall. Most of 

the time the exhibition was deserted. It was a disheartening experience and a 

financial flop’.47   

 

The Atom Train traveling exhibition, organised by the Atomic Scientists’ 

Association (of which Cockcroft was a vice-president), had more success; it 

attracted 146,000 visitors during its run across the UK in 1947-8 and its 

accompanying catalogue sold 46,000 copies, making it one of the most popular 

publications on atomic energy.48 Like Pincher’s exhibition, it balanced coverage 

of atomic weapons with optimism about the future of atomic energy; the uses of 

isotopes in medicine were also discussed. The displays were framed as a choice 

 
 
44 Art Molella notes an even greater reliance on official sources in the US, where atomic 
museums opening in the post-war years were at US nuclear sites with continuing 
financial dependence on the US Department of Energy. At these sites ‘to question the 
Bomb would be to question both their livelihoods and their very way of life ever since 
World War II.’ Arthur Molella, “Exhibiting Atomic Culture: The View from Oak Ridge,” 
History and Technology 19 (2003): 215.  
45 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland.” 
46 Harry Chapman Pincher, Chapman Pincher: Dangerous To Know, First Edition edition 
(London: Biteback Publishing, 2014). 
47 Pincher. 
48 Laucht, “Atoms for the People.” 
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between using the power of the atom for good or evil, with a clear political 

agenda pushing for international controls of atomic energy. The Ministry of 

Supply provided some financial support to the Atom Train exhibition, and Harwell 

loaned instrumentation and radioactive sources for display. The exhibition script, 

written by Harrie Massey, was approved by the Ministry.49 On being made aware 

of MoS involvement in Atom Train Attlee himself expressed considerable 

displeasure that he had not been consulted, but it was too late to withdraw 

Ministry support without embarrassment. The Prime Minister’s office did however 

stop the inclusion of photographs of Harwell, and pled a busy diary when Attlee 

was invited to meet the train at Paddington. 50  

 

Subsequent exhibitions, including those created by the Ministry itself, were 

subject to detailed scrutiny. While MoS exhibitions seem to have been created 

and run by the individual sites such as Harwell and Risley, the London office, 

usually the Information team, seems to have kept regular oversight of progress, 

frequently updating the Prime Minister’s office on publicity matters.51 This was 

the case with the first outing for the GLEEP model. 

 

 

 
 
49 Laucht. 
50 Prime Minister’s Office Records, “Correspondence between Prime Minister and 
Minister of Supply on Use of Official Photographs of Harwell for Atomic Train Exhibition,” 
1947-48, PREM 8/910, TNA. It is noteworthy that files of Prime Ministerial 
correspondence regarding exhibitions in this period (Atom Train and the 1950 British 
Industries Fair) are labelled ‘Tube Alloys’, the name for the early British atomic bomb 
project. 
51 For examples see AERE Records AB 16/400 and Prime Minister’s Office Records 
PREM 8/1299, UK National Archives. 
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4.4 Piles on display: the British Industries Fair 

Considering the level of caution about publicity described in the above section, 

the decision of the Ministry to exhibit at a high-profile London event with 

widespread press coverage may seem strange at first. However, it made good 

business sense. GLEEP produced radioactive isotopes in limited quantities, with 

additional research supplies bought in from the US and Canada.52 From 

February 1949, the higher energy BEPO would be producing enough isotopes to 

meet all current UK needs for research, industry and medical applications, with 

enough left over for export.53 The May 1949 British Industries Fair – a major 

trade fair with a large proportion of overseas visitors – was therefore an excellent 

forum to launch Harwell’s export scheme. Over the next few years the AERE 

would become the West’s leading exporter of isotopes, mainly to Western 

European and Commonwealth countries.54 Isotope distribution became such an 

important strand of AERE work that the organisation had a dedicated industrial 

research team with personnel offering their services at company premises; in 

addition to helping sales, this also provided an opportunity for the AERE team to 

learn about issues common across different industries and develop technologies 

accordingly.55 

 

The British Industries Fair (BIF) began in 1915 to encourage British production of 

materials in a market dominated by Germany and Austria and over the years 

 
 
52 Ministry of Supply, “Press Notice: Isotopes Allocations Committee,” 1949, AB 16/615, 
TNA. 
53 Ministry of Supply, “Press Notice: More Production of Radioactive Isotopes,” February 
1949, AB 16/615, TNA. 
54 Herran, “Spreading Nucleonics.” 
55 Néstor Herran, “Isotope Networks: Training, Sales and Publications, 1946-1965,” 
Dynamis 29 (2009): 285–306. We could consider this an example of interactional 
expertise. 
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was run at a series of venues in London and Birmingham. After a hiatus during 

the Second World War it was restarted in 1948. Britain was still reconverting its 

industrial production facilities from wartime use, improving the supply of raw 

materials, and attempting to re-establish footholds in overseas markets.56 The 

official history of the Fair issued in 1949 shows the importance of Britain 

maintaining its status overseas: the aim was 'to show the world the strength of 

British industry, the craftmanship, the design and the quality that is implied in the 

words “British Made”’.57 Postwar London fairs were spread over Earl’s Court and 

Olympia, the latter being the usual venue for the scientific instrument section. 

While the organisers of the 1949 BIF were conscious of the growing public 

interest in the Fair, they decided to prioritise the trade audience. In an article 

outlining the function of trade fairs in advance of the 1949 BIF, Gordon Symes 

(who seems to have been an occasional writer on industrial themes) argued that 

despite the difficulties of disentangling large trade fairs from national and 

international exhibitions – both spectacular, potentially good for business, and 

having an air of national prestige – ‘the place of honest trade’ must not be 

usurped.58 In a concession to non-trade visitors’ desires to see the Fair’s 

representations of their own post-war productive efforts (and of course the 

organisers’ ‘sordid consideration of their gate-money’), they would be allowed 

entry for three of the Fair’s twelve days.59 

 

This blend of trade displays for the specialist consumer, with a nod to exhibits for 

the general interest, was seen in the scientific instrument section. As in previous 

 
 
56 “The Times Survey of the British Industries Fair, 1949. [Etc.].,” January 1949. 
57 M Logan, Histories of the Fair, 1949. 
58 Gordon Symes, “The Function of Trade Fairs,” The Times Survey of the British 
Industries Fair, January 1949. 
59 Symes. 
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years, the trade displays of instruments for use in scientific, industrial and civil 

applications would be displayed around a central exhibition showing an 

application of the use of scientific instruments. A.J. Philpot, writing for the Times, 

noted that while the 1948 television exhibit had attracted considerable attention, 

the 1949 central exhibit ‘cannot but arouse the intense interest of every visitor’: 

the Ministry of Supply would show how instrumentation contributed to the 

exploitation of atomic energy, and Harwell’s involvement would result in an 

exhibit ‘of an authoritative and factual nature in which interest and instruction will 

be combined’.60 

 

The Ministry’s stand, titled ‘Atomic Energy in Medicine & Industry’, positioned 

nuclear energy research as part of a proud British experimental tradition: the 

famous ‘atom splitting’ experiment of Cockcroft and Ernest Walton in 1932 was 

described as the first demonstration that nuclear energy could be released by 

artificial means. The original accelerating tube from the experiment was mounted 

on a rotating table high above the other exhibits in Olympia’s Grand Hall.61 The 

apparatus was on loan from the Science Museum, somewhat against Ward’s 

curatorial sensibilities. He lamented that the loan of such an important object 

away from the Museum to a trade fair was a most suitable idea ‘from all points of 

view except our own’, but as the request had come from Cockcroft himself the 

Museum could not refuse. 62 

 

 
 
60 A.J. Philpot, “Scientific Instruments: A Panorama of Current Knowledge,” The Times 
Survey of the British Industries Fair, January 1949. 
61 Science Museum, “Annual Report for 1949”, ScM. 
62 F.A.B. Ward, “Correspondence between F.A.B.Ward, Herman Shaw and J.D. 
Cockcroft,” May 1949, 8555/2, ScM. 
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Figure 4.4 
Ministry of Supply stand at British Industries Fair, 1949.  

The Cockcroft-Walton accelerator sits on a table at the top of the stand; the 
glass accelerating tube is original but other parts were mocked up for the 

display. (Source: Illustrated London News / Mary Evans) 

 

The stand was made up of four sections. One covered the production of 

radioisotopes in atomic piles, and how these were to be distributed to users in 

the UK and overseas. Another covered the detection and measurement of 

radioisotopes, including demonstrations of Geiger-Muller counters and ionisation 

chambers.  

 

The third section covered industrial applications of radioisotopes, for example as 
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tracers to detect small amounts of particular elements – for example oil in fibres, 

or fumigants in food products – and the reduction of static electricity. The latter 

was demonstrated by exhibit staff using a ‘spark suppressor’ (seen on the edge 

of the left-hand-side bench in Figure 4.4), generating a spark between two 

copper rods, then placing a source of thallium-204 in the air gap to show how the 

ionisation from the beta source enabled conduction without sparking. The fourth 

section covered the use of radioiodine in medicine to study the function of the 

thyroid. A Geiger counter placed by a human dummy showed how ingested 

radioiodine could be measured (see right-hand-side bench in Figure 4.4).   

 

The GLEEP model was positioned centrally in the ‘production and distribution’ 

section surrounded on either side by examples of the source materials that were 

irradiated within piles, and the kinds of packaging used to transport 

radioisotopes.  
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Figure 4.5 
The GLEEP model (centre) on the Ministry of Supply stand at the 1949 British 
Industries Fair. To the left of the model are examples of aluminium containers 

and handling rods used to place substances inside the pile for irradiation. To the 
right are examples of different types of packaging provided by Harwell to ensure 

security of radioisotopes during transport by road, rail or air. (Source: The 
National Archives, author photo). 

 

 

 

The model was labelled with: 

 

Atomic Energy 

This model shows GLEEP, the first Harwell pile. It consists of a large 

cube containing several hundred tons of graphite, within which are 

uranium rods lying in a lattice of horizontal holes.  

When running, the pile generates many millions of neutrons which are 

given off by fission in the uranium. The neutrons created by fission of one 

Image unavailable for online reproduction. 
For original see file AB 6/705, TNA. 
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uranium atom cause fission in another and a ‘chain reaction’ is kept going 

in this way.  

This reaction is controlled by neutron absorbing cadmium rods which 

hang vertically in the pile and can be moved up or down mechanically. 

The pile is enclosed by a 5ft thick concrete shield which reduces the 

neutrons and gamma rays to a safe level for workers near the pile. 

The design power of the pile is 100 kilowatts, roughly 130 h.p. Small 

cylindrical ionisation chambers, sunk in the graphite, are used to 

measure the pile power by generating a small current proportional to the 

neutron density around them.  

The pile has been in operation since August 1947 for making radio 

isotopes, for measuring the properties of atomic nuclei, and for testing 

the nuclear properties of materials used in pile construction. 

 

While this provided somewhat more explanation for Fair visitors than the sales 

lists and technical catalogues to be found on the commercial stands, it still pre-

supposed a high level of scientific and technical knowledge in tandem with the 

Fair’s overall pitch to the trade rather than public audience. Potential buyers 

were presented with a catalogue of 60 isotopes, and representatives from 

Harwell were on hand to discuss their needs, in confidence if required.63 

 

Henry Seligman, head of the Harwell Isotope Division, noted that despite having 

limited time to prepare exhibits for the fair, it had been judged a ‘full success’ 

resulting in a good number of enquiries. The stand also received a number of 

high-profile visitors, including Queen Elizabeth and Prime Minister Attlee. 

 
 
63 Ministry of Supply, “Britain to Export Isotopes: Harwell Extends Scope of Activities,” 
1949, AB 16/615, TNA. 
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After the success of the 1949 displays, atomic energy was again chosen as the 

central scientific exhibit for the 1950 BIF, run from 7-19 May in Olympia. This 

time the Ministry proposed to showcase BEPO, and the exhibit (as described 

above) was to be considerably more prominent: a 9ft high model complete with 

moving parts to show how the isotopes were inserted and extracted, and a 

working cooling pump. It would be the first working model of an atomic pile on 

show in the UK. 64 The Ministry took pains to assure the Prime Minister’s office 

that no sensitive details would be revealed, with permission to exhibit cleared 

with Attlee and the Minister of Defence A.V. Alexander. The US authorities were 

also kept informed. Once again, the model’s dimensions were deliberately 

inaccurate: the Ministry’s draft press release originally admitted this but the 

Prime Minister’s office vetoed this detail.65 

 

The BEPO model was one of the Fair’s star attractions; as the ‘hit piece of the 

show’ it was on the itinerary for the Fair’s launch visit by the King and Queen 

with Princess Elizabeth.66 Minister of Supply George Strauss told the Evening 

Standard’s reporter that the model was ‘magnificent and exciting’, and hoped 

that it would help industrialists realise ‘the great value of radio-isotypes [sic] in 

making tests on their products’, something he said was still not fully appreciated 

in industry.67 Herbert Morrison, then Lord President of the Council and Deputy 

 
 
64 Ministry of Supply, “Draft Press Notice: Atom Pile at B.I.F.,” April 1950, PREM 8/1299, 
TNA. “First Model of British Atomic Pile,” The Observer, May 7, 1950. 
65 D.H.F. Rickett to J.M. Wilson, April 24, 1950, PREM 8/1299, TNA. 
66 British Pathé, Britain Opens Her Shop Window, 1950, 
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/britain-opens-her-shop-window/query/Fair. 
67 Evening Standard Industrial Reporter, “BIF Customer Is ‘Always Right,’” Evening 
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Prime Minister, reportedly spent longer at this stand than any other; he would 

later be heavily involved in the organisation of the Festival of Britain.68  

 

So far I have not found any detailed MoS descriptions of the exhibits, or any 

visual record beyond a brief section of Pathé newsreel.69 However, newspaper 

reports suggest that as with the 1949 exhibits of GLEEP, the model was 

complemented by exhibits describing various industrial uses of radioisotopes 

including scanning packages, tracking dangerous dust in factories, dissipating 

static electricity during manufacturing processes, and gamma-ray radiography 

for remote inspections. The stand also described the extraction and synthesis of 

Carbon-14 for use in industrial, medical and biological research – a new avenue 

for Harwell, following on from work in the US.70 

 

The 1950 Fair was heavily targeted towards overseas buyers, with almost 

15,500 of them represented amongst more than 330,000 visitors during the run. 

Members of the public were allowed in on two of the days only.71  The ‘atomic 

advertising’, as the Harwell team seem to have openly referred to it, was once 

again a success with reports of floods of enquiries and increased global sales.72 

Two years of BIF exhibits, aimed at a trade audience with a high degree of 

 
 
68 “Development of New Trades Encouraging,” Gloucester Citizen, May 16, 1950. 
69 British Pathé, Britain Opens Her Shop Window. 
70 “British Industries Fair Opened in Britain,” Cairns Post, May 9, 1950. Joyce Mather, 
“British Trade Fair Wonders: Atomic Processes and New Colour Printing Press,” 
Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer, May 8, 1950, British Newspaper Archive. “Over 
3,000 Firms at B.I.F.,” The Times, May 8, 1950. 
71 “Attendances at B.I.F. Record Number of Overseas Buyers,” The Times, May 18, 
1950, Late London edition. “First Model Of British Atomic Pile By Our Industrial 
Correspondent.” 
72 “The Atom and Medicine,” Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer, July 21, 1950. 
“Record Atomic Output: Harwell’s Achievement,” The Manchester Guardian (1901-1959), 
June 2, 1950. 
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technical expertise and some familiarity with atomic topics, had successfully 

promoted Britain’s entry into the global isotope market without the risk of 

revealing operational details to international competitors.  

 

4.5 Wider exposure: ‘killing all foolish talk’ in Whitehaven  

The success of the British Industries Fair exhibitions saw demand for the models 

in exhibitions aimed at more general publics. In this section I will explore how the 

GLEEP model was displayed in Whitehaven, Cumbria, a few months after the 

1949 fair. Here, with the exhibitors strictly controlling information, we can see an 

example of what Collins et al have described as an ‘enforced trading zone’, an 

example of the once near-universal tendency towards top-down imposition of 

science and technology to a general public audience.73 In addition to the secrecy 

measures taken at the BIF, the exhibitors deployed various strategies to banalize 

new nuclear technologies, making them appear safe, and like other more familiar 

technologies.74 

 

The GLEEP model’s arrival at the Science Museum was a positive outcome of 

the 1949 BIF for F.A.B. Ward despite his initial reluctance to loan the Cockcroft-

Walton accelerator. During his visits to check on the Museum’s prize object, he 

saw the GLEEP model and noted that while it showed little of the interior detail of 

the pile, it was ‘very well finished externally’ and a good candidate for the 

 
 
73 Harry Collins, Robert Evans, and Michael E. Gorman, “Trading Zones and 
Interactional Expertise,” in Trading Zones and Interactional Expertise: Creating New 
Kinds of Collaboration, ed. Michael E. Gorman, Inside Technology (Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press, 2010), 7–25. 
74 The term ‘banalization’, in the sense of making nuclear technologies seem ordinary, is 
used by Gabrielle Hecht, Being Nuclear: Africans and the Global Uranium Trade 
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2012). For a wider discussion of banalization of nuclear 
things, particularly in displays, see the introduction by Jaume Sastre-Juan and Jaume 
Valentines-Álvarez to the Centaurus special issue Fun and Fear: the Banalization of 
Nuclear Technologies Through Display, forthcoming. 
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Museum’s displays. The Museum approached Cockcroft noting that a display at 

the Science Museum would satisfy the extensive public curiosity about atomic 

piles, and the loan was approved with Harwell retaining the right to borrow the 

model back for its own exhibitions at a few days’ notice.  In fact, the Museum 

would have limited opportunity to display the model before it was recalled: it 

appears that in the summer of 1949 satisfying the curiosity of the large London 

audience was a less urgent matter for the Ministry than allaying the concerns of 

a small local audience further north. 

 

Construction was underway at Windscale on piles for the production of 

plutonium; although not made public, this was intended for weapons use.75 This 

does not seem to have been a particular concern of the local residents in 1949: 

rather, rumours were circulating about possible health effects of radioactive 

materials on the plant’s workers and nearby residents and livestock.76 This 

raised the ire of Lord Adams of Ennerdale, representing the Cumberland 

Development Authority. Adams had spent the previous few decades 

encouraging industrial development in the area to compensate for loss of 

employment in traditional industries, and had been instrumental in bringing the 

nuclear industry to the old WW2 ordnance site at Windscale.77 He raised the 

matter with the Parliamentary Secretary John Freeman, and suggested 

reproducing Harwell’s 1949 British Industries Fair exhibit in Cumbria.78 

 

 
 
75 Margaret Gowing, Independence and Deterrence : Britain and Atomic Energy, 1945-
1952. Vol.1. Policy Making. (London: Macmillan for the United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Authority, 1974), 193. 
76 F.C. How to J. Freeman, “Memo,” June 20, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
77 Daniel Hay, Whitehaven: An Illustrated History (Beckermet, Cumbria: Michael Moon, 
1979). 
78 Lord Adams to J. Freeman, May 19, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
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The Ministry was in favour of just sending one of Hinton’s Risley team to give a 

lecture, although Nigel Dugdale, Chief Information Officer, did caution that 

lectures could only reach a small fraction of the public, and suggested a local 

media campaign instead.79 The unsuitability of lectures was seconded by the 

Windscale Superintendent, H.G. Davey, who advised that, based on his 

conversations with locals and knowledge of the area, ‘one or two lectures will cut 

no ice whatever’.80 Davey suggested running a small exhibition for a week or so. 

This would be staffed by members of the Windscale Training Department and 

would, he believed, not only be more effective in ‘correcting misapprehensions’, 

it would help to generate enthusiasm for the Windscale plant amongst local 

officials upon whose goodwill the project depended.81 Lord Adams was strongly 

in favour of this plan, and an exhibition was planned for the Drill Hall at 

Whitehaven. The important role played by local politicians and officials in co-

developing area plans and policies – rather than merely acting as recipients or 

executors of standardised policy from a monolithic ‘British nuclear state’ – has 

also been identified by Grant Gillies in his study of Scottish policies regarding the 

nuclear facility at Chapelcross from the 1950s to 1970s.82 

 

In practice it was unfeasible to reproduce the exhibition exactly, as much of the 

equipment had been returned to use at Harwell. In any case, Hinton’s Risley 

team advised the Windscale team to reduce the exhibition scope and express 

ideas in simple forms, since the general public was unlikely to appreciate 

 
 
79 N. Dugdale to F.C. How, July 19, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
80 D.E.H. Pierson, “Memo,” August 29, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
81 D.E.H. Pierson to Christopher Hinton, “Atomic Energy Exhibition, Whitehaven,” August 
15, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
82 Grant Alexander Gillies, “Atoms for Annan: The Chapelcross Works Nuclear Station, 
Technopolitics, and British Nuclear Culture in the Dumfriesshire Region of Scotland 
between 1955-1979” (M.A. Thesis, Arts & Social Sciences: Department of History, 2018). 
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detailed descriptions of atomic concepts; electronic apparatus should be cut 

(being found not to appeal to the general public, other than having the 

unintended consequence of attracting small children).83  General-interest 

exhibition visitors would only stay for a short time, so content should be 

expressed in simple terms already familiar from the newspapers . This 

assumption that visitors would already have taken an interest in press coverage 

of atomic matters reflects the idea of the educated non-specialist ‘educated 

layman’ (descriptions were usually male) which specialist popularisers of science 

used as the model for a generic public well into the1960s.84 The GLEEP model 

remained in the scope, and was recalled from the Science Museum for the 

exhibition which ran from 5-12 November 1949. Windscale personnel were on 

hand to answer questions, on the strict proviso that they would not discuss 

anything that had not already been mentioned in the press or the exhibition 

itself.85  

 

The displays opened with a historical overview of theories of atomic structure 

(making much of the 18th century work of John Dalton, a native of nearby 

Eaglesfield) before moving on to sections about types of radioactivity and 

energy. The universe was described as consisting ‘radiations … similar in their 

nature to radio waves’, while a luminous-dial wristwatch showed how uranium 

already featured in everyday things.86 One of the most popular exhibits was a 

version of the familiar fairground ‘three card trick’ in which the ace card was 

 
 
83 D.W. Cole to H.G. Davey, “Memorandum: Atomic Energy Exhibition at Whitehaven,” 
July 19, 1949, AB 8/564, TNA. 
84 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland.” 
85 T. Tuohy to E.A. Nicholson, “Atomic Energy Exhibition, Whitehaven,” October 24, 
1949, AB 8/564, TNA. 
86 Ministry of Supply, An Exhibition of Atomic Energy (Drill Hall, Whitehaven, 
Cumberland, 1949). 
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marked with a small amount of radioactive material and so could be easily 

identified using a Geiger counter. Another exhibit showed how a lead sheet 

could block radioactive sources. These techniques served to position atomic 

energy and radiation as familiar and safe. 

 

A section on ‘Harnessing Atomic Energy’ described uranium fission and the 

principles of the atomic pile, while ‘Applications of Atomic Energy’ covered the 

uses of radio-isotopes in medicine and industry. The GLEEP model featured in a 

central display alongside a model of the facilities under construction at 

Windscale. The models were flanked by dummies wearing protective equipment 

– likely to be of particular interest to an audience which would have included 

prospective future workers at the plant. Windscale was referred to as an ‘Atomic 

Energy Factory’ and throughout the exhibition the language was of the scientists 

and engineers being in control of atomic energy, and harnessing it for useful 

purposes. 
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Figure 4.6 
The GLEEP model at the 1949 Whitehaven exhibition, alongside a model of the 

Windscale pile and dummies wearing safety gear. (Source: Nuclear 
Decommissioning Authority) 

 

The exhibition did not avoid the atomic bomb; it had been omitted from early 

drafts but representatives in the London office had advised Hinton that it was ‘a 

little disingenuous’ to leave this out and the Windscale team was instructed to 

include it.87 However efforts were made to distance it from current work: the 

bomb was described as an ‘instantaneous and uncontrolled’ release of energy, 

in contrast to the ‘slow and controlled’ release in atomic piles.88 The 1945 

 
 
87 Pierson to Hinton, “Atomic Energy Exhibition, Whitehaven.” Progress Meeting for 
Atomic Energy Exhibition, Whitehaven,” August 22, 1949, AB 8/304, TNA. 
88 Ministry of Supply, An Exhibition of Atomic Energy. 
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detonations were presented in the catalogue in the context of the American 

atomic project, with no mention of the role of British personnel. The focus was 

firmly on the promising future, and local benefits. 

 

The exhibition was supported by a press campaign targeting local newspapers 

from Lancaster to Dumfries.89 Adams and Davey held a press conference at 

which they rubbished rumours that factory workers would bring radiation home or 

become sterile over time, or that effluent from the plant might contaminate local 

beaches. Adams noted that the plant posed no greater risk than past explosions 

in the area’s mining pits. These statements, and the press release claims that 

the ‘atomic factory’ would bring 2,500 jobs to the region, were widely reported in 

the local and north-west regional press.90 There was also some positive 

coverage in the national press, including the Daily Mail (‘rumours quashed’) and 

a Radio Newsreel broadcast noting that ‘here, for you to see, is the proof that 

these technicians can control the materials they’re handling’, and commenting 

that it was refreshing to hear about civilised applications rather than the atomic 

bomb.91 

 

A Spectator review for the undergraduate page was somewhat more critical, with 

James Forrester of the University of Edinburgh commenting that the people of 

Whitehaven were ‘vaguely disturbed’ at the construction of a new atomic power 

plant and wondering whether the scientists were accepting their ‘terrible 

 
 
89 Tuohy to Nicholson, “Atomic Energy Exhibition, Whitehaven.” 
90 Including “Atomic Wonders Will Be Revealed at Whitehaven: Research for Benefit of 
Mankind,” Lancaster Evening Post, October 28, 1949; Cumberland Evening News, 
“Health Not Endangered at Sellafield, State Atomic Chiefs,” Cumberland Evening News, 
November 5, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
91 “Atom Plant Will Be Safe. Rumours Killed.,” Daily Mail, November 5, 1949, AB 16/759, 
TNA; “Atomic Energy Exhibition. Whitehaven, 5th-12th November, 1949,” Light 
Programme (Radio Newsreel, November 5, 1949), AB 8/564, TNA. 
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responsibility’ or fobbing the public off with parlour tricks.92 Forrester’s review 

elicited a critical letter from Daniel Hay, a Whitehaven librarian and local 

historian, who accused Forrester of under-estimating the local population from 

his position in ‘the secluded lecture-halls of Edinburgh’; Hay argued that the 

Ministry was merely seeking to educate a public interested about important new 

developments. Forrester’s response revealed that he was a native of Cumbria 

and that his feeling of the unease of the locals was based on personal 

experiences; he countered that the exhibition was ‘designed more to lull the 

public and mystify it, than to awaken a real interest’.93 Forrester would follow this 

article – his first published – with a career in journalism; he was in Whitehaven 

when a fire broke out at the plant in 1957.94 

 

Forrester’s warning aside, the exhibition does seem to have largely lulled any 

public anxiety, at least based on the evidence of the Ministry’s canvassing of 

visitor opinion. The Ministry files contain a summary of responses to a 

questionnaire which visitors filled out. This provides us with an unusual 

opportunity to ascertain how people reacted to the displays, usually something 

that can be elusive prior to the late 20th century when sociological and 

museological studies of exhibition audiences became more widespread.95 While 

a small number of visitor studies began in the late 19th and early 20th century in 

the UK and US, it was not until the 1960s and 1970s that evaluation became 

 
 
92 James Forrester, “Atomic Sleight of Hand,” The Spectator, December 16, 1949. 
93 Daniel Hay, “Letter to the Editor: Atomic Sleight of Hand,” The Spectator, December 
30, 1949, http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/30th-december-1949/15/atomic-sleight-of-
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94 “Obituary: James Forrester,” The Baron, January 25, 2016, 
http://www.thebaron.info/news/article/2016/01/25/obituary-james-forrester. 
95 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
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more common.96 It is therefore unlikely that Ministry officials were aware of this 

approach, and the report shows little resemblance to these studies’ visitor-

oriented focus on motivations and experiences. Rather, it is more typical of 

market research, which was by then a well-established field and would have 

been familiar to R.M Fishenden of the MoS Publicity Office, who seems to have 

created the questionnaire with Tom Touhy, then Health Physics Manager at 

Windscale.97 The aim of the study was to see whether the exhibition had 

successfully ‘sold’ the idea of atomic energy to the Whitehaven public.  

 

7,962 visitors, including approximately 1,000 school children of ages 13 and 

upwards, attended the exhibition during the week’s run. The study was 

conducted over the last three days (Wednesday to Saturday) and had 97 

respondents. It was fairly simple, gathered via sheets headed ‘Opinions on the 

Exhibition’, which were presumably left somewhere in the venue or handed to 

visitors. Each sheet asked visitors ‘Would you kindly state your opinions on the 

Atomic Energy Exhibition’, had spaces to fill in town of residence and 

occupation, and left the rest of the page blank for comment. Overall, it shows 

that the exhibition made a favourable impression, although we should bear in 

mind that this information is from a written-up report of the study circulated to 

Ministry staff rather than the raw data, so may have been selectively edited. 

 

The majority of the 97 visitors featured in the report came from Whitehaven or 

areas within a 10-mile radius including towns such as Egremont, Distington and 

Workington. A handful of attendees were residents of farther-flung locations such 

 
 
96  I am grateful to Marie Hobson for advice on the history of evaluation. 
97 R.M. Fishenden and T. Tuohy, “Opinions on the Exhibition,” November 3, 1949, AB 
8/304, TNA. David Fishlock, “Obituary. Thomas Tuohy: Windscale Manager Who 
Doused the Flames of the 1957 Fire,” The Independent, March 26, 2008. 
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as Newcastle-upon-Tyne (a schoolteacher and two trade union officials), 

Nottingham (an engineer), Scunthorpe (a housewife) and Edinburgh (a 

radiographer). As the questionnaire did not elicit visitors’ reasons for attending 

the exhibition, it is not possible to know whether they had travelled specially to 

see the exhibition or were already going to Whitehaven for other reasons, 

although there had been advance publicity for the exhibition in the national press 

and Newcastle local press.98 The largest sectors represented were educators 

and students, followed by engineers.  

 
 
98 “‘So Don’t Worry’ Show,” Daily Herald, October 28, 1949, AB 8/564, TNA; “Banishing 
the Atom Pile Bogy,” News Chronicle, October 29, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA; “Ministry Put 
on an Atom Show,” Newcastle Journal, October 28, 1949, AB 8/564, TNA. 
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Figure 4.7 
Backgrounds of visitors who completed the Whitehaven Exhibition survey  

(based on data from the MoS’s report) 

 

A large majority of the comments (c. 86%) were positive, with negative feedback 

generally about the difficulty of understanding the content, especially if the 

scientists had not been on hand to help. Several schoolteachers suggested ways 
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to simplify the text, or position it to be more easily seen by children (although one 

schoolteacher recommended excluding children under 15 from future exhibits 

altogether as ‘each exhibit requires considerable mental effort on the part of the 

layman and it is most disturbing to have hoards [sic] of little brats rushing around 

pulling knobs’). 

 

Only two visitors were more equivocal about the premise of atomic energy: 

‘Very instructive, if used for the good of man, and not for his destruction.’ 

(Unemployed, Whitehaven) 

 

‘There was no indication of the waste products of the Factory, except 

gases up the chimney. Will there be heaps like a pit bank? The exhibition 

mentioned detected of radio-active gases going up the chimney; and 

detection of radio-active dust etc on clothing, but I did not see anything 

about decontamination or neutralisation of radio activity.’ (Schoolmasters 

&c, Whitehaven).  

[This comment has been annotated in pencil with an exclamation mark, 

but it is not clear by whom.] 

 

Most visitors seemed reassured about safety and convinced by the benefits of 

the project, with comments including: 

 

‘Shows the good atomic energy can effect – we already know about the 

evils! … My thanks to the guides … who explained in such simple terms 

what is, to the layman, a subject shrouded in mystery.’ (Accountant, 

Cleator Moor) 
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‘Thanks for putting my fears at rest re the Rays. Very interesting and 

relief to Mothers. Very interested in radium and Madam Curie.’ 

(Housewife, Millom) 

 

‘The exhibition is most illuminating and instructive. It rids the mind of any 

lurking fears and should do much good in reassuring the public that 

adequate   safeguards have been taken to control the tremendous 

energy in the Piles.’ (Insurance Agent, Whitehaven). 

 

‘We think the exhibition is very interesting. It has taught us a great deal 

about Atomic Energy which we did not know. We were surprised at the 

many uses of Atomic Energy. We hope that progress will continue.’ 

(Students, Egremont) 

 

The GLEEP model was not singled out in visitor comments; not surprisingly the 

nearby model of the proposed facility at Windscale was of more interest to local 

residents. 

 

‘I was very interested in the proposed future power station’. (Engineer) 

 

Ultimately the exhibition had done its job of quelling the safety rumours: Lord 

Adams expressed his pleasure that the exhibition had ‘killed all foolish talk’.99 

Following the success at Whitehaven, the UK Atomic Energy Authority (which 

took over the nuclear programme in 1954) toured versions of the exhibition to 

various towns close to facilities over the next few years, including Thurso near 

 
 
99 Lord Adams to John Freeman, December 7, 1949, AB 16/759, TNA. 
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Dounreay (23 - 28 April 1955), Newchurch Hall near Risley (8-12 December 

1955), and Annan near Chapelcross (21-27 March 1956). The exhibit lists 

indicate that these exhibitions largely repeated the content and structure of the 

Whitehaven displays, with a model of the nearest nuclear facility shown at each 

site. There is no record on the MoS/UKAEA files of visitor surveys having been 

carried out, but press coverage seems to have again focussed on safety 

reassurances and boosts to local employment.100  

 

The UKAEA’s touring exhibitions had some competition from another touring 

exhibition strand which has had somewhat more attention from historians: Atoms 

for Peace. These exhibitions were developed by the United States Information 

Service in support of the Eisenhower administration’s similarly-dubbed initiative, 

which aimed to ensure US influence over other countries’ nuclear programmes 

and focus attention on benign rather than military aspects.101 The Atoms for 

Peace exhibition launched in Europe in 1954 and came to British cities in 

1955.102 This was despite some initial misgivings from the hosts, on the basis 

that the USIA displays would undermine the work done by UKAEA publicity in 

emphasising Britain’s place at the forefront of atomic energy; however in the end 

it was decided to allow the exhibition to visit rather than undermine relations with 

the Americans.103  
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Both the UKAEA and USIA exhibitions focused on the promise of atomic energy 

and industrial applications, with little discussion of weaponry, a tactic also seen 

at the British Industries Fair. However, as the detailed discussion of exhibit 

content prompted by the object biography approach shows, the UKAEA tours to 

sites near new nuclear facilities were distinct from the USIA displays (and the 

UKAEA’s own subsequent displays in larger towns during the 1960s), in that 

they devoted so much space to reassuring locals about safety. In small towns 

and villages near atomic sites, the fear was not of a bomb being dropped by a 

faraway enemy—that was a concern for the residents of major towns or cities. 

The source of fear was close by but unseen, potentially causing mysterious harm 

to residents and livestock. Therefore, the exhibition-makers concentrated on 

hands-on activities and displays allowing visitors to experience for themselves 

radiation as natural and under safe controls. In these areas—many of which 

were in need of boosts to employment—the ‘atomic factories’ were positioned as 

just another normal industry. 

 

4.6 National and international narratives: the Science Museum, Festival 

of Britain, and Rhodes Centenary Exhibition 

The GLEEP model also featured in larger, more widely-targeted exhibitions 

during the 1950s. As we shall see, these did not have such a pressing need to 

reassure local audiences about the safety of atomic piles, and the displays 

focused more on the promises of the new technologies. However, there was still 

a tendency to distract audiences from the weapons aspects of atomic research. 

 

Following its outing to Whitehaven, the model returned to the Science Museum 

at the end of January 1950, and Ward took the opportunity to capitalise on the 

widespread interest in atomic energy by issuing a press release drawing 
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attention to the Museum’s displays of twentieth-century physics. As in the 1949 

BIF display, GLEEP was positioned as the application of atomic physics 

research leading on from the Cockcroft-Walton apparatus; the other highlight of 

the Museum’s atomic physics collection, Francis Aston’s mass spectrograph, 

was also mentioned.104 The press release was vetted by the Ministry of Supply 

before issue and accepted with only a minor wording change, which is not 

surprising since Ward’s text relied heavily on the BIF exhibits. It is unlikely that 

this was due to a lack of subject confidence on his part; as we have seen in 

Chapter 3 he had extensive training in atomic science from the Cavendish. Other 

correspondence indicates that he was used to the Ministry of Supply vetting the 

Museum’s displays about atomic energy, part of a wider a trend of official 

censorship which Forgan has identified in this period. 105 Thus it would have 

been a sensible approach to base his text on words which already had their 

official approval. 

 

Ward’s press notice for the technical press (intended for publications such as 

Nature, Discovery, The Engineer and Engineering) repeated the GLEEP label 

text from the BIF almost verbatim.106 For the general press terms technical 

content was removed and Ward stressed the importance of GLEEP’s 

applications to medicine and the economy: 

The actual pile at Harwell is surrounded by a massive concrete shield five 

feet thick, but in the model this has been partly cut away to show 

 
 
104 The displays seem to have been part of the ‘Structure of Matter’ displays on the 2nd 
floor. 
105 Ward, “Letter to W.E. Beard, Information Branch, Ministry of Supply”; Forgan, “Atoms 
in Wonderland.” 
106 F. A. B. Ward, “Press Notice: Twentieth-Century Physics at the Science Museum 
(Version B),” February 1950, 8555, ScM. 
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something of what lies inside. The GLEEP went into operation in August, 

1947, and has been used for a variety of purposes. Perhaps the most 

interesting of these is for the manufacture of radio-active forms of the 

common elements; these are used as ‘tracers’ in a great variety of 

experiments and may have a profound effect particularly on medical 

research. Radioactive elements from Harwell are already being exported 

to several Continental countries. 

From the operation of the GLEEP pile much-needed information will be 

obtained to assist in the design and construction of larger and far more 

active piles.107 

 

In the Museum display, the label text was very similar to that shown at the BIF, 

again presumably to get past the Ministry’s censors. However Ward made some 

amendments to improve clarity (for example, explaining what a ‘chain reaction’ 

was), and the label was graded to highlight a general description, followed by 

more technical detail displayed slightly less prominently (see Figure 4.9).108  

 

 

 
 
107 F. A. B. Ward, “Press Notice: Twentieth-Century Physics at the Science Museum 
(Version A),” February 1950, 8555, ScM. 
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Figure 4.8 
Two schoolboys examine the GLEEP model at the Science Museum, 1950.  It is 
likely that this pose was staged for the press. The explanatory label is seen at 

top left. (Source: Alpha Press) 
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Figure 4.9 
Science Museum label for the GLEEP model. (Source: Science Museum) 

This varied pitching of information seems to reflect the Museum’s attitude to its 

visitors in the early 1950s: although Forgan’s survey of popular offers about 

atomic science, including exhibitions at the Science Museum, refers to the 

generic ‘educated layman’, a survey of the institution’s reports reveals that in 

practice the curators were somewhat more nuanced in their approach.109 In this 

period, towards the end of Herman Shaw’s tenure as director (he died that May) 

the Museum classified visitors into three types: ‘those without effective 

knowledge of science’ (including most children under eleven and many of the 

older generation of adults, especially women), ‘those with at least a framework of 

scientific knowledge’ (most children, the proportion increasing with age, and the 

majority of young people and male adults) and ‘experts’ (scientists and 

 
 
109 Forgan, “Atoms in Wonderland.” 
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technologists, although it was noted that even of these ‘few will be experts in as 

many as a tenth of the subjects that the Museum shows’). The policy was that 

the Museum should satisfy its main audience, while affording all facilities to 

experts but not framing the displays to meet their needs. 110  

 

It was noted that ‘[collections] such as atomic physics or radio are largely 

unintelligible to those who do not already understand these subjects’, thus the 

later part of the label seems to have been consciously written for those who were 

already familiar with ionisation chambers, gamma-rays and the like, and did not 

require these terms explained.111  By the end of 1950, Harwell had declassified 

further information about GLEEP’s construction. Rather than rewrite the label, 

which was not sufficiently detailed to be contradicted by this new information, 

Ward added a note referring particularly interested visitors to articles in The 

Engineer and Engineering (see Figure 3.9).    

 

The most prestigious public outing for the pile models was for BEPO, in the 

Dome of Discovery of the 1951 Festival of Britain. As Forgan has noted, science 

and technology featured prominently throughout the Festival, envisaged as a 

celebration of the centenary of the 1851 Great Exhibition and signalling optimism 

after wartime austerity.112  The Festival was originally envisaged as an 

international trade fair, but this proved economically unfeasible. Despite 

widespread worry about cost, a British-centred Festival went ahead, not least 

due to the efforts of Deputy Prime Minister Herbert Morrison (who as we have 

seen above, visited the 1949 BIF atomic displays) as Lord President tying 
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together the work of various departments. Much of the content of the Fair was 

written by people who combined scientific training with media experience, with 

the influence of senior representatives from science and industry also evident. 

 

Science content throughout the Festival was overseen by Ian Cox, previously of 

the Ministry of Information and a former BBC staffer who had trained as a 

geologist. He was advised by the Festival’s Council for Science and Technology 

which had representatives from major scientific research bodies such as the 

Royal Society, Institution of Electrical Engineers and Medical Research Council. 

They included Sir Wallace Akers of ICI, former director of the Tube Alloys 

project, and Sir Ben Lockspeiser of the Department of Scientific and Industrial 

Research, who had been chief scientist at the Ministry of Supply from 1946-

49.113 Their presence on the senior steering group may go some way to 

explaining the relative prominence given to the British atomic energy project 

throughout the festival, and a glossing over of potential military applications.   

 

As had been the practice for wartime Information exhibitions, Cox developed an 

overarching narrative structure for the displays.114 His scheme was based on the 

questions: what was behind the diversity of British character and achievement? 

What was the link between the past and present that gave people such faith in 

the future? What provided the spark for British initiative? Cox argued that this lay 

in the diversity of natural resources of the land, and the innate curiosity of its 
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Opened,” in A Tonic to the Nation: The Festival of Britain 1951, ed. Mary Banham and 
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people.115 The South Bank exhibits were originally envisaged as encompassing 

content from all of the Festival’s constituent bodies (including what became the 

Arts Council, and National Book League) but due to a general lack of input from 

others the majority of the content came from the Science Council and Council of 

Industrial Design: thus the strong science and technology focus of the exhibits at 

the main Festival site.116 Atomic physics was covered at three sites: the Dome 

on the main South Bank site, the Exhibition of Science on the Science Museum 

site in South Kensington, and the Exhibition of Industrial Power at Kelvin Hall in 

Glasgow. All three sites positioned present-day research as part of a long 

tradition of British achievement, with links to the work of Ernest Rutherford 

(claimed here for Britain) prominent.  

 

The Exhibition of Science focussed on ‘science as knowledge’, with a narrative 

based on the structures of matter and life. Atomic science featured in sections 

about the physics of the structure of atoms (highlighting the work of J.J. 

Thomson, Rutherford, Cockcroft and Walton) and the chemistry of combining 

atoms. The exhibits were based around working demonstrations including an 

animated diagram of the Bohr atom, Wlison cloud chambers, cathode ray tube 

demonstrations and a model illustrating chain reactions. A wall outside the 

exhibition featured a timeline of scientific discoveries and applications. 

Conceived by J.D. Bernal, this declared 1930-1951 “the atomic age”, with 

applications including “atomic pile and bomb”.117 This seems to be the only 

mention of nuclear energy in the South Kensington exhibition – applications of 

science were left to the exhibitions at Kelvin Hall and the South Bank. 
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The Exhibition of Industrial Power was mainly based on existing sources of 

power, with a coal sequence and a water sequence. The treatment of atomic 

energy seems to have been quite conceptual rather than featuring examples 

from British industry (although Laing, the contractor building the Windscale 

Works, did take out an advert in the catalogue). It came at the end of the 

exhibition in the ‘Hall of the Future’, designed by Basil Spence and Victor Prus, 

with a script by J.R. Atkinson of the University of Glasgow.  Visitors walked 

around a large cone, which sent streams of artificial lightning towards a ceiling 

representing the night sky and the limitless future.118 A series of panels around 

the lightning machine explained how atomic energy could be released by the 

splitting of atoms in uranium piles, or possibly by the combining of atoms as in 

the Sun.119 In contrast to the coal and water sections, no technologies or models 

illustrating atomic energy seem to have been displayed. Looking down, visitors 

saw a series of ‘pits’ showing the work of ‘five great men, each of whom made a 

discovery that had influenced heavy engineering in the past or may do so in the 

future’. These were James Watt (for the efficient steam engine), Richard 

Trevithick (for the locomotive), Michael Faraday (described as ‘the father of the 

modern power station’ due to his research in electricity and magnetism), Charles 

Parsons (for the development of the steam turbine) and finally Ernest Rutherford: 

‘the first atom-splitter, the man whose discoveries may yet have as profound an 

application to the arts of peace as they have to the arts of war’.120 Here and 

elsewhere Atkinson’s script is notably more equivocal about the possibilities of 
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atomic energy than those of the other Festival sites: he commented that ‘what 

atomic energy will mean for us is still largely a matter for conjecture’, and 

speculated that it was yet to be shown whether work on Rutherford’s discoveries 

would mean that ‘we are entering an age of undreamed-of plenty and comfort, or 

whether we are working out our complete extinction’. In summary, he said that 

scientists had placed the power of the Sun in the hands of the engineers, and if 

used for peaceful ends anything was possible; this theme was echoed in a large 

mural by William Crosbie which closed the exhibition.  

 

There was no such equivocation in the Dome displays, which were developed 

with the close involvement of Harwell and a panel of working physicists. The 

Dome told the story of ‘how Britain has contributed to the world’s enquiry about 

itself and about the universe, and how it has applied this knowledge’.121 The 

exhibits told how five hundred years of ‘sustained enquiry and scientific 

imagination’ had led to present-day applications that would improve everyday 

life.122 As with all the South Bank exhibitions, only areas in which Britain could 

boast an outstanding achievement (as opposed to just ‘great, but not significantly 

in advance of other countries’) were featured.123 Exhibits from industry would be 

selected to support the exhibition story, and while the Festival was not a trade 

fair, it was recognised that selection to represent British industry would be 

prestigious for those involved. 
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Inside the Dome, there were areas for land, earth, polar exploration, sea, sky, 

outer space, the physical world and the living world.124 The ‘Physical World’ 

section was convened by Arthur Garratt and Jan Read, with display design by 

Roland Ingles and Clifford Hatts. Garratt was a Festival staff physicist who had 

spent the war as an armaments designer, and later became a science 

broadcaster.125 Read had already embarked on the scriptwriting career for which 

he would become well-known, but here was drawing on his original scientific 

training: he had spent the war working on the development of explosives and 

camouflage. He was the son of the chemist and historian of chemistry John 

Read.126 The scheme offered visitors a choice of routes around physics and 

chemistry, covering history and present day applications. The exhibition exit, 

through a gallery about the atom and its nucleus, linked both disciplines.  

 

 
 
124 Festival of Britain and Ian H Cox, The South Bank Exhibition. A Guide to the Story It 
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125 David Kirk, “Interview: Arthur Garratt,” Studio Sound & Tape Recorder, May 1970. 
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Figure 4.10 
Visitor route map of the Physical World section at the Dome of Discovery. 

 The BEPO model is prominent in the upper gallery. (Source: Crown Copyright, 
expired) 

 

 

As with the Glasgow exhibition, famous names in the history of physics were 

presented as having paved the way for modern technologies: Boyle’s law 

underpinned the mechanism for closing train doors on the Underground, 

Newton’s genius had led to the jet engine; Faraday’s experiments had made 

electrical power possible; Kelvin’s mathematics had helped to create 

refrigerators; Maxwell laid the foundations for radio; J.J. Thomson’s discovery 
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resulted in the television set, and Rutherford provided the means for releasing 

nuclear energy.  

 

The BEPO model was displayed on the upper platform. Cox’s guidebook text 

admitted that the development of atomic piles had been an international 

endeavour (it is not clear whether there was any mention of the bomb in the 

displays), but positioned the pioneering work in nuclear physics as being British. 

Cox noted that the displays ‘do not embark on speculation about future marvels’: 

as with the Ministry’s previous British Industries Fair displays, there was a focus 

on current applications of nuclear research, particularly medical. Harwell 

supplied the BEPO model, a sample of uranium, radiation monitors and 

containers for transporting isotopes.127 Representatives of the atomic energy 

industry, displaying products such as Geiger-Muller tubes and radioactive ore 

detectors, included Isotope Developments Ltd, Twentieth Century Electronics, 

E.K. Cole Ltd and Cambridge Instruments.128   

 

As with all the Festival’s science displays, the content of the Physical World 

section was overseen by a panel of expert advisors.129 These included Mark 

Oliphant, Lawrence Bragg, Cockcroft, G.P. Thomson, and from the Science 

Museum, Ward and Director Herman Shaw.130 (An aside: Bragg suggested that 

the historical sections be referred to ‘A.C. Crombie of Professor Dingle’s team at 
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University College’, but there is no record on file of any historians of science 

being consulted). 

 

The panel seems to have been responsible for a greater degree of caution in 

describing the applications of atomic research than Garratt and Read had 

originally envisaged. An early draft of the content described the workings of the 

atomic pile, particle accelerators, and speculated about the future transport 

applications of nuclear energy for space ships.131 Several of the panel, including 

Cockcroft, pointed out that particle accelerators were not relevant to atomic 

energy. Oliphant was scathing about the draft, commenting that parts of the 

script were not true. He also noted that more should be made of Rutherford’s 

contribution: ‘he is, in every way, the father of nuclear physics and hence of 

atomic energy.’132 Simon cautioned against overstating the applications of 

nuclear research: ‘it is unlikely that atomic energy will play any great part in 

every day life for a long time’. He also felt that it would be dangerous to mention 

space ships.133 Oliphant and Simon both advised that the atomic power section 

be checked by someone from Harwell to check accuracy and advise about what 

was declassified, and later additions to the script refer to R.M. Fishenden of the 

Ministry of Supply publicity office: presumably it was he who suggested the 

BEPO model, where the script called for a model atomic pile.134 
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Figure 4.11 
The BEPO model on display in the Dome of Discovery. Compare detail with 

Figure 4.3. 
The human models, which are not seen in footage of the 1950 BIF, appear to 

have been added to give Festival visitors a sense of scale. (Source: The 
National Archives) 

 

Garratt’s script about the workings of the atomic pile did not completely shy away 

from mention of military applications or safety concerns. An animation illustrated 

the uranium chain reaction (pointing out that it was impossible to blow up the 

whole world), showing how ‘the principle of the atomic bomb can be applied 

directly to produce heat but no explosion’ in a reactor, and describing how the 

atomic pile used cadmium rods to control the reaction – an echo of the tactics 

used in Whitehaven to distinguish between bombs and carefully-controlled piles. 

The script also noted that problems of shielding and of radioactive waste 

disposal were occupying scientists. It is not clear from the files whether this is 

Image unavailable for online reproduction. 
For original see file 

WORK 25/214/D1/FOB5062, TNA. 
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the final version of the text that was used in the exhibition, or if changes were 

subsequently made.135 

 

The Festival was hugely popular, with eight and a half million visitors attending 

the South Bank. Despite this, the BEPO model seems to have been largely 

ignored by the press. Most of the coverage (even the technical press) provides a 

very broad description of the Dome and its exhibits. Wheareas at the 1950 BIF 

the model was the star of the show, here it had to compete against many 

displays, and seems to have been overshadowed by some even more 

impressive exhibits, notably the huge 74-inch optical telescope at the entrance to 

‘Physical World’ section which would later be erected at Mount Stromlo 

observatory in Australia.136   

 

Following the Festival, the BEPO model was reconfigured so that it could be 

displayed at locations around the UK, with a final intention of it being deposited 

at the Science Museum (somewhat to Ward’s misgivings, given its size).137  It 

was displayed at venues including the Bristol Drill Hall (February – March 1953), 

and also Milan and Berlin ‘where it attracted large and appreciative crowds’. 

Over the next few years, the GLEEP model had several short breaks away from 

Museum at the request of the Ministry of Supply: exhibitions included a 

commercial display on Fuel Efficiency in Sheffield (March 17-22, 1952), an MoS 
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display on ‘Atomic Energy in Industry’ for the Northern Productivity in Newcastle 

(October 30 – November 6, 1952).  

 

A notable journey for the GLEEP model was to Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, 

for the Rhodes Centenary Exhibition (away from the Museum c. March – 

September 1953); so far I have not found specific mention in the Ministry files of 

this exhibition, but their interest in supporting the display is not a surprise since 

Northern and Southern Rhodesia were being prospected for supplies of uranium. 

(Gowing notes that back in 1947, the Victoria Nyanza area of Rhodesia had 

been mooted as the location for a Commonwealth pile, but this plan was quickly 

shelved due to lack of resources and the move to air-cooled rather than water-

cooled piles, impractical in the climate)138. At the Rhodes Centenary Exhibition, 

the British pavilion's Board of Trade section pitched the United Kingdom's past 

industrial achievements as ‘amongst the greatest contributions made by any 

nation to the growth of civilization throughout the world’, commenting that the UK 

was ‘continuing to play her part’ in this regard.139 The exhibits were designed to 

provide an overview of areas in which science and technology had proven 

beneficial with sections including aircraft, radio, housing, power, agriculture, and 

medicine.140 Interpretation seems to have been top-level rather than providing 

any technical detail, and citing examples of UK input in the Rhodesias and 

across the Commonwealth, for example the Mafeking-Bulawayo railways, the 

Auckland Harbour Bridge, and mining surveys in Newfoundland.  
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By the time of the Bulawayo exhibition, Britain’s atomic weapons research could 

no longer be kept secret: in October 1952 a plutonium bomb had been tested on 

the Montebello Islands off Australia. While the British media had celebrated this 

test as a symbol of the nation’s resurgent status as a world power, in general 

their coverage of nuclear matters was more ambiguous during the 1950s, noting 

the human and environmental costs of nuclear warfare .141 The exhibition’s 

section on atomic power, featuring the GLEEP model, described Harwell’s role 

‘of necessity’ in atomic weapons research, including the 1952 tests off Australia, 

but noted constructive applications in agriculture, industry and medicine.142 

 

All of these displays – the Science Museum, the Festival of Britain, and the 

Rhodes Centenary Exhibition – were to a large degree a celebration of British 

achievement, and mostly concentrated on positive narratives of nuclear 

exceptionalism. Weapons research could not be completely ignored – atomic 

bombs were known to visitors from widespread media coverage, but they were 

also an important symbol of Britain’s scientific and technological prowess on the 

world stage. However, the main stories told in exhibitions were of the promise of 

industrial applications.  

 

 

4.7 Falling from public view 

While the GLEEP and BEPO models had active display careers in the early 

years of their lives, this was not to remain the case. In this section I will trace 

how they fell into obscurity and were consigned to storage, and even lost. 
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The BEPO model came to the Science Museum in 1953, and its size posed 

some difficulties: it could not be broken down into parts small enough to install it 

amongst the atomic physics displays on the upper floors, and so was placed with 

other large objects in a ground floor gallery which was open to the public during 

1955. Harwell asked to borrow the model for display in the 1955 Geneva Atoms 

for Peace exhibition, which ran alongside the International Conference on the 

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. There were two exhibitions: one at the 

conference venue itself, which was open to the public in the evenings, and one 

at a trade fair. The Geneva venture is the best known element of the Atoms for 

Peace initiative, run by the United Nations but underpinned by the US 

Eisenhower administration, and geared towards focusing international efforts in 

atomic research towards civil applications as a way of maintaining US hegemony 

in military aspects.143 The radioisotope trade was a key facet of this strategy, and 

Cockcroft was amongst those who suggested that atomic piles would be an 

appropriate focus for the conference.144 He again made a personal request to 

the Science Museum regarding the loan, but on this occasion Ward had to 

refuse. While the Museum may have had ‘the best will in the world and the 

earnest desire to help the British exhibit at Geneva’, extracting the model would 

have involved either knocking through a brick wall, or risking the displeasure of 

the Iron and Steel Federation – as important a partner for the Museum as the 

AERE – by removing a large number of exhibits they had recently funded.145  

The British exhibits went ahead without the BEPO model, with models of the 

plants under construction at Calder Hall and Dounreay (possibly ones made for 
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the MoS’s touring exhibitions) and over 50 firms were represented at the trade 

fair.146  Meanwhile the US exhibited a working reactor model, which in similar 

style to the models described in this chapter, was designed to impress while 

omitting key technical details.147  

 

The BEPO model’s stay in London proved short-lived, with its size – so 

impressive at the BIF – proving its downfall: the ground-floor gallery seems to 

have been closed to the public after 1955 while the building was being extended, 

and Ward’s original hopes that the new atomic physics galleries would be 

allocated enough space to house the object did not come to fruition. Ward asked 

the AERE to find the BEPO model a new home, and it was eventually transferred 

to the Birmingham Museum of Science and Industry in 1959.148 The museum 

had opened in 1951 in a former silver works as a dedicated home for the science 

collections of the Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery, and was still building its 

collection. With space for large engineering items at a premium in the UK’s other 

museums with industrial collections (the Science Museum, and the industrial 

sections of the Edinburgh and Newcastle museums) it had widened its remit to 

include objects originally made or used outside of Birmingham.149 In any case, 

Birmingham was a very apt location for the model. The university’s physics 

department was home to Rudolf Peierls, who also did consultancy work for 

Harwell, and had been running a course on the physics and technology of 

nuclear reactors since 1956 as the Ministry’s own schools at Harwell and Calder 
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Hall could no longer accommodate the number of students wanting to enter the 

growing atomic energy industry.150 

 

So far, it has not been possible to track down what happened to the BEPO 

model after its move to Birmingham. From the 1959 correspondence it appears 

that the model was planned to be on display in Birmingham that May, with Ward 

having supplied helpful information and article references. The Birmingham 

Museum of Science and Industry closed in 1997 to make way for Thinktank, one 

of a slew of science centres opened for the millennium, and most of the artefacts 

were moved to storage. Birmingham Museums has not had a full-time science 

and industry curator for some years; I have had various conversations with 

members of staff over the past four years and they have so far been unable to 

locate the model. This does not necessarily mean that the model is no longer in 

the collection – the Birmingham stores hold hundreds of thousands of objects, 

and even one as large as the BEPO model would be extremely difficult to find if 

dismantled and concealed in a crate, without a recorded location. Such 

instances happen in all national museum collections and account for a very small 

percentage of the collections overall, but are of course frustrating for staff and 

researchers alike. It is unlikely that any further information about the BEPO 

model’s whereabouts will come to light until Birmingham Museums’ collections 

audit (which has been prioritising other areas of the collection) happens to light 

upon the object or further records.151 Thus while the object was formally 
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disposed from the Science Museum in 1953, the intervening decades have seen 

an instance of Hetherington’s disposal-by-abeyance at Birmingham.152 

 

The GLEEP model had a longer career at the Science Museum than its larger 

counterpart, but eventually would also be relegated to storage. After decades of 

making do with shuffling the atomic physics collection around interim displays 

due to the Museum’s ongoing programme of building works and the changing 

ambitions of  a stream of directors, Ward finally managed to gain some 

permanent display space in the 1960s.  As agreed with Director David Follett 

(see Chapter 2), the gallery’s scope was Atomic Physics and Nuclear Power, 

instead the of displays being split between the physics and engineering 

galleries.153 Ward had the GLEEP model repainted in 1959, presumably in 

preparation for the new displays, and took the opportunity to have it reconfigured 

so that the lattice dimensions were finally correct.154 The details of the control 

rods or holes – which Ward was clearly aware of, as the object’s file includes 

copies of 1950 articles of Engineer and Engineering describing the changes 

which are initialled by him – do not seem to have been changed, most likely as 

changing the lattice was a relatively simple matter of pasting some plywood over 

the existing front whereas the other changes would have involved major 

interventions to the model. In 1963 Ward published a handbook of the Atomic 

Physics collection, describing the model in exactly the same words as he had 

done fourteen years earlier. He noted that existing exhibits about nuclear power 

were confined to the more research side of the subject but that the new power 
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stations coming onstream would be addressed in the new expanded gallery.155 A 

subsection of this gallery, called ‘Applied Atomic Physics’ opened in December 

1966, with the support of the UKAEA.  

 

The gallery was updated in the early 1980s by Ward’s successor Alan Morton. 

The new exhibits were funded by the UKAEA, which saw the Science Museum 

as a tool for promoting the latest generation of pressurized water reactor (to be 

built at Sizewell).156 Morton has discussed how UKAEA representatives were 

keen to avoid mention of the military origins of atomic energy research. His 

solution was to build a model of the Chicago pile – an exhibit which the UKAEA 

could not deny was part of the history of nuclear reactors, but one which gave 

him the opportunity to mention Second World War work.157 The Chicago pile 

model seems to have accounted for the exhibit space allocated historic piles, 

and the GLEEP model does not seem to have been displayed, although a 

graphic panel featured a photograph of the real GLEEP highlighting its role as 

Europe’s first reactor.158 The rest of the exhibition’s section on nuclear reactors 

focussed on more recent projects. It seems that the GLEEP model was neither 

sufficiently historically significant nor representative of current research to merit a 

place in the displays.   

 

After several moves around the Museum stores, the GLEEP model currently (as 

of 2019) sits in the Science Museum’s large object store at Wroughton airfield, 

under a 1959 Piaggio executive transport aircraft; this rather incongruous 
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placement is simply due to the model’s crate being the right size to fit under the 

wing and make efficient use of hangar space. It is unlikely that it had been 

inspected by anyone in more than twenty years until I had the crate opened for 

research on this chapter. As there are no imminent plans for Science Museum 

displays on the history of atomic energy, or any loan requests from other 

institutions, it may be many more years, if ever, before it is displayed again in 

public. However, its place in the national science collections seems safe for now. 

Disposal – always something which has to be considered for a model rather than 

an original artefact – would now be unlikely, as this chapter’s research has 

demonstrated the model’s varied role in the early dissemination of atomic energy 

research to UK exhibition-goers. 

 

 

4.8 Conclusions 

In using an object biography approach, the GLEEP and BEPO models have had 

advantages and disadvantages.  They both had busy display careers, which has 

opened up new lines of enquiry: while Chapter 3 used an object’s biography to 

consider how collections are shaped behind the scenes, this chapter has allowed 

for some detailed exploration of how objects are interpreted for different publics. 

I had initially anticipated focussing on displays for the general public, but 

following the trajectory of the objects revealed the important role of trade 

displays and the commercial drivers behind the AERE’s initial forays into 

exhibitions.  

 

It is of course possible that this chapter’s angle on dissemblance might have 

been uncovered by other means than object biographies, for example a more 

general concern about the publicity and censorship of Harwell’s activities (which 
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would encompass other exhibitions from the late 1950s onwards in which these 

models were not displayed). However, doing this research in the context of 

object biographies has enabled me to follow the models over a period of three 

decades, revealing their uses in range of different types of exhibition and 

requiring more in-depth examination of exhibition scripts than a top-line 

exhibition summary would require. This has allowed comparison between 

exhibitions created with different motivations and pitched at audiences of varying 

interest and expertise. In particular, the chapter has revealed exhibitions which 

have previously not been studied by historians of science and technology. 

 

Tracing the models through different displays has shown how they were 

deployed towards different degrees of what Gabrielle Hecht has described as 

‘exceptional’ or ‘banalizing’ narratives of nuclear technology: on the one hand 

positioning nuclear things as powerful and prestigious, on the other attempting to 

position them as safe, familiar, and ordinary.159 The models’ outings at the British 

Industries Fairs – and even their physical forms – reflected the wish of the 

AERE’s isotope division to establish and maintain trade with the commercial 

sector while keeping a demarcation between civilian and classified knowledge. 

At Whitehaven, the GLEEP model was displayed alongside safety gear to 

reassure local communities that the new atomic facilities were safe and under 

expert control. In the UK’s national science museum, the Festival of Britain, and 

in a major Commonwealth exhibition, the GLEEP and BEPO models were 

presented as the latest examples of Britain’s track record of scientific discovery 

and industrial achievement. If the biographies of just two models can uncover 

this range of stories, then studying a wider variety of models that have survived 

 
 
159 Hecht, Being Nuclear. 
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in different collections and institutions – from atomic structure to reactor 

architecture – looks set to be a promising avenue for scholarship of Britain’s 

post-war nuclear cultures. 

 

Physical studies of the models have proved a rather curious exercise. It is 

unlikely that these particular models if studied in isolation could tell us very much 

about the history of atomic exhibits in this period, as by their nature they were 

built to reveal limited detail. However, a combination of object detailed study with 

the paper records of the MoS/UKAEA and Science Museum has proved fruitful; 

comparing the GLEEP model with diagrams has shown what the MoS 

concealed, while correspondence records reveal the motivations behind the 

inaccuracies seen in the object. This provided an excellent opportunity to use 

material culture as a source for ‘strategic ploy’ agnotology, as the model is a 

physical embodiment of the boundaries of secrecy and openness between the 

classified and civilian worlds that were constantly negotiated by the atomic 

authorities.  

 

However, a physical examination was only possible for one of the models, as the 

other has yet to be tracked down. A biography of the BEPO model, which I 

originally expected to be the main focus of the chapter due to its high-profile 

display in the Festival of Britain, has proved more difficult. Without a physical 

inspection of the model it is difficult to know exactly what details were 

deliberately shown inaccurately, as only some can be discerned from 

photographs. The model’s life after 1959 remains unclear until the object or 

relevant records (hopefully) turn up at Birmingham. Object biographies, as with 

any other research approach, may sometimes result in dead ends – although the 

loss of this object and its associated records can tell us something about 
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forgetting in museums, due to the challenges of collection management in the 

20th century. We shall return to this theme in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 
Chasing the crystal:  

object biography as microcosm of Big Science 
 
 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters have examined the biographies of particular objects surviving 

in museum collections which are rare or made in small numbers and have their 

own related paper records. In this and the next chapter the biographies are 

prompted by particular objects, but ones which were made in larger numbers 

and tend to lack unique records for their pre-museum lives. I aim to show here 

that a ‘type biography’; examining a typical trajectory for objects of the same 

class, can still be a useful tool for history of science.  

 

This chapter traces the story of an object before its entry into a collection, and 

indeed before the object’s physical existence. By exploring the planning for and 

production of a small component of a very large-scale physics experiment, object 

biography can provide an in-depth case study within the specialised trading 

zones of scientists and engineers working on a global project.  The object is a 

scintillating crystal, one of many made for the CMS detector of CERN’s Large 

Hadron Collider (LHC). Due to its large scale and an active communications and 

education department, the LHC is one of today’s most publicly-prominent 

physics projects. Studying an object of recent make enables the use of an 

additional primary source which was not available for the objects of previous 

chapters (apart from some curatorial discussions of the objects’ later display 

careers): the contemporary actors involved in the object’s manufacture, and 

aspects of its public interpretation. 
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The LHC, despite its high public profile, is an example of type of modern physics 

story not as yet widely represented in museum collections – the large-scale 

facilities and globally-distributed processes of the late 20th and 21st centuries, 

known as ‘Big Science’. The absence of such objects in museum collections is 

often due to practicalities such as size, the lack of visual appeal of ‘black box’ 

objects, and the geographically distributed nature of scientific projects. It may 

also be due to objects still being in use, whether for research or for teaching. 

However, a lack of representation in museums could also be due to a lack of 

primacy of the objects themselves in the historical study of Big Science. While 

machinery is a signature of Big Science, paperwork is even more so, and the 

ready availability of documentation lessens the need for objects as historical 

sources. In addition to papers, many studies have focused on people, adopting 

anthropological and ethnographical approaches.  

 

The approaches of Peter Galison, and Robert Smith and Joseph Tatarewicz, 

offer a way of putting objects at the centre of a study, even if they have not relied 

heavily on material evidence as a primary source; here objects are the central 

focus for studying groups of people and working practices. I will use these as a 

model for using a single object as a way in to studying exchanges between the 

specialised subgroups of contemporary particle physics, adding detail to broader 

narratives of Big Science.160   

 

 
 
160 Peter Galison, Image and Logic : A Material Culture of Microphysics (Chicago ; 
London: University of Chicago Press, 1997); Robert W. Smith and Joseph N. Tatarewicz, 
‘Counting on Invention: Devices and Black Boxes in Very Big Science’, in Instruments, 
ed. Albert Van Helden and Thomas L. Hankins (Chicago, Ill.: Osiris, 1994), 101–23. 
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In this chapter a physical inspection of the object adds less information than in 

previous chapters. As we shall see, the object concerned is rather blank, with its 

physical form not offering many clues to its function. It also bears fairly limited 

evidence of use. However, we can ask why this type of object has a certain 

shape, is made of a certain material, or carries a particular identification tag – 

and through this can navigate through paper records to uncover processes of 

manufacture and use. 

 

This chapter also explores the public interpretation of the object at first-hand, 

with accounts of CERN’s collecting practice and a major Science Museum 

exhibition. This provides an opportunity to explore the contingency of institutional 

and museum priorities, which can dictate what aspects of the material culture of 

contemporary particle physics are considered suitable for collection and 

interpretation. We might not initially expect agnotology to have applications to a 

study of CERN and the LHC: a vast wealth of scientific and technical information 

has been made open-access, and there is widespread public coverage in a 

range of media, so surely not much can be hidden or forgotten? However the 

chapter shows how institutional policies adopted today, reflective of current 

concerns and interests, could influence conditions for differential survival of 

artefacts in the longer term, and thus shape what stories collections can and 

cannot tell in future.161 We can also see examples, as already seen in Chapter 3, 

of how museum displays simplify complex stories. 

 

 
 
161 Alison Wylie, “Mapping Ignorance in Archaeology,” in Agnotology: The Making and 
Unmaking of Ignorance, ed. Robert N. Proctor and Londa L. Schiebinger (Stanford 
University Press, 2008), 183–208. 
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The opportunity for this chapter presented itself in the course of my work as a 

Science Museum curator, planning an exhibition on the LHC 2012-13. CERN 

was a strong supporter of the exhibition from the outset, and as a senior member 

of the project team I was granted extensive access to facilities, personnel and 

object collections. Discussions with CERN’s staff identified many interesting 

stories of the LHC’s planning and construction, with a particularly appealing one 

being the internationally-distributed production of the object profiled in this 

chapter. The outline of the object’s biography was ascertained from interviews 

with CERN staff and from CERN’s popular publications. Subsequently I built up a 

more detailed biography by studying LHC technical planning documents (publicly 

available via the CERN Document Server) and scientific and engineering papers 

which have been published during the course of the LHC project.162 This 

chapter’s discussion of CERN’s object preservation policies has been aided by 

conversations with CERN staff who have shared documents not yet publicly 

available.  

 

The second part of this chapter is a practitioner’s account of the development of 

the Science Museum’s exhibition, and how the object was displayed as part of 

that. In this part of the chapter I become an actor in the object’s biography. In 

this chapter I therefore attempt to outline some of the policies and events which 

influenced the shape of the exhibition and how objects were interpreted. The 

discussion is based on my recollections of the exhibition project, supported by 

the extensive reports and planning documents created during exhibition 

development.  

 

 
 
162 “CERN Document Server,” accessed July 30, 2018, https://cds.cern.ch/?ln=en. 
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5.2 Objects of Big Science 

Alvin Weinberg famously predicted that ‘when history looks at the 20th century … 

she will find in the monuments of Big Science – the huge rockets, the high-

energy accelerators, the high-flux research reactors – symbols of our time just as 

surely as she finds in Notre Dame a symbol of the Middle Ages’.163  In this 

section I will examine the opportunities and challenges such ‘monuments’ 

present to museum curators and historians. 

 

Space technology displays certainly tend towards the monumental, with the 

Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum a notable example: since its 

opening in 1977 a nationalistic, hero-centric narrative has dominated the 

exhibits, and it remains to be seen whether major refurbishments planned from 

2018 will significantly alter the tone.164 The (up to now) largely national-interest 

domination of space exploration is also seen in recent displays in China, where 

science museums rarely display original artefacts but the national science and 

technology museum makes much of the Shenzen programme.165 The signature 

object of Big Science particle physics in museums seems to be the Cockcroft-

Walton accelerator: common in practice, of an age when items discarded by 

practitioners are available for collections, visually imposing with a large ladder-

 
 
163 Alvin M. Weinberg, “Impact of Large-Scale Science on the United States,” Science 
134, no. 3473 (July 21, 1961): 161–64. 
164 Michal McMahon, “The Romance of Technological Progress: A Critical Review of the 
National Air and Space Museum,” Technology and Culture 22, no. 2 (1981): 281–96; 
David J. Meltzer, “Ideology and Material Culture,” in Modern Material Culture: The 
Archaeology of Us, ed. Richard A. Gould and Michael B. Schiffer, Studies in Archaeology 
(New York: Academic Press, 1981), 113–25. 
165 Dagmar Schäfer and Jia-Ou Song, “Interpreting the Collection and Display of 
Contemporary Science in Chinese Science Museums as a Reflection of Science and 
Society,” in Challenging Collections: Approaches to the Heritage of Recent Science and 
Technology, ed. Alison Boyle and Johannes-Geert Hagmann, Artefacts: Studies in the 
History of Science and Technology, volume 11 (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution 
Scholarly Press, 2017), 88–103. 
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like structure, but of a size that can still be fit into a museum gallery. 

Prominently-displayed examples can be found in Edinburgh as a highlight of the 

National Museum of Scotland’s Grand Gallery (refurbished in 2011), in London in 

the Science Museum’s flagship Making the Modern World gallery (2000), and in 

Milan as the centrepiece of the Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della 

Tecnologia’s Extreme particle physics gallery (2017), where it became the 

subject of a documentary film. At the Musée des Confluences in Lyon, a 

Cockcroft-Walton accelerator is displayed purely as an aesthetic object in a 

display about knowledge exchange between societies.166 More recently, several 

museums including Milan, the National Museum of Scotland and the Science 

Museum have displayed copper accelerating cavities from CERN’s Large 

Electron-Positron (LEP) collider; a small number were donated to European 

museums before most of the cavities were repurposed for training partner 

institutions in the Middle East’s SESAME project.167 The Science Museum’s 

cavity was likened to ‘the bust of a copper robot from the golden age of sci-fi, 

with a bulbous round head, ribbed skin, red cyclopean eye and silver claws 

which project, raptor-style, from what would be its breast’, while at NMS it is 

hoped that the cavity will act as a beacon, serendipitously attracting visitors to 

the museum’s science displays much as Picasso’s Capra or the Lewis 

Chessmen might tempt them to the adjacent art and design galleries.168 

 

 
 
166 Séverine Derolez, Philippe Lautesse, and Françoise Khantine-Langlois, “Narrative 
Analysis of a Particle Accelerator in the Context of Museum Mediation,” in ESERA 2015, 
accessed July 1, 2018, https://www.esera.org/publications/esera-conference-
proceedings/esera-2015. 
167 “SESAME Breathes New Life into LEP Cavities | CERN,” accessed July 1, 2018, 
https://home.cern/about/updates/2014/02/sesame-breathes-new-life-lep-cavities. 
168 Nick Richardson, “At the Science Museum,” London Review of Books, March 6, 2014; 
Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
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Figure 5.1 
Copper cavity on display in Enquire Gallery, National Museum of Scotland, 

Edinburgh, 2014.  
(Source: National Museums Scotland) 

 

However, while monumental size tends to attract visitor attention, it is an obvious 

barrier to preserving and displaying some of the machines of the 20th century in 

their entirety. It is also rare to find objects as aesthetically impressive as the LEP 

cavity. Scouring the material culture of science of recent decades, it can be 

difficult to spot what Simon Schaffer has termed ‘charismatic megafauna’ – 

compelling, important objects, often associated with celebrated people or events, 

which can provide a hook upon which to tell the stories of a wide range of 

practitioners, as with the Board of Longitude research and exhibition projects run 

by the University of Cambridge and National Maritime Museum (2010-15).169 Ad 

Maas bemoans the lot of curators of recent science: unlike their counterparts 

working on earlier periods, dealing with artfully made (and usually shiny) objects, 

 
 
169 Simon Schaffer, “Chronometers, Charts, Charisma,” Science Museum Group Journal 
2, no. 02 (2014). 
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‘the ones taking care of modern artefacts are the scrap dealers’; in his trawls of 

sheds, storerooms, basements and attics, he rarely encounters an object that is 

unique or attractive.170  

 

Beyond lack of charisma and problems of scale – of artefacts, but also the 

financial and personnel aspects of recent science – other reasons frequently 

cited for the complexity of contemporary collecting are the distributed and 

delocalized nature of science and the rapid turnover of equipment.171 However, 

there has been a growing consensus amongst curators in science and 

technology museums that the challenges of collecting recent technologies are 

not necessarily different from those in collecting objects from a more distant 

past.172 While objects of recent science may have become more opaque, an 

object’s form has never necessarily been an easy indicator as to its function (for 

example, the astrolabes so beloved of major science museums are beautiful but 

impenetrable to most visitors) and, as pointed out by Jeff Hughes, the volume of 

historical evidence to be sifted is not necessarily more overwhelming for recent 

science than for other periods.173 Recent literature has attempted to move away 

from a preoccupation with challenges and towards the opportunities provided by 

 
 
170 Ad Maas, “How to Put a Black Box in a Showcase: History of Science Museums and 
Recent Heritage,” Studies in History and Philosophy of Science Part A 44, no. 4 
(December 1, 2013): 660. 
171 Soraya de Chadarevian, “Things and the Archives of Recent Sciences,” Studies in 
History and Philosophy of Science Part A 44, no. 4 (December 1, 2013): 634–38; Alison 
Boyle and Johannes-Geert Hagmann, eds., “Introduction,” in Challenging Collections: 
Approaches to the Heritage of Recent Science and Technology, Artefacts: Studies in the 
History of Science and Technology, volume 11 (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution 
Scholarly Press, 2017), vi–xi. 
172 Boyle and Hagmann, “Introduction”; Science Museum, Museum Collecting Policies in 
Modern Science and Technology: Proceedings of a Seminar Held at the Science 
Museum, London, 3 November 1988. (London: Science Museum, 1991). 
173 Jeff Hughes, “Whigs, Prigs and Politics: Problems in the Historiography of 
Contemporary Science,” in The Historiography of Contemporary Science and 
Technology, Studies in the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine, v. 4 
(Amsterdam: Harwood Academic, 1997), 19–37. 
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contemporary collecting, particularly in having ready access to users and 

practitioners to identify artefacts and supporting contextual material, including 

oral histories, while these are still available.174 Alberti et al note that this means 

curators do not need to rely solely on their own judgement, but can work closely 

with STM users and practitioners ‘to collect at the intersection of what they and 

we consider important and feasible’; although working with contemporary actors 

can come with some risk of contested opinions over interpretation.175 

 

Indeed, the difficulty facing curators of contemporary STM seems to be not so 

much in identifying a handful of charismatic objects for display purposes, but in 

considering whether, given the possibility of amassing large amounts of 

supporting and contextual material, the systematic preservation of the artefacts 

themselves really has much to offer for the future. Historian and curator of 

computing Doron Swade has ruefully commented that ‘one of the best definitions 

I have heard of a “high tech” object is one for which the documentation occupies 

more space than the object’, while aerospace curator David DeVorkin has 

reflected on whether 20th century artefacts (particularly the very large ones of the 

Space Age) merit the effort of collection and preservation, given the existence of 

a ‘mountain of documentation readily accessible that can tell us everything we 

might want to know or can answer every question we can imagine to ask’.176  

 
 
174 Alison Boyle and Johannes-Geert Hagmann, eds., Challenging Collections: 
Approaches to the Heritage of Recent Science and Technology, Artefacts: Studies in the 
History of Science and Technology, volume 11 (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution 
Scholarly Press, 2017); Samuel J. M. M. Alberti et al., “Collecting Contemporary Science, 
Technology and Medicine,” Museum Management and Curatorship 33, no. 5 (July 22, 
2018): 1–26. 
175 Alberti et al., “Collecting Contemporary Science, Technology and Medicine,” 20; 
Tatarewicz, “Writing the History of Space Science and Technology: Multiple Audiences 
with Divergent Goals and Standards.” 
176 Doron Swade, “Napoleon’s Waistcoat Button: Modern Artefacts and Museum 
Culture,” in Museum Collecting Policies in Modern Science and Technology: 
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Documentation notwithstanding, Swade has called for the objects themselves to 

be preserved for ‘indefinite interrogation in the light of unforeseen 

circumstance’.177 As is becoming apparent from previous chapters, such 

interrogation may not lead to entirely new historiography (Agar’s ‘CHOICE’ 

objects), but close study of an object can enable what DeVorkin terms ‘attention 

to the fine structure of nuts-and-bolts history’, acting as a stimulus to research 

and writing that enhances scholarship on broader themes.178 It is this approach 

that I will take in using a small object to interrogate Big Science. 

 

Firstly, a clarification of terminology. Big Science, as an organisational style 

prominent in the twentieth century, can be characterised as goal-oriented, large 

in scale or scope, and involving large numbers of personnel with specialised 

subdivisions of labour; there is frequently a concentration of resources around 

specialised facilities, and projects often carry high political significance.179 Agar 

distinguishes between Big Science as a style of organisation and ‘Big Science’ 

as a label for something of concern, and indeed Westfall cautions against the 

use of the term ‘big’ at all, advocating less inherently scale-focused categories 

such as ‘expensive science’ or ‘multidisciplinary large-scale science’.180 Here, I 

will continue to refer to Big Science, as my case study is concerned with CERN 

as a central focus point and controller of work, but the object biography approach 

as a way of exploring variety of locales and specialisms should also be 

applicable across less centrally-focussed examples. 

 
 
Proceedings of a Seminar Held at the Science Museum, London, 3 November 1988., by 
Science Museum (London: Science Museum, 1991), 19–26; DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts.” 
177 Swade, “Napoleon’s Waistcoat Button: Modern Artefacts and Museum Culture,” 22. 
178 DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts.” 
179 Jon Agar, Science in the Twentieth Century and Beyond (Cambridge: Polity, 2012). 
180 Catherine Westfall, “Rethinking Big Science: Modest, Mezzo, Grand Science and the 
Development of the Bevalac, 1971–1993,” Isis 94, no. 1 (March 1, 2003): 30–56. 
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While the objects of contemporary science themselves may not always be 

‘charismatic megafauna’, Jordanova identifies a certain charisma associated with 

large-scale enterprises such as space exploration or particle physics.181 

Capshew and Rader remark that the prevalent late 20th century view of Big 

Science ‘entails a drama of scale that juxtaposes the huge machines, large 

organisations and massive expenditures found in some contemporary research 

projects with the stereotyped lone investigator of the past, working with the 

proverbial sealing wax and string in a private laboratory’.182 While the string and 

sealing wax model was no more an accurate reflection of the realities of 

laboratories in J.J. Thomson’s day than it is now, we have seen in Chapter 3 that 

museums and institutions often tend towards memorialising individuals and 

‘discovery’ objects.183 But the role of the individual is diminished in the large 

teams (including those with managerial and administrative skills) and multi-

authored papers of today’s large scale science projects.184 The ‘big machine’ is 

not readily considered as an individual object, as it is a complex technological 

system involving industrial-scale investment and labour.185 Knorr-Cetina 

considers large laboratories as collective units trafficking in substances, 

 
 
181 Professor Ludmilla Jordanova, “On Heroism,” Science Museum Group Journal 1, no. 
1 (May 5, 2015). 
182 James H. Capshew and Karen A. Rader, “Big Science: Price to the Present,” Osiris 7, 
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Scientific Knowledge (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1998), 58–101. 
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materials, equipment and observations. In particle physics, the world’s major 

facilities draw in virtually all scientists working in the field, creating a scientific 

community that is ‘a sort of collaborating organism’.186  

 

The approach of Knorr-Cetina and other scholars such as Martina Merz and 

Sharon Traweek focuses mainly on the personnel of particle physics rather than 

engaging in detail with its material culture (Traweek’s evocative descriptions, 

likening detectors to giant lips or eyes, mainly serve to set up the machinery as 

symbolic of different groups’ working styles).187 Arpita Roy’s study of the effects 

of CERN’s 2008 ‘incident’ – CERN personnel studiously avoid the word 

‘accident’ – which delayed the startup of the Large Hadron Collider by over a 

year describes the magnet setup which led to failure, but this is largely as 

background to a temporally focused ethnographic approach which explores how, 

in a time of crisis, the usual working relationships between different groups such 

as theoretical physicist and engineers ceased to apply, with each specialism 

reverting to being more distinct.188  

 

We can, however, find a place for material culture, and individual objects (or 

types of objects) by studying their traffic in large collaborations. Peter Galison 

has explored how material objects can act as facilitators of knowledge; in his 

‘intercalated’ model, different forms of instrumental, theoretical and experimental 
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practice have overlapping but distinct durations (rather than observations 

underpinning changes in theory, or theories setting conditions of observation). A 

particular ‘species’ of instrumentation may set the standards for experimental 

legitimacy at a given time (in particle physics, for example bubble chambers or 

spark chambers).189 The different subcultures of physics – engineers, 

experimenters, computer programmers, theorists – who work in, and in 

association with, large national and international laboratories interact in trading 

zones where they can use a form of scientific exchange language to 

communicate shared understanding.190 A piece of technology, particularly a 

common component (for example a computer logic circuit or vacuum tube) may 

provide a forum for exchanges between different groups.191 When scientific 

ideas and instruments travel to or are used in different locations, meanings, 

values and technical practices may not travel with them, or may change at 

different locations; however, in instances of power imbalances the superordinate 

system may dominate or even subsume local systems (Galison notes that the 

limit case of this corresponds to Schaffer’s ‘multiplication of contexts’, in which 

an original context is imposed elsewhere, via a set of values and standards 

transmitted from centre to periphery).192    

 

Another study of how values and standards are set in the large-scale science of 

the late 20th century is Robert W. Smith’s and Joseph N. Tatarewicz’s study of 

the design and construction of part of the Hubble Space Telescope, deemed by 
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DeVorkin as ‘the ultimate technological artifact’.193 Here, they consider not only 

the technology, but the envisaged technology – as described in the texts, 

developed over many years, laying out the requirements of the various 

components that would become Hubble’s Wide Field / Planetary Camera 

(WFPC). They consider the texts as ‘provisional black boxes’, agreeing and 

establishing the specifications and performance of parts of the wider WFPC 

system, with the designers of one element only needing to know about another 

element in so much as it directly affected their work. Well before the stage of 

component design, Hubble only existed in so much as it was approved for 

funding; the need for activities such as consensus-building, policy agreement 

and procurement demonstrate that instruments do not exist as ‘givens’.194  

Throughout the planning and design stages, provisional black boxes may be re-

opened with the agreement of key stakeholders, and the criteria for success 

changed. I have found Smith and Tatarewicz’s approach particularly useful in 

this chapter, as it provides a way to consider the biography of an object from its 

earliest stages, before it physically existed. Also, considering the planning 

documents in this way, as another form of artefact – and in some ways an 

extension of the final physical object – serves as reminder to consider objects 

and archives as complementary research sources, using the physical object as a 

tracer through documentary evidence.  

 

 
 
193 DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts,” 590; Smith and Tatarewicz, “Counting on Invention: 
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5.3 The CMS ECAL Crystal 

The physical object which forms the basis of this chapter is rather small, but its 

name is rather lengthy: it is a scintillating crystal manufactured for the 

electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) 

experiment on CERN’s Large Hadron Collider.  In this section I will describe the 

object and follow the steps in its planning, design and manufacture, showing 

distinct subcultures of science, instrumentation and administration in action. 

 

The object is 230mm long, with a tapered shape (22mm square at one end and 

26mm square at the other). On the narrower end is a tiny barcode sticker. On 

visual inspection it appears to be made of glass. However on picking it up it is 

surprisingly heavy, so much so that one might drop it if not careful. - it turns out 

to actually be made of lead tungstate. Two corners are slightly rounded-off, one 

smoothly and one roughly. Aspects of its appearance (described in 2016) owe 

something to its career as museum display object as we shall see later, But it 

was originally designed and manufactured with the intention that it be used as a 

component of CMS, the Compact Muon Solenoid, one of the four large detectors 

on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, currently the world’s largest 

particle physics facility. 
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Figure 5.2 
CMS ECAL crystal on display in the Science Museum’s Collider exhibition tour, 

 Queensland Museum, Brisbane, 2016. (Source: Author) 

 

CERN was founded in the 1950s, amidst post-war aims of creating a platform for 

peaceful pan-European scientific research collaborations, and to align European 

research with the United States rather than the Soviet Union.195 While the 

laboratory is officially the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (the 

name ‘CERN’ is a hangover from the original planning council, Conseil Européen 

pour la Recherche Nucléaire, which was dissolved in 1952), since the early days 

a significant percentage of personnel visiting the site, or using data at their home 

sites, have come from outside Europe.196 CERN’s current main facility, the LHC, 

began operations in 2008 after three decades of planning and construction. The 
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LHC was originally envisaged as Europe’s competitor to the American 

Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) and Russian UNK, but with the 

cancellation of the SSC project in 1993 and suspension of construction on UNK 

in 1998, CERN became the focus of construction of the world’s most powerful 

accelerator.197 The previous holder of that mantle, the Tevatron at Chicago’s 

Fermilab, ceased operations three years after LHC startup, as it could not 

compete with its energy range.198 The US and Russia are observer states of 

CERN, and the organisation continues to expand its international affiliations with 

a network of member states, associate states, and observers.199 In staking 

CERN’s claim as host to the world’s particle physics community (the next 

generation of large accelerators already being in very early planning stages) Rolf 

Heuer, Director-General of the laboratory from 2009-2015, adopted the rhetoric 

that the E in CERN now stood for ‘everyone’.200  From its launch, the LHC has 

been the subject of a major CERN publicity campaign, attaining worldwide media 

coverage.201 

 

The LHC accelerates particles in two counter-rotating beams around a 27-km 

ring. ‘Hadron’ refers to the class of particles the LHC collides - usually protons, 

but for periods during operation the run switches to colliding lead ions. The LHC 

occupies the tunnels previously built to house LEP, the Large Electron-Positron 
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Collider); this re-use of infrastructure for cost reduction reasons set certain 

design parameters of the LHC at its early stages.202 At four points around the 

circle, large caverns house the particle detectors within which the beams are 

brought into collision. There are two general-purpose detectors, ATLAS (A 

Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) and two smaller 

more specialised detectors LHCb (‘b’ standing for the ‘beauty’ or ‘bottom’ quark) 

and ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment). Three smaller detectors share 

collision points with LHCb and CMS.203 

 

The LHC is managed directly by CERN and is referred to by staff as ‘the 

machine’. Administrative arrangements for the detectors, referred to at CERN as 

‘the experiments’, are more complex, being collaborations from universities in 

various nations. While high-energy physics collaborations adopt some of the 

multi-layered management structure of industry, there is a greater degree of 

informality; planning is largely based on personal contacts where a degree of 

respect and trust has already built up and the core of collaboration teams often 

carries through to the next generation of experiment.204 Of the teams responding 

to expressions of interest in the LHC’s available detector slots, many of the 

personnel had built up experience of working together on CERN’s Super Proton 

Synchrotron experiments during the 1990s.205 
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Interest in winning the LHC detector slots was high, with 600 attendees at a 

1992 meeting at Evian-les-Bains on the shores of Lake Geneva.206 Four 

collaborations, including CMS, submitted pitches for the two general-purpose 

detector slots. These submitted Letters of Intent, the first tentative outlines of the 

detectors (rather than ‘letters’ these were detailed proposals; CMS’s was 106 

pages long with 475 contributing authors). Two collaborations with broadly 

complementary designs merged to become the ATLAS collaboration.207 

ATLAS and CMS won the two slots in 1993.208 American scientists, seeking new 

opportunities after the cancellation of the SSC, joined the collaborations, with 

over 270 joining CMS. The collaboration grew to cover 1250 scientists from 

132 institutions in 28 countries; about half were from CERN member states with 

other large blocs from the US and Russia.209 In 1994 the first iterations of the 

technical design proposals were submitted - these would be the ‘black box’ 

documents which team members repeatedly referred to and re-opened parts of 

as the design and production progressed.210  

 

CMS is a cylindrical detector built, to use a simple analogy, in layers like an 

onion skin; particles produced in collisions move outwards through different 

layers of the detector and are identified by the characteristic signatures of their 
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paths, curved within strong magnetic fields, and energies.211 The layers 

measuring energy are called calorimeters. In a calorimeter, particles will interact 

with the detector materials to create a shower of secondary particles. These are 

absorbed and their energy can be measured in the form of electric charge or 

light. Calorimeters can also be used to track the position of the shower particles 

and to distinguish between different particles.212 The crystal being explored in 

this chapter was produced for CMS’s electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), one of 

the inner layers designed to measure the energy of photons and electrons. While 

these particles would be expected to be produced in many of the collisions at the 

LHC, a key goal in the design was looking for photons and electrons that might 

indicate the decay of the short-lived Higgs boson.213 

 

 

Figure 5.3  
Schematic transverse slice of the CMS detector, showing how different particles 
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move outwards through the layers. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is 
shown in green. (Source: CMS Collaboration) 

The use of crystals to detect scintillation – flashes of light given off when a 

particle strikes a material – has a long history in radioactivity and particle 

physics. Transparent crystals such as scheelite (a form of calcium tungstate) 

were used for X-ray research from the start of the 20th century, while zinc 

sulphide was used in William Crookes’s spinthariscope and adopted by Ernest 

Rutherford and colleagues for alpha-ray counting (and later in the Cockcroft-

Walton experiment). Originally a painstaking process of counting flashes visually, 

the development of the photomultiplier tube in the 1930s allowed for counting to 

be automated, with electronic scintillation counters being developed  in the mid-

1940s (originally for the Manhattan Project, but this appeared in wider literature 

after some independent developments).214 The late 20th century saw a boom in 

the development of scintillator crystals for a wide range of application including 

particle physics, medical research and in geophysical exploration such as for 

minerals and hydrocarbons.215 The growth of specialised conferences attests to 

the development of a distinct instrumentation subculture for scintillation crystals, 

where representatives from these different fields could interact. 

 

CMS’s members of this instrumentation subculture would need to develop and 

deliver a technology that met the requirements of the wider team. Experiments at 

previous colliders including the Tevatron had narrowed down the Higgs mass 

range to the region of 150GeV. Theorists had predicted that one of the ways a 

Higgs boson of this size can decay is into W and Z bosons, which then decay 
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into photons and electrons. This decay occurs very quickly, and there is a lot of 

background noise; therefore CMS’s physicists needed a detector that could 

capture the decay very quickly and give a very precise energy measurement for 

the photons and electrons.216  Meanwhile, the engineers also had constraints to 

work within. Situated in a collider as powerful as the LHC, the calorimeter 

needed to be able to withstand a very hostile radiation environment and be 

responsive enough to cope with particle bunches crossing every 25 

nanoseconds, producing thousands of charged tracks; the types of calorimeter 

crystal used in previous generations of detector such as LEP’s L3 would not be 

able to cope. Another limiting factor was the C of CMS - ‘Compact’. The whole 

detector was designed around a solenoid magnet coil that could create magnetic 

fields 100,000 times stronger than the Earth’s; the very strong magnetic field 

allowed for more bending of particle tracks, enabling more precise 

measurements. As the magnet coil was to be manufactured elsewhere and 

brought to CERN, its overall size was determined by the largest pieces that 

could be transported on European roads.217 

 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s the designers of detectors for the 

oncoming generation of accelerators (LHC, the American SSC and the Russian 

UNK) were scoping the latest-available crystal technologies for calorimeters. The 

CMS ECAL and other detectors in the LHC would require an unprecedented 

number of scintillating crystals. Towards this end, in 1990 CERN established a 

‘Crystal Clear’ collaboration to implement a research and development 
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system.218 At a conference on crystal technology in 1992 in Chamonix, 

representatives from Crystal Clear heard from Russian and Japanese speakers 

about the benefits of using lead tungstate to make the crystals.219 This material 

could withstand the high radiation levels expected in the LHC, and it absorbs 

energy within a small distance so would be suitable for the decay times 

anticipated. Thus, a crystal that I could hold in my hand but found surprisingly 

heavy: made of a material optimised for the LHC’s engineering constraints, of a 

size that could capture the rapid signature decay of the elusive Higgs boson. 

 

The downside of lead tungstate was its relatively low light yield. But in parallel 

other instrumentation subcultures were developing new types of photodetectors 

called avalanche photodiodes, and rapidly-responsive readout electronics which 

could cope inside CMS’s high magnetic fields. The combination provided a quick 

and compact way to gather the data from the crystals.220 The next few years saw 

the ‘birth of the scintillator community’ as described by CERN’s Etienette Auffray, 

a leading member of the collaboration, building up extensive expertise in the 

performance of different crystal types.221 After several years of tests, lead 
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tungstate was chosen as the CMS material in 1994 and used as the baseline for 

the Technical Proposal.222 

 

 

5.3.1 Scaling up production 
The Crystal Clear Collaboration would need to move production of lead tungstate 

crystals up exponentially – from the few cubic centimetre samples in existence, 

to the tens of thousands of crystals needed for the LHC. The CMS ECAL alone 

required 75,848 crystals. The design required 17 different geometries of crystal 

with some slight variations from the one described above. The tapering shapes 

and different geometries allowed for the calorimeter, inside the cylindrical CMS 

structure, to be completely covered in crystals while avoiding cracks associated 

with particle trajectories.223 The length had been specified to allow for plenty of 

room to measure the deposited energy of a particle (it is around 26 times the 

calculated ‘radiation length’ across which all the electromagnetic energy of the 

particle would be absorbed). 

 

Between 1993 and 1997 CERN carried out initial testing of lead tungstate crystal 

technology with partners who had supplied crystals for previous generations 

such as the LEP collider’s detectors. These included CRYTUR, a Czech 

company, and the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics and Beijing Glass Research in 

China. Crystals were manufactured from a melt of tungsten oxide and lead oxide 

which was ‘doped’ with small quantities of other substances used to refine the 
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crystals’ properties.224  The testing experimented with the relative amounts of 

lead oxide, tungsten oxide and various dopants to achieve optimum crystal 

transparency and radiation hardness. The tests provided a set of agreed 

parameters for the crystals – the ‘black box’ technical document now updated 

and locked.225 

 

Existing facilities used for testing were not going to have capacity to make the 

number of crystals required, so the Crystal Clear consortium created a 

production facility by repurposing the Bogoroditsk Techno Chemical Plant, south 

of Moscow. This allowed the development team to harness funds from the 

International Science and Technology Centre, which had been set up in 1992 by 

international agreement (including Russia, Europe, Japan and Canada) to assist 

in converting former Soviet military facilities into peaceful industrial use.226 Use of 

the Moscow site also allowed CERN to capitalise on existing large-scale 

infrastructure set up to develop scintillating crystals for use in radar and weapons 

guidance systems, and to re-hire staff who already had expertise in the growth of 

crystals.227  

 

Crystals were grown with the Czochralski process, a method already widely-

used in the production of single-crystal silicon for consumer electronics. Lead 

tungstate of the specified mix was melted (at 1123C) in a platinum-lined crucible. 
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A monocrystal would form at the interface of solid and liquid, and a rotating 

platinum rod pulled this up at a very slow, precise speed, allowing the atoms of 

the melt to arrange into a crystal structure around it.’228 Each oven could grow 

one crystal ingot at a time, and each ingot took about 72 hours to grow. At 

maximum capacity, the Bogoroditsk plant was running 158 ovens, delivering up 

to 1200 crystals per month.229  

 

CERN’s main input was not so much in growing the crystals – the Russian staff 

already had extensive expertise in this field and based their specifications on 

samples sent by the Crystal Clear team – but in introducing an automated 

process for the shaping of the crystals after growth to reduce waste.230 Once 

grown, the crystal ingots needed to be made to the correct shape and surface 

quality, using a diamond cutting tool, a lapping tool, and optical polishing 

equipment to make them smooth to a level of 20 nanometres. Lead tungstate is 

very brittle – something I have experienced at first hand, as we will see later in 

this chapter – and the number of breakages in testing had been a problem. To 

reduce breakage, in 1996 CERN introduced automated cutting and polishing 

tools. These used economical off-the-shelf machines made in Lyon and modified 

to CERN's specification by the supplier with three machines installed in Russia 

while the prototype remained at CERN. (Two more prototypes exist in China.) 

CERN staff visited Russia a number of times to train staff in their use, with 

documents also translated into Russian.231 The pre-production period for refining 
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the processes ran from 1998-2001, with crystals for use in CMS being produced 

from 2001-2007.232 

 

The level of administration required in international high-energy particle physics 

experiments is well illustrated by the addition of a second crystal production line 

during manufacture. CERN had negotiated the production contract with 

Bogoroditsk in the mid-1990s, in US dollars, and got a very reasonable price due 

to the state of the Russian economy at the time. However, as Russia’s economy 

began to grow, the costs of raw materials and energy prices escalated and in 

2004 the factory informed CMS that they could no longer continue production. 

After a few months of intense negotiations at high levels, a new price was 

agreed – but contracts now had to be agreed in rubles, as the Russians now 

considered their own currency stronger than the dollar.233 Due to these problems 

the CMS collaboration realized the risks of relying on a single supplier, and 

added another production stream at the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, where 

early testing had been carried out. Shanghai used a different method from that 

used in Russia – the powder was enclosed in a sealed platinum crucible slightly 

larger than the final crystal. With this method, each ingot took 15 to 20 days to 

grow, although the longer growth time was offset by an oven capacity of up to 28 

crucibles. The Institute could deliver 200-300 crystals per month.234 But it was 

not easy to get hold of enough platinum to line the crucibles at short notice, so 

Shanghai asked CMS to provide this. Spokesperson Jim Virdee had to turn to 

somewhere he knew had lots of platinum – the UBS bank vaults in Zurich. 
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Presumably assisted by the fact that CERN banks with UBS, he negotiated a 

deal to borrow $10M worth of platinum, ship it to China and then get it back to 

Switzerland once the crystals had been made (luckily it survives the process).235 

This particularly entertaining example of the wide range of skills needed by 

physicists managing large consortia is now part of CMS folklore – which in turn is 

likely to be helpful in spare crystals surviving, whether for exhibitions or for team 

souvenirs. This is something that historians and curators should bear in mind in 

future; the story may be privileged over others. 

 

5.3.2 Tracking and trading 
The tiny barcode attached to the edge of the crystal is evidence of a 

sophisticated tracking system. With production across two sites, using slightly 

different methods, CERN needed to ensure the crystals adhered to the 

specifications set out by the black box document. To do this, the Crystal Clear 

team developed automated testing machines to check the specifications on each 

crystal, known as ACCoS (Automatic Crystal Control System). These were 

situated at two regional processing centres for receipt and integration of the 

crystals: ACCoCe in CERN and ACCoR in Rome. On arrival at the processing 

sites from the production facilities crystals were inspected visually and cleaned. 

A barcode was glued on and crystals were loaded on to specially-made trays 

which could take five crystals at a time through the measurements in the ACCoS 

machine. The first measurement was through a barcode reader to log the glued-

on code.236 Nine different elements could be measured: every single crystal was 
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tested for geometry and surface quality, while randomly-selected subsets were 

tested for other parameters such as radiation hardness.  

 

The testing methods used by the two ACCoS machines at the CERN and Rome 

sites were designed to adhere to the overall specifications, but were deliberately 

designed and operated differently, and then calibrated against each other. Any 

crystals found to be out of specification in one centre could then be re-measured 

in the other centre before a final decision was made on rejection.237 (We see this 

type of cross-checking elsewhere in CERN: for example in the on-going 

observations the ATLAS and CMS experiments look for the same phenomena 

but operate independently, so that they can confirm or contradict each other’s 

results. This is essential as there are currently no other detectors in the world 

capable of operating in the same energy range). To further reduce the rejection 

rate, in 1999, versions of each testing machine were sent from CERN to Russia 

and from Rome to China, so the crystals were first checked at the production 

sites and those which passed the test underwent a full check at the regional 

centres.238  All of the testing showed that the Russian and Chinese crystals were 

within the performance specifications, but they were not identical (presumably 

due to the different manufacturing processes). This was known and factored into 

the calibrations, and integration of the detector – the 4,000 Chinese crystals 

were kept together in their own areas in the detector barrels and endcaps.239 

 

Thus, the CMS ECAL crystals had to pass through several different sites around 

the world– production in Moscow or Shanghai, testing at those sites and 
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subsequently in Rome or CERN (or both), then final integration into the CMS 

detector at CERN. To monitor this, the process was tracked every step of the 

way using a specially-developed database called CRISTAL. Every crystal could 

be identified by its barcode, and any time a person did a job on a crystal this 

could be logged in the database. As noted by a member of the team, ‘Detectors 

have become so complex that everyone needs to know what everyone else is 

doing, and to be told if part of their design impinges on someone else's. 

CRISTAL allows this to happen’.240 CRISTAL could be considered as a virtual 

trading zone. It was developed to see the crystals through production and 

monitor them during operations, with the varied requirements of the different 

subcultures of CERN in mind. Different user groups can select different views: in 

‘Maintenance View’ engineers can refer back to the procedures for production, 

assembly and disassembly, and log any maintenance operations and design 

modifications carried out during the experiment’s lifetime. Meanwhile, in 

‘Calibration View’ physicists can find out the characteristic data of all the crystals 

in CMS, to help them calibrate the detector layers, and reconstruct particle 

events in the experiment. 

 

5.3.3 Small object, Big Science 
In summary, tracking the production of a crystal not much longer than a human 

hand illustrates in microcosm the international development and production 

mechanisms of the world’s largest particle physics facility. With CERN at the 

centre of the collaborating organism, production is led by a subgroup of crystal 

specialists, working with other subgroups such as the physicists laying down the 

requirements, and manufacturers worldwide. Particular tools have been 
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developed to enable the collaboration - agreed sets of specifications, which can 

be measured by instruments within agreed parameters, and tracked every step 

of the way using a system that is adapted to the different requirements of the 

subgroups. This type of study could be carried out on other components of the 

LHC and its detectors – there are many potential examples of how the design 

and production of a component illustrates wider aspects, technical and political, 

of a major international experiment: from brass absorbers used in another part of 

CMS made from melted-down Russian shell casings, to the dipole magnets 

which make up the bulk of the LHC ring, requiring competition and coordination 

of three main manufacturers in Germany, Italy and France.241  

 

In this section, I have mostly described the crystal in terms of the class of object, 

one of several thousand made for CMS. It might be possible to ascertain the 

exact biography of this crystal – for example its manufacture date and location, 

and reason for rejection from use – by reconciling the barcode with CERN’s 

records, although this level of detail may not have been retained for rejected 

crystals once the overall production and integration process was complete. To 

date, enquiries at CERN have not elicited further information. However, the main 

interest of the object at this stage is as an example of a type, to study processes 

of production and exchange between specialisms in large-scale physics. 

Therefore, using a more general approach to object biography is still useful. In 

Chapter 6 I will take the general approach further, to discuss ways of 

interrogating generic objects. 
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This ‘type biography’ so far is for the pre-museum life of an object: once objects 

enter collections they become more singular. The rest of this chapter will explore 

collecting practices at CERN, and discuss how objects like the crystal have been 

interpreted in public displays at CERN and the Science Museum. As we have 

seen, even one object has a lengthy and complex story: how can museum 

interpretation capture the nature of Big Science? 

 

 

5.4 Collecting at CERN 

This crystal, and some others like it, did not make it into the CMS experiment at 

the Large Hadron Collider. At some point in CERN’s checking system, they were 

rejected as being of insufficient quality for their planned regular use. But this 

meant a new career in displays at CERN and other institutions; rather than one 

of tens of thousands, each crystal now developing its own display biography. 

 

Working with CERN has provided an opportunity to study a different type of 

modern physics collection to a museum’s: the type amassed when a producer of 

scientific artefacts becomes a collector. As Roland Wittje argues, professional 

archivists and curators often follow behind the scientists, secretaries or 

technicians who make the first decisions about what is kept, and it is therefore 

important for historians of contemporary science to understand what sorts of 

things scientists and technicians collect, and how.242 Today’s practices and 

motivations will influence the stories, and the silences, that historians and 

curators will find about objects in the future.  
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Once equipment is no longer useful for research or teaching it may be kept for a 

variety of reasons: plans for repurposing, emotional attachment, a sense that it 

may be historically important, or simply being forgotten and not taking up needed 

storage space.243  We can see at CERN how a collection which was initially 

amassed for these sorts of reasons has become more formalised. Over recent 

decades, collecting has been moving from what Pearce terms ‘souvenir’ mode – 

nostalgic recollections of past experience of individuals and groups – to a more 

‘systematic’ mode with a role for wider public display.244 

 

Objects are found in buildings all over the site; they include those made and 

owned by CERN, and those which officially belong to the experiments but are 

stored at CERN. While many are now being catalogued on CERN’s database, 

ad-hoc survival due to an individual’s nostalgia (or an object having been simply 

overlooked) is attested to by the presence of several ‘mystery objects’ whose 

function has been forgotten.245 Other objects have survived due to practicalities: 

during a visit underground in 2012 I saw the barrel of the DELPHI detector from 

LEP, the LHC’s predecessor, which had been moved away from the beam line 

(the space is now occupied by the LHCb detector) and off to the side where a 

display panel has been put alongside it. It is in what Lourenço and Gessner term 

the ‘limbo’ stage of scientific instrument life, lingering half-forgotten; it is seen 

only by the privileged few – physicists and VIP guests – with underground 

access passes, and cannot be moved for display elsewhere. It has survived in 

situ only because it would have been too difficult and expensive to extract it from 

 
 
243 Wittje. 
244 Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections. 
245 “DE Mystery Objects,” accessed June 8, 2018, 
https://cds.cern.ch/yourbaskets/display_public?bskid=23340&ln=en. 
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the underground shaft. Another LEP detector, L3, was not spared, with some 

parts being re-used for the LHC’s ALICE detector and most scrapped. Some 

larger 3d objects which have survived have become semi-public display items, 

moved to concrete stands in an outdoor area visible from CERN’s administration 

building and its Microcosm exhibition area. Including the Gargamelle bubble 

chamber (a hero of CERN mythology for its role in the 1973 discovery of neutral 

currents), these objects are displayed as ‘fossils … of venerable dinosaurs’.246 

 

Figure 5.4 
The Gargamelle detector displayed outside at CERN. (Source: CERN) 

 

CERN’s formal collecting practices began with the establishment of an 

institutional archive in 1979, in support of the ‘History of CERN’ project 

commissioned for the organisation’s 25th anniversary.247 Collection plans for 3d 

objects came much later with a preservation policy announced in 2007, although 

there seems to have been little formal documentation of this policy until the 

 
 
246 “From the May 1971 Issue - CERN Courier,” accessed June 8, 2018, 
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/56954. 
247 “About the CERN Archive | CERN Scientific Information Service,” accessed June 8, 
2018, http://library.cern/archives/CERN_archive/about. 
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development of an internal action plan in 2016.248 This was followed the next 

year by the establishment of a Heritage Committee and the advertising of a 

Heritage Collection for use in displays at sites around CERN and for loan to 

museums and science centres.249 Notable objects include the NeXT computer 

used by Tim Berners-Lee as the first World Wide Web server, on loan to the 

Science Museum’s Information Age gallery since 2014.250  

 

Currently CERN’s collecting policy offers a fairly minimal steer as to what should 

be kept, other than the object having been made or used at CERN, being in 

good condition, and telling ‘an interesting story’; the Heritage Committee (which 

at the time of writing had yet to formally meet) is tasked with advising on 

selection criteria.251 The Committee is made up of archive and exhibition staff, 

with external experts to be invited as necessary. The Committee reports to the 

Department of International Relations, and the heritage action plan discusses 

CERN’s principles of openness and collaboration, disseminating its research to a 

wider audience, and ‘maximising the positive impact for CERN’.252  Thus, in the 

nascent collection plan we can see the transition to a ‘corporate museum’ type of 

collection: an artefactual organizational memory that is actively deployed in the 

development of image and identity, for the organisation’s own staff and for a 

 
 
248 “CERN Objects Preservation Policy | CERN Scientific Information Service,” accessed 
June 8, 2018, http://library.cern/about_us/policy_board/preservation_policy; Emma 
Sanders, “CERN Heritage - an Action Plan” (Internal document, June 2016), CERN. 
249 Charlotte Warakaulle, “Mandate and Terms of Reference of the CERN Heritage 
Committee” (Internal document, July 11, 2017), CERN; Iva Raynova, “Enriching CERN’s 
Heritage Object Collection,” 2017, CERN Document Server. 
250 “NExT Server - CERN Document Server,” accessed June 8, 2018, 
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2266322?ln=en; “NeXT Cube Computer, 1990 | Science 
Museum Group Collection,” accessed June 8, 2018, 
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Terms of Reference of the CERN Heritage Committee.” 
252 Sanders, “CERN Heritage - an Action Plan.” 
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wider public audience.253  A search of the database indicates that the collection 

mainly seems to consist of hardware and a few models, without the more 

everyday or ephemeral material that a social history approach to collecting might 

capture, although this may change as the heritage policy develops.254  

 

The public audience at CERN can access the collection in two permanent 

display areas, Microcosm (near the visitor reception) and Universe of Particles 

(in the Globe of Science and Innovation, a striking wooden dome repurposed 

from the Expo 2002 site at Neuchatel to provide a centrepiece for CERN’s public 

activities).255 CERN’s small professional exhibition team has oversight of these 

areas. In recent years less formal exhibition display spaces, mostly created by 

physicists and engineers, have also sprung up across the CERN site, for 

example at the entrances to the four main experiments and in the magnet testing 

hall. While the level of interpretation and design polish varies between display 

sites (although part of the role of the Heritage Committee is to create more 

internal coherence), the role of all is largely to host education groups and 

political stakeholders to create enthusiasm and support for CERN’s work.    

 

At CERN, samples of the CMS ECAL crystals are displayed for different 

audiences. In the Universe of Particles, the darkened dome carries large-scale 

animations about ‘mysteries of the universe’ that CERN tries to answer. 

Underneath, objects are displayed inside white spherical housings under the 

 
 
253 Nick Nissley and Andrea Casey, “The Politics of the Exhibition: Viewing Corporate 
Museums through the Paradigmatic Lens of Organizational Memory,” British Journal of 
Management 13, no. S2 (2002). 
254 For example, a bicycle from CERN’s cycle loan scheme, illustrative of the site’s scale 
and organisation, is now in the Science Museum collections. Inventory Number 2013-7. 
255 “Permanent Exhibitions | Visit CERN,” accessed June 19, 2018, 
https://visit.cern/exhibitions/permanent-exhibitions; “History of Globe | Visit CERN,” 
accessed June 19, 2018, https://visit.cern/globe/history-globe. 
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darkened dome. In one, six crystals are lined up, beautifully lit, with the label text 

referring to the physics behind calorimetry but with no discussion of the crystal 

manufacture (Figure 5.5). Microcosm was refreshed in 2016 (with displays in a 

style similar to the Science Museum’s 2013 exhibition which will be described 

below), and two crystals are displayed. Here, there is slightly more mention of 

the manufacturing project, with the number produced and the two days taken to 

grow each crystal, and the exhibition manager has ambitions to include more 

information via the addition of a filmed interview with a physicist.256 Meanwhile, 

on a visit to CERN’s Point 5, the entrance to CMS, it is possible for ‘VIP’ visitors 

(journalists, politicians or a visiting curator) to handle a crystal, and to look at 

samples of different crystal materials. This provides more of a sense of the 

design and testing process described in this chapter, but is not a general public 

visit. For a public display covering some more detail of manufacturing processes 

for the LHC, I will explore the Science Museum’s 2013 exhibition on CERN, 

which attempted to explore some characteristics of Big Science.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
256 Emma Sanders and Alison Boyle, “Email Re: Crystal,” August 1, 2018. 

Figure 5.5 
Displays of lead tungstate crystals at CERN in the Universe of Particles (L) and near CMS 

(R, top centre).(Source: Author and CERN) 
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5.5 Collider at the Science Museum 

The CMS crystal was one of several objects borrowed from CERN for a 2013 

Science Museum display on the Large Hadron Collider, for which I was Project 

Leader. This role had oversight of the gallery content, but also all other elements 

of the project including design and budgets. On the content, I worked closely 

with Dr Harry Cliff, a Cavendish Laboratory physicist working on the LHCb 

project, who was seconded to the Museum part-time for the duration of the 

exhibition project. The project team was tasked with contributing to a number of 

Science Museum strategic aims: improving coverage of fundamental science 

topics, creating an offer that would appeal to independent adults, and launching 

a new programming strand of high-profile ticketed special exhibitions.257 The 

choice of topic by the Museum’s senior management was also influenced by a 

desire to build the Museum’s international profile and create a touring exhibition 

programme: the global network of CERN and a climate of public interest in the 

LHC made this a subject likely to appeal to international venues. 

 

In planning the exhibition, the team was guided by a bank of knowledge about 

visitor attitudes to CERN and the LHC.258  The Science Museum has had an 

audience research programme since the 1990s, which helps to guide the content 

of exhibitions during their development, and to measure how visitors have 

reacted to them once they are open.259 

 
 
257 Science Museum, ‘Strategic Ambitions 2012-22’, webpage, 2012, 
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/about_us/smg/corporate/strategic_plans.aspx. 
258 Marie Hobson, “LHC and CERN: A Summary of the Public’s Knowledge, 
Understanding and Interest” (Science Museum, February 2012). 
259 This was shortly after the setup of an audience research team at the Natural History 
Museum, the first in the UK, following the example of museums in North America and 
Australia. See Timothy Boon, “Parallax Error? A Participant’s Account of the Science 
Museum, c.1980-2000,” in Science for the Nation: Perspectives on the History of the 
Science Museum, ed. Peter J.T. Morris (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 111–
35.  
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This included public opinion surveys and external audience research, and was 

heavily influenced by evaluation of two LHC/CERN-focused displays from a few 

years previously: a small display called Big Bang! in the Science Museum’s 

Antenna Science News gallery in 2007 (this was originally planned to coincide 

with LHC startup, but ended up preceding it by a year due to delays in CERN’s 

programme), and CERN’s Universe of Particles display. While visitors had 

enjoyed aspects of these exhibitions, neither was particularly successful in giving 

visitors a coherent overview of the LHC and the scale of the enterprise, or to give 

visitors a sense of whether it might have any impact on their own lives 

(something which frequently crops up in evaluation at science and technology 

museums).260 The audience research indicated that most visitors were aware of 

and interested in the LHC due to media coverage, but that this was tempered by 

a fear of complex physics; meanwhile for a smaller group of specialist visitors the 

Museum would have to provide some insights beyond the already extensive 

coverage in other media.261  The Museum’s usual advantage over other media – 

being able to show real objects – was not so pronounced this time: with the LHC 

operational during 2012-13 only a handful of prototypes or spare components 

was available for loan from CERN. While some of these were visually attractive 

in their own right, others looked more like humdrum pipes or pieces of 

electronics; it would also be difficult to explain their operation and how they fit 

into the much larger LHC and detector infrastructure. Meanwhile, the object most 

closely associated with the LHC in the public mind, the elusive Higgs boson, was 

immaterial.  

 

 
 
260 Hobson, “LHC and CERN: A Summary of the Public’s Knowledge, Understanding and 
Interest.” 
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Overall, this was an exhibition featuring technology much too large to fit in a 

museum, seeking particles much too small to be seen in a museum: it was clear 

to the project team from the outset that a standard approach of showcased 

objects with panels and labels would not be successful. The Museum team 

therefore sought a different approach, with input from professionals in other 

creative sectors. Thus, in addition to the usual specialisms such as content, 

design and construction that contribute to a large exhibition project, Collider (as 

the exhibition would become known by the time it opened) included 

professionals who had not previously worked on museum exhibitions. To help 

scope the exhibition approach, the Museum team arranged a visit to CERN 

accompanied by people from different creative backgrounds, including theatre 

producers, a design curator, and an interactive media producer. Two days of 

visits to all parts of the CERN site, interviewing dozens of personnel and taking 

in a range of sites and functions (including detector caverns, building services 

management and the canteen), were followed by workshops in London.262 While 

there was a broad consensus between the different specialists in the group as to 

the best way forward for exhibition, each had different reasons and rationales for 

this. The group agreed that the experience of visiting the large-scale CERN site 

was of more interest than considering the physics phenomena in isolation. From 

my point of view it would allow the exhibition to be informed by work in the 

history and sociology of particle physics, while for Cliff it allowed a science 

communication based take on his present-day experiences of working at CERN 

(where, in his specialised role as an experimental physicist working on one of the 

detectors, he was almost as unfamiliar with the accelerator engineering as the 

 
 
262 Harry Cliff and Alison Boyle, “The Science Museum CERN Visit 20-22 February 
2012” (Internal document, February 2012), ScM. 
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average museum visitor would be). The theatre specialists were enthused by the 

possibilities of capturing aspects of CERN’s architecture and design.  

 

One particular aspect of our visit stood out: Control Room shift leader Rossano 

Giacchino talking about the cycle of a typical eight-hour shift with beams in the 

collider (going through a cycle of injection, acceleration, collision and dumping) 

and describing how some of the more experienced shift leaders tend to rely on 

intuition as well as data from their control decks: ‘feel the beam’.263 The idea of 

an exhibition storyline following the LHC’s beam appealed to the workshop group 

as it provided a way for the available objects to play strong roles in the narrative 

rather than merely illustrating concepts, and would give visitors a logical 

sequence to follow. Following on from the workshops, the museum team worked 

up a narrative storyline with a conceit of a visit to CERN, in which museum 

visitors would ‘meet’ CERN personnel via AV displays and encounter objects en 

route around the beamline; in this way visitors could remain themselves rather 

than assuming the roles of scientists or engineers, which we felt would be an 

uncomfortable jump for many.264 

 

This situation of objects within a strong overall storyline, and using a suite of 

interpretative techniques, reflects an approach advocated by Maas to use 

‘keypieces’ as an effective way of interpreting common or unattractive objects of 

recent science. Unlike a ‘showpieces’ approach which relies on the intrinsic 

qualities of inherently charismatic objects’ (such as beauty, value, or association) 

and in which it is generally important to have a particular object to tell the story, 

 
 
263 Cliff and Boyle. 
264 Science Museum, “Large Hadron Collider Exhibition - Creative Team Contract Notice” 
(mytenders.org, June 13, 2012). 
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‘keypiece’ objects play a more generic role in representing important events or 

developments in the history of science.265 In this approach contextual material – 

for example photographs, manuals, advertisements – can be as important as the 

3d artefact, particularly where collecting is concerned. 

 

Displaying the objects in the context of CERN was a key element of the project’s 

design tender, which stated this aim as: ‘We want to capture a sense of place, 

and to convert the many different ways in which people at CERN talk about their 

work into a compelling narrative… We want to transport visitors to the LHC, 

enabling them to meet the exceptional people who have designed, built and 

used it… To achieve this we are looking for a creative team that can bring to 

bear, with equal measure, theatrical and museological skills.’ 266 The exhibition 

structure envisaged by the team also included a ‘showpiece’ element to allow for 

the display of objects of historic importance from the Museum’s nuclear physics 

collections (while the object list had not been finalised at this stage, likely 

candidates included J.J. Thomson’s cathode-ray tube and the Cockcroft-Walton 

accelerator which we have already encountered in Chapter 3). This element was 

kept separate from the ‘CERN visit’ part of the storyline, because the objects had 

no association with CERN so would not have made sense in that context; in the 

initial envisaged structure this element came at the end of the exhibition. The 

exhibition would open with a dramatised CERN experience, the nature of which 

was left open to the creative team, but with a Control Room visit suggested as a 

possible theme (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6  
Proposed narrative structure of the Science Museum’s LHC exhibition,  

as advertised in tender for Creative Team, July 2012. (Source: Julia Pitts / 
Science Museum). 

 

The successful competitor for the creative team tender was Nissen Richards 

Studio (NRS), a design and architectural firm with expertise both in museum and 

theatre scenography; a particularly strong element of NRS’s bid was the 

inclusion of several theatre professionals including playwright Michael Wynne 

and video designer Finn Ross, both Olivier Award winners. The Museum and 

creative team did two further days of intensive visits at CERN, and then worked 

through the exhibition narrative in a series of workshops over subsequent weeks; 

these were generally based on group discussions and a low-tech approach of 

shuffling pictures of objects and people around on wall-mounted paper sheets, to 

agree a sequence in which visitors would encounter the various display elements 

(Figure 5.7).  
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Figure 5.7 
Evolving versions of the exhibition narrative structure, 2012.  

(Source: Nissen Richards Studio / Science Museum) 

 
In these group discussions, different priorities were in play. The museum team 

had content messages they wished to get across (including some fairly detailed 

scientific content) and objects they wished to display, while the creative team, 

particularly Wynne and Ross, pushed for moments of drama punctuating the 

visitor journey. This resulted in a more complex narrative structure than that 

originally envisaged in the design tender: the creative team felt that ending on a 

historically-focused ‘epilogue’ was not the way to end the ‘CERN visit’. Instead 

the historical objects would appear at the beginning of the exhibition where 

visitors could browse at leisure, before timed entry to the ‘CERN visit’. This also 

had some practical advantages as timed entry to the bulk of the exhibition 

enabled control of visitor numbers in a fairly tight space and sequencing of the 

AV elements of the exhibition.  
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It became apparent at an early stage that the project budget could not support 

having live actors in the space, so dramatised elements would have to take the 

form of pre-recorded films. The lack of present actors precluded one of the two 

main museum theatre traditions identified by Anthony Jackson: the interactive, 

participatory mode rooted in the theatre-in-education movement.267 While the 

other tradition, a non-interactive style delivering a monologue to a gathered 

audience, has been less used in museums, it offered an advantage for the LHC 

exhibition’s target audience: adult museum visitors can be uncomfortable with 

being drawn into spontaneous interchanges with drama characters.268 The non-

interactive style also suited the style of playwright Michael Wynne, whose 

previous work was in traditional seated theatre and in TV. Jackson comments 

that ‘there is a tendency in much theatre that operates within institutions that 

have in part an educational remit … to serve contractually demanding 

educational agendas … Often without intending it, performers in museums can 

take on, or find themselves endowed with, the mantle of communicating and 

reinforcing the overt narrative of the museum.’269 Wynne initially pushed against 

assuming the Science Museum’s mantle, going so far as to question whether the 

experience had to include object displays (the Museum refused to back down on 

this), and not sharing the Museum staff’s enthusiasm for the dramatic potential of 

certain CERN spaces: during a visit to the Control Room, Wynne was rather 

dismayed to find that a small explosion elicited little drama, as the engineers 

dealt with it calmly in the course of their routine work. On the other hand, 

 
 
267 Anthony Jackson, Theatre, education and the making of meanings: art or instrument? 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007). 
268 Sandra Bicknell and Xerxes Mazda, “Enlightening or Embarrassing? An Evaluation of 
Drama in the Science Museum” (Science Museum, 1993). 
269 Anthony Jackson, “Engaging the Audience: Negotiating Performance in the Museum,” 
in Performing Heritage: Research, Practice and Innovation in Museum Theatre and Live 
Interpretation, ed. Anthony Jackson and Jenny Kidd, Reprint (Manchester University 
Press, 2012), 23. 
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perhaps unexpectedly, it was Wynne who pushed for introducing particle physics 

concepts right at the beginning of the exhibition in the dramatic experience, in 

contrast to Museum staff who were inclined to leave more difficult content until 

later in the experience when visitors had built up more confidence. Wynne’s view 

was that the physics provided the motivation for the whole dramatic experience. 

The exhibition opened with a two-part film scripted by Wynne, starting with a 

lecture presentation by physicists searching for the Higgs boson, and followed by 

an engineer introducing the Control Room. The characters were composites of 

people that Wynne had met at CERN, and the script was heavily influenced by 

the content briefings provided by Cliff. Thus, despite Wynne’s resistance to 

assuming the museum mantle, the film ultimately became a vehicle for a fairly 

overt transmission of the exhibition learning outcomes, a mode termed by 

Jackson as ‘didactic theatre’.270 

 

After viewing the film, visitors could walk around recreated parts of the LHC 

tunnels, with objects from the LHC accelerator chain (including the large 

magnets which steer the beams) embedded in the displays. The creative team 

recreated these spaces using large wall panels printed with detailed 

photographs. In an attempt to create an authentic ‘CERN visit’ feel, the graphic 

designers Northover & Brown deliberately avoided traditional museum signage 

and labels: scientific concepts were delivered via diagrams on whiteboards 

(items which are ubiquitous at CERN), while object labels were in the style of 

equipment data sheets. The approach to recreating spaces is described in more 

detail in my co-authored article for the Science Museum’s Journal.271 The 

 
 
270 Jackson, Theatre, Education and the Making of Meanings. 
271 Alison Boyle and Harry Cliff, “Curating the Collider: Using Place to Engage Museum 
Visitors with Particle Physics,” Science Museum Group Journal 2, no. 2 (October 2014), 
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dramatic high point of the visitor journey was provided by Ross, with a large-

scale ‘Collision’ animation recreating the aspects of the LHC too large or small to 

display – visitors could zoom down through the CMS detector (based on 

technical drawings provided by the CMS team) and into the invisible particle 

world. Here the visuals were accurate as far as could be described by known 

physics, but Ross had plenty of artistic licence; the team ultimately agreed that 

particles could be yellow, in the absence of any available evidence to the 

contrary. After the collision, another object display area showed detector 

components: here the scenery was a less literal recreation than the tunnel 

spaces, but was heavily informed by CERN’s equipment testing labs. Visitors 

then moved onto a depiction of the work of data analysis, with a faithful 

recreation of a corridor in CERN’s Building 2 (home to Tim Berners-Lee and 

Robert Cailliau during the development of the first web interface) and an office 

space with another film scripted by Wynne featuring the lead character from the 

introductory drama, a PhD student who had done crucial software analysis for 

the Higgs discovery. The exhibition ended in a more abstract-style display area 

discussing future directions for particle physics after the Higgs discovery and the 

next generation of collider to follow the LHC (Figure 5.8). 

 

 

Figure 5.8 
The final version of the exhibition narrative structure. (Source: Julia Pitts / 

Science Museum) 

 

The CERN objects in the exhibition were thus in areas somewhat demarcated 

from the overtly dramatic spaces of Wynne’s scripted films or Ross’s animations. 
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However, more subtle dramatic techniques were used in creating CERN-like sets 

to display the objects, augmented by testimony from CERN personnel via film 

and audio, to provide what Kevin Moore describes as ‘a sense of real things in a 

real place’.272 The ECAL crystal featured in the ‘Detectors’ zone of the exhibition. 

In this area, components from each of the four main detectors (LHCb, ATLAS, 

ALICE and CMS) were displayed in a case designed to look like a lab bench, 

with props and graphics illustrating typical workshop clutter (Figure 5.9). 

Interpretation for the crystal included a data-sheet style object label which 

mentioned the Russian factory, a diagram showing the ECAL’s position in the 

CMS detector with a person for scale, and an audio recording of an interview 

with Jim Virdee, with short quotes about the detector and working cultures at 

CERN (Figure 5.10).273 Further detail of the production chain was not mentioned. 

This is partly as not all of it was known at the time of exhibition planning (much of 

the detailed research for this chapter was done after the exhibition opened), but 

mainly to keep the amount of information carried by each object to a 

manageable level for visitors.274  The story of Jim Virdee and the UBS platinum 

 
 
272 Kevin Moore, Museums and Popular Culture, Contemporary Issues in Museum 
Culture (London; Washington: Cassell, 1997), 140. 
273 The audio exhibits in this section were largely unsuccessful with visitors, as there was 
too much competing noise from other exhibits. 
274 A graphic for a nearby showcase illustrated the production sites for a different 
component of CMS, while in the Accelerators section the constraints of transport on 
Europe’s roads were mentioned in the label for a magnet part; overall the aim was to 
build up the message of large-scale production across the exhibition. Collider’s graphic 
interpretation style allowed for more information and supporting imagery than typical 
most museum labels, which tend to be 40-70 words, but decades of exhibition evaluation 
shows that only a handful of visitors will read all exhibition text in detail. At the British 
Museum, the ‘Room 3’ series of exhibitions shows a single object or small group of 
objects in a space near the foyer. Generally, visitor learning about these objects and 
themes is high, although visitors often still ask for more information. The displays are 
used to help plan content for upcoming exhibitions and galleries. 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/research_projects/all_current_projects/visitor_re
search.aspx 
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required too much background explanation to fit on a label or in a short audio 

clip, although I found it popular when giving tours.275  

 

This lack of granularity in exhibition interpretation echoes a problem experienced 

by Rebekah Higgitt and other curators of the 2014 Longitude exhibition at the 

National Maritime Museum: more detailed and nuanced content often has to be 

left to accompanying publications or tours, so will not be experienced by all 

exhibition visitors.276 Higgitt also notes that even when exhibition curators 

attempt to challenge traditional narratives, visitors often do not move beyond 

preconceptions of heroic characters or objects and gravitate towards displays 

which reinforce these while ignoring other aspects; thus despite the best 

attempts of museums to be ‘truth spots’ they may sometimes find themselves 

‘ignorance spots’ in the face of limited space and prevailing popular opinion. 

 

 

Figure 5.9  
The ‘Detectors’ zone of the Science Museum’s Collider exhibition, London, 2013. 

The CMS crystal was in the back left corner, en route to the next zone of the 
exhibition. (Source: Science Museum) 

 
 
 

276 Rebekah Higgitt, “Challenging Tropes: Genius, Heroic Invention, and the Longitude 
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Figure 5.10 
Display and graphic interpretation of the ECAL crystal, Collider exhibition, Science 
Museum, London 2013. The small prop answerphone under the lamp played an 

interview with Jim Virdee.  
(Source: Science Museum) 
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Meanwhile, in the historically-themed displays preceding the ‘CERN visit’ part of 

the exhibition, objects were displayed as ‘showpieces’ with traditional museum 

labels. The large gleaming copper LEP cavity, described earlier in this chapter, 

attracted visitors to the exhibition introduction area, which included objects such 

as the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator and early architects’ drawings from CERN. 

The recent discovery of the Higgs boson was represented by the champagne 

bottle shared by Peter Higgs and CERN theorist John Ellis on the evening prior 

to the public announcement, which Emma Sanders of CERN’s exhibition team 

had saved for the Science Museum. While this object’s significance is as a ‘relic’ 

rather than in its own right, it provided a physical way of representing the Higgs 

discovery; collecting ephemera can often be a useful tactic to represent 

intangible events.277 The bottle also meant that the Science Museum’s 

collections could feature an aspect of CERN’s working style: around the site, 

particularly in the Control Room, there are arrays of empty bottles, opened in 

celebration of events including LHC startup, first physics collisions, major 

publications and other milestones. 

 

Thomson’s cathode-ray tube (encountered in Chapter 3) had a dual role in the 

displays: visitors first encountered it as a ‘showpiece’ object in the historically-

themed displays, in a section discussing how particle physics apparatus had 

grown from bench-sized to town-sized in little over a century. The object also 

featured in Wynne’s film, as the showcase’s other side was embedded into the 

projection screen: here one of Wynne’s characters, a senior CERN physicist, 

 
 
277 Alison Boyle, “Champagne Scientists: Collecting the Higgs | Stories from the Stores,” 
accessed January 18, 2013, 
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narrated a scene where actors played Thomson and Everett during the cathode-

ray experiments. This allowed for a link between the historical displays and the 

CERN visit, with the narration by the CERN character allowing for a simplified 

version of the story (and nodding to the ways that physicists themselves tend to 

tell histories of their subjects); here appeared the ‘classic’ version of the 

experiment as taught in schools.278 It is of course unlikely that most visitors 

appreciated the conceit that this was the voice of a physicist, rather than that of 

the Science Museum’s curators; as with Morton’s allusions to previous atomic 

exhibitions (described in Chapter 3) reflexivity in displays generally goes 

unnoticed. 

 

Post-opening visitor evaluation showed that the exhibition met the Museum’s 

aims of illustrating the nature of Big Science: the interpretation was successful in 

communicating the human side of CERN (the recreated office was particularly 

popular, although some visitors were disappointed to realise that CERN is quite 

shabby), the engineering challenges, and the global scale of the LHC project.279  

This seems to have been a result of the overall exhibition environment, rather 

than being reactions to any particular objects in the space, not surprising with a 

‘keypiece’ approach where objects are part of a suite of interpretation.  

In the ‘Detectors’ section, the ECAL crystal was not singled out by visitors, and 

may have suffered from being a small object placed close to the exit of this zone; 

the most popular object in this section was the first one that visitors encountered 

on the way into the zone. The most memorable object in the whole exhibition 

was a slice of LHC accelerating magnet. However, one outcome of the 

 
 
278 Dominique Pestre, “Commemorative Practices at CERN: Between Physicists’ 
Memories and Historians’ Narratives,” Osiris 14 (January 1, 1999): 203–16. 
279 Boyle and Cliff, “Curating the Collider”; Amelia Robinson, “Collider: Summative 
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evaluation indicated a potential pitfall of situating objects within high-profile 

drama and scenography: since visitors knew they were being asked to suspend 

disbelief during a visit to a mocked-up CERN, they found it harder to distinguish 

the real objects from props and set dressing even though the objects were in 

showcases or behind barriers. This was compounded by the objects being 

unfamiliar, and the use of museologically-accurate but potentially confusing 

descriptions such as ‘prototype’ or ‘spare’, which seemed to visitors a step away 

from ‘the real thing’.280 Thus, there is a balance to be struck between liberating 

scientific objects from the glass case traps of aesthetically-led displays, as 

advocated by Gauvin in order to demystify and de-aestheticize science, and 

obscuring the object’s own charisma. 281   

 

While the exhibition was successful for a popular audience and achieved critical 

acclaim in the mass media, reviews by historians of science and technology 

noted the absence, or near-absence, of certain stories. The cancellation of the 

Superconducting Supercollider has been an episode of particular interest to 

historians and helps to explain CERN’s current position of global dominance, but 

not much material culture from the SSC has survived, so its story may not be 

found in many museum collections.282 With nothing already in the Science 

Museum’s collection to represent this episode, the exhibition relied on a new 

acquisition: a newswire photograph, found on eBay, showing physicists looking 

for work after the SSC’s cancellation. One review objected to the lack of overt 
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criticism of CERN, for example its highly gendered working environment, or 

interactions with environmental protestors and conspiracy theorists.283 While this 

certainly merits discussion, I would argue that overt criticism of a major scientific 

institution – and in this case a major object lender – would be a somewhat 

unrealistic expectation of a blockbuster popular exhibition at a national museum, 

and one where, as we have seen in previous chapters, governmental interests 

are paramount.284 

 

Following its run at the Science Museum, the Collider exhibition toured venues in 

Europe, Asia and Australia. This active ‘musuem life’ is the reason the crystal 

looks a little different from others of its type: the exhibition and tour are 

responsible for the crystal’s rounded corners. In London, one corner was 

chipped slightly when the conservator installing the object into its narrow 

showcase accidentally tapped it lightly against the case door, and after the 

exhibition run the crystal was sent back to CERN to have the corner polished 

down to avoid the risk of the chip becoming larger during multiple object moves 

for the exhibition’s international tour. The remainder of the tour passed without 

incident until the last stop in Brisbane, when at the exhibition install it was 

noticed that another corner had a small chip, most likely incurred during 

transport from the previous leg in Sydney. Following this, the object was hand-

couriered back to CERN separately from the shipment of the rest of the 
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objects.285 This particular crystal therefore bears the signature of having been 

moved around for displays, and shows that wear and tear can happen in the 

‘safe’ environment of a museum, as well as during an object’s working pre-

museum life.  

 

At the end of the tour, a handful of objects loaned by CERN found their way to 

the Science Museum’s permanent collections: the LEP cavity mentioned at the 

start of this chapter, a hydrogen bottle canister used for injecting protons into the 

LHC, and a bicycle used to get around the site.286 All of the other objects were 

required by CERN for upgrades to its own displays, and for its new Heritage 

Collection – the high profile of the LHC meaning that objects are now in high 

demand, and therefore less easy for the national museum of any one CERN 

member state to acquire permanently. 

 

Overall, the stories that could be told of CERN in the Collider exhibition, and 

ultimately the ones that found their way into the Science Museum’s permanent 

collection, were heavily shaped by the objects that were made available by the 

scientific community – as successive curators found when building up the 

Museum’s modern physics collection over the course of the 20th century 

(Chapter 3). The exhibition team’s access to objects and personnel was filtered 

by the exhibition team at CERN, and while we did not encounter any resistance 

to questions or requests, the stories we were told will inevitably have been 
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coloured by CERN personnel’s own views of the institution and its history.287 This 

will continue for the long-term material record of the Large Hadron Collider, as 

CERN is the central repository of available objects for the accelerator (detector 

objects are more likely to be spread around universities worldwide) and is 

increasingly professionalising the preservation and loan of these. Therefore, the 

selection of objects which has recently become available for exhibitions 

worldwide, some of which will gradually find a way into museum permanent 

collections, will be coloured by CERN’s institutional decisions about what to keep 

and what to discard. 

 

5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter provided an alternative to considering the biography of a single 

object, in choosing an object that, while having a highly specialised use rather 

than being mass-produced, is by no means unique – the ECAL crystals were 

produced in tens of thousands. The crystal is also a largely uniform object 

revealing little from a close physical inspection, although this particular one does 

bear some signs of museum use.  

 

In this instance, the primary research value of the object is that its existence 

prompts questions which can be used to navigate the mountain of 

documentation associated with today’s large-scale scientific projects. The object 

stands as a specimen of the ECAL crystals in general, and can be used as a 

locus for a study of Big Science (CERN and the LHC). The story of the crystal 

production provides an in-depth case study of the interactions of different ‘trading 
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partners’ of specialised communities in the development, manufacture, testing 

and calibration of the crystals across different countries.  

 

Closely following the biography of one type of object has also shown the value of 

DeVorkin’s ‘nuts and bolts history’ in adding more texture to wider narratives of 

Big Science.288 The biography of the CMS ECAL crystal shows that while CERN 

is considered an exception to the ‘5M’ rule of thumb of Big Science in eschewing 

military involvement, the existence of a former Soviet military factory and the 

expertise of its manufacturing staff were crucial to the construction of a key 

element of the Large Hadron Collider.  

 

There is also an opportunity to explore whether within Westfall’s ‘expensive 

science’ we can still discern elements of what Simon Werrett has termed ‘thrifty 

science’: he notes that while the twentieth century saw a move towards 

unsustainable Big Science, many research institutions are now becoming more 

conscious of recycling, waste reduction and energy efficiency.289 While 

specialised equipment and spaces of particle physics come at costs of billions 

and far removed from the ‘making do’ of earlier periods, the crystal story shows 

that even within the parameters and budgets of large-scale science there 

remains a need to minimise the costs of materials and production facilities, 

borrow expertise from other fields (the wider crystal community) and reduce 

breakage and waste.290 Other object biographies from the LHC could offer 

further opportunities to explore the somewhat counter-intuitive notion of cost-

saving and low-tech solutions within Big Science. I have mentioned above how 
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Russian shell casings were repurposed to make detector brass absorbers, and 

am aware of at least one prototype made from everyday materials (that for the 

ALICE detector’s time of flight module, made from window glass and fishing 

wire).291  

 

Thus, while it may not always be practical for museums to collect and preserve 

the ‘Big’ of Big Science, artefacts that pose less of a collections management 

challenge can capture the whole, so long as supporting contextual material is 

also collected to enable a ‘keypiece’ approach, and the objects can be linked to 

documentation in scientific archives..292 

 

This chapter has also explored CERN’s collecting practices, and how the CMS 

crystals have played a role in displays at CERN and the Science Museum. Here, 

the value of collecting such artefacts is less as primary evidence for enquiry, as 

what DeVorkin terms celebration (commemorating or memorialising events, and 

lending weight to these) and inspiration (providing evidence of challenges 

overcome, illustrating principles of science and technology).293  CERN’s 

collection, begun in ad-hoc fashion as celebration, now tends towards inspiration 

as a corporate-style collection. This may be setting up some opportunities for 

agnotology in future: what CERN’s Heritage Committee decides does or does 

not count as valid for the collection may dictate what sorts of objects find their 

way into other collections around the world. 
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Even when objects find their way to museums, stories may become simplified. 

The Science Museum’s exhibitions also tend towards ‘inspiring’ (indeed, the 

word frequently cropped up in the 2021-22 Strategic Ambitions which guided the 

Collider exhibition aims). Jim Bennett has commented that objects, with their 

pre-existing biographies, were not always suitable to the ‘science centre’ 

influenced approach of science museums in the late 20th century, with a desire 

for clear and unambiguous presentations of science.294 While the Collider 

exhibition avoided a phenomena-led science centre approach in favour of 

illustrating the complexity of scientific processes and large-scale organisations, 

the crystal’s story could only be nodded to briefly: the full complex and technical 

object biography was simply too much for popular exhibition interpretation.  

 

The overall exhibition was also coloured by its reliance on CERN personnel for 

artefacts and information. Whether or not it would have been useful to explicitly 

acknowledge this in the exhibition is debatable: Bennett has commented that 

when he attempted to nod to the contingency of collections in displays, visitors 

seemed largely unconcerned.295 However, as Wittje argues, while the agendas 

and commemorative practices of scientists are not always what historians would 

choose to emphasise, they are themselves part of scientific history.296 Therefore, 

the best place for capturing the complexities of Big Science and how its 

institutions present themselves may not always be on the gallery floor, but in 

museum records and peer publications, so that future curators and historians are 

left with some insights into the interplay between contemporary science and 

collections.
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Chapter 6 
On the shelf: forgotten objects 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

While the objects described in previous chapters – the ‘iconic’ Thomson 

cathode-ray tube, nuclear reactor models and the CERN CMS crystal – differ in 

that they were made over the course of a century and for different reasons, they 

have in common that they have been on public display at various points. 

However, as Alberti’s call to object biography acknowledges, a potential limiting 

factor is that ‘in most museums in the last 150 years, the majority of objects in 

collections were never put on display.’1 In this chapter I will test the object 

biography approach when applied to items which have never been on public 

display and carry little evidence of being interacted with during their museum 

lives.  

 

Chapter 5 noted that the increasingly corporate mindsets of scientific institutions 

might circumscribe the types of object made available to museums, with some 

objects and therefore their associated stories potentially never gathered. This 

chapter is concerned with types of objects that did make their way to museum 

collections, but have been largely hidden away or forgotten. Here, the physical 

things are present, and some basic catalogue information is generally available, 

but the knowledge of the actors who made and used them is often absent.2 

Knowledge does not always become detached from the thing: while a long-term 
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lack of display might make the story of an object’s museum afterlife and its 

accompanying changes in meaning rather short, many objects enter museum 

collections with rich biographies of their pre-museum lives. Unique or rare items, 

or ones made for a specialised purpose, such as those described in previous 

chapters can be tracked down in documentary sources even if these sources 

were not collected alongside the object.3 Thus, it has been possible to find 

primary material to shed light on the biographies of these objects which could not 

have been gathered from an inspection of the physical objects alone.  However, 

the types of object discussed in this chapter entered the museum because of 

their typicality rather than their specificity. This means that the biography of each 

object up to the point of its entry into the museum has often not been 

investigated, and primary documentary evidence related to the object (or its 

type) may be harder to track down.  

 

While there may be limits to the biographies of individual undisplayed items, this 

chapter takes the opportunity to have a primary focus on agnotology in 

considering undisplayed objects as a bulk category. Alberti remarks that ‘too 

often, scholarly analyses of museums concentrate only on exhibitonary aspects, 

ignoring their cumulative character, which stemmed from the countless stored 
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specimens’.4 Brusius and Singh argue that stored collections, ‘the “dark side of 

the moon” of the museum world’, constitute a physically large but also 

historically, epistemologically and semantically important category which has 

been markedly absent from discussions about museums until recently.5 Applying 

the ‘lost realm’ category of agnotology to stored collections, and considering the 

selective choices made in focusing more attention on some parts of collections 

while leaving other parts relatively neglected, provides an opportunity to address 

a gap in recent museum literature. While concerns over the accumulation of 

material have been raised by museum professionals for at least the last forty 

years, much recent literature has taken a present-focussed practical approach to 

finding solutions to the ‘too much stuff’ problem – for example disposal, or 

improving access to stored collections – rather than exploring how and why 

collections became under-used in the first place.6 This chapter will trace the 

gradual emergence of a category of ‘reserve’ or ‘stored’ (as opposed to ‘study’) 

collections in the UK, and the idea of ‘too much stuff’ as applied to science and 

technology collections.  
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I will then explore generic devices in the Science Museum’s collections which 

have had limited use in past decades, and will offer some proposed solutions as 

to how, rather than just being a problem of ‘too much stuff’, any physical 

evidence they carry and their type biographies might constitute a useful research 

resource. 

 

To gain a sense of the emergence of ‘reserve’ collections in the UK, I carried out 

a survey of the Museums Journal from 1901 to 2000. This is a flagship 

publication of the Museums Association, and covers UK museums of all 

disciplines, with frequent reports from museums worldwide. I examined articles 

and discussions on use of collections, noting whether these had connotations of 

active use (usually being described as ‘study’ collections) or ascribed a less 

active status (often described as ‘reserve’ collections or ‘stored’ collections). This 

enabled me to identify a chronological trend from more active to less active, 

across the UK museum sector. For the more particular context of science and 

technology collections, a survey of the (relatively small) literature on collection 

history and recent museological practice provided some background to the use, 

or lack thereof, of such collections in recent decades.  

 

As a class of neglected object, I chose voltmeters. Although not specific to the 

field of modern physics (or nuclear physics, to follow the Science Museum’s 

framing of what this meant in a collection), voltmeters and other electrical 

measurement instruments are commonly encountered in modern physics 

practice.7 Voltmeters have remained ubiquitous in practice for long enough that 
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one might expect them to have been collected fairly consistently in museums 

over the years. However they are rarely exceptional items, so their use (or lack 

of) in display and storytelling may be illuminating. A survey of the Science 

Museum’s holdings also indicated that the collection contained a good amount of 

late 20th century examples, overlapping with the period of storage-as-forgetting 

identified in the museum literature. In contrast with previous chapters which 

followed one object (or set of objects) in detail, I will here select several 

examples from the collection, testing the limits of what can be elicited from an 

object itself and from sketchy biographical source material, and outline some 

possible approaches to using the survival of such objects as prompts for wider 

study on similar objects. 

 

6.2 A lost realm: objects in storage 

In this section I will survey general trends in the UK museum sector towards 

stored objects becoming less actively used, leading to objects in abeyance in 

storage. We have seen in Chapter 2’s discussion of object life cycles how Kevin 

Hetherington has argued that ‘the museum is above all a conduit of disposal’ 

with many objects held in a state of abeyance, safe from the rubbish but not 

being used.8 This seems to have become more acute over the 20th century. 

 

Alberti notes that 19th-century museums ‘would have been engines of forgetting, 

had it not been for the gatekeeper role played by the curators’; staff who divined 

their particular status from close association with the collections ‘not only in the 

vitrines but also in the darkest stores’.9 But by the mid-20th century the curator-
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as-gatekeeper role had diminished: in some disciplines (for example natural 

history and anthropology) the forefront of academic enquiry moved from the 

museum to the field, while in heritage museums and science and technology 

museums a trend towards identity-building and storytelling lessened the primacy 

of collections.10 Conn notes that ‘as museums learned more and more to cater to 

their visitors, they put less and less on display’.11 By the start of the 21st century 

the situation in the UK was such that Jane Glaister’s introduction to the 

Museums Association’s Collections for the Future report lamented that ‘too many 

collections are unused - not displayed, published, used for research, or even 

understood by the institutions that care for them’.12   

 

While a distinction between exhibited and non-exhibited collections can be seen 

from the late 19th century, the notion of collections as ‘unused’, rather than 

different parts of collections having different types of uses, appears to have 

developed relatively recently. In the 19th century, a proliferation of museums 

meant greater public access to collections, but the accumulation of material – 

particularly in natural history collections – meant that parts of the collection had 

to be stored away from main displays and thus became less accessible to many 

visitors.13 The late 19th century and early decades of the 20th century saw 

frequent debates amongst museum professionals about the organisation of 

collections and provision for different types of audiences. We can follow the 

debates about collection use in the museum professional literature. 
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In 1921 the Museums Journal ran an editorial on ‘Museum Limits’.14 This was 

partly to settle a priority dispute over proposals for the organisation of separate 

display and study collections: the MJ’s pages had seen some polite squabbling 

between Frederic Kenyon, Director of the British Museum, and Hercules Read, 

President of the Society of Antiquaries. As President of the Museums 

Association, Kenyon had argued: "We want to exhibit not more, but less, and 

make that less more intelligible … The true method suitable for large museums 

surely is that of selection, and the separation of study series from exhibition 

series".15 By letter, Read noted the similarities to his address to the Antiquaries 

earlier that year (waspishly commenting that ‘”Les grands esprits se 

rencontrent”,' it is true, but in this case they have done so with marvellous 

precision’).16 Francis Arthur Bather of the British Museum (Natural History) 

weighed in to remind the MJ’s readers of the very similar proposals in his own 

Presidential Address of 1903, but acknowledged that the idea had already been 

articulated by a previous director of the BM (NH), William Henry Flower, and 

others before then.17 In fact, proposals to divide natural history collections into 

those for popular display and those for study had been suggested early as the 

1850s in Britain, the US, and Germany.18 Thomas Huxley’s 1868 ‘new museum’ 

plans for the Manchester Museum suggested research spaces to which only 
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those with sufficient expertise to appreciate their contents would be admitted, 

although his layouts were not realised in practice.19 

The MJ’s editor James Bailey did not attempt to adjudicate but noted that 

Kenyon, Read and Bather were ‘apparently all agreed that the time has arrived 

when something must be done’ about the overcrowding of museums and 

undisplayed collections, and advocated a solution ‘in the direction of a more 

liberal treatment of our provincial museums by the transfer to them of all 

examples that are redundant’.20 Bather replied to agree in principle but noted a 

problem with the definition of ‘redundant’, at least as applied to natural history 

collections. In his view researchers needed to assemble a lot of material together 

for study and comparison, and this would not be served by distributing 

collections around the country; for him the advancement of knowledge was more 

important than creating wider general access to collections.21 Thus, while in the 

1920s we see general worries about collections not being properly displayed, 

there was nonetheless a feeling that people would want to use them.  

 

The idea of having study spaces separate from exhibition spaces persisted in the 

following decades. Some were created: the Royal Scottish Museum opened a 

Study Room for entomology and ornithology in 1927, while from 1920 the 

National Gallery had a Reference Section accessible by appointment (this 

generally contained works considered by the curators to be of secondary 

importance).22 In the following decades, the notion of large collections 
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transferring items to smaller institutions, particularly regional museums, was 

fairly frequently floated, although it is not clear if this happened to any large 

degree in practice. (Disposal of items from major UK collections was not 

uncommon, if somewhat complex, throughout the 20th century - formal disposal 

processes were in place from 1913 for the Science Museum and from 1923 for 

the Royal Scottish Museum – but this was often on a case-by-case basis of 

returning objects to lenders or scrapping them, rather than actively seeking more 

suitable museum homes for large parts of collections).  In America during the 

1930s and 1940s the architect and urban planner Clarence Stein proposed 

several museum designs, including an ambitious ‘Art Museum of Tomorrow’ 

radially arranged with public displays ‘for appreciation’ at the centre and student 

displays ‘for investigation’ around the perimeter. While his ideas influenced the 

organisation of the Costume Institute which opened in 1946 at the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, his advocacy of study-storage and close attention to the 

organisational needs of museums was not widely adopted by other architects, 

with attention still focusing on the public display spaces.23 

 

During the Second World War the collections of several museums in major UK 

cities, particularly in London, were removed to safe storage, although many 

museums across the country remained active and even saw an increase in 

visitor numbers (the Museums Journal remarked on the role of the sector to ‘help 

preserve the basic sanity of our peoples’).24  After the war the need to make 

collections accessible for study was still considered paramount.  In 1946 the 
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Science Museum’s Herman Shaw advocated for galleries for students and other 

accredited visitors to study objects at their leisure: the objects would be more 

closely packed than in the exhibition galleries but would still be carefully labelled 

and arranged.25 He reiterated this desire in his 1949 Museums Association 

Presidential Address, cautioning that ‘we are so much at the threshold of 

developments in these respects that I will forbear to elaborate on our ideas 

which I feel sure will be modified as we go along. What is quite clear is that the 

demand for such services is there and that it is of an importance that cannot be 

overlooked.'26  

 

It seems to be in the later decades of the 20th century that the ambition of non-

public-display collections having active study use diminished. The arguments for 

study spaces persisted: in 1960 W.K. Ford cautioned against the use of the word 

‘storage’ for reserve collections, warning that ‘it may suggest something put 

away and not used or readily available’.27 Instead, he argued that reference 

material should be made readily accessible for study, by reducing the proportion 

of space allocated to public exhibition, leaving more space for reference 

collections, laboratories and administration. He also advocated having some 

reference displays in the public galleries, in the hope that these might encourage 

children to learn for themselves. However, by the time of the 1963 Museums 

Journal special issue on ‘Museum Planning’ it is possible to discern a further 

subdivision in thinking about collections: non-primary displays were now 

demarcated between reference collections for study, and those in reserve or 

 
 
25 Herman Shaw, “Science Museums,” Museums Journal 46, no. 9 (December 1946): 
112–13. 
26 Herman Shaw, Museums Journal 49, no. 5 (August 1949): 105. 
27 W.K. Ford, “Reference Collections in Museums,” Museums Journal 60, no. 6 
(September 1960): 146. 
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storage whose function is less apparent. Alan Warhurst, Director of Bristol City 

Museum, advocated for primary galleries (eye-catching and didactic), and 

secondary galleries (with larger number of objects) that could link to the main 

stores and study rooms.28 In similar vein, John Bartlett, Director of Hull 

Museums, noted that ‘All museum material is stored but convenience dictates 

that some of it be stored more publicly than the rest’.29 He advocated a three-fold 

division ‘… in the moderately large museum: (a) primary collections designed to 

attract the general public, (b) secondary collections for the use mainly of 

students and scholars, (c) reserve collections, including objects undergoing or 

awaiting treatment’.30 

 

This idea of ‘reserve collections’ as a category not actively used for study seems 

to have grown in the 1970s and 1980s. While the care of collections improved in 

this period due to increasing professionalization of conservation and 

documentation, staff had to tackle large backlogs of badly-managed collections. 

Acquisitions became better-managed with the introduction of collecting policies 

and projections of future collections care, but they continued to greatly 

outnumber disposals, particularly following the UK Museums Association’s 1977 

guidance of a ‘strong presumption against disposal’.31 The 1983 National 

Heritage Act set out very limited conditions by which the UK’s national museums 

might dispose of objects. Robert Bud has noted the marked effect this had on 

the Science Museum collections – of 14,340 objects acquired in the 1920s, 4637 

were disposed of. However, of the 50,505 acquisitions in the 1980s (a period 

 
 
28 Alan Warhurst, “Display Problems: Museums,” Museums Journal, 1963, 42–61. 
29 John Bartlett, “Storage and Study Collections: Museums,” Museums Journal, 1963, 
62–64. 
30 Bartlett. 
31 Merriman, “Museum Collections and Sustainability.” 
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when the Museum had access to new offsite storage, and rapidly filled it) only 

1540 were disposed of.32 

 

Ever-accumulating collections coincided with museums becoming increasingly 

accountable for use of public funds, and discussions over who collections were 

for.  The pages of Museums Journal issues from the 1980s and 1990s saw 

regular discussions over financial hardship – partly due to the need to stretch 

existing sources of funding, and the loss of staff due to budget cuts, but also due 

to competition from new kinds of heritage centres. The Collections for the Future 

report acknowledged that from 1980 there had been a backdrop of 25 years of 

shifting attitude towards the public sector, and the challenge for museums to 

ensure that collections are for everyone.33 Glaister, the Museum’s Association 

President from 2002-4, argued that ‘if we, as a profession, are merely acting as 

caretakers and not as collection activists then we are not fulfilling our 

obligations’.34  

 

‘Collection activism’ has largely concentrated on harnessing the wonder of a 

‘behind the scenes’ store experience: celebrating the aesthetics of collections en 

masse, or working with enthusiast groups who form natural audiences for certain 

sections of the collections.35 Facilitated visits for a general public audience 

provide opportunities to see objects up-close and engage with museum staff, but 

 
 
32 Bud, “Collecting for the Science Museum.” 
33 Helen Wilkinson, Collections for the Future: Report of a Museums Association Inquiry 
(London: Museums Association, 2005), 10. 
34 Glaister, “The Power and Potential of Collections.” 
35 Martina Griesser-Stermscheg and Stefan Oláh, Museumsdepots: Inside the Museum 
Storage (Salzburg: Verlag Anton Pustet, 2014); University of Reading, “Who Cares? 
Interventions in ‘unloved’ Museum Collections,” accessed December 12, 2018, 
https://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=AH%2FM006123%2F1. 
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are limited for practical reasons to a small number of visitors and often only 

feasible for museums with reasonably large resources; particularly successful 

projects include those of Glasgow Museums and the St Petersburg’s Hermitage 

Museum.36 In an attempt to make stored collections visible to larger numbers of 

people, since the late 20th century there has also been a trend towards visible 

storage – that which can be encountered during a regular museum visit. 

However, as Nicky Reeves points out, the reality is more akin to a restricted 

display experience rather than a genuine store visit experience; visitors often 

encounter the objects from behind barriers and the objects are frequently 

arranged to give a contrived evocation of museum storage and collections 

work.37 It seems, therefore, that it is not feasible for most museums to foster 

large-scale interactions with stored collections on a regular basis. Also, 

realistically, only a small proportion of objects in store is ever encountered by 

visitors during a facilitated visit, so the problem of large parts of the collection 

remaining silent persists.  

 

While larger numbers of collection objects can be made accessible online, the 

cost can be daunting for many museums. Also, the experience of museums 

worldwide is that while the tightly-constructed ‘online exhibition’ structure of early 

digital collection interpretation has given way to more user-oriented navigation, 

the majority of users still prefer museums to provide authoritative content – so 

 
 
36 Sarah Bond, “Serendipity, Transparency, and Wonder: The Value of Visitable 
Storage,” in Museum Storage and Meaning: Tales from the Crypt, ed. Mirjam Brusius 
and Kavita Singh, Routledge Research in Museum Studies (Abingdon, Oxon New York: 
Routledge, 2017), 55–63. 
37 Michael M. Ames, “Visible Storage and Public Documentation,” Curator: The Museum 
Journal 20, no. 1 (March 1, 1977): 65–80; Nicholas Reeves, “Visible Storage, Visible 
Labour?,” in Museum Storage and Meaning: Tales from the Crypt, ed. Mirjam Brusius 
and Kavita Singh, Routledge Research in Museum Studies (Abingdon, Oxon New York: 
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that the onus is on museum staff to uncover the stories of silent objects.38 There 

is a similar onus on museums to fulfil the aims of the Museums Association’s 

Effective Collections programme, to boost loans-out of material, reduce 

duplication of accession between museums with similar interests, and encourage 

disposals: applying these to objects which have lain forgotten for decades first 

requires research to be done on those objects. In recent years, the small ranks 

of museum professionals working on UK collections have also been 

supplemented by academics and students, thanks to collaborations between the 

museum and university sectors.39 However, as Proctor notes, inquiry is selective: 

since it is impossible to study everything, we must make choices about what to 

study and what to leave out.40 Therefore, for more work to turn towards forgotten 

categories of object, we require a demonstration that these could have 

something to offer scholarship. As we shall see in the next section, the broad 

category of science and technology objects currently seems under-utilised. 

 

 

6.3 Forgotten science and technology collections 

Science and technology collections may have been particularly vulnerable to 

being consigned to oblivion; Melanie Keene has noted that different types of 

collections are more prone to being forgotten than others. 41  Art collections tend 

to be well-documented and researched due to their monetary value, while 

 
 
38 Fiona Cameron, “Digital Futures I: Museum Collections, Digital Technologies, and the 
Cultural Construction of Knowledge,” Curator: The Museum Journal 46, no. 3 (July 1, 
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Humanities and Philology Studies of the UOC 7 (2005): 23–29. 
39 Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
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41 Keene, Fragments of the World. 
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decorative art and design collections have had continued use in teaching and 

training. Natural History collections exist in large volumes, but tend to be widely 

used for research; they are traditionally well-managed with good networks of 

scientists and curators and can be economically relevant. Archaeological 

collections also exist in large volumes, although have been less well-managed, 

and have suffered somewhat from researchers largely concentrating on new 

excavations. However, as we shall see, the role of science and technology 

collections as study collections seems to have been a fairly minor one over most 

of the 20th century.  

 

The scientific instrument collections – or more accurately assemblages, since 

they were not deliberately amassed with collections in mind – of professional 

societies, such as those of the Royal Astronomical Society or Royal Society, 

were often a commodity for active research, demonstration and exchange for 

much of the 19th century (to the point where instruments sometimes got lost) but 

by the end of the century had become historical collections, helping to cement 

prestige and identity; at this point their use seems to have mainly been for 

display and ceremony; while they were occasionally loaned to museums it is not 

clear how readily they could be accessed within the Societies themselves.42 

More public collections such as those of the Royal Institution in London, and 

philosophical and mechanical institutions in other cities, initially focused on the 

latest developments but again by the end of the century had a role in 

memorialising famous members.43   

 
 
42 Rebekah Higgitt, “Instruments and Relics: The History and Use of the Royal Society’s 
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Scientific apparatus in universities, again initially assemblages of useful items 

rather than formal collections, might survive into the 20th century due to 

attractiveness or associations with famous alumni; survival was often reliant on 

‘guardian angels’ (or, less generously, hoarders) who took an interest in the 

collection.44 Marta Lourenço refers to such collections resulting from historical 

accumulation, rather than being collections designed for student teaching and 

research, as ‘second generation’; several became the basis of university 

museums during the 20th century including the Museum of the History of Science 

in Oxford (opening as the Lewis Evans Collection in the Ashmolean Museum in 

1925), the Utrecht University Museum (1936) and the Whipple Museum in 

Cambridge (founded 1944), and a slew around Europe post-1960.45 She notes a 

tendency for universities to invest in research and preservation of such 

collections only at times of celebration or commemoration; many remain in poor 

condition. This lack of collection management, along with the general lack of 

demand for object-based research by historians, means many second-

generation collections have hardly ever been used since their transition from 

active use-lives.46 Dedicated history of science museums such as those in 

Oxford and Cambridge (which were seeded around private collections, rather 

than just accumulated material) that were closely intertwined with the foundation 

of academic departments, have fared somewhat better, with the Whipple in 

particular becoming integrated with student teaching.47 However, as Alberti 
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notes, the majority of the history of science community continues to ask 

questions whose answers do not require the study of objects.48  

 

In large public museums, science and technology collections also increasingly 

became consigned to storage over the 20th century. In the late 1980s the 

proportion of technology collections on display across UK museums was a 

strong 40% – although this includes the always-popular category of transport – 

but science collections could muster only 10%; the only types of collection with 

lower display representation were those with vast numbers of objects (such as 

archaeology or ethnography).49  The Victoria & Albert Museum’s collection of 

scientific instruments (the more decorative ones of the South Kensington 

Museum’s collections which had not been passed to the Science Museum) were 

largely in store by the end of the twentieth century. The National Maritime 

Museum’s stored collections grew faster than displays.50 While the British 

Museum’s collections of European and Islamic scientific instruments have found 

more prominence in displays in recent decades, presented in the broad context 

of the societies who made and used them, the collections have not had their own 

dedicated curator for some years.51 Geoffrey Swinney’s study of the Royal 

Scottish Museum notes that by the late 19th century different patterns of use had 

become established in different kinds of collections.52 While the natural history 

 
 
48 Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
49 Barry Lord, Gail Dexter Lord, and John Nicks, The Cost of Collecting: Collection 
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collections were part of a network of circulation and exchange, in tandem with 

practices in the discipline to gap-fill and form comprehensive collections, lending 

of the industrial collections was rare and by 1912 there was discussion of a 

‘stock of redundant objects’, or ‘surplus’ or ‘discarded’ objects.53  Now the 

National Museum of Scotland, much of the science and technology collections 

are stored in a Collections Centre; in addition to charismatic megafauna such as 

lighthouses and cryogenic bubble chambers, there are rows upon rows of 

generic objects such as oscilloscopes or computers.54 However, Alberti notes 

that research visits (as opposed to public tours) at the Collections Centre remain 

low: of c.300 enquiries to NMS’s science and technology curatorial team in 2016, 

fewer than a quarter were from academics, and only a handful of researchers 

physically visited the collection.55 

 

Meanwhile in South Kensington, John Liffen notes that the majority of what 

became the Science Museum collections in 1909 were on display..56 The 1911 

Bell Report, which as we have seen had a long influence over the Museum’s 

plans, did not make any specific recommendations regarding undisplayed 

collections, whether for study or for preservation.57 Henry Lyons’ 1922 Directorial 

memo on the arrangement of collections (see Chapter 3) noted that ‘reserve 

collections have been much recommended  [this may be a reference to the 

ongoing discussions in the Museums Journal] but the practical method of dealing 
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with them in a technical museum has not been worked out’.58 Although Herman 

Shaw’s postwar Museums Association address proposed the use of reserve 

collections for study, in practice there was no room for these due to pressure on 

building space. During the 1950s the Science Museum’s stored collections – 

about half of the museum’s holdings at that point – were frequently moved 

around a series of offsite stores around London and its environs, largely ex-

wartime or factory buildings.59  Eventually, as Liffen notes, there was a 

commitment to long term storage, first at Hayes in Middlesex in the early 1970s 

and then at Blythe House in West London and Wroughton in Wiltshire in the 

1980s.60 Objects housed there seem to have been considered mainly as stored 

collections rather than as regularly-used study collections; Liffen recalls that 

there were study rooms in the South Kensington basement where objects could 

be brought for inspection, the stores not being considered as spaces the public 

would access.61 The Museum offered a programme of widely-publicised store 

tours in 2004-5, with 700 places booked out quickly.62 However, as one of the 

curators involved in the tours, my experience was that the initial flurry of 

excitement passed quickly; as the tours were free to book, many people did not 

turn up to tours scheduled for later in the year, and the small visitor numbers 

meant the tours were too inefficient a use of staff time to be continued. As to 

more specialist research visits, Keene notes that while collections like the 

Science Museum’s could provide a good basis for teaching and learning in both 

history and technology, during her stint managing those collections in the 1990s 
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she found there was limited demand for research, attributing this to audiences 

and researchers being unfamiliar with using such material.63 Currently, there are 

about 500 research visits to the Science Museum collections at Blythe House 

per year, clearly too small a number to ensure interaction with large swathes of 

the c.300,000 objects stored there.64 

 

The Science Museum is currently in the process of moving its collections out of 

Blythe House to a new store at Wroughton in Wiltshire, already home to its large 

object collections. While it is hoped that a new purpose-built facility will allow for 

more public tours and school visits than was feasible in an older building like 

Blythe House, and there will be dedicated study areas for researchers, the 

projection of 15,000 visitors per year is still far below what could be offered in a 

public museum.65 The collection engagement strategy recognizes the 

importance of specialized research visits in generating knowledge that will 

underpin engagement by wider publics, in person and online.66  However, as we 

have seen above, this needs to move beyond the parts of the collection which 

already tend to be engaged with, and also embrace lesser-studied areas. Proctor 

notes that unknowns are frequently invoked as a ready supply of fuel for new 

knowledge production; I will now attempt to show that some objects in the 

collection which have been neglected due to their generic nature could be re-

considered as an attractive resource for research.67 
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6.4 Overlooked objects: 20th century voltmeters 

The public image of modern physics, from the Cavendish to CERN, is associated 

with specific sites and specialised equipment – not least as it is the ‘showpieces’ 

(associated with famous names or episodes, or visually striking due to size) 

which have tended to be the stalwarts of museum displays.68 However, the 

workspaces of physics have also contained large numbers of more generic 

instruments for measuring, recording and calculating; from the Second World 

War onwards instrumentation has been increasingly made by specialised 

companies marketing typologies of instruments.69 Joerges and Shinn identify 

‘research-technology’ as a distinct class of equipment - instrumentation 

developed for detection, measurement and control, used in a variety of contexts 

and potentially serving a wide range of applications.70 Rather than being 

designed to address specific, narrowly-defined problems, instruments are 

positioned as applicable to a variety of situations in which  

precision measurement and control are paramount. Used in both science and 

industry, useful for experiment and for production, research-technology is often 

developed by a distinct community that moves between different employers, or 

services a changing range of interests. Members of this community may have 

varied career paths, although can be strongly associated with particular 

academic or trade journals, with instrument fairs being an important community 
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focus.71 A generic instrument can be embedded in local, specific contexts, 

differing from site to site, yet with a certain reliance on a common template – a 

feature which Joerges and Shinn consider has the potential to make research-

technology a ‘potent, universalizing motor’, in which skills and representational 

systems can be communicated between varied sites.72 While in trading zones we 

sometimes see groups adapt specialised instruments from different contexts 

towards shared ends, the templated aspects of research-technologies are 

already geared for trading and use by different groups. 

 

Studies of 20th century generic instruments have tended to examine the early 

development of research technologies by dispersed communities, and their 

journey to established commercial use.73 However, the stories of research-

technologies that have long been part of regular use have been less explored, 

even in the more detailed technical surveys and histories that have a somewhat 

different publication trajectory to academic histories of science and technology. 

At the turn of the millennium, the Bulletin of the Scientific Instrument Society 

invited curators and collectors to write about key instruments of the 20th 

century.74 For physics, charismatic or important objects such as the Van de 
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Graaf generator, Crookes spinthariscope, Thomson’s cathode-ray tube, the 

nuclear magnetic resonance cavity used by Isidor Rabi’s Nobel prize winning 

team, and the Lovell radio telescope at Jodrell Bank duly featured. Only Robert 

Bud made a plea for objects representative of everyday practice, such as 

ammeters, micrometers, photomultipliers and voltmeters, noting that they were 

under-represented in history of science and technology literature.75 Nearly two 

decades on, neither the index of the Bulletin nor the bibliography of the Scientific 

Instrument Commission contains much in this regard. Although descriptions of 

everyday instruments can of course be tracked down in technical and trade 

literature, while the systematic attention of historians is turned to the ‘charismatic 

megafauna’ of the 20th century, by far the greatest part of the century’s 

instrumentation ecosystem is in danger of being consigned to a lost realm.76   

 

While representative objects formed part of museum collecting policies through 

much of the 20th century, as the example discussed below shows, this has been 

less the case in recent decades, with museums privileging ‘showpieces’ or ‘key 

pieces’ (see Chapter 5).77 While everyday items and user experiences are 

increasingly represented in areas that have clear public consumer relevance (for 

example telecommunications, domestic technologies and medicine), there has 

been less focus on the everyday experiences of science and technology 

professionals, with a focus more on innovation or societal impact.78 
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Pragmatically in an age where museum staff and storage resources are tight, 

collecting is often display-led, and thus has an inevitable tendency towards 

‘showpieces’ or ‘key pieces’ informed by exhibition or gallery narratives.79  

 

Voltmeters (which measure the potential difference between two points in a 

circuit) have been produced since the 1880s; the initial demand for a new kind of 

precision instrument spurred by the rapidly-growing electric lighting industry’s 

need to monitor power and stability of networks.80 In early developments, 

including those by William Ayrton and John Perry, voltmeters and ammeters (for 

measuring current) had very similar designs. Moving-coil instruments (suitable 

for direct current) were originally based on the galvanometer design of a coiled 

wire within a magnet. When current passes through the wire a temporary 

magnetic field is induced in the wire; this is repelled by the permanent magnet 

causing the coil to rotate and move a pointer. Voltage could be measured, as 

proportional to the current, by placing the coil and a high resistance in series with 

the circuit. As stronger magnetic materials became available, it was possible to 
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reduce the size of the permanent magnet and thus the overall meter.81 In 

moving-iron instruments (suitable for both direct and alternating current), a 

current in the coil attracts or repulses pieces of soft iron, again causing the 

pointer to deflect; these meters can be distinguished externally by their non-

linear scales, as the deflection is proportional to the square of the current.82  For 

high-precision measurement, the mirror ammeter and voltmeter developed in the 

1880s by D’Arsonval and Deprez (an industrial development of Thomson’s mirror 

galvanometer) replaced the pointer with a light beam deflected by a mirror.83 

 

As Graeme Gooday has shown, early voltmeters and other electrical 

measurement instruments were open to questions of trustworthiness: those 

working in the commercial sector needed instruments that gave precise-enough 

readings easily and quickly, while physicists questioned whether readings that 

had not been obtained from fundamental measurements of nature could be truly 

accurate or constitute scientific practice.84  The voltmeter and ammeter 

eventually became accepted in the research laboratory as well as industry, partly 

due to improvement in instrumentation, and partly due to a change in how 

physicists considered such devices: the recently-discovered electron conferred a 

more fundamental status on electrical measurements, while a boom in research 

and teaching increased demand for standardised metrological aids.85 Instrument 
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workings became more complex, to enable simpler scales and less need for 

calibration on the part of the reader; however reading the instruments still 

required considerable skill, especially for engineers having to monitor multiple 

instruments at a fast pace.86 Some simplification of instrument-reading came 

with the advent of the digital voltmeter; during the 1950s early production was 

concentred on California, where Andrew Kay of Non-Linear Systems aimed to 

reduce the variation he had observed amongst readers using analogue 

instruments by creating an instrument that could be read unambiguously.87 While 

there had previously not been widespread demand in industry for such a device, 

the digital voltmeter quickly became popular, an example of research-

technologies developing alongside their own market forces rather than in 

response to specific academic or industrial requirements.88  

 

Voltmeters may also be encountered in the guise of a multimeter, an instrument 

which can read current, voltage and resistance. Originally designed by Post 

Office engineer Donald Macadie, the multimeter would become ubiquitous as the 

Avometer (for Amps, Volts and Ohms), with over a million produced between 

1923 and 2008.89 Easily portable, the ‘Avo’ was part of the standard toolkit of 

electricians and technicians. The digital multimeter (DMM, although often just 

described by users as a voltmeter) is now standard, with cheaper handheld 

versions and more precise versions for lab bench and rack.90 

 
 
86 Gooday, “Spot-Watching.” 
87 George Rotsky, “Gauging the Impact of DVMs,” EE Times, 1997, Copy at 
http://web.pa.msu.edu/people/edmunds/DVM_HP_3440a/digital_volt_meter_history.txt. 
88 Ralph Pearce, “Thirty Years of Digital Voltmeters” (Fleet, Hampshire: Schlumberger 
Technologies Instruments Division, 1989); Joerges and Shinn, “A Fresh Look at 
Instrumentation.” 
89 John Hurll, “The Last Avometer,” Measurement and Control 43, no. 3 (April 2010): 78–
78. 
90 Rotsky, “Gauging the Impact of DVMs.” 
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6.4.1 Venturing into the collections  
To survey the Science Museum’s voltmeters, I used a combination of the 

Museum’s database and physical examination of objects in storage. This brought 

home a particular challenge of working with forgotten collections – the physical 

management of such collections is often poor. Even in a reasonably well-

managed national museum collection, when objects do not get used often, other 

things often get piled in the way of shelves and in bays, making them hard to 

access. There are also some potential hazards such as asbestos which are yet 

to be remediated, so some objects cannot be closely examined or opened up. A 

survey of all of the c.200 voltmeters on inventory in the Science Museum’s 

collections offers some insights as to collecting and display trends.91 This survey 

is reliant on the quality of information in the Museum’s electronic collection 

database, MimsyXG, so has limitations – there are likely to be other voltmeters 

in storage that have not been formally accessioned and therefore are not on the 

database. There may also be other instruments that have not been properly 

catalogued, or are components of other objects so are not listed. However, the 

survey is useful in providing a broad overview. 

 

Voltmeters are largely split between the Electricity & Magnetism collection, 

traditionally managed by the physical sciences curators and containing examples 

of precision instrumentation and demonstrations of phenomena, and the Electric 

Power collection, traditionally managed by the engineering curators and 

containing examples of the latest technologies used in industry. Some objects 

will have moved between collections over the years, which as we have seen in 

 
 
91 Based on a database description keyword search for ‘voltmeter’ and ‘multimeter’. 
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Chapter 3 was common museum practice (at least one of the voltmeters was 

acquired for the no longer extant Basic Electronics collection instigated by 

director David Follett to capture new areas of science and technology). It is 

possible to study when instruments came into the collection as the inventory 

number format gives the year of accession (usually the same year as the 

instrument entered the Museum, although sometimes with a slight lag) and this 

shows some peaks of activity of accession (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1 
Science Museum voltmeter acquisitions by year, based on the Museum’s 

MimsyXG database.  
(Source: Author) 
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A trickle of accessions in the late 19th and early 20th century shows the entry of 

new types of instrument into the collections of the South Kensington Museum, 

and from 1909 (when several items were transferred from the V&A) the Science 

Museum. Examples were donated by companies such as Elliot Brothers and 

James White and showed the latest technologies such as Ayrton and Perry’s 

fixed-coil type or Cardew’s hot wire type. As Gooday has noted, the early trade 

saw fierce competition and so exhibition at the South Kensington Museum or 

Science Museum would have been an important marketing tool.92  In the 

acquisition patterns we can see the exhibition-driven peaks which Robert Bud 

has identified for other parts of the collection.93 Following a gap in collecting 

during the First World War, collecting resumed with a buildup towards the 1932 

Electrical Measurements Exhibition. There was another period of activity in the 

1950s with a donation from the Institution of Electrical Engineers, with exhibitions 

on British Standards and Industrial Progress (1951) and Electrical Standards 

(1955), while 1971 saw a temporary exhibition on the Centenary of the Institution 

of Electrical Engineers.  

 

There are also patterns of companies and institutions divesting of material.1967-

8 saw the donation of 14 voltmeters from Crompton Parkinson Ltd, part of a 

collection of over 100 items across collections; this period coincides with the 

company’s takeover by Hawker Siddley so it is likely that material was offered in 

bulk to the Science Museum.94 Correspondence indicates that most of the 

voltmeters collected in the 1980s and 1990s (with the exception of the 1993 

 
 
92 Gooday, “Voltmeter.” 
93 Bud, “Collecting for the Science Museum.” 
94 “Crompton Parkinson,” accessed August 11, 2018, 
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Crompton_Parkinson. 
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acquisition of the RAE Farnborough Collection) came via approaches to the 

Museum rather than proactive acquisitions, a way for donors such as Imperial 

College to pass on unwanted material. Aside from the multimeters mentioned 

above and a digital voltmeter we shall turn to later in this chapter, there is no 

record of these items having ever been displayed.  

 

The 1980s follow the pattern identified by Bud of increased acquisitions, due to 

the Museum having a formal collecting policy under which gap-filling was 

common.95 Notes on various of the object files refer to them being good 

examples of typical instruments. However, this period also saw the beginning of 

a more narrative-led approach to exhibitions, with panels and setpiece exhibits 

leading the displays rather than groups of typical objects.96 This slowed 

acquisition rates throughout the following decades, with less gap-filling of typical 

objects and a move towards objects with exhibition or research potential. The 

early 2000s Directorship of Lindsay Sharp also saw a reduction in curatorial staff 

and the closure of many of the subject-themed galleries with mass displays of 

typical objects; Bud has commented that there were fewer scientific instruments 

on display across the Science Museum at the start of the twenty-first century 

than had been shown in the 1876 Special Loan exhibition.97 

 

Today, while the last decade has been a return to object-rich displays on the 

Science Museum’s floors, a visitor would be hard-pressed to find evidence of 

 
 
95 Bud, “Collecting for the Science Museum.” 
96 Andrew Nahum, “Exhibiting Science: Changing Conceptions of Science Museum 
Display,” in Science for the Nation: Perspectives on the History of the Science Museum, 
ed. Peter J.T. Morris (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 176–93. 
97 Boyle, “Not for Their Beauty”: Instruments and Narratives at the Science Museum, 
London”; Robert Bud, “Infected by the Bacillus of Science: The Explosion of South 
Kensington,” in Science for the Nation: Perspectives on the History of the Science 
Museum, ed. Peter J.T. Morris (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 11–40. 
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how ubiquitous voltmeters became over the course of the 20th century. Amongst 

the c.13,000 objects on display in the Science Museum’s galleries at the time of 

writing there are only five multimeters/voltmeters, none likely to be immediately 

obvious to the casual visitor as they are amongst mass displays or are parts of a 

larger object.98  Three of these can be found amongst the mass displays in 

Making the Modern World, the Museum’s flagship gallery of technology c. 1750-

2000. Along the gallery’s north wall (which is less traversed by visitors than the 

central aisle) a section on ‘Technology in Everyday Life’ has large showcases 

arranged according to classification systems used in different periods, with 

upwards of a hundred objects in each case. The case covering c.1880-1939 is 

arranged according to the system of Patrick Geddes and contains a small group 

of objects referring to Geddes’ ‘Neotechnic’ periodisation in which the Industrial 

Age foundations of coal and iron would lead to new electrical industries. Here, 

alongside a coal-hole cover and filament lamps, a Universal Avometer (c.1936) 

is displayed with the text ‘widely used in electrical and electronic work’.99 The 

case covering the 1940s through the 1960s is arranged according to the Festival 

of Britain’s South Bank displays, with two multimeters appearing in a group 

under ‘Power and Production’. The group label text mentions the electrification of 

homes and factories in this period, but the multimeters carry no interpretation 

beyond their titles.100 Elsewhere in the Museum’s galleries, it would take a 

particularly keen-eyed visitor to spot another two voltmeters as part of larger 

objects. A bright yellow multimeter can be seen on the bench of Apollinaires 

Tellen’s mobile phone repair workshop, brought from Buea in Cameroon for 

 
 
98 Based on a database location search and visual inspection of the galleries, January 
2019. 
99 Inv. No. 1978-56, Universal Avometer, c. 1936. 
100 Inv. No. 1997-782, Taylor Junior multimeter, 1940s; Inv. No. 1997-799, Avo Minor 
multimeter, 1950s. 
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display in the Information Age gallery.101  There is a voltmeter embedded 

amongst a dizzying array of instrumentation in the cockpit of a Douglas DC-1 in 

the Flight gallery.  But these are incidental parts of a larger whole, and not 

mentioned in either object’s label interpretation.  

 

Thus, the voltmeters on display are much as they, and other generic 

instruments, might have been encountered in practice in the workplace: part of 

the scenery and largely silent, often overshadowed by more bespoke or 

charismatic pieces. But these five at least have a display career, even if in 

relatively minor roles – what of the other examples on the shelves at Blythe 

House? The voltmeters collected during the 1980s and 1990s provide us with a 

set of instruments acquired as typical specimens, rather than in support of the 

narratives on the gallery floor. Three decades later, most have not been used for 

exhibition, but neither is there any evidence of them having been used by 

researchers.102 But are these objects really useless for research? What might 

they tell us? 

 

6.5 Drawing out stories from silent objects 

In surveying the late-20th century acquisitions from the Science Museum’s 

collection of voltmeters, I found a variety of production dates, type and intended 

use. Selection for prototype biographies was based on a combination of visual 

 
 
101 Inv. No. 2013-157/43, Mastech multimeter, manufactured in China 1987-2012. For 
more on the objects from Cameroon collected for the gallery, see “Connecting 
Cameroon: Mobile Phones and Call Boxes,” Science Museum, accessed June 29, 2019, 
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects-and-stories/connecting-cameroon-mobile-
phones-and-call-boxes. 
102 There is no mention of voltmeters in the centralised enquiry and store visit records 
which the Science Museum has kept for the past five years. Before this, enquiry 
correspondence about objects was usually added to the object file; I have found no such 
material on any of the files I have examined. 
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choice from surveying the shelves, and checking against the Museum’s 

database and files to see what (if any) information about the objects was held. 

While the database and files provided some background as to the provenance of 

the objects, there was limited information about individual objects; however their 

form and use provided some indications as to how these typical instruments 

might be used as a prompt for research. Trade literature (advertising and 

catalogues) provided some further contextual information: as Nall and Taub 

note, this type of material is an important resource in understanding the 

transition from novel equipment to commercially-successful objects, requiring the 

tacit knowledge of the original designer to be clarified for users in a wide variety 

of locations.103 The Science Museum Library holds a large collection of trade 

literature, largely amassed by curators over the years rather than being part of 

any formal library collecting policy. This is gradually being catalogued to make it 

useable by researchers. I will now examine what the combination of physical 

object inspections and material available in museum files and trade literature can 

elicit from three different groups of voltmeters: relatively simple types for school 

use, more complex types used in testing and maintenance, and digital 

voltmeters. 

 

 

6.5.1 Voltmeters for school teaching 
The Science Teaching collection contains several examples of the types of 

voltmeter frequently encountered in a school lab. Two are from a collection of 

 
 
103 Joshua Nall and Liba Taub, ‘Selling by the Book: British Scientific Trade Literature 
after 1800’, in How Scientific Instruments Have Changed Hands, ed. Alison D. Morrison-
Low, Sara J. Sechner, and Paolo Brenni (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 21–42. Dominique Vinck 
describes 'equipping' objects with instructions to enable them to be used across 
boundaries: ‘From Intermediary Object towards Boundary-Object’, Revue d’anthropologie 
des connaissances Vol. 3, No 1, no. 1 (22 June 2009): 51–72. 
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teaching equipment acquired from Mary Datchelor Girls’ School in Camberwell a 

few years after the school’s closure in 1981. The school was founded in 1796 

and supported by the Clothworker’s Company from 1893, closing in the early 

1980s; the objects were presented to the Museum by the Company.104  

 

Inventory Number 1983-1003 (Figure 6.2) is a moving-coil voltmeter in a wooden 

case, with a range of 0-3V, 15mA. The movement is by Crompton (Serial No. 

760233); Crompton Parkinson Ltd, based in Chelmsford, Essex, made 

instruments for a wide range of industrial, educational and military clients.105 A 

label screwed to the front indicates that the apparatus was sold by W & J George 

& Becker Ltd, of Birmingham and London. Based on this form of the George & 

Becker trading name, the date of manufacture can be narrowed down to around 

the period 1944-1954.106 

 

 

 
 
104 “Mary Datchelor School - Exploring Southwark,” accessed October 31, 2018, 
http://www.exploringsouthwark.co.uk/mary-datchelor-school/4593161554; “Object File: 
May Datchelor Girls’ School” (n.d.), ScM 1001/109/27, ScM. 
105 Crompton Parkinson Ltd, Pattern of Progress (London, 1955). 
106 “W. and J. George and Becker,” accessed December 4, 2018, 
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/W._and_J._George_and_Becker. 
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Figure 6.2 
Moving-coil voltmeter by Crompton / George & Becker, c. 1944-1954. (Source: 

Author) 

 

On inspection, this instrument appeared to be specially designed for teaching 

purposes - the angled case and large scale would have enabled easy viewing, 

potentially by more than one student at a time, and the exposed movement was 

presumably to facilitate explanation of the principles of moving-coil instrument 

operation. This was confirmed by a 1939 George & Becker catalogue featuring a 

broadly similar range of instruments (Figure 6.3).107 On the bottom there is a 

zero-adjuster screw that would be easily moveable with a screwdriver or coin. 

The form of this voltmeter is a good example of how instruments became 

simplified into teaching instruments over the course of the 20th century. Heering 

notes that as instruments move from the research to teaching contexts, they are 

 
 
107 W. & J. George Ltd, Physical Laboratory Apparatus & Equipment: 25th Edition 
Catalogue, 1939. 
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simplified but also often stabilised: the manipulation of apparatus is controlled in 

such a way that the student is taking part in a demonstration with a fixed 

outcome, rather than doing an open experiment.108 

  

 

 

Figure 6.3  
Detail of George & Becker Catalogue, 1939. (Source: Author) 

 

A voltmeter made some decades later also has an angled case for easy viewing. 

Inventory Number 1983-1000 (Figure 5.4) is a moving-coil voltmeter in a black 

Bakelite case, a design commonly seen in recent decades in schools and 

universities (including from my own experience). It has a dual range, for 0-5V 

and 0-15V. There is no maker’s mark, but the underside has a hand-painted 

serial number 1143/4. The initials GP have been painted in white on the right-

hand side. An ammeter of near-identical design (Inv. No. 1983-1001) carries the 

mark of White Electrical Instrument Company (based in Clerkenwell and later 

Great Malvern) and is dated 1974. White’s instrument list from 1976 indicates 

 
 
108 Peter Heering, “Tools for Investigation, Tools for Instruction: Potential 
Transformations of Instruments in the Transfer from Research to Teaching,” in Learning 
by Doing: Experiments and Instruments in the History of Science Teaching, ed. Peter 
Heering and Roland Wittje, Geschichte (Franz Steiner Verlag) (Stuttgart: Steiner, 2011), 
15–30. 
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that these types of instrument were sold as suitable for use on the Nuffield O-

Level Science Project; the Mary Datchelor school had links with the Nuffield 

project, with chemistry teacher Doris Kett sitting on the Committee for A-Level 

Physical Sciences.109 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both voltmeters, from different periods, could be used as prompts to explore the 

roles of instruments in school curricula; comparison with standard textbooks 

could indicate how they were meant to be used in experiments, enabling 

 
 
109 White Electrical Instrument Co. Ltd., Catalogue List, 1976; Keith Douglas Fuller and 
David Daniel Malvern, Challenge and Change: A History of the Nuffield A-Level Physics 
Project (Reading: Institute of Education, University of Reading, 2010). 

Figure 6.4 
Voltmeter in Bakelite case, with ammeter of similar design. 

(Source: Author) 
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historians to reconstruct what sort of knowledge and skills were expected of 

someone with a general education and how this might have changed over the 

decades. There is also an opportunity to compare the intended use of 

instruments in different types of school. The first voltmeter is from the era of the 

1944 Education Act and the introduction of free secondary education via a 

tripartite system of grammar schools and more practically-oriented secondary 

moderns and technical schools. By the time the second voltmeter was made in 

the late 1970s the latter two categories had merged into comprehensive schools, 

and the Nuffield education reforms were underway.  

 

We could also explore research-technology dynamics in the educational market: 

how often did manufacturers change their product ranges and how often were 

these taken up by schools? Given that the basic functionality of the instruments 

remained constant and they were made to be robust, one might expect them to 

last decades, so how did sales personnel persuade schools to keep buying new 

instruments? A study of simplification could also be expanded on by comparing 

these types of instruments to instruments by the same makers intended for more 

specialised use.  

 

 

6.5.2 Voltmeters for testing and maintenance 
Several instruments stored close together on shelves at Blythe House are 

marked with similar stickers, and are an instance of the disposal-by-absence 

noted by Hetherington above. In 1995 the Museum was approached by John 

Firth on behalf of Annerose Partridge. Mrs Partridge wished for the electrical 

measuring instrument collection of her husband Jack (1927-1995) ‘to go to “a 
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good home”, rather than be destroyed’.110 While the Museum did not take the 

entire collection as it contained duplicates of several instruments already in the 

collection, some 40 instruments were acquired as “typical examples of electrical 

measuring instruments”.111 These were catalogued by the curators, but appear 

to have had no further use by the Museum in the two decades since. 

 

While these items were acquired as typical examples, the known association 

with Partridge provides an opportunity to trace the types of equipment used over 

the span of a long career. The very typicality of these instruments is an 

opportunity to look at use and maintenance (particularly beyond the 

‘academy’).112 According to a CV supplied with the objects, Partridge was  born 

in West Hartlepool, and completed a BSc as an external student of the University 

of London.113 Having served as an Air Wireless Mechanic with the RAF during 

the war, his career spanned a range of roles around the country including 

Assistant Experimental Officer in the chemical inspectorate at Windscale-

Sellafield developing remote handling and assaying equipment (1950-55); 

Experimental Officer at AERE Harwell (1955-66); Development Engineer at Pye-

Unicam in Cambridge, developing helium refrigeration systems, managing the 

model shop and introducing new materials and techniques (1966-1975); Chief 

Mechanical Engineer of Plessey Microsystems in Towcester, developing an 

(unrealised) holographic storage system and designing packaging for computers 

(1977-1980); and co-founder of Spectron Laser Systems (1982-1986). 

 
 
110 John R. Firth, January 22, 1995, T/1997-550, ScM. 
111 “Technical File: Instruments Collected by Jack Partridge” (nd), T/1997-550, ScM. 
112 For example, as called for by David Edgerton, The Shock of the Old: Technology and 
Global History since 1900 (London: Profile, 2008) and ‘Time, Money, and History’, Isis 
103, no. 2 (1 June 2012): 316–27; and Andrew L. Russell and Lee Vinsel, ‘After 
Innovation, Turn to Maintenance’, Technology and Culture 59, no. 1 (1 May 2018): 1–25. 
113 “Technical File: Jack Partridge.” 
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Partridge’s career illustrates what Galison describes as the intercalation of 

different subcultures of physics (instrumental, experimental, theoretical). 114 His 

career as a member of an instrumentation subculture saw periods of working 

closely with members of different experimentation subcultures. While at Harwell 

he moved between different groups: designing power supplies for the mass 

spectrometry group, designing and manufacturing accelerator tubes and vacuum 

systems for the tandem generator group (the tandem generator was a workhorse 

proton accelerator) and working with the nuclear physics group developing 

graphite assemblies for the LIDO reactor.115 After this period of working on 

bespoke solutions for experiments, he moved into the commercial sector, 

developing research-technologies to be used across a variety of applications. 

The instruments assembled by Partridge over the course of his career include 

voltmeters and multimeters, oscilloscopes, lasers and power supplies, with the 

majority dating from the 1960s and 1970s going by their make and serial 

number. A selection of three of the voltmeters shows a range of styles and uses. 

 

Inventory Number 1997-551 is a multi-range ammeter-voltmeter (Strom- und 

Spannungsmesser) by Norma of Vienna, 1962 (serial 1368821). Norma 

evidently made instruments for the export market as the case interior has 

instructions in English; there is also a manual. The voltmeter seems to have 

been used for testing in a variety of locations rather than fixed with one particular 

experimental setup: it is housed in a wooden case with carry handle and the face 

is marked ‘Standards Room R18’ while the case exterior has a label saying 

‘Return to Stores 16’. With dimensions of approximately 40 x 30 x 15cm and 

 
 
114 Peter Galison, Image and Logic : A Material Culture of Microphysics (Chicago ; 
London: University of Chicago Press, 1997).  
115 “Technical File: Jack Partridge.” 
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weighing about 10kg, it is just about portable by one person, although probably 

not for very far without transport. The instruction manual mentions leads that 

were supplied with the instrument, but these are no longer present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 
Norma ammeter-voltmeter from Jack Partridge collection,  

Inventory Number 1997-551 (Source: Author) 
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While the connectors and scale are reasonably plain, there is considerably more 

expected of the user than of the school voltmeters described above. The 

connectors for measuring volts and amps are fairly obvious, but the user has to 

select the required voltage range using the dials at bottom right, turning the dial 

until the scale shows a deflection. The scale is non-linear so needs to be read 

carefully, rather than glancing from a distance. It has a mirror to reduce parallax 

error while reading; the user has to remember to add the dial setting to the 

reading. There is a zero-adjuster button below the scale, immediately above 

which the wood polish is damaged with a circular imprint. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 
Detail of labels on the Norma voltmeter case. (Source: Author) 
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Labels attached to the case show practices of inventory and testing. A green 

label for “NIRNS Electric & Instrument Services 1222” indicates that the 

voltmeter was used during Partridge’s time at Harwell – the National Institute for 

Research in Nuclear Science was established in 1957 to manage the Nimrod 

synchrotron at the Rutherford Laboratory, adjacent to the AERE, as a national 

facility. It ran until 1966 when its functions were handed over to the newly-formed 

Science Research Council; the date coincides with Partridge leaving Harwell 

although it is not clear if the change of arrangements was the cause for his 

departure.116 A tag for the Electronic and Instrument Engineering Section shows 

that an instrument calibration regime was in place, although it is not filled out. 

 

An oblong label on the case has been mostly torn away and is illegible; however 

similar labels can be found on other instruments in the Partridge collection. 

These indicate that the items came into his personal possession when disposed 

of by Harwell; it appears material may have been sold off in batches. Exploring 

practices for bulk disposal from large institutions may provide an avenue to 

exploring networks of second-hand trade or auctions of material, building on 

Simon Werrett’s explorations of such practices for the early-modern period.117 

 

 
 
116 “Records of the National Institute for Research into Nuclear Science” (series, 1966 
1957), Division within AY, TNA. 
117 Werrett, Thrifty Science. 
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Figure 6.7 Disposal label seen on instruments in Partridge Collection. (Source: 
Author) 

Another voltmeter which Partridge took home from Harwell is a specialised form 

of a very common range. A Pye Scalamp electrostatic voltmeter (Figure 5.8, 

Inventory Number 1997-578) is from a range originally designed for testing high-

tension power supplies for television receivers and cameras.118 Partridge’s 

model has an additional damping system to enable the instrument to be used for 

up to 40kV. Scalamp instruments were based on a mirror galvanometer setup, 

with deflections projected onto an illuminated slanted scale for precision reading 

(the galvanometers could also be used for ballistic readings). The cast-

aluminium cases were designed to be dust-proof, with rubber-sealed joints; the 

lamp housing and spare bulb were held in a front compartment away from the 

main instrument workings. Partridge’s model was designed to be kept on a lab 

bench; it weighs 12kg and the lamp is operated by a mains plug.119 Other meters 

in the Scalamp range could use battery-operated lamps and weighed only 3kg, 

so were very portable. These types were widely used in the radio industry. 

 
 
118 W.G. Pye, “Electrostatic Voltmeter,” Journal of Scientific Instruments 30 (1953). 
119 W.G. Pye & Co. Ltd, Pye 40kV Electrostatic Voltmeter, Cambridge. 
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Partridge also owned an example of the ubiquitous Avometers (Figure 5.9): this 

one, an EA113 model, also bears signs of inventory and testing, with a 

calibration label indicating it was in use at Harwell in 1988. This small and readily 

portable instrument was designed for international export, bearing instructions on 

the back in English, French and German. While a small instrument, the 

complexity of a scale reading amps, volts and ohms, with a variety of ranges to 

be selected from the dial, suggests that this would require considerable 

experience to use quickly and effectively.  

Instruments such as these from in Partridge’s collection, part of a professional’s 

tools of the trade, prompt a variety of questions. Instruments such as the Norma 

and Avometer EA113 show that these voltmeters were intended for sale across 

Europe; we could explore whether there were particular centres of production for 

specific varieties of instrument (or component parts of instruments). What were 

the distribution networks – did institutions order from the manufacturer, or were 

there points of sale? How did practices differ between different countries, in 

terms of standards and training? We could explore the different types of training 

for professionals, both in formal education (for example the University of London 

external degree system as used by Partridge) and during their careers, either in 

formal training courses or informally ‘on the job’. Could generic instruments be 

customised by manufacturers or users for specific tasks? Did instruments follow 

individuals between institutions? 
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Figure 6.8 Pye Scalamp electrostatic voltmeter from Partridge Collection. 
(Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 6.9 
Avometer from Partridge Collection. (Source: Author) 
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6.5.3 Digital voltmeters 
One of the few items acquired by the Science Museum in the late 20th century to 

have been put on display was a Solartron Electronic Group Digital Voltmeter, 

type LM901. In October 1990 the Science Museum hosted a corporate 

hospitality event at which Schlumberger, the owners of Solartron, launched their 

7063 product line. This was badged as the culmination of ‘30 years of digital 

voltmeters’, drawing an evolutionary line from Solarton’s LM901, one of the first 

digital voltmeters to be widely available on the commercial market and a 

competitor to the early offers from Non-Linear Systems in the US.120 An example 

of the LM901 featured in the event, and was presented to curator Neil Brown; as 

the instrument was small he found space for it amongst the electrical instruments 

displays.121 In addition to gaining a new instrument for the collection, Brown 

found the event useful for filling gaps in his own knowledge: a talk by retired 

Solartron employee Ralph Pearce enabled him to make more sense of a 

Solartron LM1420 the Museum had acquired six years previously ‘without really 

knowing whether it was a significant instrument or just another digital 

voltmeter’.122 Brown learned that the LM1420 had been very successful 

commercially, with over 2000 a year made during the decade it was in 

production. Both of these voltmeters are now in storage. They bear limited signs 

of use and show the difficulties of inferring information from direct inspections 

from modern-day scientific equipment, particularly digital instruments which are 

 
 
120 Pearce, “Thirty Years of Digital Voltmeters.” 
121 Neil Brown to Alan McLaughlin, November 9, 1990, T/1990-615, ScM. 
122 Brown to McLaughlin; Pearce's talk seems to have covered similar ground to his 
published survey in ‘Thirty Years of Digital Voltmeters’. 
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mute when not switched on (in general, older electrical equipment cannot be 

powered up for conservation and safety reasons).  

 

 

The LM901 (Inventory Number 1990-615) is, literally, a black box (Figure 5.10). 

It shows some signs of wear which pre-date its acquisition by the Museum: there 

are slight scuffs to the paintwork and a dent on the front panel which are 

apparent in the Schlumberger publicity photographs from 1990. It was 

manufactured by Solartron England, presumably at its factory in Farnborough, 

but a test label (pasted over another which has been removed) from April 1985 is 

for Germany’s professional association for precision engineering and electrical 

engineering, indicating that the meter was used in that country at some point. It 

appears to have been tracked down by Solartron for the launch event at the 

Museum, but there are no records of where it was prior to this, or who returned it 

to the company.123 It is currently mute on its storage shelf, but Pearce’s 

recollections show this was not always so: the relay switch design to 

approximate the voltage meant that ‘the operation was accompanied by 

considerable clatter and was very slow’.124 The display of digits, lit by filament 

lamps, was not very reliable. Readings could be made to a sensitivity of about 

1mV, about 10 times more accurate than Partridge’s portable Avometer, 

although this would not generally have been needed for most industrial 

measurements at the time of the product’s launch. 

 

 
 
123 “Technical File: Solartron LM901 Digital Voltmeter” (n.d.), T/1990-615, ScM. 
124 Pearce, “Thirty Years of Digital Voltmeters,” 1. 
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The LM1420 (Inventory number 1983-1265) was acquired with a number of other 

objects from the Glacier Metal Company, so seems to have been in use but 

bears no obvious markings of this. As we have seen, it had gone straight to 

storage after acquisition, and interest in displaying it came from a museum of a 

different discipline. In 1995 the Royal College of Art was planning its ‘Design of 

the Times’ centenary retrospective and contacted the Museum in search of 

Solartron equipment which had been designed by RCA graduate Roy Gray in the 

early 1960s.125 The correspondence peters out and the exhibition catalogue 

bears no mention of voltmeter design.126 However, the Science Museum’s 

correspondence includes a Design magazine article sent by the RCA. This 

describes how Solartron had redesigned product ranges to compete in an 

international market where British instrument firms had been struggling to keep 

up with new designs, colours and layouts offered by Dutch, German, American 

and Japanese competitors.127 Practical considerations also played a part: 

instruments needed fit into the standard 19-inch rack originally popularised by 

the telephone industry, so as the individual instruments had become smaller, 

designers needed to create suites of instruments that could logically fit together 

in a rack. The ‘black box’ cases had to be openable so that components could be 

maintained and repaired. Around the same time, rival company Marconi also 

embarked on a product redesign.128  

 

 
 
125 Claire Catterall to Derek Robinson, “Design of the Times: One Hundred Years of the 
Royal College of Art,” September 26, 1995, T/1983-1265, ScM. 
126 Christopher Frayling, Claire Catterall, and Royal College of Art (Great Britain), eds., 
Design of the Times: One Hundred Years of the Royal College of Art (Shepton 
Beauchamp, Somerset : [London]: Richard Dennis Publications ; Royal College of Art, 
1995). 
127 Peter E.M. Sharp, “Two Approaches to Instrument Housing,” Design 185 (May 1964): 
38–43. 
128 Sharp. 
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Figure 6.10 
Solartron LM901 digital voltmeter. (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 6.11 
Solartron LM1420 digital voltmeter. (Source: Author) 
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While digital voltmeters avoided inaccuracy from user errors in reading a scale, 

the reading was only as good as what could be obtained against the voltmeter’s 

internal voltage standard, set from the reference power supply. In early models 

such as the 901 this was based on a Zener diode (which operate in reverse and 

allow current to flow when a ‘breakdown’ voltage is reached; this voltage can be 

held constant). Performance of these diodes decreased over time so an 

accuracy of +/-2% was specified, comparable with readings from a scale on 

analogue machines.129 Accuracy had considerably improved by the time of the 

LM1420, to +/- 0.05%. Solartron’s publicity noted that digital voltmeters had 

become so convenient to use that operators might become complacent and 

make measurements under non-ideal conditions; therefore the range could filter 

out noise from the mains supply and cables. However, for high-sensitivity 

measurements, the displayed voltage might drift with temperature so still 

required the operator to be aware of the machine’s failings. While the digital 

display might be more convenient to read than an analogue one, the operation 

and maintenance of the LM1420 voltmeter was by no means a simple affair: 

calibration required fifteen steps and the manual ran to some sixty pages.130 It is 

not clear whether all users would be expected to be familiar with its inner 

workings, or only a lab technician or Solatron representative. 

 

These digital voltmeters prompt similar questions to those in Partridge’s 

collection in terms of networks of design, marketing and use, but also lead to 

some additional questions. Given that there seems to have been limited demand 

for digital voltmeters in the early days, how did makers promote their product (for 

 
 
129 Solartron Electronic Group, Preliminary Information Leaflet: 999 Digital Voltmeter 
Type LM901, n.d.; Pearce, “Thirty Years of Digital Voltmeters.” 
130 Solartron Electronic Group, Digital Voltmeter LM1420.2 (Farnborough, 1970). 
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example sales material, free products and discounts)? How long did it take for 

these instruments to establish a market foothold, and when did they become 

cost-effective for the majority of institutions and companies? The physicality of 

these ‘black boxes’ also leads us to wonder whether they led to changes in 

practice: while simpler to read, they would probably have been more complex to 

repair. And if these objects were not mute on shelves, what could they tell us 

about their working environments – in addition to the clatter of the LM901’s 

digital display, what hums, buzzes, human chatter and other noises might have 

populated a workspace? 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have applied agnotology to stored museum collections, exploring 

objects consigned to a ‘lost realm’, neglected in favour of more charismatic 

objects by historians of science, collectors and enthusiasts, and even by the 

museum curators who brought them into collections. However, considered as 

part of a collection, examining why they became part of this lost realm has been 

illustrative of trends in museology over the 20th century. We have seen how 

collections – particularly science and technology ones – became increasingly 

divorced from regular study use, and a move away from type collecting to 

narrative-led acquisition and display. By actively seeking out silent classes of 

object and asking why knowledge about them has been neglected or lost, an 

agnotological approach can therefore illuminate museum practices. 

 

We could also consider individual objects as representing a ‘native state’ of 

ignorance, and a driver to more exploration.131 Most of the objects featured in 

 
 
131 Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term.” 
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this chapter offer limited prospects as a resource for the history of museums as 

envisaged by Alberti, as they have been ‘frozen’ in storage since their accession 

and thus cannot reveal any shifts in their status and meaning. However, if we 

can draw out the stories of these objects’ pre-museum lives (or at least the lives 

of similar objects) and the meaning for their users and collectors, we may be 

able to use them as prompts for history of science and technology. We might 

change their museum status - perhaps to be considered useful for research or 

display, or perhaps deemed to yield limited promise in this regard and to be 

consigned to deaccession. 

 

Physical inspections of the objects in this chapter has shown that a certain 

amount can be inferred from inspections of the objects themselves, but that that 

this is limited to fairly basic uses such as portability or ease of reading. 

Frustratingly, where there are signs of use on the objects (‘GE’ on a school 

voltmeter, or an imprint mark on Jack Partridge’s Norma voltmeter), the reason 

for these was not captured at the time of acquisition so they remain mysterious. 

The digital voltmeters are even more opaque. In collecting late 20th century 

voltmeters for the Science Museum, Neil Brown was well aware of the 

challenges of such material, noting that ‘it is the Museum’s policy to maintain a 

representative collection of electrical instruments, but it is not easy to achieve. 

Function is no longer related to form, and appearance (besides often having little 

aesthetic appeal) gives few clues to the purpose of an instrument, so 

documentary support is more important than ever if an instrument is to be 

understood in the future’.132  

 

 
 
132 Neil Brown, “Electrical Measuring Instruments at the Science Museum” (May 1990), 
T/1990-615, ScM. 
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Without Brown’s attempts to gather documentation to support the objects, 

especially trade literature, there would be few leads to follow, but what has been 

gathered provides some supporting contextual information as to the voltmeters’ 

manufacture and use. However, as these are generic objects rather than ones 

associated with key figures or events in the history of science and technology, 

the voices and experiences of the people who made and used them are largely 

absent. We know the broad outlines of Jack Partridge’s career trajectory, but not 

how he used different machines in different institutions. Because the Museum 

cherry-picked from his collection rather than keeping the whole (although a list 

survives) and did not ascertain from his widow and friend his reasons for keeping 

the instruments, the opportunity has been lost to approach the collection in its 

own right as a distinct type of modern physics collection, a personal collection 

assembled by a practitioner. We do not have much sense of whether the Mary 

Datchelor collection was actively used by teachers and pupils, or sat in 

cupboards. We do not know who used the Solartron digital voltmeters. We can, 

however, look at stages in the lives of typical products like these – design and 

production, marketing, sales and shipping, use – and use these generic objects 

as loci for interrogating the experiences of people with similar categories of 

object. 

 

The example of the LM1420 design points to how histories of design and 

marketing could be a particularly useful way of enriching the biographies of 

objects which have never had a ‘use-life’ inside museums or out – this is 

particularly important for examples which came straight from commercial 

manufacture to museum storage and so offer limited opportunities to explore 

how people used them or made meanings from them. In this case the individual 

object’s unique biography is of limited interest, but an object’s survival in a 
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museum collection means it can be used as a prompt for enquiry into the 

development and distribution of a class of objects.  

 

As with the object in Chapter 5, even if the object itself is unlikely to offer much 

information from a physical inspection beyond what could be gleaned from 

documents, we could use its physical appearance to prompt questions as to 

process and practice. As Pantalony notes, even so-called ‘black boxes’ are often 

not black, but even when they are the colour and other choices made by makers 

and marketers of instruments can help us culturally unpackage generic 

objects.133 A visual survey of the voltmeters in the Science Museum’s collection 

shows variation in size, materials and design over time. Cases are variously 

made from wood, plastics and metal; some have angled or mirrored scales for 

ease of reading; we can see how digital voltmeters became constrained in size 

by the requirements of the telecommunications rack system but continued to 

vary in cosmetic appearance according to the designs of different manufacturers. 

While Chapter 5 has explored some specific cases of the design of highly-

specialised instruments and components, an exploration of the more 

commonplace equipment of scientific and industrial workspaces could build on 

histories of technology which have explored aspects of the design of objects for 

‘lay’ users in domestic or business contexts. 134  Tracing the design history of a 

well-established form of instrument (or suite of instruments) in a commercial 

 
 
133 David Pantalony, “Field Notes: Challenges and Approaches for Collecting Recent 
Material Heritage of Science and Technology,” Museologia e Patrimônio 8, no. 2 (2015): 
80–103. 
134 For example, Ruth Schwartz Cowan, A Social History of American Technology 
(Oxford University Press, 1997); Jeffrey R. Yost, “Manufacturing Mainframes: 
Component Fabrication and Component Procurement at IBM and Sperry Univac, 1960–
1975,” History and Technology 25, no. 3 (September 1, 2009): 219–35; Paul Atkinson, 
Computer, Objekt (London: Reaktion, 2010); Jon Agar, Constant Touch: A Global History 
of the Mobile Phone (Icon Books Ltd, 2013); Helen Peavitt, Refrigerator: The Story of 
Cool in the Kitchen (Reaktion, 2017). 
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context, and augmenting design plans and instruction manuals with physical 

examinations of objects in museum collections, might allow us to complement 

the perspective of the ‘invisible technician’ with that of the ‘invisible designer’ 

working in a distinct research-technology environment.135   

 

Trade literature also provides an opportunity to explore the marketing of objects, 

and there is also potentially an opportunity to use object biographies to trace 

displays and demonstrations in industrial fairs or company showrooms. 

Pantalony has commented that these styles of display were often transplanted to 

science museums, with their tendency towards the conservative and celebratory, 

and remained unchanged for decades.136 But while such galleries could be 

considered historically and museologically outmoded (as we have seen above, 

displays of typical technologies have vanished from the Science Museum, and 

Pantalony and his colleagues completed a full redisplay of the Canada Science 

and Technology Museum in 2016), object collections which were established 

with a mindset of keeping up with the latest technology rather than as historical 

collections could now provide an opportunity to study the business of scientific 

instruments in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. Sales of research-technology 

instruments – via company showrooms, fairs, or travelling sales people – have 

adopted a range of tactics including testimony of satisfied customers, 

certification by official bodies, and demonstrations.137 Object biographies could 

be used to follow particular models or ranges from development through 

 
 
135 Jérôme Denis, Alessandro Mongili, and David Pontille, “Maintenance & Repair in 
Science and Technology Studies,” Tecnoscienza: Italian Journal of Science & 
Technology Studies 6, no. 2 (January 29, 2016): 5–16; Steven Shapin, “The Invisible 
Technician,” American Scientist 77, no. 6 (1989): 554–63. 
136 Pantalony, “Biography of an Artifact.” 
137 Alexandre Mallard, “Metrological Arenas of Research-Technology,” in Instrumentation 
between Science, State and Industry, ed. Bernward Joerges and Terry Shinn, Sociology 
of the Sciences 22 (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publ, 2001), 219–36. 
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distribution across interdisciplinary networks, with personnel operating at 

interfaces between research, sales and repair; they could also be used to study 

the supply chain of components.138 There is also an opportunity to be reflective 

with regard to collecting practice: many science and technology museum 

collections were founded upon the industrial fairs or international expositions of 

the 19th and 20th century, but today’s salerooms and fairs tend to be less of a 

source for curators, who eschew ‘typical’ or ‘off-the-shelf’ instruments in favour of 

ones for whom more particular histories can be gathered.139 But a return to trade 

displays and expos – capturing aspects of their organisation, displays and 

demonstrations as well as the instruments themselves – would capture this 

particular stage of an object’s life between make and use, while also ensuring 

that the collections continue to tell the histories of commercial scientific 

exhibitions. 

 

We can also recover aspects of the lost knowledge about these individual 

objects by harnessing the potential of a museum storeroom to be a memory 

trigger.140 As some of the objects were manufactured within the domain of living 

memory, it may be possible to combine studies of artefacts and documents with 

first-hand accounts from makers or users of similar types. This is also an 

 
 
138 Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, “Putting Isotopes to Work: Liquid Scintillation Counters, 
1950-1970,” in Instrumentation between Science, State and Industry, ed. Bernward 
Joerges and Terry Shinn, Sociology of the Sciences 22 (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic 
Publ, 2001), 143–74; David Pantalony, “The Cost of Living: Tracing the Supply Chain for 
Superconductors in MRI Machines,” CMAJ : Canadian Medical Association Journal 183, 
no. 11 (August 9, 2011): E762–64. 
139 Conn, Do Museums Still Need Objects?; Robert Bud, “Responding to Stories,” 
Science Museum Group Journal 1, no. 01 (2014); Elena Canadelli et al., eds., Behind the 
Exhibit: Displaying Science and Technology at World’s Fairs and Museums in the 
Twentieth Century, vol. 12, Artefacts: Studies in the History of Science and Technology 
(Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press, 2019). 
140 Ernst, “Archi(ve)Textures of Museology.” 
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opportunity to avoid ‘research delayed’ becoming ‘research never recovered’ 

before memories are lost forever.141 

 

This could involve the use of artefacts to prompt oral histories, or filmed 

simulations of practice, revealing a range of personal interactions and tacit skills 

beyond what an oral history alone would capture.142 This way of using physical 

objects as evidence would go beyond the approach of close visual inspection 

which I have taken throughout the thesis, bringing prior operational and tacit 

knowledge beyond my curatorial expertise. Still-operational organisations and 

companies such as Harwell and Solartron may be able to assist with contacting 

former staff members. Pye, with its extensive involvement in the radio and 

television industries, has a lively history group. 143 The Mary Datchelor School 

has an active ‘Old Girls’ Club’.144 Approaches thus far have elicited 

conversations with two of the alumna who remember physics being taught by a 

Miss Charman, but who were not very engaged with the subject and recall little 

of the apparatus.145 The initials ‘GP’ have not triggered any memories; they may 

 
 
141 Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term,” 7. 
142 Examples of using artefacts to prompt reflections include Hilary Geoghegan, ‘A New 
Pattern for Historical Geography: Working with Enthusiast Communities and Public 
History’, Journal of Historical Geography 46 (1 October 2014): 105–7; ‘#chemglass: Can 
You Help?’, Science Museum Blog (blog), accessed 11 August 2018, 
https://blog.sciencemuseum.org.uk/chemglass-can-you-help/; The Chemical Heritage 
Foundation (now Science History Institute) Instrumental Lives project, although this has 
suffered from poor recording quality, Landry and Cook, ‘Collecting Twentieth-Century 
Chemistry: A Reevaluation of the Collecting Philosophy and Goals at the Chemical 
Heritage Foundation’; Roger Kneebone and Abigail Woods, ‘Recapturing the History of 
Surgical Practice through Simulation-Based Re-Enactment.’, Medical History 58, no. 01 
(2014): 106–121; John Ellis, ‘Between Human and Machine: The Operating System’, 
Journal of Contemporary Archaeology 2, no. 1 (1 September 2015). 
143 “Pye History Trust Virtual Museum,” accessed November 1, 2018, 
http://www.pyemuseum.org/divisions/history/history_pt1.php. 
144 “Mary Datchelor Old Girls Club | Welcome,” accessed August 9, 2018, 
https://www.datchelor.com/. 
145 “Email Correspondence with D.W. and M.G.,” October 2018. 
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not be a person’s initials but might stand for something like ‘General Physics’. 

However, Islay Charman, who became the school’s Deputy Head, does seem to 

have made a strong impression on some of her students: ‘Above all she made 

physics exciting and relevant to our lives. Her experiments always worked!’, 

according to tributes at her memorial service.146 A new PhD studentship at the 

Science Museum and University of Leeds will be exploring the two institutions’ 

science teaching collections, and will hopefully result in more alumna with 

memories of Mary Datchelor lessons being tracked down. It may be that, rather 

than the voltmeters, other more charismatic items in the school’s collection 

(which includes an electrostatic whirl, Leyden jars, and a ‘Guinea and feather’ 

apparatus) elicit further memories of lessons.147 

 

Such a suite of approaches, targeted on silent objects, could allow us to reclaim 

‘stored’ or ‘reserve’ collections as ‘study’ collections. As Alberti argues, 

museums could do more to embrace storage, considering and presenting it as a 

dynamic and active practice rather than warehousing (and perhaps moving away 

from the epithet ‘store’ with its rather dormant connotations).148 In addition to 

enlivening forgotten stored collections, we need to consider implications for 

future collecting. Science and technology museums have largely moved away 

from updating their collections of equipment with the latest versions; aside from 

the storytelling challenges posed by generic equipment, it is simply not practical 

or ethical to collect in large volume without considering the future use of objects. 

 
 
146 “Mary Datchelor Old Girls Club | In Memory of Miss Charman - Tributes,” accessed 
December 4, 2018, https://www.datchelor.com/news/index.php?id=38. 
147 “Object File: May Datchelor Girls’ School.” 
148 Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
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This leads to collecting focusing on a smaller number of objects, and to attempts 

to refine collections by disposing of material that is not useful.149  

 

Ad Maas’s ‘key pieces’ approach (discussed in Chapter 4) helped him to 

‘separate the wheat from the chaff’ when assessing the Unilever research 

laboratory near Rotterdam, although it was not always easy to decide what was 

wheat and what was chaff.150 The objects he selected to join the Dutch national 

science and technology collections in Museum Boerhaave certainly lacked the 

charisma or attractiveness of the Boerhaave’s famed ‘Golden Age’ collections, 

but they could be used to tell a story of the research development of Unilever’s 

well-known consumer products: for example, a gas chromatograph used in 

identifying flavour components in butters, or an X-ray diffraction camera used to 

study the texture of washing powder grains. Those that didn’t make the grade 

included ‘all kinds of anonymous pH meters, resistance banks and voltmeters 

that are not typical of Unilever research’.151 But what then happens to these 

anonymous and generic objects, so typical of everyday practice that they are not 

considered suitably typical of any one laboratory’s research to merit 

preservation? What of the even more mundane supporting parts – like the leads 

from Partridge’s Norma voltmeter, whose absence became apparent from a 

visual inspection of the object – that are considered so incidental they are not 

preserved at all? If today’s curators do not collect such objects, what silences in 

collections might their successors one day lament?  

 

 
 
149 Merriman, “Museum Collections and Sustainability.” 
150 Maas, “How to Put a Black Box in a Showcase,” 666. 
151 Maas, 667. 
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In addition to ‘showpieces’ and ‘key pieces’ I would argue that museums should 

reverse the tendency of recent decades to avoid collecting typical items, and 

instead embrace the potential of voltmeters and other ‘everyday pieces’ to 

illuminate histories of practice.  However, rather than doing so ad-hoc and 

collecting objects without context (which as we have seen above has left us with 

some incomplete stories), we should collect these as part of targeted acquisition 

projects. One pragmatic solution to this could involve adding a layer to existing 

plans to collect ‘megafauna’: we will often find more generic objects in the same 

institution – indeed sometimes part of the suite of instrumentation used with the 

main object – so should not overlook collecting them or capturing the memories 

of their users. This may also be an opportunity to identify working scientists and 

engineers who have built up personal collections, so that we could study these 

as a whole. Alternatively, we could plan projects by maker and model, or 

category of institution (for example updating the educational collections). With 

theoretical frameworks such as those outlined above in mind, capturing the 

experiences of their makers and users, we can establish a solid pre-museum 

biography for objects. By comparing the biographies of similar instruments used 

in different contexts, we could investigate the potential of generic objects to act 

in trading zones, looking at how templates have been adapted at different sites. 

 

Where there are already many generic objects in collections, applying such 

frameworks could also help in decisions as to retention or disposal: we know that 

we cannot keep numerous examples of every single make of digital voltmeter if 

we are to manage museum collections sustainably, and some are likely to lead 

to more stories than others. And we should remind ourselves that while not as 

visually appealing to us today as the collections which the Science Museum was 

built on in the 19th century, such objects are equally valid material embodiments 

of the thinking and skills that go into making precision instruments, and may 
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become more charismatic as the years go by. They may even yet become the 

‘key pieces’ or even ‘show pieces’ of the future.   

 

As this chapter has demonstrated, there are two ways we can approach the ‘lost 

realm’ of objects in storage. One is to deploy agnotology towards categories of 

objects to study the reasons for why they were forgotten in the first place, 

shedding light on museum practices, and one is to test some of these objects as 

a driver for new research, adopting biographical and physical inspection 

techniques.152 There is then potential to replace the early 21st century anxiety 

over forgotten and largely forgettable collections, and to address Keene’s lament 

over dull objects: ‘Who is going to be fascinated by […] a row of indistinguishable 

grey boxes with small dials and wires sticking out […]?’153. As Staubermann 

challenges, ‘it is the curators’ or historians’ responsibility to interpret and make 

sense of all objects, whether ‘exciting’ or ‘boring’. 154 

 
 
152 Proctor, “Agnotology: A Missing Term.” 
153 Keene, Fragments of the World. 
154 Tim Boon et al., “A Symposium on Histories of Use and Tacit Skills,” Science 
Museum Group Journal 8, no. 08 (2017). 



Chapter 7 
Conclusions 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Following the biographies of the objects in this thesis has taken us to a wide 

variety of locations. These include a girls’ school in Camberwell, a leading 

physics laboratory in Cambridge, the drill hall of a small town in Cumbria, an 

international exhibition pavilion in Bulawayo, Rhodesia, and a factory in 

Bogoroditsk, Russia. The case studies have shown the variety of practices within 

modern physics and its public presentation over the 20th century. 

 

We have also been to the Science Museum’s galleries and storerooms – the 

main objects of study have all passed through the Museum’s collections at some 

point in their lives. They are a small glass tube used by J.J. Thomson around 

1897, that has become the symbol of an origin story of modern physics; models 

of nuclear reactors, made in the 1940s and 1950s for display to promote the 

commercial interests of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment while 

maintaining secrecy around Britain’s nuclear programme; a hand-sized crystal, 

one of tens of thousands made in the early 2000s for a highly-specialised use in 

the world’s largest particle physics facility, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN; 

and a range of mass-produced voltmeters, from a 1950s easily-read model for a 

school bench to a 1990 ‘black box’ digital version. Some of these objects have 

had active display careers nationally and internationally, while others have been 

in storage for their entire museum careers.  
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Throughout the thesis, while following the object biographies, I have 

encountered different types of stories and silences. I have examined the stories 

that people have told about these objects: what they meant for the public 

presentation of modern physics, and how their status changed. I have 

investigated what stories the objects themselves (and particularly their physical 

characteristics) can tell us about practices of modern physics. But there are also 

stories not told: complexities omitted for convenience, information deliberately 

suppressed, or objects never displayed or collected. 

 

7.2 Object biographies: modern physics in the museum, and beyond 

My starting point for this thesis has been Sam Alberti’s 2005 call to explore 

objects in museums.1 While he mainly positioned this as an approach to history 

of museums, I have also used what he refers to as the objects’ prehistories 

(before their entry to the museum) to explore more general aspects of modern 

physics in practice and in public.  

 

While ‘modern physics’ is today associated with atomic structure, quantum 

physics and relativity, we saw in Chapter 3 that this was not a self-evident 

definition so far as the Science Museum’s collections were concerned. From a 

range of areas which could have constituted ‘modern physics’ so far as the 

national collections were concerned, the new collection created by curator F.A.B. 

Ward focused on nuclear physics. This has been shown by Imogen Clarke’s 

study of the Museum during the interwar period, which relied on general 

museum records rather than those of individual objects. However, by covering a 

longer period and applying the object biography approach to track what 

 
 
1 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
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collections particular objects ended up in, I have been able to argue that her 

attribution of this narrow focus to the influence of Ward and the Cavendish 

Laboratory is not the only reason: other objects representing new areas of work 

by British physicists found their way into pre-existing collection categories, which 

had been conceptually and physically split between science and industry from 

their foundations in the 19th century. Thus the inertia of museum categories was 

also a contributing factor in the framing of a ‘modern physics’ collection, which 

became focused around what could not already be accommodated in existing 

collections. I have also shown how the Science Museum constantly attempted to 

account for new subject areas by following the biography of J.J. Thomson’s 

cathode ray tube. It now stands as the earliest-inventoried item in the Museum’s 

nuclear physics collection. However, during its long museum career it has had 

different meanings, regularly moved between different museum collections, 

having previously been classified as an exemplar of measurement apparatus for 

industrial education, used to tell a discovery story to promote new pure-research 

oriented atomic physics, and celebrated as the origin of developing electronics 

industries. The story of Thomson’s 1897 experiments has thus been adapted in 

different ways to build foundation stories for different scientific and industrial 

groups, as well as for promoting work in these areas to the public.  

 

The Science Museum’s collections have, from their outset, been shaped by the 

groups the curators have interacted with, and the narratives those groups have 

tended to tell. In Chapter 3 we saw how the interests of different practitioner 

groups led to different types of stories being told: objects considered ‘physics’ 

were often presented as part of ‘pure science’ narratives, while objects 

considered ‘industry’ were presented in terms of the social and economic 

benefits of technologies. In Chapter 5 we saw how Science Museum staff 

(myself included) working on an exhibition about the Large Hadron Collider 
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(LHC) were granted privileged access to CERN’s facilities and personnel, but 

that this access was ultimately through the filter of CERN’s institutional priorities. 

We also saw how a mixed group of curators, designers, and theatre 

professionals had different priorities as to the kinds of stories of the LHC that a 

museum exhibition should tell. The curators also had to meet the requirements 

of state bodies in how they presented objects. The Museum’s displays initially 

followed governmentally-approved teaching categories of the 19th century, and 

over the 20th century retained a strong slant towards the promotion of British 

industry, even as a more historical view towards collecting emerged. As we saw 

in Chapters 3 and 4, the Museum’s close relationship with the atomic energy 

authorities for much of the 20th century went so far as to dictate the wording of 

how objects were described. 

 

The pre-museum lives of objects have also revealed practices of physics and its 

public promotion beyond the walls of the Science Museum. Following the atomic 

pile models discussed in Chapter 4 has revealed little-known exhibitions, adding 

to a history of atomic exhibitions which until now has largely focused on the 

Festival of Britain, the Atom Train and the US Atoms for Peace exhibitions. The 

models’ journey shows the importance of exhibitions for the trade, rather than 

general-interest, audience, as the initial avenue for physicists to go public with 

nuclear work. The case of the GLEEP model shows that local exhibitions are 

also a promising avenue for exploration, particularly those specifically targeted at 

winning hearts and minds in support of scientific and industrial facilities. In 

Chapter 5 we followed the ECAL crystal’s biography from planning, manufacture 

and testing through the highly specialised interdisciplinary trading zones of Big 

Science, using a small object to provide a microcosm of the Large Hadron 

Collider. Its biography showed that while CERN is known for not having military 

links (unusual in Big Science), in fact premises and expertise of the former 
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Soviet military were crucial to the manufacture of a key element of the LHC. It 

also showed that even a highly expensive international physics facility such as 

CERN adopts aspects of ‘thrifty science’ in repurposing, minimising material 

costs, and reducing waste.2 Therefore, even if museums cannot always collect 

the full infrastructure and practices of Big Science, a small object can be a way 

of capturing these aspects in a collection. The Science Museum’s Collider 

exhibition attempted to illustrate different physicists and engineers working in 

CERN’s specialised trading zones: while a popular exhibition could not cover the 

varieties of roles and processes in great detail, visitors did come away with an 

understanding of the nature of large international collaborations. Such 

approaches to exhibitions are potentially an opportunity to ensure that the 

identities depicted in museums are not only those of the higher-profile physicists, 

but also members of groups like research-technology communities who design 

and build generic devices such as those encountered in Chapter 6.  

 

There has been a difference throughout the thesis in the types of object 

biography undertaken. Those in Chapters 3 and 4 were biographies of specific 

objects. For objects produced in larger numbers, a particular biography may not 

always be possible, or necessarily the main point of interest. The crystal 

examined in Chapter 5 stood for a class of object during its pre-museum 

biography, as its main interest was as a way into the documentation to study 

large-scale distributed scientific processes; it was only once it became a 

museum display object that it attained a more distinct biography. In Chapter 6, 

the voltmeters have been taken out of use as general commodities and rendered 

durables in museum collections, but they have been in abeyance with no 

 
 
2 Werrett, Thrifty Science. 
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additions to their stories. We know almost nothing of their pre-museum 

biographies, so again they need to stand for a larger class of object if we are to 

make them of interest and justify their retention in collections. In future, we 

should endeavour to collect as much as possible of such objects’ unique 

biographies at the point of acquisition.3 

 

Something to bear in mind when using object biographies as part of a larger 

study is that it is difficult to predict in advance exactly what direction a study 

might go in, given the need to follow the object. For example, in Chapter 4, I was 

expecting to focus on public displays such as the Festival of Britain, but the 

GLEEP model took me to a little-known exhibition in Whitehaven, and 

commercial interests and secrecy became my main focus. It is also important to 

be aware that a series of object biographies can be a series of microstudies. 

Since Alberti’s object biographies are mainly designed to study the preservation 

and presentation of science in museums, rather than broader history of science, 

an eclectic mix is not necessarily a disadvantage when the focus is on a 

particular museum’s collection. I chose a broad range for this thesis to cover the 

Science Museum’s modern physics collections over different periods and types 

of object. However, for application beyond museum histories, it may be 

advantageous to study discrete periods or types, as discussed in Section 7.4. 

 

In considering the value of object biographies and studies of exchange, it is also 

useful to recall James Griesemer’s reflections on the dual purpose of a boundary 

object: while in one way an ontological category to think about and a method for 

him and Star to track their subjects, it was also ‘a tool for STS work, a heuristic 

 
 
3 DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts,” 584. 
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methodological category to think with as much as an ontological category to 

think about’.4 A boundary object can be a tracker through subjects’ social worlds 

and networks, but it can also allow the researcher to cross between the various 

disciplinary worlds of science studies.5 Each object’s biography has opened up 

different histories and historiographies of modern physics: Chapter 3 on 19th 

century experimental techniques, Chapter 4 on atomic popular culture and 

secrecy, Chapter 5 on Big Science, and Chapter 6 on research-technologies. 

Cutting across these have been studies of exchanges such as Kopytoff’s 

commodity exchanges, Thomson and Hetherington’s studies of rubbish and 

disposal, boundary objects and trading zones. I have also incorporated physical 

studies of the objects, described further in Section 7.2, and considered studies of 

silence and forgetting within the already disciplinary-broad umbrellas of 

agnotology, and museums and material culture, as described in Section 7.3.6 

Thus, objects in museums can certainly fulfil Alberti’s question as to whether, 

even if they are no longer useful for their original context of research (or ‘regular 

use’ in Lourenço’s terms), they may have second lives as research objects.7 

 

 

 
 
4 James R. Griesemer, “Sharing Spaces, Crossing Boundaries,” in Boundary Objects 
and beyond: Working with Leigh Star, ed. Geoffrey C. Bowker et al., Infrastructures 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2015), 207. 
5 Griesemer, “Sharing Spaces, Crossing Boundaries.” 
6 Proctor and Schiebinger, Agnotology; Susan A. Crane, ed., Museums and Memory, 
Cultural Sitings (Stanford, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 2000); Forty and Küchler, The Art 
of Forgetting. 
7 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum”; Alberti, “Objects of Knowledge: Using Material 
Culture in Twentieth-Century Museums”; Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting 
Collections.” 
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7.3 What can the objects themselves tell us? 

Alberti has remarked that his frequently-cited object biography paper did not 

require physically accessing any objects.8 This is partly as it was a summary of 

opportunities for research rather than detailed biographies of particular objects, 

but also reflects that an object biography does not necessarily require a physical 

study of the object: the main point of interest is what people have done with the 

object, and what meanings they have given it. In this thesis, I have added close 

physical examinations of objects to my biographical studies, to see if these can 

enhance the approach. 

 

Chapter 3 showed that even an object as well-known as J.J. Thomson’s cathode 

ray tube can merit a closer look. An examination of the now very faded paper 

scale on this object showed that its numbering was counter-intuitive when 

considering today’s standard explanation of how his 1897 experiments were run. 

Comparison of the object with Thomson’s descriptions, and secondary literature 

by Isobel Falconer, indicates that he was adopting a more complex (and less 

accurate) measurement method in his earlier experiments. Thomson himself 

contributed to simplifying the story of the experiments; aside from the 

descriptions he provided in reminiscences and in exhibitions, the objects that he 

placed with the Science Museum and Deutsches Museum (a replica) promote 

one version of the charge-to-mass measurement apparatus. Therefore, in 

addition to detailed physical inspections potentially providing more information 

about the objects’ original use, even a simple look at whether one model of 

object has been privileged in museums over another could be useful. 

 

 
 
8 Alberti, Volkmer, and Inglis, “The Immaterial Turn?” 
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The atomic pile model described in Chapter 4 showed some interesting 

discrepancies when compared with technical diagrams, revealing the lengths to 

which the Atomic Energy Research Establishment went to keep aspects of the 

UK’s atomic piles concealed while promoting the work of the Isotope Division. 

Here, display models can be seen as a physical embodiment of the deliberate 

creation of ignorance as a strategic ploy to maintain secrecy. I will discuss 

possible extensions of this approach to other categories of object in Section 7.3. 

 

However, it is important to be realistic that not all objects may offer very much 

from a physical inspection alone. The crystal described in Chapter 5 is fairly 

blank aside from the barcode which gives a clue that it was tracked at some 

point; its physical shape and weight makes sense when the relevant technical 

papers are consulted, but only a specialist in scintillating crystals would be likely 

to infer this by starting from the object itself. The digital voltmeters in Chapter 6 

are ‘black box’ objects which reveal very little of their operation when powered 

down, which is usually how they have to be kept in museums. In this instance, 

the value in the survival of the objects in museum collections is largely as a route 

in to evidence that can be more easily captured in other sources – either 

following the object’s biography through technical documents or manuals, or in 

using the physical objects to trigger memories for oral histories or tacit skills 

studies.  

 

Integration of the study of physical objects into broader history of science studies 

can be challenging, as Lourenço and Gessner have noted: reference literature 

and methodological tools for object-based work remain fairly scarce in both 
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history of science publications and museum publications.9  Building on their work 

in developing the ‘Lisbon Toolkit’, I have combined physical object study with 

object biography (in the broader sense of a conduit for social relationships 

described by Alberti, beyond the mainly provenance-based sense described in 

the Toolkit). This extension has enabled me to develop a model which could be 

used across a broad range of objects of modern physics, which carried different 

levels of physical (or documentary) information and covered different periods of 

historical enquiry; as discussed in Section 7.4 this should be applicable to other 

disciplines. I have also provided a summary of relevant literature and 

methodologies in Chapter 2. This summary provides an update to the summaries 

provided by Pearce, and Hannan and Longair (the latter published after I had 

begun this thesis) and includes more STS-focused material.10 While there is no 

‘one size fits all’ approach for object work, this is hopefully a step towards what 

Lourenço and Gessner identify as a dual need for more training in material 

culture for historians, and historiography for museum professionals, if science 

museum collections are to be used more as a historical resource beyond the 

small groups of people already doing so.11 

 

Pragmatically, it is important to recognize that work with objects is time-

consuming and that many object collections are not as well catalogued or 

accessible as library and archive collections.12  As a curator at the Science 

Museum, I had ready access to the collections of my own institution, and had 

 
 
9 Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections.” 
10 Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections; Leonie Hannan and Sarah Longair, 
History through Material Culture, IHR Research Guides (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2017). 
11 Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections”; Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
12 Hannan and Longair, History through Material Culture. 
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privileged access to CERN objects while they were on loan; large institutions 

such as the Science Museum and Deutsches Museum have the facilities to 

provide supervised research access to their collections. But at smaller museums, 

or larger museums where collections management resources are of necessity 

stretched thinly, providing access for this type of research is not always easy: I 

was unable to inspect one of the objects of my study as it cannot currently be 

located in the Birmingham Museums collections. Meanwhile at scientific 

institutions such as CERN and the Cavendish without (as yet) professional 

curators and collections management staff, researchers generally need to rely 

on the goodwill of staff taking time out from their routine work to provide access 

to material culture.  

 

Challenges of this type of work aside, I believe that this thesis shows that 

consideration of physical objects can enhance archive-based work. Agar would 

like to be able to point to an object and say to students ‘See that? Because we 

can see that thing we must think of history differently’.13 I think that CHOICE 

objects, carrying significant information that cannot be found in documents, will 

remain the exception – certainly for modern physics, for which we have large 

volumes of documentation. But I think that we can point to objects in collections 

and say that ‘because we can see that thing, we can interrogate documents 

differently’, the object providing ‘nuts and bolts’ evidence illuminating what is 

held in documents, or steering how a researcher navigates through documentary 

sources.14 We should also bear in mind that science museum collections of 

various types have tended to be collected for celebration and inspiration, when 

 
 
13 Agar, “What’s Your CHOICE?” 
14 Corn, “Object Lessons/Object Myths?”; DeVorkin, “Space Artifacts.” 
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objects fall out of regular use; the usual practice in fields such as natural history 

or archaeology of collecting documentation and contextual information relating to 

each object, or regular exchange between museums, has not always applied.15 

History of science was rarely the intended use for objects entering science 

museum collections: they became historical as the collections grew older, and 

the worlds of curators and historians of science have not intersected much until 

relatively recently.16 It may be that as these worlds intersect more closely, and 

objects are increasingly collected with a view to research as well as display with 

associated contextual material (including documents and oral histories, and the 

retrospective adding of these to existing collections), science museum 

storerooms can become a more readily-mined resource for the historian. Then 

we could confidently say of scientific objects, as Hannan and Longair do of 

objects in general, ‘whilst historical objects cannot offer a direct and clear 

window on past worlds they are a powerful form of evidence, and a “provocation 

to thought” […]  as complex, deceptive, partial and multi-layered as text 

survivals’.17 

 

 

 

7.3 Exploring silences in modern physics collections 

 

 
 
15 Lourenço and Gessner, “Documenting Collections.” 
16 Jim Bennett, “Can Science Museums Take History Seriously?,” Science as Culture 5, 
no. 1 (1995): 124–37; Alberti, “Scientific Instrument Curators in Britain: Building a 
Discipline with Material Culture.” 
17 Hannan and Longair, History through Material Culture, 1; they quote from Lorraine 
Daston, ed., Things That Talk: Object Lessons from Art and Science (New York : 
Cambridge, Mass: Zone Books ; MIT Press [distributor], 2004), 7. 
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Alberti’s call to object biographies focuses on what it means for objects to be in 

museums by examining the stories of objects that were collected; the most 

fruitful avenue for this type of work generally concerns objects that have been on 

display at various points (in museums or elsewhere) as we have seen in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5. In this thesis I have extended this approach by the 

application of agnotology, to consider absences in collections due to classes of 

objects not having been collected, and to examine what happens to objects 

when they are not on display and have been largely forgotten. I have used 

Robert Proctor’s categories of ‘native state’ (knowledge not yet known), ‘lost 

realm’ (knowledge overlooked due to neglect or a selective focus elsewhere) and 

‘strategic ploy’ (knowledge suppressed, often by deception) to consider different 

ways that knowledge about objects can be lost, or that objects themselves can 

conceal knowledge. Throughout the thesis I have also considered the accuracy 

of the stories told about (and sometimes by) objects, and whether museums – 

often considered as ‘truth spots’ conferring authority and knowledge – can also 

act as ‘ignorance spots’, either inadvertently or deliberately.18 

 

We have seen throughout the thesis that the selective choices made by 

physicists and curators shape what objects enter collections, and thus are made 

available as part of the museum ‘storehouse of memories’ for the long term.19 In 

Chapter 3 we saw how the priorities of working physicists shaped what objects 

were made available to the Science Museum’s collections through the 20th 

century, and the kinds of stories that found their way into the museum’s 

cataloguing information. Selective choices by physicists may become ever more 

 
 
18 Frickel and Kinchy, “Lost in Space.” 
19 Crane, Museums and Memory. 
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the norm in collections’ stories: in Chapter 5 I noted that as some physics 

institutions have increasingly professionalised the control of their public image 

and material assets, what is made available to museum collections is likely to be 

increasingly circumscribed by practitioners. It may be that the increasingly 

systematic (rather than souvenir) nature of collecting by professional physicists 

dictates what objects – and perhaps related archives – survive as the material 

record of 21st century physics.20 We have also seen that some aspects of 

modern physics have not been represented in museums. This may sometimes 

be a question of museum ontology and the ‘kinds of stories objects can tell’: 

Chapter 3 showed that relativity was largely absent from most UK science 

museums during the 20th century, as it did not easily lend itself to 

instrumentation-based collections. But even when an area has plenty of 

associated instrumentation, it may not be represented due to the selective 

choice of curators and trends in museum displays. We saw in Chapter 6 that 

generic objects have tended not to be collected in recent decades as science 

museums have moved away from collecting types, instead focusing on 

‘showpieces’ or ‘key pieces’. Thus, in future, a large percentage of the physics 

instrumentation and infrastructure of the 20th and 21st centuries, often generic 

research-technology made for a variety of uses, may be consigned to rubbish 

unless we embrace the potential of ‘boring’ objects in researching stories of 

everyday scientific and industrial practice.  

 

Something to be considered in avoiding silences would be to ensure that the 

survival of objects does not come down to museum curators selecting from a set 

that has already been pre-sifted by physicists, with some material already 

 
 
20 Pearce, Museums, Objects, and Collections. 
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eliminated to the trash before it can be moved to a museum, and contextual 

material likely to be lost. Increased co-collecting between museums and 

physicists, preferably with the support of research funders, is likely to be the 

most feasible route.21 Being embedded in the working practices of institutions 

would help to ensure that a range of objects are preserved – the everyday 

technologies as well as the charismatic megafauna – and support the capturing 

of detailed information about objects’ pre-museum lives right from the planning 

stages. While my work on the crystal in Chapter 5 relied mainly on archived 

documents and some interviews, this type of project would involve closer liaison 

with, and observation of, the groups involved, allowing for closer observations of 

interpersonal exchanges in trading zones. Such projects would not be limited to 

capturing what can be represented by instrumentation, but also capture oral and 

video histories and ephemera, and acknowledge that physicists will have their 

own priorities and commemorative practices which should be considered a valid 

part of the historical record.22 It is also an opportunity for researchers who are 

more independent of collections to make recommendations and judgements in 

tandem with curators, so that while new object acquisitions and displays are 

sensitive to collections’ existing framings, they are not entirely dictated by 

them.23 Clearly such projects would still involve selective choices about what to 

cover and what institutions to work with, but this approach allows for more time 

to consider what types of objects to collect. It also allows for more reflection on 

 
 
21 Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
22 Alberti et al., “Collecting Contemporary Science, Technology and Medicine”; Wittje, 
“The Garching Nuclear Egg.” 
23 Examples of such projects at doctoral level include an upcoming UCL/Science 
Museum doctoral project on the Mullard Space Science Laboratory supervised by Jon 
Agar, Doug Millard and Lucie Green; Emilie Skulberg, a PhD student at Cambridge, has 
been studying the Event Horizon Telescope / Black Hole Initiative project and is 
collaborating with my team at the Science Museum to capture the journey of the ‘first’ 
black hole image from signal to media sensation. 
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what is not collected to be captured alongside museum records of what is 

collected, so that the reasons for the contingencies of collections are clearer for 

those working with them in future. Of course, this type of work is time-consuming 

and requires staff and financial resource, but recently it has been possible to find 

support for projects researching museum collections via museum-university 

collaborations.24 A possible extension to this approach is discussed in Section 

7.4. 

 

The thesis has also shown how objects which have been collected can be 

consigned to a lost realm due to inattention. In Chapter 4 we saw how objects 

can disappear out of sight – of the public but also of museum staff – when they 

are no longer considered useful or relevant for display: the GLEEP model was 

consigned to storage and not interacted with for two decades. The BEPO model 

was inconveniently large for the Science Museum, and was passed out of the 

collection to Birmingham in 1953. In the intervening years it has been lost even 

to that museum’s staff. Some objects have never been in public sight at all: in 

Chapter 6, I showed how 20th century voltmeters in the Science Museum’s 

collections have never left storage, or ever been used for research. Exploring the 

reasons behind the lack of use of such objects, rather than merely seeking 

solutions to their lack of use, has allowed an examination of shifting attitudes to 

collections in UK museums, particularly those with science and technology 

collections, over the 20th century.   

 

Chapter 4 showed how even objects in plain sight, designed to be shown in 

public, may be designed to suppress knowledge. The reactor models are a 

 
 
24 Alberti, “Why Collect Science?” 
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physical embodiment of the boundaries of openness and secrecy typical of 

nuclear programmes in the mid-20th century, showing only aspects of isotope 

work while omitting other technical details. It may be possible to identify more 

examples of this type of material strategic ploy, particularly in areas such as 

nuclear and military technologies which have traditionally been subject to 

secrecy, but also in other areas as a guard against industrial espionage or 

breach of copyright.25 This may be a way to examine the maintenance of trade 

secrets, and the lengths people would go to to preserve these while also 

generating necessary publicity for their business.  

 

We have also seen how museums can tend to stick to well-worn narratives and 

simplified stories; more nuanced and complex information is omitted as stories 

become simplified and less granular.26 The selective choices made in focusing 

on a simpler story for public consumption may mean that more nuanced 

historical information gets lost, at least temporarily. We saw in Chapter 5 how the 

full story of the CERN crystal could not be told in a popular exhibition, although 

as its biography has been recently researched this can be placed on file so that it 

is not completely lost.27 The longer an object is in a collection, the more 

 
 
25 Conversations with colleagues have already suggested some candidates in the 
Science Museum collections: Inventory number 2014-363 Demonstration model for a 
self-pitching marine screw propeller, for Woodcoxon Engineering to demonstrate to 
prospective national and international customers, 1980. The model’s blade pitch was 
engineered in such a way that it would be impossible to replicate. Inventory number 
1907-30, warship model by Thames Ironworks Shipbuilding and Engineering Company. 
No method of raising the propeller to reduce drag is shown; as this is a contemporary 
model built by the company rather than one made by an enthusiast it may be a deliberate 
omission. My thanks to Rachel Boon, Oliver Carpenter, and Helen Peavitt. 
26 Bucchi, “Can Genetics Help Us Rethink Communication?”; Croissant, “Agnotology.” 
27 Similarly most of the biography of the BBC 2LO transmitter uncovered by Alison Hess 
did not feature in the Science Museum’s Information Age gallery where the object is now 
displayed, but has been published by Hess, for example “Authenticity, Alterations and 
Museum Objects: A Close Encounter with 2LO, the BBC’s First Radio Transmitter,” 
Journal of Material Culture 22, no. 3 (September 1, 2017): 281–98. 
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persistent the simplified story becomes and the harder the full information to 

recover:  J.J. Thomson’s participation in promoting a certain version of his 

cathode ray experiments in museums and exhibitions became more problematic 

for the historical record over time, as longstanding museum descriptions were 

taken for granted and his original papers were less frequently consulted.  

 

Throughout the thesis, agnotology has been used as a means of being alert to 

absences; these absences have been identified along the way when carrying out 

object biographies, rather than being the main driver of the research. As 

discussed in section 7.2, object biographies can take us in rather unexpected 

directions, and it would be difficult to predict in advance whether absences might 

be found as part of a biography. There may be some types of object that are 

more likely avenues for ‘strategic ploy’ agnotology, such as the trade secrecy 

examples discussed above, or types of objects that are more frequently forged 

(in science museums these might be astrolabes or sundials). However, for most 

objects, finding absences or suppressions of knowledge will not be a given. A 

more general application of agnotology to museums might be more feasible at 

the level of groups of objects, or collections. Extending Chapter 6, what other 

types of objects are generally not on display, and why? Are there large classes 

of object absent in the collection, when compared with other collections, and if so 

why was this knowledge not considered worth representing? What objects have 

been disposed of, as knowledge no longer considered valuable for the collection, 

and what happened to them? As discussed in Chapter 1, agnotology can be 

considered more of a catch-all for gathering studies of ignorance-production than 

a distinct field in its own right. But, as with the boundary objects approach 
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discussed by Griesemer, it could be used as a way of tracking through different 

disciplines.28 

 

 

 

7.4 Further opportunities 

I have deliberately chosen objects spanning time periods and types for this 

thesis to create an overview of the public presentation of modern physics, with a 

particular focus on the UK and its national collections in the Science Museum. 

However, by changing the selection categories for case study objects, the 

approaches taken in this thesis should be applicable for a variety of studies. 

 

Other types of collections beyond modern physics collections can certainly be 

considered: this thesis has shown that the category was not self-evident in the 

Science Museum, and that the museum prehistories of modern physics objects 

encompass a very wide range of practices. Indeed, of the UK collections 

discussed in Chapter 3, the Science Museum seems to have been the only one 

specifically considering a ‘modern physics’ collection at all; in other collections 

objects fitted into existing museum categories, were anomalies amongst different 

types of object, or were part of an institutional collection where people, rather 

than subjects, were the organising category. What was useful for my study is 

that modern physics as a discipline and large public museums such as the 

Science Museum are broadly the same age, and therefore enabled a 

consideration of the role that museum displays can play in cementing disciplinary 

 
 
28 Griesemer, “Sharing Spaces, Crossing Boundaries.” 
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identities: in considering other subjects it may be also be productive to match 

object biographies with key eras in collection formation and disciplinary shifts. 

 

My long view of how different types of object were used and displayed in the 20th 

century has provided a broad overview of the public presentation of modern 

physics. There are opportunities for studies that focus on particular periods, 

spaces, or contexts of display, and to study more than one object within these to 

build up a more detailed overview, as Laurel Thatcher Ulrich did for early 

American domestic history in Age of Homespun. 29 For example, to expand the 

study of the two nuclear reactor models studied in Chapter 4, following the 

stories of models of subsequent generations of reactors could also be used to 

gauge how (or whether) the levels of secrecy in atomic exhibitions changed over 

time. They could also be compared with models of other countries’ reactors, if 

these survive – the various versions of international ‘Atoms for Peace’ 

exhibitions, World’s Fairs and Expos would be good starting points. As the US 

and Canadian atomic authorities tended to be more open about their 

technologies in the 1940s than the British, would those models contain more 

detail than those of BEPO and GLEEP? What about Russian reactor exhibits?30 

Chapter 4 also suggests the value of considering trade exhibitions as a category, 

including smaller and more local affairs than the national exhibitions and World 

Fairs which are already of increasing interest to historians of science.31 In 

addition to trade fairs, avenues for exploration could include exhibitions 

 
 
29 Ulrich, The Age of Homespun. 
30 For example Sonja D. Schmid, “Celebrating Tomorrow Today: The Peaceful Atom on 
Display in the Soviet Union,” Social Studies of Science 36, no. 3 (2006): 331–65 
describes the display of a working reactor, and a scale model, but it is not clear whether 
the artefacts survive. 
31 Canadelli et al., Behind the Exhibit: Displaying Science and Technology at World’s 
Fairs and Museums in the Twentieth Century. 
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produced by government departments other than the Ministry of Supply, such as 

the Information Research Department and Board of Trade, public health 

exhibitions, and exhibitions by learned societies.32 In using display as a category, 

we could also expand on the work in Chapters 3 and 5 examining how cathode 

ray tubes and crystals were displayed in different countries, or different 

institutions (public museums and private institutional collections) to examine a 

single class of object across a wider range of locations, for example to consider 

how different nations might promote different ‘discovery’ narratives .  

 

We could also conduct group studies of objects’ pre-museum lives before they 

became display objects. As mentioned in Chapter 5, there are other examples of 

objects from the Large Hadron Collider which could build up the overall study of 

its production and standardisation processes, and this approach would be 

extendable to large-scale scientific projects more generally. As discussed in 

Chapter 6, we could potentially study patterns of distribution, sale and use of 

generic items like voltmeters by comparing near-identical objects, potentially 

across different companies of manufacture, or institutions of use.33  

 

In this thesis, I have used the concepts of boundary objects and trading zones to 

study the pre-museum lives of objects in large-scale scientific collaborations. A 

further opportunity may be to extend these concepts to more general contexts 

 
 
32 Recent work includes Andrew Defty, Britain, America and Anti-Communist 
Propaganda 1945 - 1953: The Information Research Department, Cass Series Studies in 
Intelligence (London: Routledge, 2004); Alex Mold, “Exhibiting Good Health: Public 
Health Exhibitions in London, 1948–71,” Medical History 62, no. 1 (January 2018): 1–26. 
33 Similarly, David Pantalony has identified an opportunity to expand his study of the 
Ottawa museum’s Theratron Junior by comparing its biography with that of other 
examples sold by the company around the world to generate a broader study of cancer 
treatment and its associated commerce in Canada during the Cold War.Pantalony, 
“Biography of an Artifact.” 
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and to objects’ museum lives. Harry Collins, Robert Evans and Michael Gorman 

have developed Galison’s original trading zone approach into a broader concept 

applicable to a variety of multidisciplinary collaborations.34 In addition to the 

specialised but still fairly heterogeneous trading zones of large-scale scientific 

projects, they identify fractionated trading zones in which more heterogeneous 

communities interact: these exchanges are mediated by material objects and 

what they term ‘interactional expertise’, the ability to learn enough of another 

group’s working methods and languages to interact smoothly. The approach of 

Collins et al could enable the study of situations with a much stronger degree of 

heterogeneity and separate working practices, such as the relationships between 

museum curators (as practitioners of interactional expertise) and practising 

physicists. In this framework, the trading zone is likely to be more generally 

applicable to science and technology museums than the ‘contact zone’ which 

has tended to explore situations where museums have considerably more power 

than the people whose cultures they are collecting.35 Following the sociological 

approach used by Collins et al, it could be possible to use this model to examine 

how objects are exchanged between different groups in regular contact, and 

what material and intellectual information is and is not exchanged.36 This more 

general trading zone model has not yet seen widespread application in museum 

studies, but has been discussed by Richard Sandell, Jocelyn Dodd, and Ceri 

 
 
34 Collins, Evans, and Gorman, “Trading Zones and Interactional Expertise.” 
35 Clifford, “Museums as Contact Zones.” 
36 I see this as more applicable to future collecting, for example as part of the 
researcher-curator collaborations discussed in Section 7.3, rather than for examining 
historical exchanges where the surviving correspondence at the level of object 
exchanges is generally too thin to fully ascertain different traders’ experiences and 
motivations. 
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Jones in the context of museum staff collaborating with disabled people on the 

representation of disability histories.37 

 

Sociological and museological studies of audiences from the late 20th century 

onwards can also provide a rich seam of information for studies of how visitors 

have responded to objects (and not only how museum professionals thought that 

they should have responded).38 For recent exhibitions in large museums, such 

as the Collider exhibition discussed in Chapter 5, studies of visitor response are 

likely to be easily found. For earlier periods sources are more elusive: the 1949 

survey of visitors discussed in Chapter 4 was not common practice for its time. In 

both cases, the surveys tell us more about visitor responses to the overall 

exhibitions than how they reacted to individual objects and, as Alberti notes, it 

may be more feasible to study reactions to types of object rather than specific 

objects. However, it might also be possible to actively follow high-profile objects 

that are regularly displayed and to study how visitors in different contexts react to 

these, or to design visitor research studies which focus more explicitly on objects 

rather than the general exhibition environment.39 

 

 
 
37 Richard Sandell, Jocelyn Dodd, and Ceri Jones, “Trading Zones: Collaborative 
Ventures in Disability History,” in Oxford Handbook of Public History (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2017), 87–104. Sandell et al use the trading zone as a space in which 
the relationships between partners are equitable, although this is not always the case. 
They suggest Collins et al’s category of interlanguage trading zones (roughly Galison’s 
original conception) may be useful, but I believe this is less appropriate than fractionated 
trading zones when considering heterogeneous groups of the type they describe. 
38 Alberti, “Objects and the Museum.” 
39 For example, the 2018-19 UK tours of the Natural History Museum’s Dippy the 
Diplodocus and the Science Museum’s Soyuz capsule went to a variety of public spaces 
beyond typical museum environments; international touring exhibitions may provide 
another way to compare reactions to key objects if the visitor evaluation brief focuses on 
these more specifically. 
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In this thesis I have argued that objects, be they high-profile or forgotten, can 

offer a range of opportunities for the historian via studying their biographies, their 

physical characteristics, and the types of stories that people have – or have not – 

told about them. A curator or researcher encountering collections, with all their 

varieties and contradictions, and wondering ‘why have all these things been 

kept?’  can find a variety of questions to ask of objects. I have shown in this 

thesis how some of these questions can be answered. The Science Museum 

storeroom described at the start of this thesis will soon be packed up for the 

collections to be relocated to their new storage facility. The objects will spend the 

next two years in packing boxes, unused and silent. But once the boxes can be 

opened, there are many more stories waiting to be uncovered. 
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